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INTRODUCTION 

The town of Gorizia has the honour to host the 12th edition of the Colloquium on Musical Informatics, organized 

by the University of Udine -Diploma Universitatio per Operatore dei Beni Culturali jointly with the Facoltti di Scienze 

M.F.N. As usual, this event has been promoted by the Italian Association on Musical Informatics, AIMI. 

The contributions presented this year encompass not only the traditional fields of Digital Signal Processing and 

Music Programming Systems, but also some novel themes witnessing the growing interest in the informatic tools to 

analyze and support music languages, composition techniques, musical intelpretation and performance. This trend 

leading to a more extensive use of computers to solve a wide range of problems was already highlighted by the previous 

edition of the Colloquium. This is a choice of a cultural nahm for the "Diploma per Operatore dei Beni Culturali" 

(Archival Conservation), which recently instituted a Laboratory of Musical Informatics devoted to teaching 

contemporruy music. Now the Laboratory is fully equipped for restoring audio documents, and then it is also trying to 

stimulate new synergies between researchers in music and computer science: this is indeed coherent with its main goals 

and has been fully supported since the beginning by the University of Udine. 

Witllin this new context the link with Information Technology is not only a matter of choice, but rather stems 

from actual necessity. The musicology major of the Diploma Universitario per Operatore dei Beni Cultnrali deals with 

problems connected to the preservation and restoration of sound sources that are transferred onto digital memory, so 

that readability may be restored for documents that lnve been damaged or simply eroded by time. For instance, the 

Information Technology bas developed very powerful tools to remove noise from the signals and for processing digital 

representations, but operating criteria and methodology need to be defined precisely. 

It therefore becomes a question of restoring the information in a philologically correct manner, beginning with 

the reconshuction "in vitro" of the technical and operational features of the old equipment used to play outdated 

reproduction media, and aniving at the re-assembling of the information stored as bits in the computer into its original 

wholeness, with cognitive as well as informative integrity. This is an extremely complex task assigned to the joint-effort 

of computer scientists and professionals laving specific lustorical-critical musical competence. 

This is the main reason tllat spurred the University to suggest that a specific session of the CIM should be 

dedicated to the theme of presewation and restoration of sound sources. The response fiom both scholars and 

researchers has been impressive, as demonstrated by the high quality of contributions received in this area. 

While promoting this Colloquium, the Organizing Committee hopes to give a further contribution to the 

methodological aspects of the conservation and restoration of sound documents. These are themes of strategic and 

cultural importance, given the growing number of electronically stored data, access to which is becoming more and 

more dependent on the technological evolution of information systems. 

Gorizia, September 1998 

Angelo Orcalli 





PRESENTATION 

Antonio Carn~uri 

President 
AIMI - Associazione di Lnformatica Musicale ltaliana 

The field of Musical Informatics changed signif~cantly since the foundation of AIMI (Associazione di 

Informatica Musicale Italiana). It is therefore natural and necessary that AIMI adapts to the growth oCUle field: from the 

emergency of new research themes. to new interdisciplinarilies, prcsence of the industry, elc. The main conference 

theme of this year Colloquium of Musical Informatics - Restoration of Audio Documents - bears witness of such deep 

transformations. "Restoration" is in fact a word which, until a few years ago, was referring to museums and to artworks 

of centuries ago. 

Nowadays, there is Ule emergent need to restore also electronic and computer music works. A signif~cant growlh 

and transformation characterized the last few years of AIMI. For example, in 1997 AIMI offered its patrocine to the 

Intl. Workshop on Kansei - The Technology of Emotion, held in Genova in Oclober. to the Workshop on sound signal 

processing, held in Florence in June, and to the Piero Grossi's 80 years evenf in Florence in December. All these events 

received a very positive response from Uie public and confirmed the relevance of the Italian school within Ule 

international Musical Informatics community. AIMI has an internet home page fl~ttp://aimi.dist.unige.it), which has 

become a reference for AIMI members: it includes news on the activities of the Association and on the most relevant 

events in l l ~ e  field. The AIMI homepage has gradually enriched with new pages which bcar witness of the vitality of the 

Italian community coordinated by AIMI: for example, the page on the sound synthesis based on physical models, which 

collects some national contributes to this important topic, the page on csound and related music softwarc 

(ftp:llmusart.dist.unige.iVpublCSOUND/ and l~~p://aimi.dist.unige.it/AIMICSOUND/AIMICSOUND-h~me.htmt) and 

the page on Ule CEC project COST-G6 on Digital Audio Effects (http://aimi.disl.unige.it/AIMIIMICOSTT1~~), 

Furlhermore, AIMI gives hopitality to the e-mail list of the DAT (Dipartimenti per I'Aggiornamento 

Tccnologico) of the national Music Conservatories, and actively participates to the activities of GATM (Gruppo di 

Analisi e Teoria Musicale), of which it is founding member. 

The e-mail group of AIMI members is an active discussion forum and a service for a fast communication of 

national and international events. The links to the internet home pages ofthe single AIMI members allow them a better 

visibility and communication by means of the Association home page. 

This year is yet more important for our association. The XI1 edition of the Colloquium on Musical Informatics 

will be held in Gorizia from 24 to 26 September. n u s  conrerence has raised to an international relevance. It is 

characterized by a simcant number of high-level scientific and musical contributes, as confirmed by this volume of 

proceedings. It is of particular si@cance that this year, the Colloquium will be for the fust time in Gorizia, organized 

by the University of Udine, where an emergent research group on musical informatics is active. IT f ~ o m  one hand the 

main theme of the Colloqui~nn is Uus year "Restoration" , from the olher hand it is important to notice that a relevant 

prcsence, in flus edition of the Colloquium, of innovative contributes from other research themes: from digital sound 

signal processing to systems for the computer music, to emergent themes, e.g., analysis and synthesis of expressivity, 



interactive systems and issues related to the integration of music language with visual. gesture, dance languages, and 

toward new generations of multimedia systems, including multhodal interaction and inhabited virtnal environments. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank the Organizing Committee, the Scientific and Music Committees, and the authors 

for their invaluable contribute to the success of the Colloquium 

Gorida, September 1998 
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1. Abstract 

This paper presents audio hybridization using Morpb, a 
software performing spectral modeling running on 
Wi1idows95 platform. A description of the method and of 
the currently implemented features is given, followed by 
some guidelines for future development of the system. 
All of the algorithms are based on frequency domain 
processing in the Fourier space. 
The hybridization algorithm is based on the deterministic 
plus stochastic decomposition proposed by Serra and 
Smith but Inverse Fourier Transform is used for re- 
synthesis. 
Cross-synthesis was implemented adding the canonical 
method the possibility of changing, even drastically, the 
connections between pairs of spechal components. 
A full description of the features actually performed by 
the system include: timbre hybridization, cross-synthesis, 
harmonic/inharmonic component separation, frequeucy- 
domain filtering, 3D visualizatiol~ of spectra and 
sonogram. 

2. Cross-Synthesis 

Apart from special cases, cross-synthesis can not be 
considered valid for the production of perceptually good 
hybrids. For this reasons, some new features have been 
added to the basic method, which can be useful if the aim 
is that of producing totally new sonic matherials. 
In addition to the classic features performed by cross- 
synthesis, the spectral connections between pairs of 
components of the two involved sounds, can be totally 
redefined. Neither component need necessarily be 
matched with that in the same frequency-bin in the other 
sound, but could also be connected with any other 
component. 

Thus we can redefme, even drastically, the spectro- 
temporal characteristics of the two sounds involved in 
the processing. Perceptually, the presence of the two 
starting sounds may be lost and the sound generated may 
be completely new. 
If, as a particular case, we don' t change any one of the 
basic spectral connections, the system performs cross- 
synthesis as described by the established rules. 

3. Timbre Hybridisation 

As a point of departure for the hybridisation method 
adopted, there is a techaique of spectral manipulation (6) 
which, according to different variants, is nowadays used 
in a family of methods commonly known as spectral 
modeling. Among these, the techniques of hybridisation 
and morpling occupy a significant part. 
The basis of the method is the recognition of the stable 
component of the spectrum, an approximation of the 
harmonic structure, and recognition of the unstable 
component which, from the perceptive point of view, 
constitutes the inham~onic part of the sound. 
Seeking the largest peeks in the power spectrum and 
comparing them with the stable components in the phase 
spectrum, the stable component of the specha is 
localised. In this way a segmentation of the starting 
spectra in different zones is obtained, each of which is 
centred around a peak. A rising number is assigned to 
every zone in such a way that, in phases of re-synthesis, 
the elaboration is obtained between pairs of zones with 
the same value. 
This type of segmentation of the spechum into different 
areas is a feature of the ideas known as "Auditory Image 
Formation" [I]. According to "Auditory Image 
Formation" we perceive groups of frequencies (formants, 



energy patterns and so on), rather than individual 
components. 
To improve elaboration possibilities, I have used 3 
different coefficients of hybridisation which control 
moduli. phases and frequeucy-bins. In this way, it is 
possible to place the resonance areas cl~aracteristic of one 
sound at the positions taken by those ones of an other 
sound. The processing, consists in stretching or 

compressing of the distances between zones of the 
spectral envelope, independently for each zone. Thus, we 
can redraw the energy disiriiution of one sound, without 
modifying its moduli and phase values. The computation 
of new moduli and new frequencies, as of new 
frequency-bins, is done on a logarithmic scale. 
The construction of the new spectrum is done by the 
simultaneous processing of pairs of spectral zones 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

Source Sound Target Sound Hybrid Sound 

Peek N. 1 2 3 . 1  2 3 

belonging to the two initial sounds, which share the same 
number. One begins from peaks which distinguish each 
zone and moves on to the pairs of lateral components. 
Using the two spectrums in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we should 
match, on a logaritl~mic scale, components 3 and 2 
respectively from the first and second spectrum. Then 
the second with the fust, and so on. 
The procedure can be schematized thus: 

Mod[t],Ph[t],FB[t] =Moduli, Phases and Frequency- 
Bins of the new Hybrid Component 
Modl[t], Phl[t], FBl[t], Mod2[t], Ph2[t], FB2[t] = 
Moduli, Phases and Frequency-Bins ofthe Initial 
Sounds 
CI, C2, C3 =Hybridization Coefficients of the Moduli, 
Phases and Frequency-Bins 
t = Analysis Frame Index 

The phases in the frequency-bins sharing the same 
number were only interpolated. 

In both cases, problems occurred when two components 
with very different energies where matched. The 
amplification of low energy and instable components 
when matched with some high energy components 
produced noise resulting in inharmonic hybrids with 
most of their perceptive features destroied. In order to 
avoid this problem, the frequency content of the stable 
component was always given better result. For this 
purpose, a new multiplicative coefficient (FC, F~equency 
Corrector), function of the energy dissimilarity between 
the two components was introduced and used to correct 
C2. 

Another algorithm was also implemented: spectral 
segmentation was applied only to magnitude specbum. 



4. Future directions in research into perceptive 
continuity 

A work on hybridisation must confront the problem of 
the route of perceptively continuous transformation 
between any pairs of sounds, this being a fundamental 
quest. This involves seeing whether it is possible to 
identify an algorithm for the production of hybrids by 
locating the perceptive distance between any two points 
in a continuum of timbral space, or whether, a certain 
degree of quantization must be accepted. 
In certain studies published up until about ten years ago, 
dubious arguments about tlie existence of a perceptive 
continuity can he foun4 while in the more recent 
literature a different position is assumed and the reasons 
for previous scepticism are explained. 
Above all, the complexity of the principal mechanisms 
underlying perception and the difficulties of research into 
hybridisation methods research which do not propose 
restrictive hypotheses on the sound material to be 
elaborated have been better explained and clarified. 
Seeking to identify what the discriminating elements may 
be according to both the Ecological Psychology and the 
Information Processing approaches [I], we can see that 
the following, which induce the construction of a timbre 
space, play a fundamental role: 

1) Property of resonance 
2) Characteristics of the attack (duration and nature of 

the transient component) 
3) Modulation laws in the sustain phase 
4) Synchrony of fluctuations in frequency in each 

spectrum component. 

For the purposes of recognition each of these elements 
can also, within limits, substitute for tlie others. The 
characteristics of attack (duration and attributes of the 
transient component), for example, are of great 
importance, often more so than the law of an~plitude 
modulation. If the attack were cut. the latter athibutes 
could play, for some kinds of instl-umeuts, a determining 
role for the purpose of perception and the recognition 
capability. 
As a result of these' observations we can see how 
movements within the timbre space producing a gradual 
attenuation of one of the above attributes do not lead to 
the occupation of points in the perceptive space in which 
our auditoly system is totally unable to effect 
recognition. 
The important thing is that the transforniation executed 
on the material does not result in the complete 
destruction of the most important athibutes of the sounds 
used. Some athibutes which characte~ise one sound or 
the other should always be perceptible. 

As well as this capacity of approximation, our perceptive 
system has another capacity which is well described ui 
most psychoacustic essays. This makes a further 
contribution to the possibility of the existence of a 
perceptive continuum. It is concerned with the brain's 
ability to reconstruct visual and sound images. 
Working on a sound image in such a way as to transform 
some of its perceptive attributes, the capacity for 
reconstnlction and classification is not completely lost; 
rather, the whole image is recomposed, within limits, 
even when there is alteration or the elimination of some 
perceptive elements of secondaly importance. 
A correct method for executing the process of 
hybridisation can be considered that of using a 
classification of perceptive attributes, according to at 
least two different classes corresponding to the different 
levels of importance, and to process in synchrony and in 
inverse proportion, the attributes belonging to the same 
level in the two sounds. To take an example, let us 
suppose we want to hybridize a trombone with a voice. 
The classification can be the following: 

First level attributes: 

Trombone: Attack characteristics 
Laws of amplitude modulation 

Voice: Property of resonance 
Laws of amplitude modulation 

Second level attributes: 

-Trombone: Property of resonance 
Synchrony of frequency fluctuation 

Voice: Attack characteristics 
Synchrony of frequency fluctuation 

In each point of the transformation it is necessary to take 
care not to destroy the first level characteristics of the 
two sounds. If, for example, the process of 
transformation begins with the trombone and ends with 
the voice, the attack characteristics of the trombone 
should not be completely destroyed before the resonant 
properties of the voice has clearly emerged. - 

The elaboration can be executed in two phases: 

1) Classification of the attributes and weighting 
according to an estimation of the perceptive 
importance 

2) Cross-processing between pairs of attributes of 
homogeneous importance 

For the resolution of I), one can consult tables such as 
those of Krinipboff [2]. 



The procedure, in the case of the hyhridisatiun of a 
trombone with the human voice, can be sunimaiised as 
fullows: 

First level weiglits: 

Trombone: W11, Attack characteristics 
W12, Laws of amplitude modulation 

Voice: W13, Resonance property 
W14, Laws of amplitude modulation 

Second level weights: 

Trombone: W21, Resonance property 
W22, Synchrony of frequency fluctuatiolis 

Voice: W23, Attack characteristics 
W24, Syncluony of fieqomcy fluctuations 

The transformation sl~ould correspotid to a cross- 
PI-ocessing behveen the pairs of attributes, while the 
perceptive presence of associated atlrihutes must follow a 
proportional law as follows: 

i = l ?  ,- Level of perceptive imlmrtance 
IlCoef = 0.1 Coefficient of Hybridisation 

Final Notes: 

The software for the hybridisation of the cited 
experiments is called Morph and was designed at LIM, 
Laboratorio di Infomiatica Musicalc, Co~ilputer Science 
Department of thc University of Milan, under the 
direction of Goffredo Haus and in collaboration with 
Civica Scuola di Musica of Milan. MOIU'II runs on 
Windows 95. 
1 would like to thank Goftiedo I-Iaus for the invaluable 
help and the support he gave me, Stephen McAdams for 
his suggestions and helpfulness, and Giovanni Cospito 
for his many insigl~ts. 
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Abstract 
A frame.work for automatic analysis and segmen- 

tation of singing is presented. In order to pro- 
fiide a complete description of the signal for post- 
processing purposes, difirent levels of sound and 
performonce analyses are integrated. A note-level 
description giving the position of notes within the 
signal, and a higher level musical attributes (like 
v ib~a lo  or  glissando) description, are produced by 
means of a class of algorithms based on pitch anal- 
ysis and score-porformance matching. Examples of 
singer performance analysis is given where the note 
positions and durations, as well as higher level mu- 
sical attributes, are recognized. 

1 Introduction 
Recently some powerful post-processing tech- 

niques have been presented which are well suited 
for voice and monophonic instruments analysis and 
resynthesis, and lead to att,ractive prospective in 
the field of expressive processing. Sinusoidal mod- 
eling oC sound, for example, proved lo be suitable 
for this kind of application ([I, 2, 31). In fact, sig- 
nal spectral modeling and basic modifications such 
as time stretching and pitch shifting can be effec- - 
tively performed, while preserving t,he original qual- 
it,y of sound. These tools represent a good frame- 
work for expressive processing of digitally recorded 
perCormances. However, performing time stretching, 
pitch shifting or dynam.ic varial-ions on musical notes 
or phrases is not a straightforward task. The related 
problems are mainly due to the continuos modula- 
lions in musical performance (uibrato, portamenlo, 
grace-notes and other high-level musical attributes), 
and to speech articulation (voiced/unvoiced nature 
of frames). 

Some research on the modeling of continuos ex- 
pression in performance can be found in [4]. Here, a 
formalism to represent continuos pitch, timing and 
dynamic modulations is presented, based on a de- 
composition oC envelopes in terms of trigonometric 
functions or geometric figures. 

The analysis system proposed here is intended 
to be integrated in an expressive processing frame- 
work ([5]), with the aim to produce a reliable musical 
description, thus permitting correct expressive ma- 
nipulations and high quality re-synthesis of sound. 
The research focuses on singing voice, but mono- 
phonic and quasi-harmonic sounds such as wind in- 
struments and solo string instruments have been 
considered as well. 

The paper is organized as Lollows. First, a 
multi-level segmentation of the signal is proposed, 
which is a complete representation of musical events, 
from note level to high-level musical attributes like 
staccato-legato or vibrato. This allows the definition 
of a joined description of sound and performance. 
Next, the analysis step required for segmentation 
are illustrated, which involve the detection of per- 
formance higher level attributes, derived from ba- 
sic parameters such as pitch, dynamic envelopes and 
timings. The higher level analysis is based on a class 
of algorithms for automatic recognition of musical 
events. Finally, an example of the analysis process 
applied to a pop-tune performed with different, tim- 
ing intentions is presented, in order to illost,ra.te the 
procedure. 

2 Sound analysis and multi-level de- 
scription 

The analysis performed is mainly based on pitch 
estimation of the signal. Thus, a robust analysis tool 
is required in order to achieve reliable results. More- 
over, the results of our analysis are to be employed in 
a general manipulation framework, and share some 
of the analysis steps with the "analysis-resynthesis" 
subsystem. For these reasons it is a natural choice 
to rely on the analysis environment described in [3]. 

2.1 Multi-level description 
The performance modification section (expres- 

siveness model) requires a symbolic description of 
the signal. The extraction of this musical informa- 
tion can be considered at different levels. We will 



refer liere to a multi-layer slructure composed by a first global alignment,, the cross correlation win- 
lliree layers, organized as follows: dow is progressively reduced (we can process mu- 

sical phrases first, then semi-phases, and so on), 
Layer I: Note-level segmentation. For tliis level tllUs refining the local tempo ~h~ last 
a nlusical score-like representation of the signal step ,,,ill refer to a single.note observation window, 
is produced by means of a score matching Pro- and at  the end the local lime alignment of note i is 

li cedure, which idenlifies the position, duration given by Ti = xk=, Ti,k ( Ti,l is tile time index for 
and pilch of the not,es in the performance. the maximum of elobal cross-correlation, T; n refers 

s Laver II: Mig11-level musical attribules segmen- 
tation. As high level musical attributes, we 
consider pitcli-related events (such as uibroto 
or portomenlo), timing-related events (such as 
rollentondo or syncopat-ion), and amplitude- 
relahed events (such as lrernolo or accents). 
Timbre atlributes should be considered in the 
second layer too, and will be investigal,ed iu fu- 
t.ure researcl~. 

Loyer III: Phonet,ic segmen0ation. The pho- 
net,ic segmentation, wliich car1 be oblained with 
a speech recognition tool, or made by hand, 
mill distinguish between consonanls and vow- 
els. Consonants will be further classified in 
pitkhed consonants (nasals and liquids), and 
non-pitched consonants (fricatives, plosives). 
This classification will clearly help the process 
ing blocli to apply tlie correct processing algo- 
rithm for that frame. I t  shoulb be pointed out 
llial, comparing to the speech recognition pho- 
neticsegmentation, a fairly less amount of effort 
is required since we are interested in a gross clas- 
sification of class of phonemes. 

The importance of a high-level description of the 
performance has been recently pointed out in M, 
where a detailed spectral description format, is pro- 
posed for encoding all possible musical events. In or- 
der to automatically produce an high-level descrip- 
bio11 analysis, part of the prescnl work focuses on 
automal,ic recog~iition of events in layer I and layer 
I l .  

3 Automatic recognition of musical 
events 

Since aut,omatic multi-level musical description is 
our final goal, a class of procedures is proposed for 
det,ection of high-level musical attributes (loyer II) 
and note onset and duration (layer I). The intention 
is to produce t,he layer I segmentation by means of 
a score-performance matcliing procedure, based on 
pitcli information. This operation links note-events 
in a musical performance l,o the corresponding events 
in the score ([GI). We assume that the perforlner 
recorded his performance while listening to a musi- 
cal accompaniment and by reading a score. With 
lllese constraints the score matching can be reason- 
ably performed by cross-correlating tlie real pitch 
wil,h the nominal pitch given in the score. After 

- , .,- 
to the first phrase sub-division, and so on). When 
tliis step is compleled, performed and nominal pitcli 
are aligned and one can think of detecting the on- 
set of 1,Iie notes by comparison of tlie two. How- 
ever, the pit,ch extracted by a singer performance 
is characterized by the presence of non-significant 
values corresponding to unvoiced frames, as well as 
by ti,lie presence of modulations corresponding to ui- 
hroto, glissando, or other musical attributes. Bot;li 
 aspect,^ are responsible for a pitch curve that is quite 
dissimilar from the nominal pitch of the score. Thus, 
in our approach we first perform the delection of the 
high level pitch events for wliich an estimate of the 
nominal pitch can be easily obtained: vibrato, mi- 
cropause (non-written resls), attacli, etc. The same 
can he done for frames where pitch is not defined 
due to phonetic reasons. Once the pitch profile has 
been 'cleaned' from the influence of higher level at- 
tributes, tlie local a~ialysis of onset and duration of 
notes will result sensibly improved (see figure 1). 

duration 

Nominal 
A 

pitch 

Figure 1: Schema of note onset and duration evalu- 
ation procedure 

3.1 Basic high-level musical attributes 
detection 

We will illustrate the high level musical attributes 
detection procedure, by considering an example of a 
singing phrase where a number of typical features 
are present. After the local tempo alignment, we 
may reliably estimate the desired pitcli for the ac- 
tual note under obscrval.ion, and for the next note 
(under the assumption that there are no missing or 
added notes in the performance with respect to the 
score). A pitch tolerance region ' is localized around 
each nominal value of the pit,ch, and it  is now easy 
to evaluate tlie degree of fitting of the performed 
pitcli whithin tlie t,wo zones. This information will 
be used in order to delimitate the sustained part of 
t-he note, and to study the nature of the transition 

1 A &SO cents band is adequate for most pop performances 



from the actual note to the next note. The con- 
struction of the auxiliary pitch, pitch', which is an 
estimate of the nominal score underlying the per- 
formed pitch, is performed by using the phonetic 
segmentation and by detecting some basic pitch re- 
lated features. Figure 2 illustrates the construction 
of the auxiliary pitch from the performed pitch with 
respect to the class of considered features, which are 
summarized below. 

Phonetics: the main question with phonetic fea- 
tures is how to manage the duration of unvoiced 
frames when they separate two notes (as i t  is 
often the case). This is an important point in 
order to correctly interprete the timing of the 
sung performance. We can refer to some results 
obtained in the field of analysis and synthesis 
of singing ([7, a]), which states that, all conso- 
nants must be considered as part of t,he note of 
the preceding vowel. Thus, in the construct,ion 
of the auxiliary pit,ch, the previous note's pitch 
will be extended to cover the duration of the 
consonant. For pitched consonants, t,he dura- 
tion can be shared by the preceding and the ac- 
tual note, depending on the nature of the pitch. 

Pztch-related attributes: we consider here a basic 
set of pitch-related attributes, namely vibrato, 
pitch attack, pitch decay, and portamento. In 
[5] a procedure has been proposed for vibrato 
detecl,ion, which relies on a STFT analysis of 
the pitch profile. This analysis can reliably 
I~igl~light the portions where the pit,ch trajec- 
tory presents a sinusoidal behaviour, with a fre- 
quency lying in the vibrato range (i.e., 4.5 to 7 
Hz). Attack, release and glissando can be de- 
tected by observing the regions where t.he pitch 
lies outside the tolerance zones. Decision on the 
nature of the attribute can be made by observ- 
ing the derivative of the pitch. As for phonemes, 
the duration of attack and glissando is assigned 
to the preceding note (or pause). 

Dynamic-related a1,tributes and tempo-related at- 
tributes can be considered in a similar manner. A 
method based on perceptive temporal masking has 
been proposed in [5] for staccato-legato detection and 
a procedure similar to the one used for the vibrato 
detection can be used for tremolo. The dynamic- 
related attributes analysis can be done, as pitch- 
related attribul,e analysis, before the onset detection 
procedure. On t,he other hand, the recognition of 
tempo-related att,ributes, such as accelerando, syn- 
copatzon and others, have to be performed necessar- 
ily after that the note onset and duration detection 
has been completed. 

3.2 Score-performance matching 
The decision on the i-th note onset time is taken 

by observing the derivative of the auxiliary per- 

Figure 2: Performed pitch (dashed) of the sung 
phrase "Hey Jude", and auxiliary pitch (solid). The 
two 80 cent pitch tolerance zones are evidentiated 
(dashed horizontal lines). 

formed pit-ch, pitch', on the neighborhood of the ex- 
pected onset time (which is t i  = t,,,,; + ri, where 
t,,,,, is the score onset time and ri is the time delay 
computed in the local tempo-alignment procedure). 
A gaussian-shaped observation window centered in 
ti is used to weigth the derivative of pitch', and a se- 
lection of the maximum weighted value with correct 
sign can be performed (the sign expected is given by 
the rising or descending pitch in the score). 

Next, the score-performance procedure is applied 
to two different performances of the same musical 
phrase (figure 3): in the first case, the singer's inten- 
tion was to respect the nominal onset and duration 
of each note, while in the second case a slightly less 
constrained performance was produced with respect 
to timing. By loolcing at the figure is clear that the 
second performance presents delayed onsets with re- 
spect to the score, as well as some note duration 
changes. 

After the second layer segmentation procedure 
application, the auxiliary pitch signal is produced 
and a matching with the score pitch is performed in 
order to extract the onset and the duration of the 
notes. Figure 4 show the results obt,ained in the two 
cases exposed above. 

In the upper figure, the attack delay of each 
note is reported. The solid line, referring to the 
"sharp" performance, exhibits little deviation from 
zero, while the dashed line, referred to the "loose" 
performance, clearly shows a higher amount of delay 
from the nominal score, in good agreement with fig- 
ure 3 and with listener's perception. In the lower fig- 
ure, the duration diflerence of each note is reported. 
The same convention is adopted for the "sharp" and 
the "loosen performance and the data can be once 
more compared to the performed pitch in figure 3. 
As a final note, we can be observe that the dashed 
curve of figure 4 (duration difference), can be used in 



Figure 3: Two performances of the same sung phrase 
from the pop-tune "Hey Jude" (the pitch contour is 
shown). 

Figure 4: Onset of notes (upper figure) and note 
duration difference (lower figure) for t.he two per- 
formances (solid line: performance a); dashed line: 
performance b) of figure 3. ) 

order to study time-related musical attributes. The 
sinusoidal shape of this curve, for example, can be a 
clear indication of syncopat,ion attributes. 

4 Conclusions 
The basic elements of a monophonicsignal analy- 

sis framework are presented here. The system moves 
t,oward a completely automatized description of the 
signal, and a set of procedures for the recognition 
of the most common high level musical attributes 
is proposed. Wliile the frali~ework was primarly in- 
tended to be int,egrated in an expressiveness analy- 
sis and reynthesis system, it is designed to  provide 
a joined sound and performance description of the 
signal. Thus, this system can be usefully employed 
as an aid in the field of musical style analysis. 
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Abstract 
A number of different sou.nds produced by an 

acoustic guitar, plucked with fingers, were digitally 
recorded. Samples have the same pitch and loud- 
ness, they differ only in the plucking technique. The 
timbre nuances obtained by the different techniques 
were analyzed using: time-frequency techniques, 
psychoacoustical analysis and Principal Component 
Parametrization of nilel Frequency Cepstral Coefi- 
czents. The aim wo,s to investigate the timbre space 
of the instrument and to build a model for the au- 
tomatic recognition of the plucking techniqse, to be 
used in a gesture interface. The main acoustzc pa- 
rameters were pointed out, in agreement with the the- 
ory on the vibrating string. Moreover it was shown 
that it is possible to give an estimate of the plucking 
technique from timbre analysis. 

1 Introduct ion 
Acoustic musical instruments are able to produce 

a number of distinct sounds that  are characterized by 
small differences in timbre. Great part of musicians' 
t.raining is spent in learning how to obtain different 
timbre nuances, or colors, from the instrument, and 
how these nuances are relat,ed t o  the playing tech- 
nique. The control of sound, that  is the control of 
its timbre, is the basis of any performance. It  is 
well lmown that  timbre is a characteristic of sound 
hard t o  study, because of it,s intrinsic complexity: 
timbre has a multidimensional feature, which varies 
in timc. Even the common definition of timbre is 
somehow evasive: "timbre is the characteristic that  
permits to recognize differences in two sounds when 
pitch and loudness are equal". 
Some studies were carried out on the timbre of dif- 
ferent musical instruments. Gray [l] developed a 
study about the relation between the timbre char- 
acteristics of a set of sound samples and the subjec- 
tive impressions of a group of listeners. Other works 
focused on the creation of a timbre space through 
sound parametrization and mapping techniques, lilie 
Neural Nets [Z] and multivariate statistical analyses 
[3]. All these studies are about the timbre space of a 
group of diierent instruments, that is they are about 
the recognition of diiTerent instruments rather than 

the recognition of the nuances of a single instrument. 
In this paper it, is presented a study on the space of 
these timbre nuances produced by an acoustic nylon 
string guitar, plucked by fingers with nails, lilie in the 
common technique taught in Music Conservatories. 
Two reasons suggested that  the acoustic guitar could 
be a good testbed for this kind of analyses. From 
the one hand the guitar can produce a grcat variety 
of different timbre nuances, but a t  the same time it 
has a typical sound, always recognizable by listeners; 
hence timbre variations are inside some perceptual 
boundaries. From the other hand, guitar's timbre 
nuances mainly depend on the interaction between 
the string and the right hand's fingers, which is easily 
observable and measurable. Moreover the guitarist 
has a number of different pluclcing techniques that, 
she can apply independently one from the ot,her, as 
well as in different comhinat,ions. 

2 Sound Mater ia l  
Sounds were obtained by a classical Spanish gui- 

tar, a First Class Ramirez of the 1988, with nylon 
strings. To avoid the problem of possible resonances, 
all the strings but the 6fth (A at 110 Hz) were talcen 
away. The pitch and loudness were the same for each 
sound: D a t  150 Hz, played on the fifth fret, recorded 
a1 -10 dB level. Sounds were digitally recorded a t  a 
sampling rate of 48 kRz, with a DAT connectfed to 
a AICG cardiod microphone placed at a distance of 
20 cm from the guitar hole. 
The different timbre nuances were obtained bv 
slowly changing the plucking technique. The vari- 
ations of the pluclcing technique were made consid- 
ering a normal position and inclination of the finger, 
scven centimeters away from its vibrating center and 
orthogonal to the guitar body. Samples were ob- 
tained by changing respectively: 

the finger's position along the string. Twen- 
tyeight samples were recorded, each one mov- 
ing the finger of 1 cm from the 12th fret t o  the 
bridge; the finger had the normal inclination. 

the inclination between the finger and the 
string, moving the finger in a plane orthogonal 
to the guitar's body and parallel t o  the string. 



Seven samples were recorded, each one chang- 
ing the inclination of ljO, from -4j0 to +45O; 
the finger was in the n o n a l  position along the 
string. 

the inclination between the hand and the string, 
moving the finger in a plane orthogonal to the 
guitar body and to the string. Seven samples 
were recorded, each one changing the inclination 
of 30°, from -90° to +SO0; the finger was in the 
nonnal position along the string. 
the degree of relaxation of the plucking fin- 
ger. Seven samples were recorded, each one pro- 
gressivcly decreasing the finger's tension, from 
strappato to appoggiato; the finger was in the 
nonnal position and inclination on the string. 

A number of Merent sounds, obtained by mixing 
the different techniques, were added to these sam- 
ples. Moreover they were sampled also seven more 
sounds, obtained by changing thc rotmation of the fin- 
ger around its axis; since the dfirences among Sam- 
plcs were not relevant. both perceptually and acous- 
tically, thcy were neglected. 

3 Analyses 
All the sets of ditferent samples were analysed, 

using time-frequency domain techniques, psychoa- 
coustical parametrization, and Mel Requency Cep- 
stral Components extraction and mapping through 
Principal Components Algorithm. 

3.1 Time-Frequency Analysis 
Each guitar sound were analysed in ten different 

portions of the signal, spaced of 100 ms and begin- 
ning at the onset time, to test if there are relevant, 
differences in timbre depending on the evolution of 
the signal. The Short T i e  Fourier Transform was 
used: the signal was windowed with a Hanuning win- 
dow 1024 points long. 
The degree of inharmonicity of the sounds was the 
first measured parameter. As it is known a certain 
inharmonicity, with slightly sharper harmonics, is 
typical for the non-ideal string. The variations of 
this parameter were found significantly relevant only 
in relation to the finger position along the string. 

Table 1: Harmonic-to-fundamental ratio for some of 
the samples, obtained by moving the finger along the 
string; distance are measured in cm from the center 
of the string 

In Table 1 the harmonic-to-fundamental fre- 
quency ratio is quote for some of the harmonics. It 

can be seen that this ratio increases when the finger 
plucks the string closer to the bridge. Other tech- 
niques were not found related to this parameter: the 
variations of inharmonicity are about 1/10 smaller 
and they probably are affected by noise, since a ran- 
dom trend was observed. 
The measure of the harmonics amplitude shows that 
this parameter is related to the changes in all the 
different techniques. In particular moving the finger 
towards the bridge enhances the higher harmonics, 
coherently with the theory on plucked strings. More- 
over the normal position has a high-pass spectrum if 
compared to the samples obtained by changing both 
finger and hand inclinations. Only the degree of fin- 
ger's relaxation seems to have a slight correlation 
with the harmonics amplitude. 
Attaclc time of the fundamental were found a good 
discriminant for the nonnal  position in respect to 
hands movements. It has an attack time of 6.7 ms, 
while all the others are inside the range from 3.6 t,o 
4.3 ms. This can be explained considering thal 
hand inclination greater that zero (in both direclion) 
excites the resonant mode orthogonal to the guil.ar 
body, which transmits its energy to the bridge faster 
than the resonant mode parallel to the body (that 
is the only one directly excited when the string is 
plucked in the n o n a l  position). Changes in ot,her 
techniques were not significantly related to the at- 
tack time, even if it was observed that samplcs ob- 
tained with finger at 4 cm, or less, t,o the bridge have 
a very fast attack time, from 2.4 to 2.7 ms. 

3.2 PsychoacousticaI Analysis 
Another kind of analysis were carried out, for the 

ex*raction of the so-called psychoacoustical parame- 
ters [4]. Two parameters were calculated, the Center 
of Gravity of the Spectrum (CGS) and the Irregw 
larity of the Spectrum (IRR), defined by the two 
formulas: 

CGS = k..lt 

c;=] Ak 

N-1 

IRB= log 1 2Olog Ak 

k=3 ~ A ~ - ~ A ~ A ~ + ~  
I 

where, in both equations, k is the number of the h a -  
monic and Al, is the amplitude of the lc-th harmonic. 
Results on CGS were coherent with the ones ob- 
tained from time-frequency analysis on harmonics 
amplitude. CGS, which varies from 1.7 to 6.2, 
has a linear trend when the finger is moved along 
the string; while, wben the finger or hand inclina- 
tions are changed, it has a symmetric trend, almost 
parabolic with the maximum (CGS=4.7) in the nor- 
mal  position and the minimums at the highest in- 
clinations. These two symmetric trends can be ex- 
plained considering that, if the nail is symmetric. 
the timbre nuances depend only on the angle abso- 
lute value, not on its sign. CGS parameter is also 



related to changes in finger degree of relaxation. Re- with uncorrelated axes. PCA performs a projection 
sults are quoted in Figure 1. As it can be seen CGS of the coefficients in this space giving the percentage 
decreases when the degree of relaxation increases. of the global variance in the parameters explained by 
Changes in m.R were found significantly relevant each new axis. 

The samples, obtained by the plucking techniques, 
6 were separately mapped in four different spaces. Re- 

sults were similar for all the teclmiques. In all the 
5.5 cases a single component was enough to explain more 

than 70% of the global variance; the components af- 
ter the first were not statistically relevant. Results 

5 
.- for each single technique are quoted in Table 2. The 

4,5 )... .... ......................... . . . .  Techniques I 1st Comp. I 2nd  Comp. 
* :  F i n ~ e r  movement I 72.8% I 7.9% 

Figure 1: Values of CGS when the string is plucked 
with an increasing degree of relaxation of the finger 

only when the finger is moved along the string. It 
has a maximum value (IRR=2.44) when the string 
is plucked in the middle; that is with madmum dis- 
tance from the bridge; then it decreases to its global 
minimum (IRR=1.78) with the finger close to the 
bridge. IRR is almost randomly distributed in the 
interval from 2.03 to  2.21 when other pluclcing tech- 
niques are changed. 

3.3 P r i n c i p a l  Component Parametriza- 
t i o n  o f  Me1 Frequency Cepstral Co- 
eff icients  

The last used analysis technique was the extrac- 
tion of the RiIel Frequency Cepstral Components 
(MFCC), introduced in [5]. Its basic idea is to per- 
form the cepstral analysis in mel, rather than in 
hertz, scale. Me1 scale approximates how the he- 
quency is perceived, hence it is linear with hert,z be- 
low 1 lcHz and then logarithmic. So the signal was 
filtered by a banli of triangnlar filters equally spaced 
in me1 scale, obtaining a set, of log-energies S h ,  one 
for each filter. The set, of log-energies is then trans- 
formed with the formula: 

where N is the number of triangular filters. In this 
analysis the filters were spaced by 150 mel, hence 
centered on the frequency of the harmonics under 1 
IcH; they were evaluated 30 coefficients. 
It was chosen to reduce the redundancy of the infor- 
mation contained in these coefficients using a mul- 
tivariate statistical technique [GI linown as the Prin- 
cipal Component Algorithm (PCA). Wit-h this t,ech- 
nique it is possible to map the space of MFCC pa- 
rameters in a space with a smaller dimension and 

Table 2: Percentage of global variance explained by 
the first and the second principal components, scpa- 
rately calculated on the different pluclcing techniques 

- 
Finger inclination 
Hand inclination 
Finger relaxation 

fact that a single component is enough to explain 
most of the global variance, is coherent, with the fact 
that, in each case, it was varied only one performing 
parameter. Hence the first principal component can 
be, probably, related to the effect in spectrum of the 
variations in the pluclcing techniques. To test t,his 
hypothesis, the I\IIFCC can be projected, through 
PCA, in the first axis of the new space. In most of 
the cases it was found a good correlation among the 
positions of the samples on this a u s  and the varia- 
tions in the plucking t,echniquc. In Fignre 2 the dif- 

Distance Prom the center 

78.6% 
87.4% 
77.3% 

Figure 2: Projections along the First Principal Com- 
ponent of samples obtained moving the finger along 
the string 

13.3% 
6.7% 
11.4% 

ferent samples obtained moving the finger along the 
string are plotted. How it can be seen the value ol 
the first component decreases when the finger moves 
toward the bridge. 
This correlation is maintained also when both finger 
and hand inclinations are varied. R.esults are respec- 
tively plotted in Figure 3 and in Fignre 4. In both 



Figure 3: Projections along t,he F i s t  Principal Com- 
ponent of samples obtained changing the finger in- 
clination 

cases the first principal component has values sym- 
metrical around the nomal inclination. Also in this 
case this can be explained considering that  the effect 
of these i,wo techniques in timbre nuances depends 
only on the absolute value of !.he angle, not on its 
sign. The analysis developed on samples obtained by 
changing the degree of relaxation gave a trend simi- 
lar to the one previously shown in Figure 1. Finally 

& b m  - 6 b ~  -360 bo 3.!0 60- 90; 
Hand Incl~natron 

Figure 4: Projections along the First Principal Com- 
ponent of samples obtained changing the hand incli- 
nation 

the whole analysis process, MFCC and PCA, was de- 
veloped on the whole group of samples, including the 
ones obtained mixing different techniques. Unfortu- 
nately results were not as expected. Also in this case 
the weight of the first component is predominant, i t  
explains 55.6% of the global variance while the sec- 
ond and the third components explain, respectively, 
14.8% and 9.2%. It is interesting to note that each 
technique maintains its trend, if mapped on the first 
axis. Samples obtained with mixed techniques map 
cohercntly with the techniques used, even if they are 

more affected by changes on the finger position along 
the string. In order to separate the different t1n1- 
hre nuances, the samples were mapped on the plane 
of the first two principal components. Resu1t.s were 
affected by the low variance explained by the sec- 
ond component: different tech~liques map close in 
the plane, even if i t  is possible to separate samples 
obtained by moving the finger along the string and 
samples obtained by varying the degree of relaxation 
of the finger. Changes on inclination, in both direc- 
tion, are hard to discriminate. 

4 Conclusions 
A group of guitar sounds, played changing in four 

different ways the plucldng techniques, were aud- 
ysed using different techniques. The possible vari- 
ations of guitar timbre were highlighted in relation 
to the different pluclcing techniques. From analyses 
it emerged that i t  is also possible to recognize the 
pluclcing technique from the sound analysis. The 
system needs some improvement when more pluclc- 
ing techniques are applied together. Nevertheless 
results show that it is possible to develop a recog- 
nizer of guitar sound nuances, which can be used as 
a new gesl.ule int,erface for MIDI guitars. 
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Abstract 
A novel realization of the digital delay line i s  

proposed. I t  uses a memory  buffer with a single 
fractional pointer rather t l ~ a n  a reading and a writ- 
in,g pointer. T h e  proposed metli,od is about as e@- 
cient as the popular interpolated circvlar buPfer, but 
it offers better performance in t e n n s  of Jrequ,ency- 
dependent attenuation and response to delall-length 
modulations. 

1 Prior Art  
The classic implementation of the digital delay 

line uses a circular buffer, which is accessed by a 
writing pointer iollo~ved by a reading pointer [I]. 
When the delay length has to  be made variable, the 
relative distance between the reading pointer and the 
writing pointer is varied sample by sample. In order 
to  allow for fractional lengths and cliclc-free length 
modulation, some form of interpolation has to  be 
applied at the reading point [Z, 3, 41. Thc following 
properties should be ensured by the interpolation 
device: 

1. flat frequency response 

2. linear phase response 

3. transient-free response to variations of the de- 
lay. 

FIR filters, usually in the form of Lagrange interpo- 
lators [3], are widely used. Even though they can 
not satisfy property 1, they are certainly compliant 
to property 3 and can also satisfy property 2 to a 
great extent on a wide frequency range 131. On the 
other hand, allpass filters, orten designed to have 
a maximally-flat delay response a t  low frequencies, 
satisfy property 1 exactly but are quite nonlinear in 
their phase response [3]. Wloreover, a rather compli- 
cated structure has to be devised in order to attain 
property 3 by means of allpass filters [5]. 

All of the previous realizations, as far as a fixed 
delay length is considered, are linear and time- 
invariant systems, thus being completely described 
by their frequency response. Vice versa, we arc 
proposing a realization which is time-val ying even 
in the case of constant delay. 

2 A Fractionally-Addressed Delay 
Line 

The key idea behind the proposed realization is 
that of using a single pointer for both the read and 
write accesses. If the delay line has fixed integer 
length B, it, is possible to use a buffer exactly B- 
cells long and a single pointer whose entry is first 
read and then written. In the same buffer we can 
also implement any delay which is an integer fraction 
BII  just by incrcmenting the pointer a t  steps of I 
samples. We are going to  show how this scheme can 
be generalized to non-integer fractions of the total 
buffer length. The resulting technique can be seen 
as an ex2ension of the table-lookup oscillator [G, 71, 
such as every read is followed by one or more writes, 
in such a way that the waveform is continuously re- 
stored while it is being read. 

Given a buffer size of B samples, and a sample 
rate F9, a (fractional) increment of I samples gives 
a delay in seconds equal to  

Since this realization is related to waveform gen- 
eration by fractional addressing [7], we call it the 
Fractionally-Addressed Delay (FAD) l i e .  

2.1 Realization 
As far as the value being read out of the delay lime 

is concerned, the FAD line can behave similarly to  
the table-lookup oscillator, being possible t-o apply 
truncation, linear interpolation, or multirate inter- 
polation techniques [l ,  21. More complicated is the 
injection of a new value, to be done right after the 
read, in such a way that no "holes" are left in t,he 
current pass through the buffer. For instance, for 
I = 2, two writes have to be performed for every 
read. A fractional increment would correspond to  a 
variable number of writ,es a t  each step. Several inter- 
polation techniques can also be applied at the write 
stage. Our quantitative analysis will be conducted 
on a realization where linear interpolation has been 
used in reading and quadratic interpolation in writ- 
ing. 

The pseudo-C code in general form loola as fol- 
lows: 



loop 
fph = floor(phase) ; 
output = interpolated-readctable Cfphl , 

tableCfph+il , . . .); 
ph = (phase-old + 1) % length-table; 
while (ph <= fph) I 

t a b l e  [phl = interpolated-write( 
. . . , t ab le  [phase-old1 , input) ; 

ph = (ph + 1) % length-table; 
1 
phase-old = fph;  
phase = (phase + Increment) ; 
i f  (phase > length-table) 

phase = phase - length-table; 
endloop 

Notice that the i n t e r p o l a t e b e a d  uses sam- 
ples following the ( ~ h a s e )  pointer, while the 
interpolated-write uses samples preceding the 
pointer. 

3 Input-Output Analysis 
The FAD line is a timovarying system, and there- 

fore it is dificult to characterize in terms of fre- 
quency response. However, it is worth noticing how 
it responds t*o a sinusoidal input. Fig. 1 shows the 
magnitude spectrum of a delayed 8- kHz sine wave 
when linear interpolation is used in reading and 
quadratic interpolation in writing. It is clear that 
spurious components are added to the main spectral 
line. The magnitude of these components might be 
dependent on the frequency of the input sine wave 
and the initial (fractional) phase of the FAD-line 
pointer l. The signal-to-noise error ratio (SNR.) as a 
function of these two parameters shows a very mild 
dependence on initial phase. Tlierefore, it makes 
scnse to plot the average SNR as a function of the 
input frequency only (fig. 2). We can see that low 
frequencies are affected by a high SNR, thus indi- 
cating that the FAD line has an acceptable behavior 
for practical sounds. Fig. 2 also shows a comparison 
with the linearly-interpolated (FIR) delay line. The 
noise error has been computed as the sum of t,he 
squared differences between the input and output 
waveform samples [6] '. The noise error is larger 
in the FIR case even though that implementation 
has no spurious components in the output spectrum. 
This is due to the fact that the FIR attenuation is 
larger on average. 

It should be noticed that the spurious compo- 
nents tend to cluster around the main pealc, thus be- 
ing likely to be below the masliing threshold, whose 
slope is known to be less than 27dB/Barlc [a]. 

'As an example of dependence on initial phase, consider 
tile increment. I = 1. If tha initial phase is 0 the pointer 
always rails on samples. IT the initial phase is 0.5 the pointer 
always falls behveen samples. 

2A normalizing faclor has been applied, being N 
I.he number of samples per period. 

Figure 1: Magnitude spectrum of the output signal 
of a FAD line, where the input signal is a sine wave 
at  8000Hz, the delay is 0.74831s, the sampling rate 
is 44.11cHz and the buffer is 44100 -samples long. 

F i y r e  2: Signal-to-error noise ratio Vs. sine fre- 
quency for the FIR line and for the FAD line 

Especially for applications such as waveguide 
modeling of musical instruments 191, it is important 
to consider the attenuation that dierent  frequen- 
cies are subject to when fed into the delay line. The 
attenuation of the main pealc of the output spec- 
trum turns out to be highly dependent on the initial 
phase. Therefore, for the sake of comparison with 
the FIR line, we plot in fig. 3 the minimum, ma-- 
imum, and mean attenuation as a function of the 
frequency of the input sine wave. Notice that at 2/3 
of the Nyquist frequency the FIR line shows an at- 
tenuation of 1.2dB while the FAD line shows a mean 
attenuation of 0.5dB. 

3.1 Behavior for time-varying delay 
Thc FAD line shows an unconventional behavior 

when the delay length is dynamically varied. Sup- 
pose to vary the delay length as a linear function 
of time t ,  starting from the nominal delay TO and 
decreasing it at  the rate of k seconds per second: 

The FIR line responds with an instantaneous pitch 
shift in the output signal. In other words, we get a 



Figure 3: Attenuation of a sinusoidal input Vs. sine 
frequency for the FIR line and the FAD line 

Doppler effect and the pitch shift is 

On the other hand, the FAD line provides a steady 
pitch shift 

Af = e k  (4) 

after a transient time 

The transient time can be calculated by feeding 
the delay line with an impulse at time 0. It will come 
out of the line a t  the t i e  instant T; such that 

The steady-state transposition can be calculated 
by observing that a second impulse entering the line 
at time Ti ''sees" an instantaneous delay of TO - k ~ ;  
seconds. It gets out of the line at time q ( 1  - 
e - 9  +Ti, exactly Tie-"seconds after the impulse 
which entered a t  time 0. 

I€ the delay ramp is applied for 1.11 seconds start- 
ing from an empty line, the response of the FAD line 
to a steady sinusoidal input is displayed as a sono- 
gram in fig. 4. The transient is clearly visible in the 
output when the ramp is stopped. This sonogram 
should be compared to the one obtained with the 
FIR line (fig. 5). 

A different behavior is also reported in response 
to sinusoidal modulations of the delay length. These 
modulations are essential for effects such as flanging 
or phasing. Modulations of the FAD and FIR lines 
are reported in fig. 6 and 7, respectively. The figures 
show that the FAD l i e  is much less sensitive to ar- 
tifacts clearly visible (and audible) as faint waves 
fig. 7, which are essentially due to amplitude modu- 
lation induced by frequency dependent attenuation. 

0.0 time (s) 1.0 

Figure 4: FAD line: delay ramp &om 0.99 s t o  0.5 s 
in 1.11 s; 1 s of sinusoidal input 

Figure 5: FIR line: delay ramp from 0.99 s to 0.5 s 
in 1.11 s; 1 s of sinusoidal input 

3.2 Physical Interpretation 
If the dynamic behavior of the delay lines is 

closely analyzed, we see that the FAD and the FID 
realizations actually simulate two different physical 
phenomena. In both cases, the lines can be thought 
of as a one-dimensional medium where waves propa- 
gate. However, when the delay length is dynamically 
reduced we have two physical analogies in the two 
cases. The shortening of the FIR line corresponds 
to the receiver getting closer to the transmitter, and 
therefore we have a tight simulation of the Doppler 
effect. On the other hand, the shortening of the FAD 
line corresponds to incresing the velocity of prnpa- 
gation in the medium while maintaining the same 
physical distance between the two ends. 

4 Performance 
The FAD line has only one pointer for accessing 

data in the buffer. It exhibits spatial locality be- 
cause any short sequence of accesses spans over a 
small neighborhood of the pointed buffer cell. On 
the other hand, a FIR line has two pointers, thus 
exhibiting two distinct spatial localities. As a conse- 
quence, the FAD line makes better use of the cache in 
general purpose computer architectures. However, 
the FAD performs more writes than reads. In order 
to attain a 50% of delay variability, we have to ac- 
cept up to two writes for every read. This overhead 
is compensated by the highest efficiency of write op- 
erations in modern architectures [lo]. 

These two observations justify the fact that the 
FAD line, despite of its higher complexity, does not 
run much slower than the FIR line on a general pur- 
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time (s) 

Figure 6: FAD line: delay-length vibrato 

time (s) 1.1 

Figure 7: Fm. line: delay-length vibrato 

pose computer. A rough benchmarl; has been per- 
formed on an AMD -KG architecture by repeatedly 
delaying a soundfile stored in an array. The first few 
repetitions were neglected because they seemingly 
involve instruction and data loading in the cache. 
An average of the following 10 repetit,ions gave us 
the results which are summarized in table 1. We 
see that the performance for the FAD l i e  is even 
better than that of the FIR line if a simple inter- 
polation scheme is used. This indicates that the 
proposed technique is particularly suited for mod- 
e m  general-purpose computers. On the other hand, 
the complicated control flow would malie it difficult 
to implement the FAD line on a Digital S i s a l  Pro- 
cessor. 

Bencl~marli 
Delay Line I time (s) 
FAD line, linear interpolation in write I 1.00 
and read 1 FAD line, quadratic interp. in write / 1.21 1 

Table 1: Benchmark for diIierenL implementations 
of the delay line on a general-purpose computer 

and linear intelp. in read 
Fm. line, linear interpolation 

5 Conclusion 
We have proposed a realization of the digital de- 

lay lme wllicb is based on an extension of the table- 
looliup oscillator. The proposed realization exploits 
the reatures of modern computer archii.ectures and 
shows improved performance in terms of fiequency- 
dependent attenuation and dynamic behavior. We 
expect this delay line will be considered as a build- 
ing blocli for physically-based sound synthesis and 
for sound effects such as fiangers and choruses. 

1.14 
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Abstract 

Uititary trai~sfori~~s recently ir~trodriced by the a~ithors, 
of which the Frequency Warped Wavelet Transforii~ in 
its basic versiorr and its Pitch Synchronoss version ore 
special cases, are explored as a new ri~eai~s for charnc- 
terizii~g a large class of sounds. 111 these so~mds the 
stiflless ofthe medi~im in which oscillatio~~s propagate 
res~llts in a frequency dependent velocity and hei~ce in a 
dispersive characteristic for the higher panials. . The 
frequency warping ii~duced by a Lnglierre Transforn~a- 
ti011 n~odifies the structure of the partials, revening the 
source solir~d pseridoharn~onic features into a berfectly 
harn~onic' soiind provided that a s~ritable choice of the 
coi~trolling paranleter is adopted. Besides the theoreti- 
cal ii~terest for the classification and defir~itior~ of 
pseudo-periodic so~mds, the adopted technique res~ilts 
in intprovements in the characterization and separatioi~ 
of the periodic part from the operiodic con~ponent of 
these soui~ds. This is perforn~ed in the donlaill of the 
frequency warped pitch synchronolis ~vavelet tronsforii~, 
where the signal appears as a perfectly harnlonic sig- 
nal. In this paper we present a new method for nmtching 
the warping para171eter to signals. This nletl~od is based 
oil the adaptation of a nornmliied warped i~otch coii~b- 
filter choosirlg as a criterion that of n~ii~imiziiig the o~it-  
put energy of thefilteredsignal. 

1 Introduction 

A large class of sounds exhibits the feature, 
very relevant for sound quality and timbre identification, 
of having non uniformly spaced partials; in particular 
spacing increases with the partial order giving rise to a 
very specific pattern in the frequency domain. The ob- 
served spacing, as shown in the literature, is due to stiff- 
nes in the medium where the oscillations propagate; 
stiffness results in frequency dependent propagation 
velocities and delays and therefore in a non-uniform 
spacing of the partials. Increased stiffness results in a 
very relevant inharmonicity of the partials, e.g., as found 
in low register piano tones or drums and percussive 
sounds. The observed feature has been thoroughly ana- 
lyzed in different ways in [2,3,4]. 

Recently the authors introduced a novel class 
of unitary transformations which map a signal from the 
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time domain to the frequency domain, to the time- 
frequency (wavelet) domain or to the pitch synchronous 
wavelet domain, altering in a controlled way the har- 
monic content of the signal and the tiling in the time- 
scale domain. Mainly the transformation, specified by a 
single parameter, produces a warping of the frequency 
axis, which may be used to compensate for the in- 
creased spacing of the partials in the signals under 
analysis. In what follows some strategies are developed, 
in order to adaptively revert the inharmonic signal into 
its periodic clone. 

2 The Frequency Warped Wavelet Transforms 

Starting point for this new class of transforms is 
the Laguerre Transform [I], a useful transformation 
which, due to the fact that the basis function are rational 
functions in the z-Transform domain, is suitable for an 
exact discrete implementation. 

0 

Fig. I The fa111ily offreq~iency ~varping la>vj 

Moreover these basis functions are obtained by 
recursion of a single digital block, which makes the cal- 
culation more easily performed with simple difference 
equations. When cascaded with the usual Discrete Time 
Fourier Transform as well as with the Discrete Wavelet 
Transform, both ordinary and pitch synchronous [5], the 
overall transformation, inheriting all the positive fea- 
tures of the two cascaded unitary transform, exhibits 
orthogonality, completeness (perfect reconstruction 
property), power normalization in the various bands, in 
other words the unitarity property [6,7]. 



Both warping in the frequency domain (shown 
in Fig. 1) and arbitrarily shaped dyadic tiling in the 
time-scale domain (shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) may be 
exploited in order to adapt the transformation to specific 
signals or class of signals (see also [a]). 

Fig. 2 Tili~tg the time-freqiiency plarle witlt freqiierlcy 
warped wavelets: Lagrierre parameter b=.3 
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Fig. 3 Tiling tlte tinte-freqiie~~cy plane ivith frequency 
warped ~vavelets: Laguerre parameter b= -3 

3 The peak picking algorithm 

In the specific class of sounds that we are ex- 
amining spacing among partials increases with partial 
order. From an experimental point of view the real 
curves can be very closely approximated by a curve of 
the family shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand it has 
been shown that the frequency dependent delay charac- 
teristic of the underlying physical medium due to the 4Ih 
order term in the PDE describing the oscillating mean, 
may be well approximated by the phase response of a 
fust-order all pass, or a chain of few different all pass 
tilters [4]. Based on this fact, the choice of thc suitable 
warping curve depends on a single parameter, the pa- 
rameter of the Laguerre expansion. In order to achieve 
high quality in both the analysis and synthesis of sound 
one needs to carefully select this parameter, according to 
the dispersion curve of the partials. One method of se- 
lection is to perform a peak-picking algorithm in the 
frequency domain and choose the warping curve that 
best matches the given partial distribution. 

Starting with a first choice of the fundamental 
pitch, at each step of the recursion, the next peak is se- 
lected as the abscissa of the maximum value in the fre- 
quency spectrum in a selected interval (a fraction of last 
pitch interval) where the next peak is expected. The size 
of this window in the frequency domain must be care- 
fully adapted since a short window produces the artifact 
of an almost constant harmonic spacing, while a long 
window may preclude detection of the correct pitch se- 
qucnce. One has also to check that the selected point is a 
local maximum and not simply an extremum of a strictly 
increasing or decreasing sequence; in this case the point 
is discarded from the final evaluation. 

In Fig. 4 an ideal case is shown were the signal to 
be unwarped was produced by frequency warping a sim- 
ple synthetic signal generated by the Karplus Strong al- 
gorithm. The number of partials which can be taken into 
account is very high for this ideal case and also the 
agreemen1 with the curve is fairly good. 

n n l m l m b n m  

Fig. 4 Peakpicking arid ciirvefitting for an ideal signal 

When real world signals are to be analyzed, the 
algorithm results are less accurate. For example, using a 
recorded signal from a piano, as shown in Fig. 5, the 
peak picking algorithm fails on higher order partials, 
whose energies are considerably lower. Furthermore, the 
dynamics includes starting transients due to initial per- 
cussion or pluck, rich in higher partials, beating due to 
strings coupling, and the well known feature consisting 
of a time varying spectrum rapidly evolving from a 
noisy excitation to a quasiperiodic steady state, with a 
practically resonant final decay. All these circumstances, 
definitely hide the underlying partial distribution law 
and prevent proper detection. On the other hand analysis 
of selected parts of the signal, far from the attack tran- 
sient, does not provide better results. When the experi- 
mental points are properly detected, the Laguerre pa- 
rameter may he obtained by iterating any simple gradi- 
ent based optimization procedure in order to fit calcu- 
lated points with the measurements using a mean square 
error criterion. The described procedure is shown in Fig. 



6, where crosses are experimental data and the solid line 
represents the warping curve according to the detected 
value of the Laguerre parameter. 
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Fig. 5 Peak picking: higherpartials are randomly de- 
tected. Ssbseque~ltfitting is failing and an ir~correct 
ilahre of b is selected. 
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Fig. 6 Peak picking: partials up to tlze 40~'' are exam- 
ined. Subseqrientjirtittg reveals proper value of the 
Lagrrerre parameter. 

4 A measure of the degree of disharmonicity of 
a pseudo-periodic sound. 

The procedure described in the above is to be 
manually controlled, due to the difficulty met in the de- 
tection of higher harmonics. We face the absence of an 
objective and quantitative criterion. 

Actually what is to be detected is the underly- 
ing comb structure of the sound, in its frequency domain 
representation. Proper warping is the one that lets our 
sound fit exactly with a comb structure with uniform 
spacing of the poles. The out of band energy actually 
constitutes a measure of the degree of disarmonicity of 
the signal, therefore it must be minimized. The value of 
the Laguerre parameter to be used in order to revert our 

signal to a 'perfectly harmonic' clone provides a 
parametric characterization of the disarmonicity of the 
signal, in the class of signals under analysis, for which 
the Laguerre transformation is appropriate. 

5 A novel procedure for the adaptation of the 
Laguerre parameter to the signal 

The above considerations suggest the idea of 
adaptively warping the signal by adjusting the Laguerre 
parameter using an optimization procedure, moving 
along the direction of the negative gradient of the out of 
band energy measure. 

In turn, as it will be shown in the following, the 
-1 

i -b having unequal spacing of the poles, according 
to the inverse warping law having the opposite value of 
the parameter. In this case the inharmonic comb struc- 
ture must be adapted to the source signal. This method is 
more convenient from a computational viewpoint. The 
out of band energy can be computed by warping a sim- 
ple notch comb filter with pitch P and z-transform 

H ( i )  = 1 - ~ - ~  

by means of the transformationi-I + A(z)  , where 
--I - 

A(z )  = -- is the first order real all-pass filter. The 
1-bz-l 

filter is implemented by cascading P first order all pass 
sections, obtaining a dispersive delay line which simu- 
lates the line with frequency dependent parameters re- 
sponsible for the peculiar spacing of the partials met in 
the class of signals under analysis 14.71. The impulse 
and frequency responses of this filter are shown in Fig. 
7. for a pitch of 40 samples. 

By filtering the source signal with the given 
warped comb filter one obtains a signal whose energy 
will be minimum if the warping is canceling most of the 
energy 01 the partials of the source sound at the notch 
frequencies. 

In order to properly set up the optimization 
procedure we numerically analyzed the error curve. It 
results that the out-of-band energy of the source signal 
filtered by the warped comb varies along a unimodal 
curve, at least in the region of interest, once the proper 
sign of the parameter is selected. A typical energy error 
curve is shown in Fig. 8, where we can see that for posi- 
tive values of the parameter the curve has a single mini- 
mum. In the vicinity of the minimum we have an appar- 
ently erratic feature, with local extrema. This is due to 
the quantization of the pitch into integer values that in 
turn causes uncertainty also in the values of b. This sim- 
ply imposes a limit to the precision of the Laguerre pa- 
rameter b. We must point out that the optimization algo- 
rithm must be properly designed in order to overcome 
the above limitations. At each step of the recursion the 
warped pitch is recalculated by transforming the average 
pitch via the current warping map. In fact, after warping, 
the pitch frequency will move along the new warping 
map. Finally, in order to prevent overflow past the limit 



values of the Laguerre parameter +I ,  optimization is filter is generated can be arbitrarily designed in order to 
carried on the parameter tan-'6, which limits the range improve performance, although the convergence of the 
of the unknown parameter. method does not critically depends on this filter. 

Warped C O D  : Impulse response 
M.nD.th.lmllr.iU""a.m*.rSnnd*ml. 
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7 ~ e s p o n s e  of the dispersive delag line 

Fig. 9 Optir~lizntion of the paranleter 6 far a piano tone 

The main advantage of this method over the 
pick-peaking algorithm lies in the fact that the latter 
technique performs poorly with higher order partials, 
where noise energy is comparable to that of the partials, 
leading to unreliable estimates of their distribution. 
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Abstract 

The frequency spectnrnl of a large class of ntzisical tones 
shows a 1 4  behavior abolrt each of the partials. The 
power spectrum of these processes can be nlodeled as a 
s~iperposition of 1 4  components centered on harnlonic 
frequencies, i.e.. as pseudo-periodic 14-like processes. 
The wavelet transfomz is a ~isefirl tool for the analysis and 
synthesis of the l/fprocesses. The analysis coefficients of 
any 14 process are approximately white noise processes 
at each scale level. Conversely, the oritprrr process ob- 
tairzedfron~ white noise syntl~esis coeficietzts is approxi- 
mately a 1 4  process. We provide an efficient conlplita- 
tiorzal schenze for the analysis and synthesis of pseudo- 
periodic 14-like processes. 01rr analysis scheme is rooted 
on a P-band critically sanzpledfilter bank whose channels 
are rrirled to the sidebands of the i~arnlo~~ics. The dyadic 
wavelet transfornl is applied to the ozttpzit of each channel 
of thefilter bank The overall structzrre is cor~ve?ziently de- 
scribed in terms of projectior~ onto a new set of onhogo- 
nal and conlplete mziltibnnd wavelets, i.e., the Harmonic 
Wavelet Transfornzs. The synthesis parameters nlay be 
converziently extracredfrom the statistics of the Harmo~zic 
Wavelet analysis of the tone. The contribution of each of 
the parameters is highly intuitive and easily controlled 
interactively. 

1 Introduction 

Any real-life sound with a detectable pitch is not a pe- 
riodic signal in a strict sense. This is not only due to the 
attack and decay transients. Even the steady part of any of 
these signals cannot be viewed as a deterministic process, 
rather as a stochastic one; This is mainly due to the com- 
plex of random elements present in the behavior of the 
exciters which produce voiced sounds in speech or music. 
The consequence is that such signals present stochastic 
micro-fluctuations compared to a pure periodic behavior. 
This is evident in the frequency-domain representation of 
these signals. In fact, their power spectra exhibit peaks 
centered on the harmonics hut also relevant side-bands 
near these peaks. The shape of these side-bands have an 
approximate l/f behavior. In the case of voiced sounds 
these chaotic but time-correlated micro-fluctuations are 
very relevant from the perceptual point of view. In fact, in 
sound synthesis, their simulation is indispensable to re- 
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produce the dynamical evolution and therefore the natu- 
ralness of any sound with a detectable pitch. 

In this paper we will introduce a new method for the 
analysis and synthesis of a class of signals, which we de- 
fine as pseudo-periodic llf-like processes and which is 
well suitable for the representation and reproduction of 
voiced sounds in speech and music. T o  this aim we will 
define and employ a special kind of wavelet packets, i.e. 
the Harmonic Wavelet Transforms (HWT). Our technique 
is based on the wavelet model for llf processes intro- 
duced by Wornell [2,3] and generalizes the pseudo- 
periodic llf analysis and synthesis scheme based on the 
multiplexed wavelet transform (MWT), previously pre- 
sented by one of the authors 15.61. In that scheme the ex- 
ponential slope was the same for each partial. In the new 
model, each single side-band of the harmonics can be in- 
dependently controlled in terms of peak value and expo- 
nential slope. 

The claim of our method is that it is possible to model 
pseudo-periodic signals using simple white noise with 
proper scale-dependent variances as expansion coeft-  
cients on the HWT basis. Such variances are therefore the 
only parameters which one needs to specify in order to 
model the spectral behavior of the sidebands of a pseudo- 
periodic signal, i.e., of a highly complex stochastic proc- 
ess. The model is evolutionary in the sense that given a 
restricted set of parameters the signal waveshape is con- 
stantly updated, thus simulating the fluctuations present in 
natural sounds at each scale level. In this way one can 
control both the micro and macro shucture of sound. 

In section 2 we give a definition of pseudo-periodic llf 
-like processes. In section 3 we briefly introduce the Har- 
monic Wavelet Transforms. In section 4 we present the 
fundamental result of the synthesis of pseudo-periodic 
signals by means of HIT. Finally, we will discuss the 
applications results to several different kinds of instru- 
mental sounds. 

2 Pseudoperiodic llf-like noise 

The frequency spectra of pseudoperiodic signals are 
characterized by harmonically spaced peaks at frequencies 

= 2%. where T, is the average period of the signal. 
In order to separate the contribution of each of the har- 
monic bands one can devise a set of ideal narrow-band 



filters of bandwidth Am =flp each fitting a single side- 
band of the harmonics. The magnitude frequency response 
of these filters for the right and left sideband respectively 
are given by 

and 

where k = 0. +I, B ,..., andX,,,,[ (a) = 1s the 

characteristic function of the interval [A,B[ and the in- 
dexes R and L correspond respectively to the right and 
left sidebands. The contribution of the each harmonic k is 
the sum of the oulpuls of the filters Hk.8 and H k ~ .  

In order to model a pseudoperiodic signal with funda- 
mental frequency f ,,=]IT, , we introduce and define the 
pseudoperiodic llf-like noise. This model is essentially 
based on the superposition of band-shifted and bandlim- 
ited llf processes. The frequency shifts must be in an 
harmonic relation and the bandwidth BW of each process 
equals half the hannonic spacing, i.e., BW =fl>. Each 
process contributes to a single sideband of each of the 
harmonics and is characterized by two independent pa- 
rameters: amplitudes uk, (a, for the rigth sideband), and 
decays y,, (y,, for the rigth sideband). In sucb a way the 
average spectrum of our model for o 50 becomes : 

An example of pseudoperiodic spectrum is shown in Fig. 
1. 

0, 

Fig. 1 : Pseudoperiodic power spectrum 

We can provide an intuitive definition of pseudo-periodic 
llf-like noise tbat can be viewed as an extension of the 

defmition of the llfnoise given in [3] (for a rigorous defi- 
nition of pseudo-periodic l/f-like noise see [9]). We start 
by noticing tbat when any of the sideband of the harmon- 
ics is baseband shifted the resulting process is llf , ban- 
dli i i ted lo [-lrfT?, rrfl,]. By passing the shifted compo- 
nent processes through an ideal bandpass filter 

where E is arbitrarily small. the resulting process is finite- 
variance and wide-sense stationary. This is consistent with 
the llf noise definition given in [3]. Finally we can state 
the following 
Dejinition I : A stochastic process x (t ) is said to be a llf- 
like pseudo-periodic noise if it is possible to find a period 
T, > 0 sucb tbat when .r ( t  ) is filtered by means of the 
ideal passband filters (1) and conveniently baseband 
shifted, yields a collection of processes x,, (r ) and x, (r ) 
that, if filtered through H '" (m), they become bandlimited 
and wide-sense stationary with power spectrum, 

s (,={$4@* if E<W<ZIT. (9 
Xk.. otherwise 

for some u,. and y,. , where the symbol indicates both 
the left and right sidebands. 

3 Harmonic Wavelets 

In order to introduce the harmonic wavelets we con- 
sider the following steps: 
1) Since the resulting processes x,, ( t  ) and x,, (r) in Defi- 
nition 1 are bandlimited to [-z/r,., n/T,] , they can be 
sampled with sampling rate lfTp. 
2) It exists a set of functions defined as follows: 

g,,,(r) = g,,o(t-rP) (5) 
with 

such tbat, the samples x,, (IT,) and x,, (IT,), where 
r - 

k = - , are equal, up to a multiplicative constant & , 1: I 
to the expansion coefficients of x(t) over the set (5). This 
set is easily shown to be an orthogonal and complete set 
of functions [9]. 
3) In order to obtain an efficient scheme for the analysis 
and synthesis of discrete pseudoperiodic llf-like noise we 
consider an approximation of the ideal filterbank with a 
perfect reconstruction structure [7]. Such approximation is 
provided by the class of Type N cosine modulated bases, 
associated with an ideal P band filterbank: 

h, , , ( l )=h, ,o( l -rP) ,  FO ...... P-I: E Z  

with 



In (6) the lowpass impulse response h(1) has length M and 
satisfies a number of technical conditions [8]. 
4) The samples of llf processes x,, (I ) and x,, (I ) can be 
synthesized adopting the method devised by Wornell [3], 
which consists of an ordinary discrete wavelet synthesis 
structure, with white noise as expansion coefficients. 
These four steps lead us to define the Harmonic Wavelets 
and the corresponding Harmonic Scale functions as: 

c",m,y(o =z,~",!"(rY~~,,(c 

~n .m .y (~ )=Cr~ , .m ( rY lq , , ( I ) ~  (7a) 

where yn lm(r )  are discrete ordinary wavelets and 

( r )  are the corresponding ordinary scale functions 

with Fourier transforms Y,,, (o) and @ n , m  (0) , re- 

spectively [4]. The Fourier transforms of the Harmonic 
Wavelets and of the Harmonic Scaling functions are comb 
versions of ordinary wavelets and scale functions, filtered 
by the filterbank frequency responses: 

respectively. The action of filtering is essentially that of 
selecting n single sideband of the harmonics. 

Fig. 2 : Harmonic Wavelet Transform: (a) analysis and (b) 
synthesis structures. 

A structure for computing the Discrete Harmonic Wavelet 
Transform and its inverse is shown in Fig. 2. In the analy- 
sis structure, the signal is sent to a P channel filterbank 
and each output is Wavelet transformed (WT block). The 

number of channels is chosen according to the (integer) 
pitch of the signal. Signal reconstruction is achieved by 
separately inverse Wavelet transforming the Harmonic 
Wavelet coefficients and passing these sequences through 
the inverse P channel filterhank. 

4 A synthesis scheme for llf-like noise 

Our method is a sort of additive synthesis where one 
adds modulated llf signals instead of pure sinusoidal 
functions. The fundamental theoretical result supporting 
our synthesis scheme is based on the following result. 
Consider an arbitrary orthonormal Discrete Harmonic 
Wavelet set. Then the random-process 

P-l N .. 
S N  ( I )  = CC 1 P~l 'v~( l l l )~n,n , ,q( l )  

y=n"=lnt=-- (8) 

where the v;(m) and the p:(n~) are zero-mean white- 

noise with normalized variance, the P,, are constants 

p = 2-'< , 0 < yq c 2 , yealds an average power spec- 
R 

trum of the form: 

J 

which is approximately llf near each harmonic k =PA] 
with, q=O ,..., P-I. 
5 ,,.,,,, ( 1 )  and g ~ , ~ , ~ ( l )  in (8) are the HWT as defined in 

(7a), while the E ,,,,q (o) and the (3 ,,,,, (o) in (9) are 

their Fourier Transforms as defined in (7b). It is possible 
to demonstrate this result in the continuos case with full 
generality [9]. 

5 Applications to speech and music synthesis 

Our synthesis technique requires the estimation of three 
parameters per each harmonic partial of index k: the pa- 
rameter q =q, =a,,, , which controls the amplitude of the 
harmonics and the two parameters y,, =x ( where q is 
odd and equal to 2k -1) and y ,,. =y,+, , which control the 
left and right side-band spectral slope respectively. The 
estimation method is based on the analysis of the signals 
one wants to reproduce. The parameters q may be esti- 
mated from the frequency spectrum of the original signal 
by means of a peak-picking algorithm. For the estimation 
of the y ,, and y,, we propose the following method 
rooted on the equality 

log2 ( ~ a r ( x  ,,,,, )) = y + const , (13) 

where the x,,,,,, are the coefficients of the Harmonic 

Wavelet analysis of the sample signal of the q 'hhannel.  



The parameters y, can be thus evaluated by performing a 
linear regression based on (13). The experimental verifi- 
cation that voiced sounds have a pseudo-periodic llf-like 
noise behavior is given by the correlation coefficients of 
the linear regression. As an example we analyzed a sound 
of violin. We found that the principal harmonics, namely 
those with larger energy, are well approximated by a Ilf- 
like spectrum. Even more encouraging results were ob- 
tained with a sound of trumpet, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 

4 -3 : ., 
.,, 

' ' I  

Fig. 3 (a) Real-life trumpet sound. (b) Synthesized 
trumpet sound. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we introduced a new method for sound 
synthesis that allows us to control and reproduce the mi- 
cro fluctuations present in real Life voiced sounds. This 
method is based on the experimental evidence that such 
fluctuations generate an llf-like behavior of the power 
spectrum near each harmonic of such sounds. We defined 
a new class of stochastic processes, i.e., the pseudo- 
periodic llf-like noise, adopting it as a mathematical 
model for voiced sounds. We introduced a powerful tool, 
i.e., the Harmonic Wavelet Transforms, as an extension of 
the Multiplexed Wavelet Transforms [5]. By means of the 
HWT we devised an efficient synthesis scheme able to 
generate pseudoperiodic llf -like noise. These processes 
can be controlled by means of few intuitive and com- 

pletely independent parameters. The synthetic tones 
closely mimic the behavior of natural sounds. This 
method is also a powerful analytical tool, useful for sepa- 
rating for each harmonic the pure periodic behavior from 
ttansients and noise [5]. 

Fig. 4 : (a) Spectrum of the first harmonics of trumpet 
sound of figure 3a. (b) Spectrum of the first harmonics of 
the synthesized trumpet sound of figure 3b. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes a plysically-based model for 

sj111tl7esis of a large varieg of analog-like sozrrzds. The 
parameter space is relatii~ely snzall and the nlgoritlrnz 
ollo~vs for the creatio~z and coirtrol of so~nzds with o 
surprisirzgly high degree of varieg and interest. Tlze 
11zode1 has beerr b~lplen~e~rted in a real-ti171e softlvore 
~zrrrsic conrpositio17 and syr~thesis system rzr~rning on 
Perztianr-based PCs znzder FVitzdows 95 and Wi~zdolvs 
NT. 

1. Baclcground 
Since the 1950s, composers have sought ways in 

which compositional principles could be employed in 
the construction of sound itself. This interest has carried 
over into computational synthesis of sound with the 
computer. By constructing algorithms for synthesizing 
sound, the composer conshvcts the very representations 
with respect to which designed acoustical patterns come 
to he imagined and articulated [1][2]. Such 
compositional motivation for the use of the computer 
redirects acoustical research from one which seeks ways 
to model already existing sounds and sound systems 
toward one which seeks to model possible procedure 
models of how compositional activity might itself be 
structured and constrained [?I. In this light, 
computational sound synthesis takes as its point of 
departure a desire for the possibility of modeling 
systems from which sound and musical pattern might be 
extrapolated [4]. 

Early efforts in non-standard synthesis (such as 
Briin's SAWDUST [5], Koenig's SSP [6], and Berg's 
PILE [7]) take this project to heart, as do more recent 
developments in non-standard synthesis [8][9], so-called 
"stochastic synthesis" [lo], and synthesis based on 
iterative functions [I 11. So-called physically-based 
models-which include Karplus-Strong models of the 
plucked shing [12], modal synthesis[l3], and chaotic 
systems[l4]-provide a frameworlc for constructing 
synthesis algorithms in that their behaviors may not be 
fully understood in advance. In this regard, as models of 
compositional process, they resemble non-linear 
systems. In this paper, I describe an approach to the 
development of a synthesis model, based on a simple 

physical model design, which can produce a large 
variety of analog-like acoustical behaviors. 

2. Functional Overview of the System 
The synthesis model bredcs down into the two 

standard components: excitor, resonator. 
The Excitor module generates a sequence of noise 

bursts. Both the duration of each noise burst and the 
rate of successive noise bursts are parameterised. Thus, 
one could construct excitors with but a single-sample 
b u s t  to those that produce walls of noise to those 
producing various kinds of pulse-like behaviors. The 
output of the excitor is wrapped around by hvo 
additional components. The first is tunable comb filter 
while the second is hard clipping module. 

The Resonator module contains two components, 
each being a tunable feedback delay module. Placing a 
first-order allpass filter at the end of the delay line 
effects the tuning. The allpass filter allows the resonator 
to produce 6equency behaviors that are not only integral 
multiples of the sampling rate (as would be the case with 
only a delay line) [15]. 

Each feedback delay module is attached to 
oscillators that modulate the delay lengths and the 
feedback coefficient values. When turned on, these 
oscillators can be used to add a new dimension to the 
behavior of the resonator, thus generating new 
acoustical behaviors. 

In the following sections, I discuss each module in 
more detail. 

3. Excitor Module 
Figure 1 depicts the Excitor module. The Excitor 

module contains three components. The I17itiol 
Excitafiorz component generates the initial noise bursts. 
The Filler component filters the noise bursts using a 
comb-type filter. The Clipper component acts as a hard 
clipper to the final output of the Excitor. 

The Initial Excitation component generates streams 
of noise bursts of a particular maximum amplitude. 
Each burst is set to a particular duration (parameter "DM 
in figure I), while the rate of noise bursts is similarly 
parameterised (parameter "R" in figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Excitor Module 

One aspect of the behavior of the excitor has to do 
with the numeric relation between hurst rate and the 
duration of individual noise hursts. When the difference 
between the duration of each noise burst and the burst 
rate falls within a certain range (in terms of numbers of 
samples), the excitor will exhibit oscillatory behavior 
within the audible frequency range. For instance, if the 
burst duration is 10 samples, and the burst rate is 210 
samples then, the difference being 200 samples, the 
excitor will produce an output with a frequency of 
sampling rate 1 200. With a sampling rate of 44.1KHz, 
the excitor output exhibits frequency behavior at 
approximately 220 Hz. Since burst duration and hurst 
rate are independently modulated, this behavior can be 
exploited. 

The output of the Initial Excitation component 
constitutes streams of noise bursts that are filtered 
through the Filter component. As is depicted in figure 1, 
the Filter component implements a comb filter. The 
particular comb filter implement used bas the difference 
equation 

where S is the only parameter to be se t  S has the range 
{-I, 1). When S is set equal to -1, the output of the 
filter easily becomes unstable with output samples 
exceeding unity. Otherwise the filter acts either as a 
highpass or lowpass, depending on the setting for S. 

Any overflow from the Filter component is 
handled within the Clipping component. This 
component defines the function 

This function is a modified version of the standard hard 
clipper in order to avoid oscillation around the extremes 
should the comb filter start to oscillate. 

The combination of the Filter and Clipper 
components produce two types of behavior, depending 
on the setting of S. When the value of S is in the range 
approximately {-.99, O), the filter acts as a high-pass 
filter. In the range (0, .99), the filter acts as a low-pass. 

However, within the range {-.99, -1.0). a different 
kind of behavior emerges. Here, the filter will produce 
large numbers of overflows (outputs whose values are 
greater than unity gain). All overflows are trapped 
within the hard clipper, translating that ovefflow as a 

continuous DC (with an amplitude of 0). At the extreme 
(which S is equal to -I), very few non-zero samples ever 
leave the Excitor Module. However, as the value of S 
moves finm -1 toward -.99, intermittent hursts are 
allowed through. As it moves closer to -99, the rate at 
which those intermittent bursts are allowed through 
increases. 

By vktue ofthis dual behavior, S can act at once as 
an intermittence variable and a filtration variable. 

4. Resonator Module 
The Resonator module contains two resonators in 

series. Figure 2 depicts one such resonator. The grayed 
box delineates the allpass filter part ofthe resonator. 

Figure 2: A single Resonator Module 

Each resonator can he controlled through 
modulation of the delay length (depicted as "NI" in 
figure 1) and of the feedback coefficient (depicted as 
"PI" in figure 1). The synthesis model provides two 
means for their modulation: through direct manipulation 
(of N1 and PI) and through manipulation of oscillator 
whose outputs modulate N1 and PI .  

Each resonator withim the Resonator module 
has two oscillators attached to it. One oscillator 
modulates the delay length (including the allpass filter), 
while the other modulates the value of the feedback 
coefficient. 

Figure 3 depicts this arrangement for a single 
resonator component. With the amplitude of an 
oscillator set to above zero, and frequency above zero, 
oscillation occurs around the current value for the 
parameter being modulated For instance, if parameter 
"NI" is being modulated with the oscillator, and the 
current value for "Nl" is 200 Hz, then oscillation would 
occur around 200 Hz. If the amplitude for the oscillator 
is .5 then the delay length would oscillate between 100 
and 300 Hz. Oscillator frequency determines the rate at 
which such oscillation occurs. Complex timbres result 
when the frequency of oscillation occurs within the 
"audible" range. 

5. Parameter Space 
There are 17 parameters defined for the model. It 

is important to note however that, except in the most 
extraordinay circumstances, far fewer than all 17 would 
ever he manipulated simultaneously. 



can run comfortably on a Pentiurn-Pro based system 
runnine at 200 MHz. 

& & 
Figure 3: Control of a single Resonator Component 

Two tools have been developed for the 
investigation of this model. The first tool is a standard 
sliders interface, one slider per parameter. With this 
tool, the composer can investigate the synthesis 
algorithm through independent control of various 
parameters. 

The second tool is an integrated control interface. 
The integrated control interface allows manipulation of 
more than one parameter at once. It is predicated on the 
notion that when investigating the behavior of a system, 
one is often interested in the effect that various 
groupings of parameters will have on the behavior of a 

7. Experiments 
Several "classes" of acoustical behavior can be 

described. These range fiom tube-like behaviors to 
voice-like to intermittent. 

Several examples are described and performed 
during conference presentation and can be obtained on- 
line. 

9. Availability 
Source code, executables, and examples are 

available on-line at: 
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Introduction 
For some years, real-time general-purpose digital audio 
systems, based around specialized hardware, have bccn 
used by composers and researchers in the field of 
electronic music, and by professionals in various audio- 
related fields. During the past dccade, these systems 
have gradually replaced many of the audio-processing d e  
vices used in amateur and professional configurations. 
Today, with the significant increase in computing power 
available on the desktop, the audio community is wit- 
nessing an important shin away Gom these systems, 
which required specialized hardware, towards general pur- 
pose desktop computing systems featuring high-lcvcl 
digital signal processing @SP) software programming 
environments. 

A new real-time DSP programming environmcnt callcd 
Max Signal Processing (MSP) [I], was released this 
past year for the Apple Macintosh PowerPC plalform. 
This software offers a suite of signal processing objects 
as an extension to the widely used Max software envi- 
ronment. and provides new opportunities for musicians 
and engineers wishing to explore professional-quality 
real-time DSP. Most im~ortant, MSP provides a num- 
ber of frequency-domain processing pr&itives that allow 
for the development of sophisticalcdfrequency-damain 
signal processing applications. Working in MSP, the 
authors have developed a library of frequency-domain 
DSP applications for cross-synthesis, analy- 
sis/resynthesis, denoising, pilch suppression, dynamics 
processing, advanced filtering, spectrum-hascdspatializa- 
tion, and phase vocoding. Much of this library was orig- 
inally developed by the authors on the IRCAM Signal 
Processing Workstation (ISPW) 121, and has bccn dis- 
cussed in previous papers [3]. MSP is a direct descendant 
of ISPW Max 141, but provides greater poriab'ility and 
increased functionality. The authors have made im- 
provements to Ule library, while developments in new 
directionshave been made possible by features of MSP 
which ameliorate exploration in the frequency domain. 
Techniques and applications will be presented and dis- 
cussed in terms of both gencral algorithm and MSP im- 
plementation, providing a concrete point of deparlurc for 
further exploration using the MSP environment. 

1. Fundamental  operations 
The standard operations which are used when processing 
audio signals in the frequency domain typically include: 
(1) windowing of the time-domain input signal, (2) 
transformation of the input signal into a frequcncy do- 
main signal (spectrum) using the Fast Fourier 
Tmsform (FIT), (3) various irequency-domainopera- 
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tions such as complex multiplication for convolution, 
(4) transformation of the frcqucncy-domain signals back 
inlo the time domain using the Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform 0, (5) and windowing o l  the lime- 
domain output signal. This section of the paper will 
discuss some of the basic operations and techniques used 
in the various applications developed by the authors. 

Implementation 
The FFT object stores time-domain signals as buffers of 
samples upon which the F l T  analysis is done. For the 
purpose of discussion, the examples given in this paper 
make use of bufCcrs of 1024 samples. Unlike time-do- 
main signals, a frequency-domain signal is represented 
by a succession of spectral "Games". Like frames in a 
movie, the frames olFFT dab  represent a "snapsho~" of 
a brief segment of an audio signal. A Game consists of a 
certain number of equally spaced frequency bands callcd 
"bins". The number of bins is cqual to the size of the 
FIT buffer, thus the frames of data have 1024 
bins. Each bin describes the energy in a spccilic part of 
the audio signal's frequency range. 

X values Y values Bin index 
5.5954 2.0995 1 
0.791 9 0.7919 2 
2.4936 4.8767 3 

The ITT object in MSP. based on Miller Puckette's 
ISPW implemenblion, outputs each frame, bin-by-bin, 
using thrce sample streams running at the sampling nte. 
Thus, each bin is represented by three samplcs consist- 
ing of "real" and "imaginary" values, and the bin number 
(index). At any givcn inslant, each of the m s  three 
signal oullcts, shown above, produce a sample describ- 
ing the nth bin of the current F'FT flame. The IFFT is 
lhe complcment of the FFT and expects, as input, real 
and imaginary values in lhe same formal as F'FT output. 





of spectral intersection in cross-synthesis, Thc authors 
have implemented a com~ressor/exnander which onentes 
independently on each f;equency bin of a spccl& [5]. 
Each bin's amplitude is used as an index into a lookup 
table containine a comnressionlexnansinn firnclinn: the - ~~~ -~~ r ~ - ~  ---- ~ - - -~  , -.. 

I value read from the table is then used to alter (scalc) the 
: I particular bin's am~litude. The denree of dvnamics ~ r o -  

figure 6: phase roration 

3. Improvemen t s  t o  cross-synthesis:  
Increas ing  spec t ra l  intersection 
Cross-synthesis is based on convolution (the multiplica- 
tion of one spechum by another). As anyone who has 
worked with cross-synthesis knows, the choice of the 
two input signals is critical to the outcome of the opera- 
tion. Input signals with little common spectra (spectral 
intersection) will produce poor results. In the worst 
case, input signals with no common spectra will pro- 
duce silence. By using filtcring and dynamics processing 
(compressor/limilcr) techniques to redistribute the 
energy in a given spectrum, it is possible to modify the 
degree of spectral intersection when convolving two fre: 
quency-domain signals with dissimilar spectra T h e  
approaches are presented below. 

3.1 Ampl i tude  s p e c t r u m  smooth ing  
An amplitude spectrum with deep peaks and notches (the 
case for a pitched sound) makes a good candidate for 
spectral smoothing. With MSP's FFT implcmenlation, 
it is quite easy lo apply a second-order low-pass filter to 
an amplitude spectrum. The filter's cutofffrequcncy, and 
damping parameters control the degree of spcclral 
smoothing, avenging the encrgy across empty bins, 
thereby reducing Ule sharp notches or peaks which are 
harmonically distributed across the spectrum of pitched 
signals. A smoothed spectrum will combine via 
multiplication much more effcctivcly with the spectrum 
of mother sound-particularly when the other sound 
also has pronounced peaks and notches distribulcd differ- 
enlly across its spectrum. For example, this technique 
can prove useful in crossing the amplitude spectrum o f a  
singer with the spectrum of a pitched instrumcnl such 
as a saxophone. 

3.2 Bin-independent  dynamics processing 
Boosting weaker components of an amplitude spectrum 
is another technique which increases the potential degrce 

&sing is conlrallcd by biasing scaling the lodkup 
table index. Note that compression/expansion functions 
may also be used to attenuate stronger amplitude com- 
ponents. This can be an effective check against extreme 
amplitude levcls which result when crossing two sounds 
with similar spectral energy distributions. 

3.3 Constant-ampli tude phase-only spec t rum 
Finally, it is possible to maximize a spectrum's poten- 
tial for intersection wilh anolher spectrum by forcing 
the amplilude information in each bin of the spechum 
to a constant value of one (unity). Phase information 
remains unmodified. The resulting constant-amplitude 
phase-only spectrum will combine with the spectrum of 
another sound whcrever there is energy in the other 
sound's spectrum. Figure 5, shown earlicr, illustrates a 
technique that maximizes the potential for spectral inter- 
section: a phase-only constant-amplitude spectrum is 
crossed wilh an ampliludc spectrum. In any spectrum, 
the phase or "cmply" (near 0 amplitude) bins is unde- 
fined. Consider two spectra wilh dissimilar spectnl 
energy distributions. When forcing the amplitude of one 
sound's empty bins to unity and performing cross-syn- 
thesis with the amplitude speclrum of anolhcr sound, 
lhe resulting spectrum will tend to conlain componenls 
whose phase is undefined (random). Thus, the rcsulting 
sound will be stripped of any pitch or stable frequency 
information. 

Controlling degrees of spec t ra l  intersect ion 
By combining the dynamics processing technique with 
the conslant-amplitude forcing techniques dcscribed 
above, the degree of amplitude forcing towards unity can 
be continuously controlled. Thus, it is possiblc lo 
specify how much of a given spectrum's original ampli- 
tude information, if any, will be used in a cross- 
synthesis operation wilh anohcr spectrum. 

4. Audio- ra te  cont ro l  of FFT processing 
The MaxIMSP environment has hvo run-time schcd- 
ulers: the Max "control" scheduler, which is timed on 
the basis of milliseconds, and the MSP "signal" schcd- 
ulcr, which is timed at the audio sampling rate [6]. In 
FFT-based processing applications, where changcs to the 
resulting spectrum are infrequent, MSP's control objccls 
may he used to provide control parameters for ihc pro- 
ccssing. This is both precise and economical. In Ule 
FIT-based equalization application mcnlioned in section 
1, a lookup table is used to describe a spectral envelope 
thal is updated at the control nle.  However, updating 
lookup tables at the control late has band-width limikl- 
tions, since the rapidity with which a lookup tablc can 
be altered is limited, giving the filtering cerkun static 
characteristics. Using 512 sliders to control individual 
FFT bins, drawing a filtcr shape for a lookup table wilh 
the mouse, or changing the lookup table data algorilh- 
mically provides only limited time-varying control of 



the filler shape. In addition, the amount of control data 
represented in a lookup table is large and cumbersome, 
Signilicant and continuous modification of a spechum, 
as in the case of a sweeping band-pass fillcr, is not 
possible using MSP's control objects, since they cannot 
keep up with the task of providing 1024 parameter 
changes at the FFT f m e  rate of 43 limes a sccond (at 
the audio sampling rate of 44,100 samples pcr sccond). 
Keeping in mind that the FlT data hcing filtered is sig- 
nal data, amore dynamic approach to iiltcring is to u p  
date lookup tables at the signal rate (the audio sampling 
rate). Using simple oscillalors for table lookup, well- 
known waveform generation and synthesis techniques 
can be used to provide dynamic control of filtering. 
FM, AM, waveshaping, phase modulation, pulse-width 

modulation, mixing, clipping, etc., all have the poten- 
tial to provide complex, evolving waveforms which can 
be usedas spectral envelopes to provide a high level of 
flexibility, plasticily, and detail to filtering. The use of 
opcralions such as stretching, shifting, duplication 
(wrapping), inversion, retrograde and nonlinear distortion 
(waveshaping) also provide comprehensive mcans for 
modifying these speclral envelopes (waveforms). Most 
impartant, the parameters of thcsc waveform-based tech- 
niques are fcw, familiar and easy to control. 
Additionally, lookup tables can be read in non-linear 
fashion; control is not reslricted to the linearfrcquency 
scale, thus making possible the implementation of a 
conslant-Q bandpass filter. 

on operutions on source wnvcfrom A: 

oiisct-X phase period multiply invert-X [of zoom-X) 

, I,, I , I I - "  , , : Y . . . : L - , . I  , i . , , ,; : I 
distorted source wuvcfonn A period multiply combining opcrutions and ndditionnl waveforms 

B a r e  7: generating speclral envelopes v ia  siii!plr opernrions on woiieforii~r 

While the discussion in this seclion has been limilcd to 
filtering applications, audio-rate control of m-based  
processing applies equally well to all FlT-based applic* 
tions where a high degrcc of processing control is 
required at the frame rate. The authors have implcmcnlcd 
the above mentioned techniques in Ule following appli- 
cations: spatialization (bin-by-bin), dcnoising, dynamics 
processing, and moss-synthcsis. We believe that these 
techniques hold great promise for control-intensive FlT- 
based applications. 

Conclusion 
The introduction of MSP offers new possibilities for 
musicians and researchers to devclop rcal-limefrequency- 
domain digital signal processing applications on the 
desbop. In addition, the use of simple wavcfom-based 
techniques for low-dimensional audio-rate control of 
FlT-based processing has gcalpolcntial: the paramclers 
are few, familiar and easy to control, and direct map- 
pings of real-lime audio input from musicians to the 
control of FlT-based DSP is made possible. 
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Abstract than in the imitation of true, traditionally played, instru- 

The paper if~rrod~rces a new nrodel of a bowed string, 
whose sin~~tlating algaritl~m is based irpo~l a 11ret11od 
quite different from the well know wave-guide approach 
-the currently used one in today rn~rsical research. 
Otrr model ir~~plen~ents both the viscous friction of the 
string ~'it11 the air, dnd the ir~ternalfrictio~~, and a dis- 
continr~oris bow, which includes also a parametric noise 
nladel (i.e., the noise is not sinlply added to the sortnd). 
The approaclr brings to an inherently ti~ne-varia~lt q s -  

ments. 
Our model (in the form of a computer software) was in 
effect used by the composer Michelangelo Lupone to get 
suggestions about new performing techniques and to 
compose the magnetic tape part of the "Metal string" 
quartet (from whom the title of this paper) for strings, 
tape and spatialiser (Kronos Quartett, Rome, 1997). 

tern, so player can freely change an), parameter withorrt 
2.1 The string 

anifacts: The conti~znousl)~ cantrollable parameters are 
Without loss of generality, consider a string of unit 

the tensiorddensiiy ratio of the srri~lg (i.e- the pitclt of 
length, whose free PDE is: 

the note), tlre hvo frictio~l coefjicients, the speed and the 
pressure of the bow. 111 today i~~~plenrentation, t l~e  
bowing point (P)  is variable but discrete. d2  

Using a sofhvare based on o~rr  n~odel, the Italian conl- d t2 d x 2  d t  
poser Michelar~pelo Ltcpone wrote the tape part o f  the I - \ . . 
strit~g qrranet "Corda di n~etallo" ("Meml string") 
(Krorros Q~rartett - Rome 1997). 

Musical Research in the field of musical instruments 
synthesis by Physical modeling is dominated by the ten- 
dency to use delay lines (or waveguides) as a solving al- 
gorithm [4][5][6][10]. This is mainly because of the low 
computational cost of delay lines, and may be because it 
is a form of historic lributc to the first method invented - 
- the Karplus-Strong algorithm [7][8]. Our approach is 
instead an evolution of the finite difference method, as 
an attempt to bypass its limitations. Finite difference 
method is equivalent to a physical model of a discrete 
mass-spring system, which inherently brings to partials 
with sub-harmonic ratios. Our string model is continu- 
ous, thus not suffering this inconvenient. 
Non only the methods, by also the goals of our work are 
quite different from the prevailing one in this research 
field. Because of our personal tendency, and because of 
our bonds to contemporary composers, we were more 
interested in the search of new interesting sounds rather 

with boundary conditions: 

Where: 
T (Newton) tension of the string. 
p (Kglm) linear density of the string. 
S (sec-I) , coefficient due to the viscous friction 

with air. 
Si (m'lsec) coefficient due to the viscous internal 

friction. 

A few words about the presence (and the absence) of 
some terms. The classical dispersive term is absent: 

This tern  is due to the stiffness of the string. It is re- 
sponsible of the dependence of the propagation speed on 
the frequency. Because of these different speeds, partials 
are in super-harmonic frequency relationship. 



This has important effects on the timbre of the sounds, 
especially with stiff strings -e.g. like in the low section 
of the piano. 
Strings used in bowed instruments (as in the violin fam- 
ily) have low stiffness, but some researchers believe it is 
the reason of the so-called "rounding effect" [I][?]. 
Other researchers [3] suggested that this effect is due, 
for the most part, to the action of the bow, particularly to 
the hysteresis in the friction behavior of the rosin. 
We skipped that term mainly because our integration 
method introduces at present somc computational error 
whose effect is to slightly move the partial frequencies 
away from each other - the inclusion of this term in the 
computation being a straightforward task. On the other 
hand, strings uscd in the violin family have normally 
very low stiffness. 
A few'words now nbout the last, right-hand, mixed term 
generally neglected in the literature. It represents the ef- 
fect of the enerfl losses due to internal, viscous, fric- 
tion, which offer resistance to changes in the curvature. 
This phenomenon is responsible of a main behavior of 
actual, free running strings: the higher the frequency 
partial, the fasler the dumping. For instance, if you pluck 
a string, during the transient you can hear many partials 
- a rich sound. Instead in the release part of the sound 
you can hearjust the fundamental. 
The pitch of the sound is due to the parameter TIN. The 
way we integrate the evolution of the system - a finite 
difference method - does not make actually any assump- 
tion about the time-invariance o f T / p  nor of any other 
parameter like internal and external dumping. You can 
thus modify in any desired way these parameters without 
any arteract. 

2.2 The sfimrrlus 

There are several ways to excite a string: f.i. plucking, 
hitting or bowing. 
At a first glance you can consider the excitation as a 
time-varying function applied to a specific point xp of 
the string in the wise of a force, or a boundary condition 
for the speed or the displacement y. 
A more realistic approach requires the consideration of 
the interactions between the excitation function and the 
string. This is the case of the exciting behavior of the 
bow. In our model we consider as excitation functions 
the pressure and the speed of the bow, and as interacting 
state variable the location of bowing point xp, the speed 
and the acceleration of the bowing point. 
The coupled systems is governed by o(t), a Boolean 
state variable describing the "stick" aut "slip" condition 
of the bowing point The bowing point must be one of 
the sampling points of the string. 
Our bow is in somc way quite different from that usually 
implemented by means of continuous speedlforce func- 
tions. During the stick state, the bowing point xp. is 
glued to the bow, and we force the speed of that point to 
be equal to the bow speed. During the slip state, the 
bowing lorce F is added to the forces balance in that 
point. Thc bowing force depends on the relative speed, 
in the way shown in the figure underneath. 
As you can see, the "stick"+"slip" transition has a 
threshold that is twice the "slip"4"'ticli" transition 
(which happens for zero relative speed). 

Swle dingmm of the bowing point Accelemlion (Torcel linenrdensily) vcmus point-bow relalive speed 



The effect of the bowing pressure is to linearly scale the 
force (both threshold and continuous curve). One may 
explore other kinds of dependency. 
We don't take explicitly into consideration the tempera- 
ture of the point - a variable alfecting the fluidity and 
thus the friction hehaviour of the rosin (a natural poly- 
mer with a complex behaviour). 
The shown threshold emulates however the cooling ef- 
fect of the rosin during the stick time, during which the 
dissipation is zero. The noise due to the rubbing of the 
bow over the string is modelled by means of white noise 
added to the F curve, in such a way to preserve the curve 
as a "maximum value" of the random value. This is a 
true "noise model", and adds parametric noise to the 
model, which'imparts a "chaotic" behaviour due to the 
random interaction between bow and string 

The sound is taken as the displacement of the spatial 
sampling point nearer to the bridge. One can think of 
this point as a "secant" approximation of the tangent to 
the string in the bridge position (i.e. the first spatial de- 
rivative in the origin), being the tangent the expression 
of the strain against the bridge. 

4 THE METHOD OF CALCULUS 
To obtain a continuous model of the shape of the string, 
we decompose it into a series of sinusoids of spatial fre- 
quency, which are multiples of that corresponding to 
twice the string length. 

N 

y(x)= an.sidn.n.x) 

n =  1 

Thus we imagine the string as periodically and anti- 
symmetrically infinitely expanded in the space. The se- 
ries is truncated to the first N terms, which represents 
the maximum spatial frequency allowed to the string. 
For the free evolution, this limits to N also the partials 
of the sound. In order to derive the coefficients a, of 
such series (i.e., to set-up a continuous model of the 
string shape) we must know the position of the string in 
N distinct points - the N spatial sampling points: 
Given: (xI.YI),(x~.Yz) ... (XNYN) 
One can write: 

N 

Where M is a matrix whose elements are: 

So that: 
i i 

a=y.M I 

Thanks to the knowledge of an analytic form of the so- 
lution, we can easily derive its differential properties in 
the unit interval; in particular we can formally get the 
curvatures (i.e. second spatial derivatives) in each of the 
sampling points. 
Leaving out the boring algebra, the calculation of the 
curvatures can be performed through the product of a 
matrix (which is a function of the sampling points ab- 
scissas) by the positions vector y. 

+ i 
y"=,,.M' 

Knowing the curvatures means breaking the equation of 
the string into N, second order, independent, motion 
equations of the sampled points. The left term (accel- 
eration) results from the curvature, the velocities (which 
appear in the term of viscous friction with air) and from 
the time variation of the curvature itself (term of internal 
viscous friction). Our today software computes the mo- 
tion of each point by means of a finite difference 
method, with an oversampling factor of 4, to reduce ap- 
proximation errors. 

The model has been widely tested and used with N=16 
and a four times oversampling factor. In these condi- 
tions, it runs near to real time on a Pentium 266 system. 
Current researches are made on better methods of inte- 
gration, in order to reduce the oversampling factor, 
reaching thus the real time on today's commercial sys- 
tems. Research directions are also toward a global re- 
duction of the complexity, to improve the number of 
harmonics generated, and to reach some degree of po- 
lyphony. The bowing point can be made continuous by a 
technique similar to polyphase filtering, thus requiring 
memory but no further computational complexity. In the 
same way can be also implemented supplementary 
bonds along the string, f.i. slight fingerings like those 
used to produce harmonics. 
As to the excitations, we implemented simple models of 
pinch and percussion that brought very satisfactory re- 
sults from the standpoint of imitalion. As to the bowing, 
we made simulations with the specific goal to imitate 
sound emissions of actual instruments and they gave en- 
couraging results in the case of little variations oT the 
pitch, particularly as to the bow attack transients and the 
evolution of long-lasting sounds. Furthermore, the 
sounds generated with our model approximate very well, 
from an acoustic standpoint, the actual ones, especially 
in the variation of pressure, velocity and position also in 
non-standard conditions of execution. 
The model has been used with "impossible articulations" 
(see [9]) not only in the sense that sounds with parame- 



ter variations timings that can't be performed by humans 
have been produced, but also in the extended meaning 
that parameters, which are physically unreachable, like 
f.i. internal fiction, have been varied during sound 
emission. 

The evaluation of the various direction of research 
strongly depends on one's goals. 
If we assume the imitation of actual instruments as a 
primary goal of the physical model simulation, we 
probably know how to interpret the results obtained. But 
if our goal is instead to provide a new synthesis 
instrument, both better controllable and more stimulat- 
ing when compared to other methods, then the evalua- 
tion criteria become more complex and finally depend 
strongly on musical considerations. 
In this latter case the imitation of actual instruments is 
relevant but only in an indirect way. It is just a guideline 
to verify the correctness of the hypothesis and the meth- 
ods adopted, but is no longer, by its own, an interesting 
goal. 
From the point of view of contemporary music, the 
modeling and implementation of reatures and behaving 
that are physically impractical may result more impor- 
tant and interesting even if unverifiable. 
IF we assume this point of view, the key of the evolution 
of our research lies in the hands of musicians and com- 
posers rather than in those of the researchers. Thus it's 
clear that such aresearch can be led but through a strong 
interaction between researchers and musicians. 

Thanks to Michelangelo Lupone For his precious sug- 
gestions and For encouragement, and for composing and 
playing our instrument. 
Thanks to Marco Giordano who reviewed the paper. 
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Abstract 
We introduce a computational model of artificial 
emotions. The basic motivations and guidelines are 
discussed, then the paper focuses on two instances of 
our model we are working on: (i) interactive musical 
games for education and entertainment in science 
centers and museums, with particular locus to the 
Music Atelier at the Citt3 dei Bambini (Porto Antico, 
Genova) we recently designed and developed; (ii) 
composition and performance in multimodal 
environments with emotional agents. W e  argue that 
models of artificial emotion and emotional agents can 
be conceptual tools to investigate new models and 
paradigms in music composition and performance. 

1. Introduction 
Roughly speaking, an erizolional agent is a computer 
system, possibly including actuators (e.g., a robot), 
structured in a deliberative (or cognitive), reactive, and 
emotional modules, therefore able to interact with the 
external world, including humans and other agents. 
Agents can cooperate or compete to reach their goals. 
We are interested in agents able to process or simulate 
emotional behavior. From one hand, multimedia 
systems implemented as emotional agents can reach a 
more effective, natural, and stimulating interaction 
with humans [1,2], i s . ,  better user interfaces. From the 
other hand, agent architectures and models of artificial 
emotions might contribute to new paradigms in 
composition and performance. In music composition, 
our hypothesis - and a motivation to our work - is that 
models of artificial emotions might be both a 
conceptual and a realization platform to investigate 
new paradigms. For example, Grisey's music domain 
is that of "life". His view on sound as Ztre vivnrzl rather 
than object [6] seems close to our view on artificial 
emotions and emotional agents. In music performance, 
interactive art and museum applications, a typical 
domain scenario is the following. Imagine a sensorized 
space in which you can stand surrounded by music, and 
control the ebb and flow of that music by your own 
full-body movement (e.g. dance), without touching any 
controls. In addition, this space might react 
"emotionally", not only as a "virtual musical 
instrument", and might include "emotional" actuators 
(including physical actuators, e.g., on-wheel robots) 
behaving as actors or partners on stage [71, or as a 
mobile scenography. Further applications of this 
research include interactive museum exhibitions, 
science centers, theatre and music performance, 
psycho-motoric rehabilitation (e.g. of autism). Our 
model and related agent architecture [1,2] has been 
developed and applied in several multimedia and 

multimodal application environments [Z], as well as in 
exploratory music composition and interactive 
performance environments. 

2. The change of viewpoint 
There are at least two different ways of approaching 
the creation of an emotional agent, corresponding to 
two different viewpoints to the problem. The first is to 
give it artificial emotions in order to communicate with 
other emotional agents (e.g., a simulated environment, 
an interactive game, in which there is one, or more, 
agents controlled by humans and others controlled by 
the computer). The second is to give it emotions only 
to communicate with humans. 
In the former scenario the agent has to deal with two 
kinds of emotions: emotions fromlto humans and 
fromlto agents, and these two types of emotions have 
to be stored in a coherent way in the agent's mind. 
In the latter scenario the only aim is to convey real 
emotions lo humans by using artificial emotions. This 
is the relevant scenario for the music domain. The 
important aspects are the results of your experiment, 
rather than the "soundness" of the model, e.g., with 
respect to its analogy to the psychophysics of emotion 
in human. Such results are not the emotions that the 
agent has "felt" during the experiment, but the 
emotions the agent has conveyed to the audience. 
In this paper we present a model useful to construct 
emotional agents using this latter approach. So we will 
not claim that this model is psychologically sound, 
since it has been conceived with the final goal in mind: 
e.g.. a mobile robot that navigates on a stage or a 
museum, "talking" and playing with children in a 
science centre, showing itself and other interactive 
games in the exhibition. 
The overall architecture of our emotional agent is 
depicted in figure 1 and described in detail in [I]. Let 
us here only discuss about the aspect of our model 
concerning the communication channel between the 
deliberative (or cognitive) and the emotional agent's 
components. In our model, the emotional state (later 
we will give a practical definition of that) can alter the 
way in which the agent "reasons", that is its 
deliberative part. This influence can occur in different 
ways: the deliberative part knows the agent's 
emotional state (in fact it has read access to the 
emotional part of the agent) and it has some rules to 
"reason" about it (e.g., if I am angry I will not do a 
certain thing). Alternatively, the deliberative part of the 
agent does not reason about its emotions. The 
emotional state acts as a perturbation in the inference 
engine (if I am angry probably I am blinded by anger 



and do not reason at all). A more detailed discussion of 
the architecture shown in fieure l i s  available in 111. 

Fielire I :  Our proposal of agent architecture 
embedding our rnodel of artijicial enlotions (See [ I ] ) .  

3. Artificial emotions in interaction agents 
3.1 The model 
We explain our model by means of an example in our 
museal project at Citt6 dei banzbini museum (see 
section 4). It consists of a group of agents - interactive 
music games. One of them is a "physical" agent (a 
Pioneer 1 robot from Stanford Research Institute 
enhanced with environmental sensors and other 
proprietary software and hardware: see [2] and our 
www site), acting as a guide and partner in interactive 
music games for children. It embeds the model of 
artificial emotions described in this paper. 
Our model is inspired by the works of Frijda and 
Johnson-Laird [4] on human emotions. Frijda's 
approach says that emotions arise from an observed 
difference from the world we sense and the one we 
desire. Johnson-Laird's approach is practical: he 
propose five basic emotions and the others are only a 
combination. Our work lies something in the middle. 
We created thirteen different characters (regions) on a 
plane (see figure 2). A point in such space represents 
the character of the agent The two axes represent the 
degree of affection of the agent towards itself and 
towards others, respectively. We call these two axes 
'Ego" and "Nos", from the Latin words "I'' and "We". 
A point placed in the positive x Ego)  axis represents 
an agent whose character is in a good disposition 
towards itself. A point towards the left (negative) Ego 
would mean an agent fairly discouraged about itself.. 
Similarly for the vertical axis. 
The emotion space is usually partitioned into regions: 
we divided the space into thirteen regions (figure 2). 
each labelled by the kind of character the agent 
simulates. A "believable" character does not change 
too much during time. A "happy" robot (that is, a robot 
whose character lies in the happiness region) can be 
angry for a short time (maybe because of an obstacle) 
but this does not alter its happiness (but if it continues 
to find obstacles it will eventually get angry). So, in 
our model we have two levels of rate of change of the 
character: the character that moves in the plane, and 
the ntood that is the "short term character" (very 
roughly, you can think of the character Like of the point 
of work in a transistor and the mood like the sntall 
signal perturbations around that point of work). 

Each region is defined by a maximum and minimum 
threshold for the quantities of the Ego and Nos 
character value. The minimum are called Apathy-Ego 
and Apathy-Nos, for the x and y axis respectively. The 
maximum are called Maximum-Ego and Maximum- 
Nos. The character of the agent is in this example a 
two-component vector named Character-Ego and 
Character-Nos. In other agents (for music applications) 
the character is a vector of N reals (where N is the 
number of regions defining the personality), each 
representing the degree of membership to the 
corresponding region. In this latter case, we can have a 
"fuzzy" definition of the character. 
We give here a description for two of the thirteen 
regions available for the robotic agent - Apathy: (ABS(Character-Ego) < Apathy-Ego ) 

AND ( ABS (Character-Nos) < Apathy-Nos)) In 
this region the robot is apathetic, e.g., the robotic 
agent has a slow, lazy style of moving and its 
speech and audio output is fairly sad. 
Happiness: (Apathy-Ego < Character-Ego < 
Maximum-Ego) AND (Apathy-Nos < Character- 
Nos < Maximum-Nos)). This is the "normality" 
region, that is, the robot is extrovert and happy 
enough to meet other people. This region represent 
happiness because the degree of liking towards 
itself and towards the others is medium. 

The other regions follow similar guidelines and are 
shown in figure 2. It is important to notice that the fact 
of being in a given region not only defines the 
character, but also influences the (short term) mood or 
disposition of the agent 
3.2 The dynamics 
The character of an agent can change only by means of 
internal and external stimuli. This means that the 
character supports only four high-level messages: 
"Carrots" (or "candies", positive stimuli) and "Sticks" 
(or "pain", negative stimuli). Carrots and Sticks can 
come either from the agent itself or h m  the external 
world: so we have Carrots-Ego, Carrots-Nos, Sticks- 
Ego, Sticks-Nos. 
The motivation for having only these two types of 
messages is rather simple: navigation in a hvo- 
dimensional space requires two non-aligned 
accelerations, and Ego and Nos are orthogonal. 
Possible extensions of the dimensionality of the 
emotion space, e.g., toward a 3D emotional space 
including, for example, a sort of "physical efficiency" 
axis, only would need a third independent stimulus, 
still consisting of the two ambivalent high-level inputs 
(carrots and sticks). 
Our current model is not a case of reinforcement 
learning: the agent is not able to learn (a step in this 
direction is [71). The four stimuli are used to explore 
the agent's emotion space. Our model tries to support 
also a realistic vision of the character in the sense that 
it may change abruptly (catastrophic) for a certain 



stimulus received in a particular region in a certain 
state. 
As an example, let us examine how the mood class 
behaves when the agent is in one region. A detailed 
description of the whole model for all the 13 regions is 
given in [2,3]: 

"vaniry" region: here the robot's Ego component is 
small, while its Nos is over the maximum (see 
figure 2). This means that a vain agent will not take 
into consideration messages from himself, because 
its consideration is small (it is actually apathetic 
towards itself). Since it corresponds to n region 
already over the Maximum-Nos component, 
another Carrot from the outside would cause no 
effect: it is insensitive to others' carrots, it already 
knows that the world is considering it positively. 
But what about others' sticks? We are in a region 
where the agent is used lo carrots, so a single stick 
would be catastrophic: it is very se~isitive to sticks 
from the outside here. 

The same catastrophic behavior occur in the other eight 
regions at the edge of the plane. For example, an agent 
in the Clown region is insensitive to Carrots-Nos and 
Sticks-Nos, but very sensitive to Sticks-Nos and 
Carrots-Ego. 

4. The Emotional Agent at work 
We experimented emotional agents in different real 
scenarios. The "Citti dei Bambini" (Porto Antico, 
Genova) is a permanent museal exhibition for children, 
composed by modules corresponding to different 
visitors' age. We designed and developed the Music 
Atelier, an installation in the six-fourteen years-old 
module, about two hundred square meters wide. There 
is a number of agents-interactive games involving the 
exploration of sound and music by means of full-body 
movement. The enlotional robot is a further game 
which tours around the space of other games and 
introduces them to the children, help them in 
understanding and playing, or simply plays with them. 
If they are playing good or not, if there is something 
that they have not found yet, etc, are information 
detected by the robot by means of environmental 
sensors and communication among games through a 
local network. These information are interpreted by the 
robot as external carrots or sticks. Examples of games- 
agents are "The real and virtual tambourines", "The 
virtual musical string", "The harmony of movement" 
(see our web page for more details). All the games 
involve movement in sensorized spaces to discover 
things and concepts related to music. The character of 
the robot therefore also depends on how children use 
other games. The emotional state of the robot is 
communicated to children by means of environmental 
coloured lights (yellow, red and blue: a happy robot 
will colour all the environment with full lights; angry I 
red; depressedlblue; etc. ), style of navigation (tail- 
wagging, slowlfast, nervous sharp vs. smooth 
trajectories etc.), dillerent speech sentences (describe 

the same thing with different inflections according to 
the current emotional state), music and sound. 

5. Discussion 
Our model is a starting point towards a practical 
synthesis of emotions. We must not forge1 that we are 
the target of the emotion synthesis. W e  did not create 
an emotional robot to make it communicate with other 
robotslagents, hut with humans. So, the model must be 
evaluated for the hnnlan emotions that the sinl~ilated 
ones evoke. So, does our robot communicate emotions 
to the general audience? Our results from experimental 
work is encouraging. Our experience confirmed that 
children are a good test audience, because they surely 
adapt very quickly to new things, but they too are very 
good at discriminating the faults in your work and to 
say it to you more freely than adults. And what about 
the robot's reactions to children? The robot is scared 
by n big number of obstacles, so its performance gets 
low if there are more than three or lour children 
around. The performance degenerates because it cannot 
reach the goal (reaching the next game and explaining 
it to children, or completing an evolution while 
navigating in the space). This is a negative stimulus 
that will eventually make it angry, and then depressed. 
W e  observed that small group of children (up to three) 
are prone to follow the robot and not to disturb it in its 
tasks. Small groups are often more impressed by the 
performance. Instead, if a full classroom enters our 
installation, the rob01 will not be understood, because it 
needs more attention. In our museal installation the 
robot is left alone with children, no intermediate person 
is active in the space. With a high number of children, 
the robot change its goal, and instead of accompanying 
to the other interactive games, it becomes a game 
partner, touring around with children until a more calm 
situation is reached (environmental sensors allow the 
robot to re-adjust its global position in the exhibition 
and to sense the behavior and activity of children). 
Let us now address the question regarding the 
reusability of our model. If you want to use our model 
in another scenario, maybe not using a real robot but a 
software agent, the biggest problem (hut also the 
biggest virtue, we believe) is that our model is rather 
abstract and high level, although practical. The Ego- 
Nos plane does only help in the first steps o l  the 
problem. The hard problem is how to make a, say, 
happy agent, i.e., how your agent will eventually show 
its happiness. You have to design thirteen different 
ways of behaving, one for each region, tlie~r our model 
introduces a complex dynamics between the different 
characters you have built. We think that the good 
impression our robot conveys is only in part due to the 
modcl that lies "under the hood". The hard part was to 
define how the robot had to change its behaviour. For 
example, when it is happy, it moves turning left and 
right quickly giving the impression of a dog that moves 
its tail. When it is in the apathy region all its 
movements are slow and the reactions are delayed (also 



environmental coloured lights help visitors in 
understanding its emotional state). This is not included 
in the model but it is a main reason for the success or 
failure of an application using emotions. 
5.1 Composition and performance 
We experienced our model in music composition and 
performance [2,5,7]. A number of crucial issues arise. 
For example, in a live electronics, how many (and 
which) degrees of freedom can be lelt to the director of 
the ~erformance on the agent's emotion dynamics? - 
They can vary from a completely autonomous agent 
receiving carrots and sticks from the external world 
including the director, to a direct access of the director 
to the characler point in the emotion space (figure 2), 
who therefore has a full control on emotions. In a 
performance for dancer and robot at the concert of the 
Kansei Workshop 151 (figure 3), a part of the 
choreography/score concerns the evolution of robot 
emotions and on stage navigation paths. The dancer 
and the robot are therefore interprelers of a dance 
script In the case of the robot it is a perturbation of - 
such script generated by its emotion dynamics. By 
means of their movemenl in the scnsorized stage, both 
the robot and the dancer control - as in live electronics 
- also parameters of their music performance. Each of 
them has a different part to be played. The composition 
consists of a design of a multimodal "dialogue" 
between ihem. The composer can modify the robot 
character dynamics: e.g., a set of emotional attractors 
can be introduced to influence the dynamics in the 
emotion space. 

Figure 3. The perfor~na~zce for robot (left) and dorzcer 
ot tlte AIM1 Intl. Workshop 011 Konsei [5]. 
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Abstract 
The EyesWeb project concerns the development of a 
system for real-time analysis of movement and 
gesture of one or more humans, with a particular 
focus to affect or emotion content. Such information 
is used to control and generate sound, music, visual 
media, and to control actuators (e.g., robots). The 
main goal is to explore extensions of music language 
toward gesture and visual languages. The paper 
describes the state of the artof the project, the design 
of the current EyesWeb system modules (hardware 
and software), their experimenting in public events, 
and dicusses ongoing developments. 

1. Introduction 
The general domain scenario include dancers on 
stage, performers in a live electronics environment, 
actors in a theatre performance, or the public in a 
museum or art installation. One of the main 
requirements is to go beyond the common interaction 
metaphor of "hyper-instrument" (e.g. [5]; see also the 
interesting web page of M.Wanderley on gesture 
research in music http://,v~v~v.ircarn.fr/equipes/ar~alj~se- 
syntl~esd~~~ar~derldGestes/Erter~~dind/~tr~l) We are 

-interested in interaction metaphors like multimodal 
dialogue and social interaction including affect and 
emotional communication [1,2]. In [1,2] we also 
introduce our projects on r~llrltir~lodal envirort~?lents 
and irlteractive da~lceh~~esic  systenls as extensions of 
composition and performance environments, 
including inhabited virtual environments. The 
EjresWeb project is part of these projecls. A general 
goal is the modeling of composition and performance 
environments in terms of communities of agents. In 
this context, an agent is a computer system, possibly 
equipped with a physical "body" (e.g., a robot), 
embedding deliberative, emotional and reactive 
capabilities, and able to interact with the external 
world, including other agents [2]. An agent integrates 
different components: input processing from the 
surrounding world (e.g., motion capture and sensing), 
cognitive (or deliberative) processing, emotional 
processing, output processing (generate sound, 
music, visual media, control actuators). The external 
world can be a stage, a museal exhibit - real, virtual, 
or a mix of both - populated by artificial as well as 
human agents able to interact, dialogue, cooperate, 
compete, etc. each contributing to the performance. 
This focus may imply new perspectives on 

performance environments and live electronics [9], as 
well as on composition models, as discussed in [6,1, 
21 and in the next section. 
The main goasl of the EyesWeb project is to develop 
a system able to analyse in real time movement and 
gesture of one or more humans, with a particular 
focus to affect or emotion communication. EyesWeb 
is based on multiple b&w (infrared) or color cameras, 
special electronics, and real-time multi-layered 
analysis software. We slarted experimenting with the 
interaction of gesture and music in 1985 with our 
system MANI (Music and Animation Interface) and 
camera-based sensors [3] (special purpose devices - 
Costel, MacReflex - originally designed for 
bioengineering). Several other interactive systems 
based on videocameras have been proposed: see for 
example Steim's BigEye, the Very Nervous System, 
and systems developed at Waseda University [7]. Our 
approach differs from most existing system: (i) we 
want to extract both two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional information; (ii) EyesWeb uses multiple 
video cameras, but is not based on the classical stereo 
vision approach. A typical on-stage configuration 
with two cameras consists of frontal and lateral 
views; (iii) our main focus is not only toward symbol 
recognition from a posture or gesture vocabulary, but 
to high-level parameters on expressive intentions in 
the performance. Existing systems are rather limited 
from this point of view. Ideally, we want a system 
able to distinguish the different expressive intentions 
from two perromances of the same dance fragment. 
Our focus is on "Kansei" [8], i.e. on affect and 
emotion; (iv) the interaction metaphors, the 
requirements, and therefore the system architecture, 
are considerably different from existing systems. 

2. Interaction metaphors 
Let us consider the following example. An agent is 
able to extract Irom a human some gesture and 
movement features, thereby controlling the 
generation of sound and music. It is therefore capable 
of reconstructing "views", and interpret in some way 
movement and gesture. At the beginning, the agent is 
a "tabula rasa", nothing is evoked by movement; the 
system is observing the user. We can imagine that the 
agent is trying to identiry features of the "style of 
movement'' of the dancer. If he starts moving with 
nervous and rhythmic gestures in roughly fixed 
positions in the space, therefore evoking the gestures 



of a percussionist, the agent, after a few seconds of 
observation, initiates a conrinuolis transformation 
toward a sort of "dynamic hyper-instrumenl": a set of 
virtual drums located in points of the space where the 
dancer insists with his movement. "Continuous" 
means for example that neutral sounds begin to 
emerge and transform progressively into drums, e.g., 
gradually reducing the attack duration and moving 
from a default to a specific timbre. The number and 
the spatial position where the drums are located is 
decided by the movement of the dancer. Drums 
timbral and intensity features can be associated with 
the interpretation of dancer's movements. He is 
therefore now allowed to play the instrument he has 
built. Instruments not played for a certain period of 
time may begin to fade away and loose degrees of 
freedom of interpretation. Then, the dancer may 
change his "style" of movement, for example, by 
gradually reducing the speed of a harsh movement 
toward smoother gesture. The agent will adapt by 
continuously changing its behaviour toward a 
different context (again, co~lti~~uolrsly and in a time 
interval proportional to the nmount of change of the 
dancer style of movement). Transformalions can 
mean a continuous change both in the sensitivity, 
interpretation of geslure as well in the focus of 
attention, i.e. a change of the set of movements and 
gestures observed by the agents, as well as changes in 
the calrsality between movement and sound and 
music output. 
In another example, the percussion agent emerges 
and learns behaviors and a character to live in that 
space (after a sufficient time interacting with the 
dancer): it really becomes a '%lone" of the dancer, 
semi-autonomous, possibly including graphic 
animations (e.g.. humanoid, see figure 3)  besides 
sound. The dancer therefore can interact with such 
evoked clone as well as freely move in other places 
of the stage, and possibly create other clone-agents. 
The agents evoked by the dancer should be able to 
generate and control a music output (and possibly 
graphic animations) coherently with the gestures and 
movements, the past state of the performance, and the 
music rules defined by the composer, including the 
degree of intervention left to the dancer. This does 
not mean necessarily strict causal relations as in 
hyper-instruments, In our example, a transformation 
might change the music output from the set of user- 
defined virtual drums into sound textures, where the 
movement, for example, controls the interpretation 
and the timbral contour of the textures. The designer 
of the performance introduces into the system the 
sound and music knowledge, the compositional 
goals, the aspects of integration between music and 
gesture (including a model of interpretation of 
gestures), and decides the amount of (possible) 

degrees of freedom left to the agent as concerns the 
generative and compositional choices. This may 
imply an extension of the music language toward 
action, gesture languages, and possibly visual 
languages. This example raises important issues 
about new perspectives on the integration of music 
and movement languages. For example, the director 
of the performance in a live electronics 191 now 
cooperates with dancers. Applications based on these 
ideas have been developed [1,2,61 and experimented 
with composers and choreographers in public events. 

3.OvernlI System Architecture 
EyesWeb consists of a special hardware electronics, a 
set of software modules including a software library 
for real-time motion capture and gesture analysis, 
running on Pentium workstations under Ule Windows 
NT operating system. The basic hardware 
configuration consists of two video cameras, a 
special proprietary electronics for the real-time 
capture of both camera signals and their sending to a 
single Matrox Meteor frame grabber board (model I 
or E). Figure 1 shows the overall hardware 
architecture. 

Pentium I1 I Windows NT 

Matrox Meteor 11 
frame grabber 

Figure I .  EyesWeb overall hardware architecture 

The system supports both color and B&W (infrared) 
cameras. Interesting results have been obtained with 
infrared cameras and an infrared (therefore invisible) 
light system: we obtained significant stability and 
reliability also in cases of sudden changes in 
environmental lights during a performance, and even 
in darkness conditions (see figure 3). 
Our proprietary special electronics board (Mpx, see 
figure 1) has been developed to capture concurrently 
the signal from two synchronized cameras. This 
board is based on the fact that we can multiplex 2 
separate video signals in only one, by switchings 
between the two video signals a t  Ule field rate (50 
Hz). In this way we obtain a new interlaced signal in 
which odds and even fields contain the two different 
signals. W e  can then acquire the signal using an 
ordinary full frame single channel acquisition board. 
At this point, we have in the frame memory buffer 
(he two original signals, just missing half vertical 
resolution and halfing the temporal resolution. 
We use the signals from two camera to have two 
input views of the same scene: a typical use include a 
frontal and a lateral view of the stage, to extract 



three-dimensional information. Our approach does 
not concern stereo vision techniques. 
The EyesWeb layered software architecture is shown 
in figure 2. It consists of a preprocessing arodsle. 
layered on MIL-Lire (Matrox Imaging Library). It is 
similar to a shared memory: it gives services to a set 
of hardware independent software modules for 
extracting high-level information about movement 
from the two camera signals. We call such modules 
observer agerlts (OAs).  They can run in parallel and 
generate independently high-level outpu&, each 
corresponding to a particular agent's point of view. 

Agent K 

Agent 1 Agent N 

Preprocessing layer (Shared memory) 
denoise, Low-level parameters 1 

Lx Imaging Library MIL-lire I 
Figrtre 2. EyesWeb layered sofnvare arcl~itecfare 

OAs can read concurrently the data produced by the 
preprocessing module. OAs can communicate to 
cooperate or compete to analyse and understand high- 
level movement and gesture parameters. For 
example, a posture analysis OA can provide a gesture 
analysis OA with the recognized posture time marks 
on the input stream: the gesture OA can use them as 
candidate segmentation points to start the gesture 
recoenition nrocess 

ar~imaredfigare projccred on a large screen conrrolled in 
real rbrze by EyesWeb (concert of t l~e  Laboratorio di 
Infonnatica Mrcsicale, Teatro Carlo Felice, May 1998). 

The low-level parameters and the processed image 
buffers are directly available to external OAs and to 
other modules, e.g. to control sound in a live 
electronics, to control animated human figures or 
other visual media for system testing or for 

multimedia performances. The picture in figure 3 
shows a public performance with a dancer and its 
corresponding binary image, visualized on a big 
screen. The preprocessing module stores frame 
images as 320x200 buffers of color pixels for each 
camera. For each frame, it filters noise, extracts the 
occupation rectangles for each human (figure 4). 
extracts for each figure a set of low-level parameters 
(see text below), and converts such rectangles to an 
internal format. All these data are available to OAs. 

" 
is visible for borh. Figcrre in tire foregrorcnd: the absolute 
baqcenrre as rlre origin of vectors connecting to tlze 
relative bancentres of  the peripheral parts o f  rile bodv. 

of dancers as a single enrity. 

The posture analysis agent is based on 
backpropagation neural networks (NNs). It simply 
extracts static information from each frame. Several 
instances of this agent can be active at the same time. 
each associated to a different camera and, for each 
frame, to each different human figure in a single 
frame extracted from the preprocessing module. The 
NN can be trained directly by users with sets of 
stereotypical postures. The observed human figure in 
the current frame is evaluated as belonging to one of 
learned stereotypical posture or clusters. 

The task of the preprocessing module consists of the 
following steps (for each channellcamera): 

0. Preliminary, off-line phase: background is acquired, 
filtered (denoise), and stored as a reference; 

1. For each dancer, his minimum occupation rectangle is 
computed, available as a buffer to OAs; 

2. Two-level quantization resulting from the difference 
between the current image and the background image 
(acquired in step 0); 

3. Denoise of the resulting two-level image with a 
threshold based algorithm (using a mask); 

4. Trace the sub-image(s) containing the whole human 
body figurc(s) and computedimensions; 



5. Compute parameters for each rectangle: percentage of 
black pixels, processing time, equilibrium, main and 
relaLive barycenter vectors, etc. (see text below) 

Both color and digital image buffers for each dancer 
are available to OAs. The '%quilibrium parameter" is 
defined in terms of the distance between the lowest 
extreme pixels in the rectangle defining the region 
occupied by the dancer. If he is standing, it 
corresponds to the last pixel - from left to rlght - of 
the right foot of the body and the first pixel of the left 
foot. The amount of pixels on the ground for each 
foot (or part of the body on the floor) and the amount 
of pixels (distance) among feet are also used to 
compute the equilibrium parameter. The heuristic 
algorithm takes into account d~fferent cases (e.g. 
crouched, lying down, etc.). Equilibrium is related 
(inversely) to the "tendency to immediate movement'' 
parameter: roughly, the more distant are the feet and 
strongly placed on the floor, the more difficult it will 
be to have sudden and fast full-body movements in 
the immediate future. Other parameters in the 
preprocessing module include the minimum rectangle 
surrounding a human figure, a sort or  2D projection 
of Lahan's kinesphere [8] for each camera view. the 
harycentre of the pixels occupied by the body in such 
rectangle, and relative peripheral barycenters (ideally, 
shoulder, elbow, hand, knee, ankle). We therefore 
havc 10 vectors with origin in the main barycentre 
(see figure 4), whose module and phase are available 
to the OAs. Relative and absolute velocities and 
accelerations, kinetic energy of the movement (by 
means of heuristics approximation of the mass in 
terms of weighted pixels according to Lhe body shape 
from the two camera images) are also available. 

4. High-level observer agents 
For each camera. more than 70 preprocessing 
parameters are currently available. Different subsels 
are useful to analyse different dance contexts. I t  
depends on the type of movement, on which OAs are 
running, etc. The choice of the significant and 
reliable parameters in a context is a crucial issue, as 
well as the management of changes of contexts [2,6]. 
As for high-level analysis, we developed algorithms 
based on emotion models (see companion paper in 
these proceedings and [2]) and NNs (e.g., Kohonen's 
SOM). In an ongoing project we selected a number of 
dance fragments (10-15s each). For each fragment, a 
video with performances differing only in the 
expressive intentions has been recorded with multiple 
cameras. This video reference database is used as 
input for exploratory OAs to recognize expressivity. 
OAs differs on the type of NN, its input parameters, 
and its tuning. From a preliminary analysis, it seems 
that expression invariant and detector parameters 
emerge for the different performances of the same 
fragment. See our web site for more details. The 

approach is similar Lo the well known approach to 
perceptual analysis in psychology (e.g. music 
expression analysis [8]). In this exploratory work we 
are using the Neuralworks software for a fast 
generation, training and tuning of NN-based OA 
prototypes. 

5. Implementation a n d  real time issues 
EyesWeb can be integrated with other modules in our 
architecture [1,2] and with commercial products. I t  
supports communication via MIDI, fast serial port, 
and a proprietary sockets software library: an agent 
community can be implemented as a network of 
computers. This is useful with computatonally 
intensive OAs, e.g., tasks concerning the control of 
real time sound synthesis and of graphics and 
animation. EyesWeb can be be integrated with our 
sensor-based modules (floor sensors, IR, ultrasound 
etc. See [I] and our web site) which are part of our 
architecture and are currently used in public events 
and museal installations. EyesWeb processing time 
varies from the number of active OAs and their 
computational complexity. A typical configuration 
with two cameras and a few (4-5) OAs takes about 
50ms per frame on a Pentium U 333MHz I Windows 
NT, which corresponds to the processing of 2x20 fps. 
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Abstract amplified or enhanced emotional states, and to this end 
The Co~lc/~ltrctor's Jacket is a wearable pliysiological performers often train for years to be able to effectively 
monitoring system that has been built into tlie clothing and intentionally express these states. Several early and 
of an orchestral conductor; it was designed to provide a influential studies on emotional expression discuss this 
testbed for the study of emotional expression as it relates phenomenon with respect to performed classical 
to musical perfonnance. We used the Cor7d1rc/or.'s music[l]. 
Jacket to gather and analyze data from a professional 
conductor in Boston during rehearsals of Prokofiev's We chose to looli at a very specialized form of musical 
Rorileo orld Jlrliet Suite No.2. Our findings indicate that performance, which is optimized for the transmission of 
several forms of expressive communication can be emotional and dramatic expression: the role of the 
measured and detected in physiological signals. These orchestral conductor. Conductors use a unique gestural 
include the use of har1dedi~ess to emphasize musical language that combines both technical and affective 
changes, the signaling of upcoming events with sudden information about a piece of music in real-time in order 
changes in effort, the difference behveen information- to aid those who are performing it. We hypothesize that 
bearing and non-information-bearing gestures, the conductors form expressive intentions for certain pieces 
indication of intensity and loudness with changes in that they then convey by means of gestures, and that the 
muscular force, and the use of breathing to express affective information is essentially encoded in the carrier 
phrasing in the music. signal of the beat-pattern. We hypothesized that the 

affective content of these signals might be decoded (as 
Introduction by musicians in an orchestra) by noting the difference 
Recent work in the domain of affect recognition and behveen tlie conducted signals and the minimum amount 
physiological monitoring has yielded important results of information that would have been required to execute 
on the nature and expression of human emotions[5]. For an z~riespressive (or minimally expressive) version of the 
example, several early studies have pointed to the same piece. 
presence of a 'contagion effect' whereby emotions can 
be transmitted from one person to another[2]. The In order to test our hypotheses, we designed and built a 
presence of this effect explains why stress can be system to robustly and unobtrusively sense espressive 
communicated between people under various conditions; information from conductors under professional 
it has also been hypothesized that other states can be rehearsal conditions. This system had to be noiseless, 
transmitted contagiously. The precise mechanism light, not distracting or uncomfortable to wear for long 
through wliich this transmission occurs remains periods of time, and able to withstand punishing 
unknown, although we suspect tliat gestures and body conditions of extensive muscular activity, heat, and 
language play a big role. sweat. The resulting system, called the Coiidzrctor's 

Jacket, is a wearable network of physiological sensors 
One promising new direction for the study of contagious that has been custom designed and embedded in clothing 
emotional expression is in the performing arts, that is fitted to the wearer[4]. The jacket contains 
particularly in music. Music has often been described as sensors for heart rate, respiration, skin conductance, 
a direct conduit for the communication of emotion; it temperature, and muscle tension. For muscle tension, 
might he said to be an ideal carrier channel for tlie we used four electromyogram (EMG) sensors, one on 
transmission of affective information. Correspondingly, each bicep and tricep. These measure the small voltage 
musical performers might be said to modulate the created when the muscle generates force; the voltage is 
structure of musical scores in order to convey affecting proportional to the instantaneous force output of the 
and dramatic performances. The act of performing for muscle. All of the sensors are held in place by elastic 
an audience often requires the performer to project bands that have been sewn into the cloth of the jacket. 



The data we collected supports three major features in used his left hand to provide supplementary 
the standard conducting technique: the use of the left information and expression 
hand to add emphasis and expressive information, the . suddenly withdrew geshlral information when he 
turning of pages so as to not attract attention or convey intended to signal the onset of a major event 
musical information, and the use of force in performing . showed fundamental differences in the way he 
a beat gesture to indicate the volume and articulation made information-carrying gestures vs. 
with which that beat should be played. We also found information canyinggestures 
some surprising results, including several instances . modulated the force output of his muscles when 
where the muscles went limp right before a major event, generating a beat gesture in order to indicate the 
which suggests that the sudden absence of information overall loudness or intensity of the music at that 
has been encodcd to signal a 'heads-up' to the players in beat 
anticipation of an important future event. modulated his respiration to express the phrasing in 

the music 
Conductor Study 
The first study using the Col ldz l~f~ l"~  Jacket System 1, our first two examples, EMG signals frorn the right 
took place during several weeks in February 1998, with and ]eft biceps demonstrate the left hand was used 
a professional conductor during rehearsals of a youth to provide extra information to supplement the 
orchestra in Boston. During the few minutes before information given by the right hand, the fuSt 
each rehearsal, the subject fitted the jacket on himself, our subject chose to modulate the meter from 4 
the sensors were adjusted, and the entire system was to 2. ~t the moment just before he intended for the 
tested. Then for the duration ofthe three-hour rehearsal, meter to change, he reached out his left hand (which was 
the was used numerous until that moment at his side) and reinforced the new 
physiological data timed with the external video camera. meter with both hands, ~i~~~~ 1, shown below, 
Notes were taken during the data acquisition trials, demonstrates how the previous faster meter (where on]y 
which were used to correlate and analyze the data and the right hand was used) transitioned to a slower meter 
video files afterwards. as the left hand entered: 

Initial Data 
Initial results indicate several promising features in the 
data, including clear separation between the expressive 
use of both hands, context-dependent variations in the 
respiration signal, and enticing indicators of emotional 
arousal in skin conductance. Out of more than twenty- 

detail and found to contain useful correlations between 
two files that were recorded, four have been analyzed in '.15 

3.2 

expressive parameters and the musical score. u 200 400 600 a00 1000 1100 

In general, the quality of the signals was surprisingly 
Idd,i"ndlriliund 

very good. The four EMG signals demonstrated a 
particularly high signal-to-noise ratio; that is, if there 
was no observable motion, then the signal was generally 
almost completely flat. This signal clarity suggests that 
signal-processing algorithms could be developed to 
yield good results for the automatic recoxnition of the u 100 100 600 000 IUOO IZOD 

gbove- features. Such work remains t o  be done; Figure 1. EMG signals from both biceps during a 
however, we present below some preliminary findings metrical shift. 
extracted from the data by inspection. 

The top graph shows the use of the right arm; in the first 
Among many observations Of the data that 'lave been 200 samples of this segment, beats occur approximately 
documented, several features were found to be every 100 samples. Then, during samples 220-600, the 
particularly The section beats begin to transition to a new meter that is one-half 
demonstrates these features with graphical data taken as fast, These two beats are subdivided, as if to show 

from several rehearsal segments; "ley have been both meters simultaneously. During the second of these 
analyzed for their correlations with known features of heats, the left hand enters as if to emphasize the new 
traditional conducting technique. 
indicate that our subject: 

These features tempo; this is shown in the bottom graph. Following 



this transition, the slower meter comes into relief (particularly from the left bicep) often went to nearly 
(beginning at sample 600), with the new beat pattern zero before an important event or entrance. For 
showing a clearly defined envelope again. example, it is very important for conductors to cue the 

woodwinds after they have waited silently for many 
In another section, our subject used his left hand to measures; if the cue is not clear, they might not start 
indicate a drastic reduction in loudness at the very end playing in the right place. Such an event happens in bar 
of the movement. As shown in Figure 2, below, the number 32 of Prokofief s Dance movement; many of the 
right hand gave all the beats leading up to the ending, winds need to play after many measures of silence. 
but at the last minute the left hand was used to indicate a Leading up to this event, our subject used his left hand 
quick volume change and a quiet ending: normally, and then, two measures before the wind 

entrance, stopped using it completely. Then, just in time 
for the cue, he gave a big pickup and downbeat with the 
left arm. In repetitions of the same passage, the same 
action is repeated. This is demonstrated in Figure :. 

A reasonable hypothesis for why this "flatline" occurs 
could be that the sudden lack of information is eye- 

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 catching for the musicians, and requires minimal effort 
from the conductor. The quick change behveen 

3 6 information-carrying and non-information-canying 
states could be an efficient way of providing an extra 

~YUI~.U, rllll ,,nq.Irlliu,,d cue ahead of time for the musicians. 

i--_-, A third feature we discovered in the EMG data is that 
j 3 2  the signals generated by the action of turning pages are 

3 1 
0 500 10110 1500 2000 2300 

inherently different in character from the signals 
generated by actions that are intended to convey musical 

Figure 2. Use of the left hand to indicate drastic information. That is, it seems as if page turns are done 
change in volume. in such a way as to purposefully not attract attention or 

convey musical information. An example page turn is 
In this example, the right hand drops away at the very shown below in Figure 4: 
end and doesn't indicate the final beat. This drastic 
change in the use of the hands seems purposeful; the 
video shows that our subject looked directly at the wind 
section during this moment, as if he wanted to indicate a 
very different character for the final woodwind chords. 
As these first two examples have shown, the subject mu,..!.,, 
modified the ho~ided~iess of his gestures in order to 2 8 

5 0 0  1 0 0 0  l j n o  1130 ? s o n  
indicate something unusual. 

We hope soon to be able to isolate aspects of these (and 
other non-useful) signals so as to teach a system how to 
distinguish an information-carrying from a non- 
information-carrying gesture. 

r 10. 
3 6 Figure 4. Difference between pngc turn gestures and 

A fourth feature found in the EMG signal is that the 
Figure 3. The characteristic "flatline" in the left amplitude of a beat-generating spike seems to indicate 

bicep before a major event. intended sharpness of attack (or perhaps volume) of the 
notes to be played at that beat. This is compounded by 

A second finding indicates that the subject would often what appears to be a kind of 'predictive' phenomenon, 
withdraw gestural information suddenly before signaling whereby the conductor indicates a vely strong beat on 
the onset of a major event. That is, his EMG signals the beat directly preceding the intended one. This is 

often discussed in the literature on conducting 

,,cL;~;,> ,,,,3,,:,,>,,,,,, 

,, I- li 
isfors~ntion-carrying gestures. 



technique, but has never been shown quantitatively to be Conclusions 
true. Figure 5, below, shows a segment of Prokofiev's The first results of the Co17dz1c~or's Jncker project 
Dc117ce movement score wit11 the accents highlighted and indicate several concrete findings. We are continuing to 
aligned with the accents given by our subject: validate our preliminary results with additional data that 

. l o .  
has been taken from six other subjects who represent a , , , , l , , i " , ,  . - .. , , ., ,,, 

3.4 I - I range of abilities, techniques, and expressive styles. 

In addition, a formal analysis of the data has been 
undertaken. which makes use of techniques from pattern 
recognition. signal processing (particularly short-time 
Fourier analysis). and semantic interpretation. 
Ultimately. we plan to synthesize models for musical 
performance and expression that incorporate affect and 
gesture, and that might be useful for tlie stage. Ideally. 
our results will be applicable both to professional 
conductors (enabling the coinposition of new works for 
conductors and orchestras where the conductor takes a 
more i17strunie1~tal role) and to modem, tecl~nologically- 
augmented performers using physiological and gesture- 
capture systems. 
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Abstract 
To interpret, fiom the Latin ir~terpretriri, literally means 
to act as a mediator, to negotiate. The performer is the 
mediator, the intermediary between the composition and 
the listener. Such mediotioiz allows different degrees of 
fieedom. Each musician interprets the musical sign 
translating it into sound, but thanks to the fieedom this 
shift leaves him, he can, at the same time, communicate 
his. o m  expressive intention to the listener. This 
research tries to establish if and in which measure a 
speci6c expressive intention is communicated and which 
degree of freedom the performer has at his disposal in 
this mediation. 
With this purpose, we analysed several interpretations of 
the same excerpt, each one chraracterized by a different 
expressive intention to establish how the performer 
modified the performance parameters of his instrument. 
By sonological analysis, we found some parameters 
which permit to cbaracterise different performances of 
the same piece. 

1. Introduction 
Music is defined as the art that expresses itself through 
sounds. Through sound, therefore, the musical work is 
conveyed to the listener. But the sound, the medium 
which allows the listener to enjoy the musical work, at 
least in classical music, is not directly generate by the 
composer. He uses a paper algorithm, the score, which 
the performer decodes through the instrument he plays 
to generate the sound and the musical work. In 
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be possible to intervene on them to make clear the 
different expressive characterisations to the listener. 
Recent studies on the subject [5, 61 show how the 
performer, modifying the parameters available in 
accordance with the instrument, tend., consciously or 
not, to point out an understanding of the musical 
structure he plays. The communication of the 
composition shucture does not exhaust and explain all 
interpretative choices. 
Expressive intention analysis concentrates exactly on 
this aspect, evaluating on which parameters the 
performer intervenes to convey this geireral ir~~rsical 
inteirfion to the listener. 
To this purpose, we chose eight adjectives typical of 
the sensorial and emotive sphere, already analysed in a 
previous significant study. This research completes and 
improves the previous one overcoming some 
limitations such as the study of a single performer and 
the analysis of a single melodic line. In this study we 
present the analysis of a complete performance 
(melody, accompaniment and pedals) of various 
pianists. 
As in the previous research, the comparison is not 
between the mechanical performance and the player's 
one, but between a natzrral performance, produced by 
the artist following his own ability and experience and a 
performance characterised by a particular expressive 
intention. 

informatics, h e  ulgurirhn~/petfor~irer bond is 1. Experiment 
deterministic. but in music it allows different deerees ol' 'To acauire data we used a Yamaha Disklavier. This is a 
fieedom &ibg rise to diatribes about the deg t ion  of 
musical interpretation as a creative act tozrt court. It 
would not be possible to make an algorithm able to 
substitute the musician but, analysing various 
recordings, it would hypothetically be possible to 
understand the degrees of freedom that the score leaves 
to the artist An understandimg of such limit is 
important both for musicians and the scieniific research 
in this field. The peculiarity of science is not to h o w  
perfect mechanisms allowing to control phenomena but 
to know and therefore control its own margin for error. 
The artist's creativity and the possibility to 
communicate his own expressive intention run along 
this margin. In this paper we took into consideration 
only some expressive directions, commonly adopted by 
musicians, which stand in this hypothetical creative 
space. 
In order to study the sonorous result of each 
performance, we need to know on which parameters the 
performer intervenes. The performer often varies the 
interpretation of the same piece in relation to the more 
or less conscious definition of different expressive 
intentions. This research aims at the understandimg of 
the modifiable executive parameters and the way it may 

nolmai piano equipped with sensors able to gather three 
categories of movements in the mechanics, that allowed 
to obtain three kinds of parameters to be studied: 1) I01 
(Internet Onset Interval) expressed in ms; 2) Dr 
(duration of the note key OnIOff) expressed in ms; 3) 
Key velocity with a range 0-127. Furthermore, the 
disklavier allows to reproduce at the piano the 
synthesised versions made for musical checking. In this 
way, there is no information loss due to the use of 
sampled sound and during the performance the musician 
feels at ease, playing the instrument be normally uses. 
Five students of Piano at the Conrervatorio Benedetto 
Marcello in Venice took part in the experiment with the 
following procedure: 
on January 10" 1997 they received a copy of the fist 
sixteen measures of W. A. Mozart's 2' tempo Andante 
of the Sonata Facile K.V. 545 in C Major and were 
asked to prepare the performance for on January 22Ih 
1997, correlating it to the following adjectives: bright- 
clear, dark-gloomy, heavy-massive, light-gentle, hard- 
strict, soft-tender, passionate and flat. The students 
were informed that the recordings would be the object of 
a numerical analysis. 



2. Sonological parameters analysis 
Previous studies revealed how the expressive intentions 
are communicated to the listener [1,3,4]. On the other 
hand it exists some theoretical model of score analysis. 
In the research here presented, we tried to correlate the 
sonological analysis with the models theorised in 
litera$e and to extend the results and the models to 
expressive intentions. 
In the analysis of the sonata K545 the parameters 
studied were those available in the instrument and 
which the disklavier permits to analyse : 101, Key 
velocity, Dro (Duration Offset) and pedal use. In the 
analysis of such parameters various levels have been 
differentiated: the overall level relating to the whole 
performance, the medium level relating to phrasing and 
the local or note level relating to the single deviations 
of each event 

Tempo 
nK 

Fig.2.1: Average tempo in diierent expressive 
intentions. 

With regard to the temporal parameters, the average 
meh.onome was studied for the overall level. To a 
statistics analysis this reveals to be a significant 
parameter (p<0,0002), that is to say, the tempo chosen 
by the pianist is directly connected to the expressive 
intention he wants to communicate. 
Later, we studied the phrase temporal progress which 
is characterised by an acceuerandolritardando as 
already stated in literature. In the analysis of such 
parameter we referred to timing measured in quarter 
note. The sonata, in fact, has a Yi tempo and we 
supposed the pianist to keep time in quarter note. 

101 quarter note of passionate version 
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Fig. 2.2: Quarter note in passionate version. The three 
curves are relative to three subjects. The marked one is 
the real quarter note value of the pianist's passionate 
version. 

A test was made in order to prove this aspect We asked 
some CSC researchers to listen to the K545 piano 
recordimgs and to beat time in a keyboard to obtain a 
sound feedback. They listened to their own beat (C4) 
and at the same time they listened to the sonata, 
synchronising themselves perceptively. The results 
proved the uniformity between the sonata tempo and 
the perceived one as shows Fig 2.2. 
Phrase analysis, with reference to quarter note, proves 
that eachphrase is characterised by an acclrit. Besides, 
the analysis-by-synthesis method proved that the degree 
of acclrit is significant to characterize expressive 
intentions. For instance, performing the passionate 
version of the Sonata, the musicians emphasized the 
acclrit which underlines the phrasing. 
From the results, it can he assumed that the performer 
varies the degree of acclrit correlated to musical phrases 
to characterize the expressive intention. This supports 
the hypothesis that performer may use the musical 
structure to convev his o m  emressive intention. 
- - ~  ~ 

101 pattern of accompaniment 
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Fig. 2.3: Typical downbeathpbeat pattern relative to the 
5" bar of the sonata K.545, bright version. Each curve 
refers to a diierent pianist. 

In a subsequent analysis of the local temporal parameter 
we found that the pattern of accompaniment 
upbeat!downheat is related to the merent  expressive 
intentions @<0.0001). 
The dynamics parameter was studied with the same 
method and the above mentioned levels used for the 
temporal parameter. 

Key Velocity t M s  + ~ d ]  

Fig. 2.4: Average key velocity in right (Md) and left 
(Ms) hmd in expressive intentions analysed 



Average intensity, the crescendo/decrescendo degree 
and the downbeathpbeat pattern @<0.0001) aUow to 
characterise different expressive intentions. In this 
context, average intensity was analyzed separately for 
melody @<0.0001) and accompaniment @<0.0001). 
Data proves the accompaniment average is always 
smaller than the melodic one, no matter which is the 
expressive intention. This is not a parameter the 
performer uses to communicate his expressive intention 
and it probably depends on the normal performance 
practice, at least in this context. 
Studying articulation, we examined the Dro parameter, 
represented as the ratio between the note value (key 
on/off) and the 101. The average Dro ratio, calculated on 
the whole performance, revealed to be a parameter 
characterizing the different expressive intentions 
@<0.005). In this case no correlation was found 
between such parameter and the phrase conduction. 

deviation. Moreover, these values presents a high degree 
of correlation (r>0,5, p< 0.05) within an expressive 
intention in different performers. 
From these results we can infer that there are some 
parameters that can characterise the different expressive 
intentions and other that depend on musical stiuchue, 
and don't change. The following table shows the results 
of characterising parameters: 

I 
Tab 1: the tab. shows the results of parameters relating 

Fig.2.5: average DRO of right (Md) and left (Ms) hand. to each emressive intention. The rows indicate the 

The di£ficulty derives from the pause that is often found 
at the end of each phrases, and it is hard to discriminate 
fiom h a l  retard or last note DRO. As in dynamics, we 
distinguished analysis between melody and 
accompaniment. In this context the ratio between 
melody DRO and accompaniment DRO seems to be 
sirmificant l~c0.025) in the communication of the - 
expressive intention as in Fig. 2.5. To emphasise his 
own expressive intention the performer not only varies 
the performance average DRO but also the ratio between 
the melody and the accompaniment. 
Pedal analysis showed that they too are significant for 
expressive purposes. Putting in abscissa the onset and in 
ordinate pedal value (range 0-127) and integrating, the 
area becomes a significant parameter @ < 0,0001). 
We also analysed the time synchronism between melody 
and accompaniment. It is here difficult to define a 
parameter valid for the whole performance. A first result 
shows that the global average (onset melody - onset 
accompaniment) is always negative, that is, the melody 
is normally in advance with respect to the 
accompaniment, but such average is not a significant 
one. On the contrary, the synchronism average related to 
each performer proved to be significant @<0,0001). 
Eliminating the values that overcome standard deviation, 
the average of the remaining ones is statisticauy 
significant @<0,004) and therefore correlated to the 
expressive intention conveyed. The values correlated to 
each pianist seems to be those overcoming the standard 

tendency of'parameter to have high or low values. On 
the first column there are respectively the following 
parameters: tempo, degree of acctrit, degree of 
downbeatlupbeat, average intensity, degree of 
crescendo/decrescendo, downbeat/upbeat intensity, 
average DRO ratio, use of right pedal, use of left pedal, 
synchronism. 

Structural elements analysis 
In the analysis of a musical performance sonological 
parameters, the starting point is given by the values of 
the notes on the score in order to compare them with the 
actual musician's performance ones. Above all, it is 
important to be able to split, at least ideally, the 
deviations due to the score from those depending on a 
different expressive intention. In this study the attention 
was driven towards those deviations depending on the 
different expressive intentions. To point out a possible 
correlation between the score and the dierent 
performances, we canied out an harmonic, rhythmic and 
melodic analysis. Lerdhal tension/relaxation method 
[6,7] was applied to the harmonic analysis. Each note is 
given a tension value and it is then possible to obtain the 
phrase segmentations to which correspond the 
accellerandolritardando put in evidence by sonological 
analysis. Lerdhal analysis also showed a new correlation 
between b k o n i c  tension value and local or note DRO. 
A close survey proves that the staccato/legato degree in 
each version depends on tension. Particularly, the DRO 



average of all performance notes depends on the 
expressive intention while, for each note, local value 
depends directly on the harmonic structure. The 
performer increases the slur degree when the harmonic 
tension increases in each different intention, no matter 
the global average. Such characteristic is independent 
from the expressive intention and let us suppose that it is 
part of the musician's cultural background. 
Other methods were applied to reveal the melodic and 
rhythmic progress of the score in order to find more 
significant correlations. The method which led to the 
best results is the Cambouropoulus' LBDM [2]. 
Applying Gestalt principles of similarity and proximity 
this method gives a weight to each note effecting a 
scansion of the score. Analysis proved a significant 
correlation between the value that the LBDM method 
attributes to the note and local DRO of each note. 
In this contexf too, the correlations were analyzed in 
order to understand if they could also depend on a 
dierent expressive intention, but, as in the previous 
case the result wns negative. It seems that the performer 
increases the staccato value proportionally to the value 
attributed to the notes by LBDN despite the expressive 
intentions and their legato value. 

Fig. 2.5: different values of average DRO in dierent 
expressive intention, correlate with different value give 
by LBDM method 

Fig. 2.5 shows two series of average values. The Dro > 
0 and Dro > 5 series refer to the Dro average of the 
notes presenting an LBDM value superior to zero and to 
five respectively, which shows how the curve translation 
value does not depend on the expressive intention. 

such parameters are modified in the same manner by 
different performers. This allowed us to reach the 
conclusion that there are parameters allowing to 
characterize the same excerpt with a different expressive 
intention. Moreover, the uniformity of the data obtained 
by the analysis seems to prove that there is an objective 
sonorous climate common to the performers: 
consciously or not, they operate on precise parameters to 
convey, for instance, brightness; the control of such 
parameters not always lies in what is psychologically 
regarded as consciousness. Analysis showed in which 
measure the different performance parameters are 
modify in order to convey a different expressive 
intention. 
So, this research allowed an understanding of those 
objective performance parameters that make this 
characterization possible. The analysis of the results 
made by musicians arises a deeper understanding of the 
performance, and, at the same time, arises 
considerations that stray into perception and, at least for 
the time being, go beyondthe limits of these researches. 
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finally, others are independent from it. 
The score gives various degrees of fieedom to the 
performer hut the musician cannot leave out of 
consideration the performance standards suggested by 
musical tradition and by his own culture. As previously 
hypothesized, the performer cannot leave out of 
consideration the musical structure, on the contrary he 
tends to underlie it and communicate it to the listener 
in every expressive intention he wants to convey. 
There are also parameters the performer can modify. 
The major result of this research is to have found that 
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Abstract listener, that is to say how far they share a common 

In this paper ll,e iviil present all avenliew of a slndj, 
about evpressii,ity iit ~ittrsic. Acotrstic aitd perceptual 
analyses made on dtffereitt perfa~-r~~ances, played it ~ ~ i t 1 1  
dzfferent eupressive i~ttentior~s, suggested by a set of 
sensorial and affectii,e adjectii~es, we n~ill present. The 
acotrstic artalj~ses sshoi4nt tire acotrstic parallletera whicl~ 
separate the dtif/erent pelfor~ol?ltances of the sanle score. 
Perceptlml ano[yses coni$r~ited tlzat listener's euperiertce 
andpei for~~~er 's  ii~ter~tioit were basicallj, agreed 

A rnodel of eupressiiieness has beer1 developed on 
the base of results of analyses. The inode/ aNo~,s to 
obtain drif/erent peiforntartces, by ~ ~ ~ o d $ ~ i n g  the 
acotrstic parameters of a given rletrtral perfo~-r~taiice. 
The r~~odificatioi~ is perfainted bj) algoritl~n~s wl~iclr trse 
the iiierarcltical segnlentatioit of file atusical stnrchrre. 
Opportune eln,elope c w ~ e s  are applied, far ei,ery 
hierarchical level, to tlre priilcipal acotutic parameters. 
Leiel's se[f-sin~ilarity is the ntail~ criteria for tire 
e~n,elope czr~ves caitstrtrctian. Tlle renderillg steps can 
be realized bat11 witlt sjo~tl~esis and post-processing 
fecltnir/tres. 

1 Introduction 
Different musicians, even when referring to the 

same score, can produce very different performances. 
The score cames information such as the rhythmical 
and melodic structure of a certain piece, but there is not 
yet a notation able to describe precisely the temporal 
and timbre characteristics of the sound. The 
conventional score is quite inadequate to describe the 
complexity of a musical performance so that a computer 
might be able to perform it. Whenever the information 
of a score (essentially note pitch and duration) is stored 
in a computer, the performance sounds mechanic and 
not very pleasant. The performer, in fact, introduces 
some micro-deviations in the timing of performance, in 
the dynamics, in the timbre, following a procedure that 
is correlated to his own experience and common in the 
instrumental practice. It is exactly for this great variety 
in the performance of a piece that it is difficult to 
determine a general system of rules for the execution. 
An important step in this direction was made by 
Sundberg and co-workers [I]. They determined a group 
of criteria which, once applied to the generic score, can 
bring to a mtrsically correct performance. Further on, 
d ~ e  performer operates on the microstructure of the 
musical piece not only to convey the structure of the 
text written by the composer, hut also to communicate 
his own feeling or expressive intention. Quite a lot of 
studies have been camed on in order to understand how 
much the performer's intentions are perceived by the 

code (see [2] for references). Gabrielsson & Juslin [2] in 
particular, studied the importance of emotions in the 
musical message. In this context, we hied to understand 
the way an expressive intention can be communicate to 
the listener and we realized a model able to explain how 
it can be possible to modify the performance of a 
musical piece in such a way that it may convey a 
certain expressive intention. A group of sensorial 
adjectives was chosen (bard, soft, light, heavy, bright, 
dark) which should inspire a certain expressive idea to a 
musician. A musician, inspired by appropriate 
adjectives, produces, systematically, different 
performances of the same piece. Perceptual analysis 
proved that the audience can indeed perceive the kind of 
intention he wanted to convey. Acoustic analysis 
confirmed that there are micro-deviations in the note 
parameters. We outlined models to connect such 
deviations with the intention wanted. Following the 
analysis-by-synthesis method, some musical synthesis 
were produced to verifL and develop a model of musical 
expressiveness. 

This paper, starting from the results of the acoustic 
and perceptual analysis, presents the design of a model 
able to add expressiveness to automatic musical 
performance. These studies on the model of musical 
performance are interesting not only from a scientific 
point of view, but also from an practical one, both in the 
field of automatic musical performance and in general 
in the multimedia systems. 

This research was supported by Telecom Italia, 
under a research contract Cantieri Multimediali. 

2 Perceptual Analysis 
Perceptual analyses were carried out to observe the 

listeners' judgment categories and to verify if 
performers succeeded to convey to the listeners the 
expressive intentions. 

Seven different interpretations (light, heaiy, soft, 
hard, bright, dark, and nor~nal) of a fragment of theme 
of Mozart's K622 Concert for Clarinet, were performed 
by a professional clarinet player. The recordings were 
carried out in three cycles, each cycle consisting of dle 
seven different interpretations. The musician chose. 
then, the ones that, in his opinion, best corresponded to 
the proposed adjectives, trying to m i n i i e  the 
influence that the order of execution might have had on 
the performer. The recordings were camed out at the 
CSC of Padua University in the monophonic digital 
form at 16 bits and 44100 Hz. 

We made an experiment [4] to determine the 
judgement categories used by subjects called in to listen 



to the various interpretations of the same musical piece. 
The test was carried out on a group of 24 subjects, 12 
musicians graduated at the Padua Conservatory, and 12 
subjects without specific musical preparation. 

The subjects were asked to describe the 
performances along 17 scales of evaluation adjectives of 
sensorial nature: black (nero), oppressive (greve), 
serious (grave), dismal (tetro), massive (massiccio), 
rigid (rigido), mellow (soflice), tender (teoero), sweet 
(dolce), limpid (limpido), airy (aereo), gentle (lieve), 
effervescent (spumeggiaote), vaporous (vaporoso), 
fresh (fresco), abrupt @rusco), shalp (netto). 

This list of adjectives did not contain those used in 
the performances and did not include their opposites. 

Fig. 1: factor analysis on the adjectives. The first 
factor explains 60% of the total variance, the 
second 27.2%. 
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They were chosen so as to offer the subjects a 
exhaustive sampling of a semantic space. 

Factor analysis on adjectives allowed us to 
determine a semantic space defined by the adjectives 
proposed to the listeners. The performances could be 
placing placed on it, according to factor scores, in ordel 
to observe in which semantic sector they map. Two 
significant components (i.e. with eigenvalues greater 
than 1) accounted for 87.2% of the variance. Varimax 
rotation was used in order to simplify the factors' 
interpretation. 

Fig. 1 shows the position of the evaluation adjectives 
in the resulting space. As can be seen, adjectives 
associated with the extremes of these factors were for 
factor 1 disiilal vs. limpid, for factor 2, iiiellow vs, rigid. 
By means of factor scores, it was possible to insert the 
performances into this space. The comparison of the 
~ositions of performances with that of the evaluation 
adjectives demonstrated a good recognition of the 
performers intentions by the subjects. For instance soft 
(S) performance is placed near mellow, tender and 
sweet adjectives. Moreover it can be noticed that normal 
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performance is placed near the center of the space, far 
from all the adjectives. 

These results were similar both for musically 
trained and untrained subjects. However Cluster 
ailalysis of answers showed a behaviour distinction 
between the group of trained musicians which was 
highly cohesive and the group of no0 musicians wvhich 
showed a greater variance in the judgements given. 

3 Acoustic Analysis 
The principle aim was to identify the relationship in 

the physical parameters modifications when the 
expressive intention of the performer was varied. 

Evely musical instrument has its own expressive 
resources (vibrato in shings, the tongue in wind 
instruments, etc.), which are used by the musician to 
communicate his expressive intention. It is inevitable, 
therefore, that the results of any sonological measure 
depend, not only on the score, but also on the 
characteristics of the instrument used and the choices 
effected by the musician. Consequently, it is necessary 
to conlpare the data relative to different scores, 
musicians and instruments, in order to ident~fy the 
expressive rules that can be considered valid in a 
general way and which are specific cases. 

Some acoustic analyses have been carried out on 
various musical pieces using different instruments and 
performers. Up to now, performances involving the 
clarinet [3], the violin [4] and the piano [S] have been 
analyzed. 
Not all the results can be compared as some of the 
parameters measured were defined differeutly in the 
studies. Besides, quantitative comparisons are 
sometimes not very significant as the absolute values of 
parameters depend on the technical characteristics of the 
instrument used. Nevertheless, it is possible to make a 
qualitative comparison at least as far as the mean tempo 
(MM), legato (L), note attack time @RA) and 
brightness (BR) of spectrum are concerned. Our main 
aim in this study is to determine, at least at a general 
level, those common strategies used by musicians to 
communicate their expressive intentions. Table 1 and 2 
show the tendencies of parameters measured in the 
clarinet and violin performances and table 3 shows i l~e 
qualitative results of parameters measured in piano 
performances. In the second case, it was only possible 
to compare MM and Legato parameters, considering tbe 
different technical characteristics of piano. It can be 
seen how, notwithstanding some differeoces, the pieces 
referring to the various expressive intentions have a 
similar behaviour in the different experiments. For 
instance, the adjective bright induced the musicians to 
perform their piece with a quicker metronome, a lesser 
legato, and a shorter attack time. In the piano, in fact, a 
high key velocity means a quicker attack. The main 
differeoces among the experiments have to do witb a 
d ie ren t  choice in the expressive resources used, but 
not with a different use of these resources. In the soft 
version, for instance, the clarinet performer played witb 
the values of the MM (low), DRA (high) and BR (low) 



parameters significantly different from the other 
versions. The violinist played in the same way as far as 
Ihe BR (low) parameter is concerned, but unlike the 
clarinettist, he modified the MD-MA (difference 
between the amplitude at the start of decay and end of 
attack) and UDR (ratio between upbeat and downbeat 
duration) parameters. It is worth noting that a high MD- 
MA value means an amplitude profile slowly raising, 
while a high legato value in piano, together with a low 
key velocity, leads to an equivalent qualitative result. 
The only conflicting result regards the heavy piece 
performed by the clarinet player with a different use of 
the parameter L. In this case, it seems that the 
clarinettist used a quick note attack time and a slow 
metronome, causing in the listeners a sense of heavy 
locomotion; but the violinist and the pianist tried to 

Tab. 1: Behavior of statistically significant parameters 
on varying expressive intentions in violin performances, 
Arcangelo Corelli's Violin Sonata in A Major, V Op. [4] 

Tab. 2: Behavior of parameters on varying expressive 
intentions in clarinet performances Mozm K622 [3] 

Tab. 3: Behavior of parameters on varying expressive 
intentions in piano performances, Mozart k622 [5] 

Expressive intent~on 

Musical 
Expressiveness 

Model 

7 7 
Nominal performance \A I 
Neutml performnnce Metascore 

Hierncl~ical structure 
Fig. 2: Architecture of the model. 

4 Architecture of the model 
The researches we have been making [3] and [4] 

prove that the performance of a piece following a 
certain expressive intention can be described observing 
which variations take place with reference to a neutral 
and a nominal performance of the same piece. By 
~tostinul peifor~or.n~altce we mean the mechanic 
performance of the score where the metrical durations 
(the score) are accurately observed and by rteutval. 
peifortnuitce we mean a literal human performance of 
the score without any expressive intention or stylistic 
choice. 

The model developed [6] is able to obtain an 
expressive intention, transforming a neutral 
performance both with reference to the score and the 
acoustic signal itself. It must be underlined that our 
approach provides for the adoption of hierarchical 
structures similar to the spoken language ones (words, 
phrases), in the musical language. Once these structures 
are recognized, it is possible to modify the parameter of 
a group of notes (for example metronome or intensity) 
following a certain curve. Such curve describes the 
characteristic of the musical gesture on the group of 
notes. It is therefore convenient to describe 
(appropriately codified) the information about the 
neutral performance and the nominal performance (i.e. 
the score), the variations to be applied on the expressive 
traits of the single note (timing, intensity, timbre), the 
subdivisions of the piece into expressive units (words, 
semi-phrases, phrases) characterized by curves that 
modify one or more parameters of the notes that 
constitute them. 

To this aim, we propose a new representation of the 
score, where the fundamental components and 
parameters of a musical piece are highlighted. Moreover 
it is provided with a number of controls on expressive 
parameters that allow the model to operate on the piece. 
Later we shall refer to this new score as metascore. The 
metascore is a file where the information about both a 
nominal performance and a neutral performance are 
codified. The parameters of the neutral performance are 
expressed as deviations from the nominal performance. 
The performances are read by a MIDI file and 
transcribed in the metascore. From the parameters of the 

Insixument 

Driver 



MID1 protocol, the model computes new parameters 
that describe the attack, the intensity, the spectral 
characteristics and other physical attributes of each note. 
Thus, the basic parameters of each note are immediately 
accessible. Each of tliese parameters is expressed in 
perceptual scale, in which the unit represents the 
difference behveen two perceptual levels (e.g. the 
difference between f and fffor loudness). 

These parameters are independent from the 
particular musical instrument that will play the score. 
The importance of the notes in the piece can be 
specified by parameters such as the accent and the 
elasticity. This last parameter takes in account that 
expressive deviations are not made to the same extent in 
each note because the score sets technical and structural 
limits that prevent the musical phrase from being 
distorted [4]. The metascore also requires, as input, a 
description of the hierarchical structure of the piece (fig. 
2). As already mentioned, we should not see the notes of 
a piece as units independent one from another: each 
piece has its own structure where the notes gathers to 
form the words or phrases of a musical discourse. For 
instance it is possible to set the metronome profile and 
the intensity on groups of notes following the division 
in words, semi-phases and phrases. At the phrase level 
it is possible to specify an adjective inspiring the 
performance. 

With reference to the adjectives and considering 
other factors such as elasticity, the model computes the 
deviations from neutral performance in order to render 
expressive synthesis. Output of this first computation is 
still ~ndependent from the instnrment that will play the 
score. It is then iiecessary to adapt the modify metascore 
to a particular family b f  instruments and then to a 
specific synthesis method (fig. 2). The modular 
structure of the system defies  an open architecture, 
where the rendering steps can be realized both with 
synthesis and post-processing techniques. 

Different synthesis techniques, like FM or 
Wavetable, have been explored. Expressive synthesis of 
pieces belonging to different musical genres (European 
classical, European ethnic, Afro-American) verified the 

Fig. 3 Violin original: neutral pcrformance a). Violin 
obtained through post-processing, using time-frequency 
tcchniqucs, from the neutral performance: hard 
performance b); soft pcrformance c). 

generalization of the rules used in the model. 
As example of a piece codified and performed 

through the model we present A. Corelli's Violin 
Sonata in A Major, V Op (score in fig. 3). We shall 
show now the graphics of amplitude envelops of some 
clarinet performances obtained (tlxough post- 
processing) thanks to the controls given by the model. 
In figure 3a the neutral performance is shown. In figure 
3b, the hard performance and in figure 3c the soft 
performance obtained using time-frequency techniques 
in order to bring about the transformations calculated by 
the model. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper has been presented an overview of a 

study about expressivity in music. Studies on musical 
expressiveness ([3], [4], [5], and [GI) made clear which 
are the choices made during performance in order to 
give a certain expressive intention. A new coding for the 
score (the metascore) suitable to the automatic 
performance of a musical piece was studied The model 
was provided with a series of controls workimg on the 
single note. Besides, special attention was given to the 
importance of working on groups of notes, 
hierarchically ordered, and significant for the 
performance of the piece. The metascore thus obtained 
is not dependent on the instrument. The model 
processes this metascore in order to particularize it to a 
particular instrument family. Besides the fact that it was 
developed mainly for western classical music, the model 
showed a general validity in its architecture, even if it 
needs some tuning of the parameters. 
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Abstract 

111 order to nr~der-rta~ld the nantre of e.rpressive 
deviations introduced by the ~~l~rs ic ians ,  they were 
,recorded neo sets of seven differe~zt p e i f o r ~ ~ ~ u ~ l c e s  of the 
jazz standard "HOW High the Moon", respectivel), 
played on a tellor sar and on a piano. The ~ ~ ~ l i s i c i a r ~ s  
were asked to riot irltrodltce t ~ a r i a t i o ~ ~ s  on the score like 
grace notes o r  mod~tlarions. Each peiforrr~ance was 
driven 6))  a drffere~zt sensorial adjective. Since 
espressitiiiy has its se~lse  oill),  hen there is a listener, 
sorile perceptual tests were made. Factor Analysis, 
Cluster Analysis and Mnltidin~ensio~~al Scaling were 
carried our to evaluate rile acolrstic para~i~eters  that 
better characterize the differerlt erpressive 
p e ~ f o r ~ i ~ a ~ ~ c e x  Subjects succeeded in recogrliii~lg the 
different e.rpressive intetltiorls: n~oreover acolrstic 
a ~ ~ a l y s e s  pointed our ivhich are t11e pararllerers 1nost1)r 
releva~ltfiorn the perceptltal point of view. 

1 Introduction 
The process of composing, performing and listening 

to music can he viewed as a communicalion chain. The 
content and the form 01 the message, as well as tlie way 
the message is receipt, are slrictly related to the musical 
culture shared by the elements of the communication 
chain. Every musical style refers to a common cultural 
herilage, which depends from different historical and 
geographical conditions. In Fig. I is summarized this 
process for classical western music repertoire. 

Sergio Canazza 
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by a performer, who makes a new translation ol' written 
score into musical performancc. Finally the listener 
perceives and interprets the performance. In the scheme 
in Fig. 1 is also highlighted the role or  the musical 
culture as a point of reference for all the elements of the 
communication chain. Not only the structure of the 
message, but also the structure of the communication 
chain itself varies with the repertoire. For instance in 
improvised music composition and performance are part 
of a single process. This is typical of jazz  music: during 
the improvisation a jazz musician is continuously 
creating new musical phrases. Moreover, even during 
the exposition of the theme, the musician is frce lo 
modify complelcly ihe written score, adding notes or 
changing the rhythm structure, that is to composc a 
variation on the theme. 

Even if the communication chain can vary and the 
message can have dillerent forms, it is n well known 
fact that one of the main purposcs 01 music is to 
communicate emotions. But this aspect is still not well 
studied From the scientific point of view. 

To convey emotions, performers can introduce 
deviations from the indications writlcn in the score in 
timing, in dynamics, in timbre, and in articulation; 
expressive deviations arc, generally, different according 
to the musical genre, to the used instrument, and to the 
performer. From this the difficulty to create a syslcm of 
rulcs for the automatic muslcal performance [ I ] .  
Kendall and Carterette [2].  for instance, founded a 
considerable variety in dillerent performances even on 
vew short phrases, so that they deduced that measured 
data "failed lo support something as strict and invariant 
as the musical grammar, performcr grammar, or 
lislcners grammar". 

Musical 
Culture All ol' these works pointed out the necd of studies 

about how a performer represents the music and how 
the related expressive intentions influence the 
performance. T o  analyze completely the com~nunication 
chain it is also necessary lo study the listener's 
experience, that is how performer's intentions arc 
captured by the listener and if therc is a common way to 

Performer code musical emolions. Concerning this, the importance 
nf emotional asoects in the musical context was d e e ~ l v  -- - ~ ~ ~ - ~  ~ . - 
studied by Gabriclsson and Juslin [?I. 

Fig. 1: Communication chain in classical western This work presents a study on the communication 
music 

between the oerformer and the listcncr in iazz music. 
The sender is the composer, who translates her Jazz repertoi;e is particularly suitable for tihis kind of 

musical ideas into a score; the score is then interpreted study; in fact the performer has a lead role in the 



communication chain, especially during the 
improvisation. Moreover jazz music is mainly based on 
tlie performance of standards: musical pieces, often 
composed for musicals in the first half of this century. 
that through the years loosed their own character to 
become a simple harmonic and melodic structural 
rcl'crcncc for thc developing ol' improvisation. A jazz 
musician is free to make many modifications on the 
written score, to express her fcclings better; hence the 
communicntion with tlic listcncr is mainly bascd on 
performer's expressive intentions rather than on the 
musical structure of tlie picce. 

2 Experiment 
With the aim ol' pointing out the expressive 

deviations introduced by a musician in the performance. 
two jazz players, tlic tcnor saxophonist Maurizio 
C;lldura and ihc pianisl Marcello Tonolo, were asked to 
scparatcly play seven different versions of the first eight 
bars ol' the jazz standard Hall! High the Moo11 written by 
Hamilton and Lewis (plotted in Fig. 2). 

First of all, the subjects listcncd to all the recordings 
of saxophone performances driven by sensorial 
adjectives in random order. After listening to all the 
stimuli, the subjects were asked to listen again, bow 
many times they liked, lo each performance and to give 
a description of their emotions using a group of 17 
evaluation adjectives: practically they liavc to put a 
cross for each evaluation adjcclive on a graduated scalc 
going from natlling to ertrenrely. The complete 
procedure was repeated for piano perfonnanccs. 

The evaluation adjectives were choscn to 
exhaustively sample a sensorial semantic spacc. They 
were chosen among the synonyms of the driving 
adjectives. Evaluation adjectivcs arc: Air),, Abrlrpt, 
Sweet, Freslr, Seriorrs. Oppressil~e, Gentle, Li~lrpid. 
Massive, Black, Sharp, Rigid, Mellow, Effe~vesce~it. 
Teirdei; Disnlal, Vaporous. 

Multivariate statistical analyses were performed on 
subjects answers. First of all a Cluster Analysis werc 
developed to homogeneously group thc subjccts. Hence 
a Factor Analysis was canicd out on perceptual 
measurements of performances; the analysis allows to 
observe how the listeners disposed the musical stimuli 
in their mind. especially pointing out how many ~. . 
di~n~.nsion.i arc usccl rnr t11c pcrlrll-r~lanccs cl;issilic:~tion. . . .. . . . . . .=:-=- . 

. Q J : -. . . . . - . . . J L ~  In this ir:ly i t  i.; l~ossihlr. lo see wl~ich arc 111e judgmcn~ 
.J * 

Fig. 2. How High the Moon (Hamilton-Lewis); first 
eight bars 

Thc two musicians played in two different sessions: 
saxophone performances were digitally recorded with a 
samplEg ratc of 48 H z ,  while piano performances 
werc recorded in MIDI format. The choice of recording 
this two particular instruments, both typical of the jazz 
repertoire, allows to compare the expressive deviations 
performed on a monoplionlc and on a polyphonic 
instrument. 

Some constraints were imposed to the performers. 
Musicians could changc only the rhythm structure of the 
score, without introducing any variation on the written 
notes (likc grace notes or temporary modulations); the 
pianist were h.ee to choose a different accompaniment 
for each performance, in order to analyze the strategies 
ofl'crcd by apolyphonic instrument. 

Six of the performances were driven by a sensorial 
adjective. The proposed adjectives are: bright, dark, 

categoriesthat &e used by the listeners to differintiate 
the performances. Another analysis on data was made 
transposing the answcrs matrix and carrying out, again. 
a Factor Analysis. This to lest how stimuli were 
mapped, with the factor scores, in the semantic space 
defined by the evaluation adjectives. Factor Analysis on 
evaluation adjectives is also a useful test on how they 
are able to correctly sample tlie semantic space. All 
these analyses were developed also in the groups of 
subjccts that llie Cluslcr Analysis pointed out as 
homogeneous. 

Acoustic analyses were developed on tlie recorded 
performances to deduce the most relevant parameters 
that characterize the expressive intentions. Then the 
results obtained from perceptual tests were related with 
the measures obtained from the acoustic analysis, in 
order to observe which are the acoustic parameters that 
are more important from a perceptual point of view. 

4 Perceptual analyses 
hard, safl, /real,): light. These adjectives were cliosen to 
cxliaustivcly sample a sensorial semantic space. Perceptual analyses were carned out to observe tlie 

The seventll perromancc was driven by the term listeners' judgment categories and to verify if 
rronilal, meaning that the musicians had lo play without performers succeeded to lo the listeners the 

a particular character and in completc concordance with expressive intentions. 

the written scorc. All the analyses were separately carried out on 
saxophone and piano perrormanccs. Cluslcr Analyses 

3 Methods were developed io test ilie consislcnce of data obtaincd 
by perceptual measurements: a hierarchical mcthod was 

A group of 17 listeners was asked to score the adopted, precisely the centroid method, using the 
performances. Perceptual tests were canied out on squared euclidean distancc as n separation critcrion. 
saxophone and on piano performances. Subjects who Both dendrograms, of saxophone and piano 
parlicipaled to tlie tests were 8 jazz musicians and 9 perCormances, showed the presence of a single cluster, 
common listeners, that is without a particular in which are present almost all of the musicians plus, 
knowledge ofjazz rcperloire. respectively, three and two untrained. This result is 



analogous to what was highlighted in a previous work 
on expressivity in tonal western repertory [4]: musical 
praxis seems to give a common way to code 
expressivity. Musicians, which are used to express 
themselves with non verbal communication, give 
similar answers to non verbal stimuli. Further analyses 
were developed both on Ule whole subjects' answers and 
on cluster's ones. In this paper only results on the 
cluster's answers will be presented. 
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Fig. 3: Multidimensional Scaling on piano 
performances: there is a good separalion among stimuli 

A Factor Analysis was developed on subjects' 
answers, using the Principal Components Algorithm; 
the stimuli, that is the driven recordings, were 

nnnr~ssive 

Fig. 4: Performances plotted, by factor scores, 
on scmantic space derived from laclor analysis on 
evaluation adjectives: performances map close to 

their synonyms. 
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considered the observable variables. In both analyses, 
saxophone and piano, emerged that two principal factors 
are enough to explain more than 80% of the global 
variance, meaning that listeners mentally organized the 
performances in a two-dimensional space. In saxophone 
analysis, the first axis is related to the separation 
between heavy and bright, and the second axis to hnrd 
versus soj? and light. The noui~nl performance is 
mapped close to this last two perlormances. In piano 
analysis there is not such a good correlation between 
axes and performances, which are mapped in two 
groups, hard-heav),-dnrlc versus soft-light-bright, with 
the normal approximately in the middle. 

hcovy dismal " blnck * scriou 0 

normal 
rigid * 

sweel 

Stimuli were plolled in a two-dimensional euclidean 
space through Multidimensional Scaling. In both cases 
there were a good separation among the perfornlances, 
hence the musicians succeeded in giving a different 
interpretation to each performance and listeners 
understood the different expressive intentions. As an 
example, results on piano performances are showed in 
fig. 3. 

Finally a Factor Analysis, using the Principal 
Component Algorithm, was developed considering 
evaluation adjectives as the observable variables. This 
analysis helps to define the semantic space to which tlie 
subjects were referring to; moreover it is possible to plot 
also the performances in this space, using factor score of 
the stimuli, in order to observe the way the subjccts 
mapped the perlbrniances inside the semantic space. 
Both analyses point oul that the evaluation adjectives 
are a good sampling o l  a semantic space of sensorial 
nature: they approximately map in a circle centered in 
the middle of the semantic space. There was a good 
recognition of the expressive intentions: stimuli are 
spaced and well distributed in the plane. Moreover the 
stimuli are usually mapped close to evaluation 
adjectives that are synonyms. Fig. 4 shows, for inslance, 
the results for saxophone performances: soft is close to 
n~ellobv and sweet; bright is between linlpid, frrsl~, and 
vaporow; heavy has a big factor score both i n  tlie 
blacWoppressii,e and in the s l ~ n r p h ~ a s s i ~ ~ e  factors. 
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5 Acoustic analyses 
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Acoustic analyses were developed on the recorded 
performances to evaluate the parameters that performers 
systematically changed to give a particular expressive 
intention. These results have to be compared with the 
ones obtained by perceptual analyses. In [act to 
understand what is important in the communication of 
expressivity, they have to be evaluated the parameters 
perceptually relevant to listeners, which is different than 
simply analyzing the acoustic signal [5], [6]. Hence, 
even if all the acoustic parameters were measured, here 
are presented only the ones which are more related to 
expressive intentions. 

5.1 Sax analyses 
The Tempo was the first measured parameter. The 

structure of the theme Hois the High rl~e Moon, has the 
same rhythmic pattern repeated twice in the first eight 
bars; hence it was measured the average distancc 
between the onsets of each couple of corresponding 
notes. This parameter is related to the opposition 
between /lord and soft, moreover it maps the 
performances coherently with the second perceptual 
axis highlighted by Factor Analysis developed on the 
stimuli. In Tab. 1 are quoted the values in Beats per 
Minute (BPM). 

The second acoustic parameter that was found 
related to perceptual axes is the Duration Attack (DRA). 
It was measured as the mean time, in ms, between the 
10% to the 90% of the amplitude envelope of the notes; 



in Tab. 1 are also quoted the values in ms. DRA is 
mostly related to the opposition between heai~y and 
light. From the comparison with the results shown in 
Fig. 4, it emerges thal DRA has a good correlation with 
the first factor. These resulls are in keeping with the 
ones obtained in tonal western music [7]. 

Tab. 1: Beats per Minute and Duration Attack time 
of the perromances 

5.2 Piano analysis 
Piano performances were recorded in MIDI Cormat. 

Hence the acouslic analysis on data had to be developed 
differently, bccause the measurable parameters are only 
the KeyOn. KeyOff, and Keyvelocity values. Therefore 
it is not possible to analyze the DRA. Anyway it is well 
known that also the acoustic piano has a low amount of 
expressive pxarneters [5]. 

The most relevant parameter, from a perceptual 
point of view, is Tempo (see Tab. I). It is related to the 
first axis obtained by MDS, as it is shown in Fig 3, 
where the opposition betwcen heavy and light is poinled 
out. 

Heavy l~ection l ~ a r k  l ~ a r d  l ~ o i t  IBright l~ igh t  
771 961 1141 1181 1381 1811 273 

Tub. 2: Measure of Tempo in piano performances 

Among the measured parameters, also articulation 
and loudness were round as perceptually relevant. The 
dispersion plot obtained by these two parameters is 
quotcd in Fig. 5. From the figure il is clear that the 
pianisl used l~olh of them to differentiate the 
performances depending on the expressive intentions. 

0 .- ... .. hard ' 
m - ,, dark . ! = 
2 + .0It 5 ,. heavy + 

m 

> 

I 
i 

rn as m w ,m ,a * , o  

Average Key Velocity 

Fig. 5: Average key velocity vs. average arLiculation in 
piano performances 

performances, driven by sensorial adjectives, it emerged 
that: a) musicians succeeded in differentiating the 
performances from a perceptual point of view (see, for 
instance, Fig. 3); h) the differences among perromances 
were measurable, as acoustic analyses highlighted; c) it 
was possible to have a good sampling of a semantic 
space of sensorial nature, in which the listeners' 
judgment categories could be focused; d) the expressive 
intentions were recognized by listeners, in particular if 
they were musically trained: hence there is a common 
way to code expressivity in music, helped by musical 
praxis. 
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6 Conclusions 
In this paper it has been presenled an overview o r  a 

study about expressivity in jazz music. From the 
perceptual and acoustic analyses of a set of 
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of sensorial and affective adiectives: natural (na), bright 
Abstract (hr), dark (da), hard (ha), so& (so), heavy (be), light (li). 

passionate (pa), and flat (fl). All the pianists played the 
IVe asked five pianists to perfann sei~eral dzfferent Yamaha DisMavier and fie performances were recorded 
iiersio~~s o f  the salne score, insuired by a set ofsensorial . .-- p 

and affective adjectilies. A n  analjlsis of the djmal~lics 
profiles sshou~s that notable d~j&erences car1 be 
recognized behoeen the dzfferent 1,ersiofls of the sanle 
score. 111 spite of that, same relation can be fotlnd 
befiveen tile djlnalllics pl.ofile of the &ffereilt nlllsica/ 
interpretatiofzs. This fea1ul.e allolved 11s to formalize the 
relation betweer1 the profiles by means of a lililited 
nu~~lber  of parameters. All the pe~forinances %{,ere 
inapped into a heo-dinlensio~lal space, t l~e  dyrlaslics 
palo~i~etric space. Tlle results show that 111ost of t l~e  
perfornrarlces, inspired by the same adjective, are 
grolrped togetlrer in tlze same region. Each region of the 
space can be, tlterefore, associated with a specific 
adjective. Tl~e rttodel was applied on variolis piano 
scores. The results show tlrat t11e nlodel has good 
ge~rerolization attribute and can properly render tlfe 
dj~naelics characteristics ofperfornlarlces on vafying of 

1n IVIUJI IormaL 
Figure 1 shows key-velocity values measured in the 
nine performances of a single pianist. Each curve 
(called dynamics profile) represents the set of values 
measured in a single performance. In order to simphfy 
the discussion, we repoaed only the pianist A's data, 
even if the following comments are true also for the 
other pianists. Dynamics proliles allow us to lcnow the 
exact course in time of key-velocity. Due to the large 
amount and variability of data, however, they don't 
allow an easy comparison among the musicians' 
performance strategies. To this end, it is necessary to 
defme a model that allows a parametric description of 
the different performances. By means of the model 
parameters, it will be possible to highlight and compare 
the main expressive characteristics of the performances. 
The model is based on the observation that lhe score 
structure sueeests suitable behaviors to the olaver. In -- . - pe~fornzer's expressii~e irltentions. order to emohasize some elements of the music 

1 Introduction 
It is known that several performances of the same score 
often differ significantly, in particular when the 
musicians are instructed to play it with different 
expressive intentions [I]. In this context, expressive 
intention is taken to mean the inspiration given to 
musician through adjectives in order to obtain different 
expressive performances. According to the played 
instrument, the performer can use various musical 
means (timing, dynamics, amplitude envelopes, vibrato, 
tongue etc.) to express bisiher interpretation of the 
score. This work deals with dynamics profdes, i.e. the 
values of note intensity during the performance. The 
aim of this paper is the discussion of the following 
questions: 1) how do dynamics profile change when a 
musician is asked to play drawing inspiration fiom a 
particular expressive intention? 2) is there any common 
performance strategy if different musicians are inspired 
by the same expressive intention? 

2 Model 
We asked five pianists (called pianist A, B, C, D, and E) 
to play the first 16 bars of the second movement of 
Mozart's piano sonata K545. The musicians performed 
several different versions of this score, inspired by a set 

structure (i.e. phrases, accents, etc.), the musician 
changes dynamics by means of expressive patterns as 
crescendo, decrescendo, sforzando etc.; otherwise the 
performance would not sound musical. Many works 
analyzed the relation or, more correctly, the possible 
relations between music structure and dynamics [2], [3], 
[4], [5]. The fact that there are many different 
interpretations of the same score [6], however. shows 
that musician keeps many freedom degrees beyond this 
relation. 
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Fig 1: key-velocity in the nine performances of pianist 
A. The values were measured by means of Yamaha 
Disklavier. 



note number average profde, Z is the mean of x, and are respectively 

Tab 1: minimum and maximum correlation coefficients calculated behveen the nine perfarmances of each pianist 
(p<0.001 for all performances except * p<0.003 and '* p<0.004). 

The hypothesis for the application of the model is that: elementary transformations. We have now to define 
when we ask to a musician to play in accordance with a what is the input profile and which are the necessary 
particular expressive intention, he works on the transformations. We used, as input profde, the average 
available fieedom degree, without destroying the of the dynamics profiles measured in the nine 
relation behveen music structure and dynamics [7]. A performances (figure 3). Since the mean calculation puts 
proof of this hypothesis can be found in the dynamics in evidence the performance common cbaracteristics, 
profile of figure 1, where the structure of the score is the which are supposed to depend by music structure, the 
same for all the nine performances. If the relation average profile keeps intact the relation behveen 
behveen music structure and dynamics don't change, structure and dynamics. Moreover, it represents the 
many common patterns could be observed among the geometric center of gravity of the nine performances, 
profiles. To this end, the correlation coefficients wvhich property we will discuss in the nest paragraphs. 
betxveen the different versions of each pianist were 70 - 
calculated. 8s - 
Table 1 shows, for each pair of adjectives, the minimum 
and maximum correlation coefficients calculated for the 80 - 
five pianists. A significantly correlation can be noted 
behveen all the adjective @<0.004). This result implies , . 

;, / 
that all the profiles of each pianist have a similar shape, g so - 1 : 'j 
wvhich we assume to be depending on music structure. 
Figure 2, in which dynamics profiles were normalized 

the coefficients of shift and expansiodcornpression 
Fig 2: normalized dynamics profiles of pianist A. 

related to expressive intention e, ye(n) is the estimated 
The model exploits the idea that all the dynamics key-velocity of the version related to expressive 
profiles can be obtained from an input profile (which intention e. The oarameters k. and m,. for each 

to zero mean and unitary variance, clarifies this 40 

observation. The relation behveen dynamics profiles 

-. 
agrees with the music structure) by means of Some expressive intentio;, were estimated in order to 

- f 
bar 8 ' bar16 1, 

and the main elements of music structure is particularly 35 ' . . * , ' . s " . ' .  
0 20 40 50 50 100 120 

evident: for instance (see also figure 3) the musician note number 
emphasized with a decresceildo the end of the first ~i~ 3: average profile of pianist A. ~t can be seen the 
irlciso b a r  2), the first Semi-pl~aSe @a 41, fhe first relation between dynamics and the main elements of 
phrase (bar 8) and the period (bar 16). music structure 

The transformations have to satisfy some conditions: 1) 
z - they have not to destroy the relation behveen structure 

and dynamics, 2) they have not to introduce too many 
parameters in order to not complicate the model 

dur 
unnecessarily. In order to represent the main 
characteristics of the performances, we used only hvo 

D transformations: one shift and one 
expansiodcompression of the values. The two above 

3 -3 - i ,. conditions are satisfied by a linear model, formally 

-4 - represented by the equation: - 
-8 - Y , ( ? ~ ) = k , ~ ~ + m , . ( ~ ( ? ~ ) - ~ )  (Eq. I1 

o 20 40 80 80 100 120 where ~(11) is the key-velocity of 11-th note of the 



minimize the square error 2 ?(,,))' . where 

yF(~l)  is the key-velocity of the 11-th note, measured in 
the performance inspired by the expressive intention e.  

3 Results 
An average profile for each pianist was been calculated 
and the model parameters of his nine versions were 
estimated. Two values (me and k,) are associated to each 
performance. So we can map the performances in a two- 
dimensional space, called Dynamics Parametric Space 
(DPS), which axes are defmed by the two model 
parameters. 

1 

It can be seen that most performances, inspired by the 
same adjective, are grouped together in a region of the 
space. This fact signify that all the pianist have 
characterized, for instance, the soft version by means of 
a lower intensity (low k) and the bright version by 
means of intermediate values (k and m in the center of 
the DPS). These results suggest that there are some 
common strategies among the pianists, at least in 
relation to the proposed adjectives. 

4 Discussion 
In order to verify how the model works, the ratio 
between the variance accounted by the model and the 
total variance was calculated for each performance. 
Table 2 reports the mean, minimum, and maximum 
values, calculated among the performances of all the 
pianists. It can be seen that the mean variance accounted 
for by the model is about 67%, with a maximum value 
of above 90%. Only two performance have a variance 
below 50% (the hard and heavy version of pianist C). 

.na .pa 
0.9 '1 ; , , , ,.; ; , , , , 

0.6 
0.6 0.6 1 .o 1.2 1.4 1.6 Tab. 2: variance accounted bv the model with hvo 

rn 
Fig 4: pianist A's performances, mapped in the 
Dynamics Parametric Space. 

Figure 4 shows how the pianist A's versions are mapped 
in the DPS. By means of this space, we can easily 
obtain information about the musician's performance 
strategies: for instance the heavy version is 
characterized by higher key-velocity values (high k), in 
opposition to the dark version (low k); the passionate 
version is characterize by a large dynamics range 
(higher m), in opposite to the flat version (low m). So 
performances can be differentiated by means of two 
main characteristics: in this way, we answered to the 
first basic question. 

parameters (values are expressed as percentage of the 
total variance). 

The values of table 2 are related to the two-parameters 
model (m and k). We developed a further analysis to 
test if both parameters are necessary. Table 3 reports the 
mean, minimum and maximum variance accounted for 
by a model, which have only the k parameter. It can be 
seen that, above aU in the heavy and flat versions, the 
values are noticeably smaller. One performance has a 
negative value, which implies that in this case the model 
can't be apply. The second parameter allows a mean 
improvement of about 5%, with a maximum of 37%. 
This comments suggest that the two parameters are both 
necessary. 

Now we will discuss the second point, that is if there is 
any common strategy among the musicians. All the five 
pianists' performances were mapped in the DPS (figure 
5). 

Tab. 3: variance accounted for by the model with one 
parameter (values are expressed as perceptual of the 
total variance). 

x 
1.05 

1.00 
Another test of the model can be obtained by the 

+ he 
0.95 

production of computer performances, which key- * I/ - 
velocity profiles are the estimated ye(n).  So we can 

0.85 compare the original and computer generated 
0.80 

0.75 
performances and draw important observations about 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 3.4 1.6 2.0 the model validity (analysis-by-synthesis method). The 
rn computer generated performances show that the model 

Fig ': Five pianists' performances mapped in the can well reproduce the global expressive characteristics 
Dynamics Parametric Space. 



of the original performance. In particular the expressive 
intentions, which characterize the original performance, 
are clearly recognizable. Some local characteristics, 
however, are not very well reproduced by the model. 
This observation can be set in a hierarchical view of the 
musical discourse [a]: the followed approach can catch 
expressive characteristics as far as phrase level, but not 
lower. Model's goal is not a complete treatment of 
musical interpretation, but a study of the general 
performance strategies of musicians. The model, 
however, can be used as a good basis in order to study 
and apply other models, which can catch more local 
characteristics [9]. 
Now we will try to clarify the sense and the use of the 
DPS. Some outcome can arise by the definition of the 
input profile (we chose the average profile). By means 
of simple calculations, it can be showed that the average 
profile is the geometric center of gravity of the 
performances mapped in the DPS. The numeric values 
in the DPS, therefore, can not be considered in an 
absolute sense, but they are relative to their center of 
gravity, i.e. their reciprocal position. For instance, we 
can say that the mean key-velocity difference between 
the light versions (k0.8) and the heavy versions 
(k1.2) is about 40%. 
It is interesting to fimd out if the DPS can be as well 
used in an inverse way. That is, we want to verify if the 
DPS can suggest how whatever input profile have to be 
changed in order to communicate a certain expressive 
intention (e.g. harder, softer, etc.). The verification was 
obtained by means of analysis-by-synthesis method, 
using both K545 Sonata and other piano scores. First, 
we need a human performance of the score, by which 
the input proffie can be drawn. Then we chose a point of 
the space that correspond to a certain expressive 
intention and his coordinates (m and k) are used as 
parameters of the equation 1. We did it for all the 
adjectives and we obtained performances that reflect, in 
a relative sense, the chosen expressive intentions. 
The DPS was obtained (see above) using a set of 45 
performances, so represent a kind of sampling of the 
space. What do intermediate points of the space mean? 
We hypothesize tbat they can be used as an 
interpolation of the original samples: i.e. the points 
behveen heavy and light versions would have 
intermediate expressive characteristics. Analysis-by- 
synthesis method was applied choosing intermediate 
points of the space: the computer-generated 
performances have intermediate characteristics and 
show that all the points of DPS have an expressive 
meaning. These results imply that DPS can be used in 
order to render a kind of morphing between expressive 
characteristics. Generally, during the same performance, 
a trajectory that moves from a region to another one of 
the DPS can be drawn. The parameters, in that case, are 
iunctions of time and the performance will be 
characterized by changeable expressive features. 

5 Conclusions 
Starting from piano performance analysis, a linear 
model of dynamics variations depending on expressive 
intentions was developed. This model can be applied 
both to performance analysis and to the field of 
automatic performance. In particular, it is possible to 
draw trajectories in the DPS, which allow to control 
continuously the dynamics characteristics of the 
computer-generated performances. Analysis-by- 
synthesis approach showed tbat a linear model could 
properly render expressive characteristics and the 
defined parameters are suitable to describe different 
performances of the same score. 
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COMPOSING WITH ITERATED NONLINEAR 
FUNCTIONS IN INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENTS 

Agostiuo Di Scipio 
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Sunrcy of Functional Iteration Synthesis, FIS By adopting a sine fonction as 1; and a 

Thc iteratcd mapping of nonlinear Iunctions 
of a given interval can be utilized as a sound 
synthcsis method particularly suitable in the 
digital synthesis of acoustic turbolences and 
othcr dynamical sound tcsturcs. In a prmrious 
paper this approach \vas defined finclio~ial 
itcrotiori .\v~ithcsi.s - FIS Ircf.51. FIS, howevcr. is 
not one synthcsis method. as is more a family of 
methods sharing the samc basic modc of 
operation: thc i-th samplc in the digital sound 
signal is calculated as the n-th iteratc of a given 
function. This can bc exprcsscd as follows: 

whcre i is the sample time index (integer), n is 
thc number of iterations applied (integer) and/ 
is a translcr function with its own sct of nr 
parameters. 

Whcn f'is nonlinear the process can exhibit a 
complex dynamics. and the description of the 
system model thus implemented may profitably 
lean on thc n~athematics of cl~aos theoxy. The 
output values. xni, is then a time series of 
peculiar behaviours, ranging from low-frequency 
turbulence to more regular patterns. However, I 
should stress that the rclevant point here is morc 
the process of functional iterati011 than the 
particular function: "Yet,  precise!^ hecazrse tlze 
sajrle operation is reapplied [...I selj-corisistent 
patteu1.s rrziglil emerge I I ~ I ~ C I T  tlie consistenq, is 
cleter?triried by tlrc k ~ v  riotiun of' i1~'ration n17J 
not h.v tlre partiorlor firncliori perforr~ting tlie 
itera1r.s" [ref.6]. 

I have ~ocussed on a monoparametric map (111 

= 1) described as the cartesian product of two 
distinct spaces: 

F : [-rr/2.~/2] x [0,4] -t (-1,l) 
(x. r) + sin(rs) 

- - 
scaling factor r ,  I call this the sirie nm&rrtodrl of 
FIS. Thc interval [-rr/2,~/21 accounts for the fact 
that, given the periodicity of the sine, any largcr 
interval would only rctorn time series alrcady 
achievable within [-~1/2,a/2] (except for the time 
series of the 0-th iterates, xu i, as in fact the 1st 
iterate would fall in 1-l,l], 'completely covcrcd 
by sin(rx) for xo in [-x/2.7[/2] and r 2 1). 
Moreovcr, the value range for r is 10,4] because 
any larger range would only provide results 
acllievable with r within that intewal. 

For more insight thc reader is kindly referred 
to olhcr papers [1ef5, ref.81, which also include 
graphical examples and computer code. A 
simple Csound FIS inslrurnent is in lref.21. The 
focus of the present paper is more on the musical 
application in interactive computer music works. 

The parameter space of PIS 

The output sounds of the FIS model in 
question, are dependent on the particular orbit in 
the phase space [-n/2.rr/2] x [0,4]. or one of its 
regions (see in fig.1 the phase space rcgion 
[.2..4] x [3, 3.41, where black = 1, whilc = -1). 
Thc orbit corresponds to a sound signal. In 
general, for any monoparamciric map, the orbit 
is defined as the coupling of the two series, ri 
and x,,~ (the function parameter and the starting 
value for the iterated map). The resulting time 
scries x,,,~ is dependent, in both its details and its 
overall evolution from the particular orbit and 
its vclncitp across the phase space. 

whose explicit itcralcd forni would be 



If we samplc an orbit in the phase space, we 
have, Uien, a 3-dimensional parameter space, 
with i (dicrcle time), r and xu as the three 
coordinates. 

- I 
fls2 

Consider, thcn, that the number itself of 
iterations, n, heavily influences the result (see 
below). Hence, in effect we have a 4- 
dimensional space. 

Broadly speaking, r. determines the kind of 
behavior in the generated signal, ranging from 
very smooth curves (c.g. r = 2) to widely activc 
and complex behaviors (e.g. r = 4): across many 
transitory phases (periodical cycles). On its pan, 
xo determincs the particular samplc ~'alues. 
SLightly diicrent values in x0 would rcsult in 
distinct signals which aRer remaining identical, 
gradually shift apart one from thc other 
(dependency on the initial condition, or 
"bultcrfly effect"). Finally, the number of 
iterations, n, also contribute to thc spectrum 
width in the output sound, as with larger values 
the sound signal is more "active" and the 
spectmm gels richer in higher frequencies. 

Once n is fixed. during the synthesis process 
we might want to (1) changc r and kecp xg 
constant:. (2) changc xg and kecp r constant; and 
(3) changc both r and q,. 

In the output sound, these different controls 
loosely correspond to (1) rapid changes of the 
signal wavefomi, i.e. highly dynamicdl spectra; 
(2) dBerent signals sharing the vcly similar 
global properties, as captured by r (static 
speclra): and (3) a milqure of the former two, 
yielding articulated sound textures in a flux of 
continual change. IT cither r or xo are driven 
with a periodic driving signal (closed orbit in 
the phase space), the model is thcn forced to 
periodic patterns, and the output will sound 
patterned either in the sub-audio (rhythms) or 
audio frequency rangc (pitch). 

The lime-depcndent rclationship between ri 
and xu.> and the way that relationship changes 
upon different values of 17, are crucial as to 
compositionally interesting controls. One cannot 
modify one parameter without at the same time 
causing a change in the way the other 
parameteres affect the overall result. We can 
only qaalitativr.!~ relate the parameters 
themselves with the perceptual propcrties in the 
synthesized sound. In a sense, this reflects thc 

noo-integrability of the underlying mathematical 
process and makes it perceivable to the ear. The 
rather uncommon sounds of the "raw" sine map 
model (i.e. before forcing it to periodic behavior) 
testify at this interesting situation. 

With FIS I think a composer has to adopt an 
explorative, open attitude, and to leam about the 
potential musicality of the particular model in 
the course of empirical exploration of the 
parametcr space. Therefore, s h e  may turn to 
using this synthesis approach in interactive 
computer music environments, capable of real- 
time synthesis and allowing for empirical 
investigation of the audible cKects emerging 
from the model. 

Issues in the real-time implementation of FIS 

Real-time implementation requires some 
key-conditions lo be fulfilled. Both r and xu must 
lje updated at sample rate, each samplc being the 
n-th iterate off  applied to xo. To do so, the 
calculation must include a loop of variable 
length: as the number of iteration, n, can be 
changed each time the synthesis process is called 
up (i.e. at event-rate). Hence, in principle the 
sample loop cnds up being of variable duration, 
and must be forced to synchronize with all other 
operations going on in the computation. 

Provided these conditions are fulfilled, one 
can implement Uie sine map model of FIS in a 
relatively straightforward way, just rewriting in 
DSP microcode the two nested loops required 
(the sample loop and its iteration sub-loop). I did 
this with the Kyma workstation, using the object 
icons (Sounds) in ils graphical user interface 
(high-level implementation), or creating a short 
Motorola 56002 microcode to add to the 
microsound library (low-level implcmenation). 

However, a different approach exists, that I 
often use, and which is perhaps more general. 
This requires that we see FIS as a kind of 
generalized waveshaping synthesis, WS [ref.l]. 
In classical waveshaping a series of values 
(input signal) is mapped onto a given interval by 
a parlicular transfer (mapping) function, or 
waveshaper, the latter being usually composed of 
chebtchev polynomials. To iterate the operation, 
we then use the output as a new input value, i.e. 
as a new value to map rather than as the audio 
sample. This could be done again and again, for 
more iterations. Only the outcome of the last 
mapping will be laken as the audio sample. This 
iterated WS can soon become diElicult to control, 
depending on the narticular map, or waveshaper 
function. 

It can be shown that a particular function 
exist that makes iterated WS become identical 
with the sine map model of FIS [ref.3, ref.51. 



Indeed classical WS could be seen as a special 
case (I? = 1, f = some particular Chebichev 
polynomial summation) of the broader 
mathematical framc behind FIS (not the sine 
map model in particular). For me. the difirence 
betwccn the two approaches is a difference in 
conception. In principle, starting with WS one 
could achieve chaotic behaviors, while in 
actuality onc is simply masking the pcriodicity 
inherent to the system. Starting with FIS one 
alrcady is working in a condition of peculiar 
chaos (turbulence) and explores. and eventually 
finds, islcs of ordcr and pcriodicity. depending 
on how thc paramctcr spacc is visited. 

However, implementing FIS as itcrated WS 
will1 nd 11oc shaping functions is reasonably 
more handy and easier. In most of the 
compositional csamples discusscd bclow, I 
utilized this basic approach, thereby focussing 
on problems concerning compositional controls 
over the synthesis parameters. 

FIS goes interactive. SOUND & FURY series 

Itcrated nonlinear functions havc a relevant 
part in Ulc aulhor's compositional project 
SOUIVD & FURF (1995-1998). Shortly, this 
includes [our dilferent manifestations o i  the 
same low-lcvcl dynamics in dilfercnt media: 
SOUND R FURY (I) and (II) are live computcr 
music COIlCert pieces, calling for one performer 
with MIDI iaders. SOUND & FURY (111) is a 
kind of music-theatre (subtitle: "a theatre of 
noises. sounds, and voices"). based on f~agments 
from Shakespeare's Tlie Terrrpesf. and featuring 
voices. pcrcussions. intcractivc computer system 
and multiplc slide projections. Finally SOUND 
R FURY (11.1 is a permanent audio-video 
installation with computer-controlled slide 
projection and interactive computer music. 

All of thcse works involve (1) the sinc map 
modcl of FlS (microlevel) and (2) more ilcrated 
[unctions as algorithms of aulomalcd musical 
structure generator (macrolcvel). The latter calls 
for various instances of thc forrncr and passes to 
them thc parameter values; according to the 
series of iteration of a nonlinear mapping, vcrq. 
similar to the microlevel (synthesis) process. 
Overall. this represents a kind of iterated 
function system distributed on two distinct 
hierarchical levels. 

At evcv perrornlancc; the starting ~a lue .  x,,, 
in the higher level iterations. i s .  in the 
automated music component, can be given a new 
value. That causes tcxtural nuances and morc 
evident global propcrties (time; density of 
events. elc.) to change at each different 
pcrformance. 

Significant differenccs exists among the various 
works as to two diETerent layers of interactivity 
and their coupling: (1) manhachine, (2) 
machinelambience. 

ManlMachine interaction layer 

The first interaction layer is captured in a 
slraightfonvard "virlual control surface" (VCS) 
that I programmed Tor myself in Kyma. Each 
fader in this VCS is mapped onto a MIDI 
channel and made physically controllable with 
MIDI iaders. Controllable parameters include 
the cyclc time for .r,. which in the current 
implcmentation is the only cue to the orbital 
velocity in the phase space of the FIS. This 
eventually corresponds to pitch, provided 
velocity extends to audio range Gust one 
possibility among others). In actuality, two 
faders are utilized Lo control the cycling of xo; 
one for coarsc tuning, the other for fine tuning. 
Cycle time ranges from several tens of seconds 
to 1 mscc (1000 cps). 

The sinc map parameter r is not controlled 
inleractivcly. The values in thc interval 13,4] are 
provided at event Lime by thc automated music 
component of tho projecl. and are rcscaled 
(enveloped) with simple cnvelope curves. The 
number of iterations 17, too; is provided by the 
automated component at event time. 

As the perrormer can hardly predict what 
valuc will follow For both r and n between 
overlapping sounds (that is: how active, broad- 
band or narrow-band, will bo the sound), s h e  
has to continually adjust the xo cyclc controls. 
Volume faders are also priveded in the VCS, so 
that s/hc can compensatc For different sound 
amplitudes as emerging from diKerent valucs in 
,: 11 and+ 

At this level, the petformcr acts more like a 
live "interprelcr" of thc chaotic, but struclured 
flow of sonic infomalion arising from thc 
machinc. That's a sort of "intcractive 
interprclational design", reflecting a mode of 
algorithmic composition ("interpretational 
design" [ref.7]) where the composer has to make 
sense of the data output from hisher own 
computer program (Koenig's PR1 program is a 
classical example). However. in the present case 
interpretation is operatcd live, as from 
immediate perception, on the basis of parameter 
contrals available in the VCS. 

This picture appropriatcly reflects the 
pcrf'ormancc situation in SOUND 61 FCIRY (I) 
and (II) (more should be added latcr for a 
complele picture). In SOUND & FURY (III), 
however. man/maclune interaction extends to 
the percussion part. In fact, in that piece the 
volume of the percussion sounds is employed to 



modif$, at each single moment in thc 
pe6ormancc, the cycling time values for x,,. This 
is done using simple amplitude followers. For 
some of the required percussions, the louder the 
sound and the faster the cycle (the higher the 
rale oftimbre and pitch change in thc synthesis). 
For other percussions. the inverse relation 
applies. Moreover. I made the amplitude 
followers to include a longcr latency (or 
hysteresis) time. As a matter of fact; thcn what 
is meant here with the percussion volirrrre was in 
fact a more notion of onrounl nfoiergv per unify 
of firrre: one short, loud stroke, followcd by a 
silcnce of. say. 0.5": can have the same cITccl as 
a 0.5"-long soft roll. 

Finally, the percussion volume was also 
utilized to change the timing of thc automatcd 
musical structure generation: the louder the 
percussion sounds, thc slower thc scheduling of 
cvcnts from the automatcd composition 
component (controllablc, dynamical scheduling 
is a relevant resource of the Kyma workstation), 
That makes sensc in order to imbuc into the 
musical evolution a kind of bias towards an 
averagc encrgyltimc distribution, although it is 
precisely the deviations from that average that in 
the end articulate the musical flow in interesting 
ways. 

Machine/ambiencc interaction layer 

This sccond interaction laycr plays a 
relatively imporlant part in SOUND & FURY (I) 
and (I])), but it is central in the illstallation 
SOlJND & FURY (Ili,. The real-time generated 
FIS sounds being diirused in thc performance 
place, or ambience. arc capturcd by microphones 
and sent back to thc computer, which utilizes 
their amplitude to modify the synthesis 
parameters and llie timing of the algorithmic 
con~position component (just as the percussion 
sounds in SOCND & FURY (m). In short both 
the sound fabricbcing generated and the hall's 
acoustic rcqonse to Uie former, become 
responsible for what is going to follow. in terms 
of timbre, pitch (cycling of xo) and of density of 
events. 

In such case we might see the musical work 
as an actual instance ofselj-organizing svsfcot iri 
pmrrrianeil cxcharige ivilh (he ern~ironnretil - a 
kind of eco-.yvslerrr. Changes in the ambience's 
response (caused e.g., by visitors walking 
around the installation) induce adaptations in 
the behavior of the musical machine. Fig3 
shows an overall schcma of interactions, 
illustrating the components of the S O W D  & 
FUR).' project and the net of their 
interdependency (the role of the percllssion part 
in SOUiLrD & FURY (111) is reduced for 

simplification, to that of the ambiencc in 
SOlliVD &FURY (IIq). 

Some conclusions 

These obsenjations seem to suggest that 
working with iterated nonlinear functions in 
interactive conlexqs leads to a sort of paradigm- 
shiR from b~leraclh~e ~rruuic cor~zposirig to 
contposing rirasical inleracfioris [rcf.4]. This was 
at least my experience niith the SOUND & 
FURY project, wluch extends my previous work 
with interactive methods of granular 
synthesislprocessing (as in works like Sltrdio97- 
98, in the CIM concerts, or 5piccoli ritrrri). Thc 
musically fertile dynamics capturcd with 
interactive FIS illustrates a crucial but oblique 
rclationship between the notion of chaos and 
that of selj-orpnizntion as it emcrges from 
simple, but iterated operalions. 
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ABSTRACT 
We have ~nstrumented a dance sneaker with an array of 
sensors that measure manv oarameters of foot. sole. and . A 
toe expression, continuously broadcasting them to a 
base-station and PC over a wireless link. This paper 
describes this system, reports its performance and 
outlines applications that we have developed for it in 
tlie field of interactive dance. 

INTRODUCTION 
Because of the comparatively high degree of manual 
dexterity in tlie general population, most human- 
computer and musical interfaces concentrate on precisely 
measuring gesture expressed by tlie bands and fingers, 
devoting little, if any, attention to the expressive 
capability of the feet. We have developed an interface 
that breaks this tradition by measuring many parameters ,,. . .~. .. . ...~. . 

that can be articulated at the foot of a trained dancer. 
Previous foot-sensing performance interfaces have 
generally been very simple, measuring only impacts at 
the heel and toe, usually with a piezoelectric pickup. 
Some of these were standalone shoes built fur custom 
performances [I], while others, such as the Yamaha 40 rranrmner ~h~ sonar 
Miburi 121 are comuonents of lareer body-suit systems. - - - .  - 
Inshumented foohvear has started to a h e a r  invirtual 
reality (VR) installations, for instance in the 
"Cyberboot" [3], an overshoe equipped with continuous 
pressure sensors to capture the dynamics of walking in 
CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Reality Environment) 
installations. Another foot interface for VR systems is 
the "Fantastic Phantom Slipper'' [4], which uses an IR 
LED and PSD camera to track the position of feet atop a 
floor-mounted projection screen; here liaptic Feedback 
can also be generated by driving vibrators in tlie sole. 
Foot sensing bas appeared in other application domains. 
such as in the research and development laboratories of 
major footwear manufacturers and biomechanical 
researchers, where detailed pressure profiles are obtained 
across the sole [5]. Although they collect fine-grt~ined 
data, these interfaces are usually bulky, expensive and 
hardwired, inhibiting their application in areas such as 
dance. Some designers are beginning to deploy 
miniatwe inertial sensors in foohvear for pedometry [GI, 
producing jogging shoes that measure elapsed distance. 

Our system, proposed initially in [7], was designed to 
go well beyond the simple tap detectors. pressure 
sensors, or pedometers sketched above and sense many 
of tlie dirferent degrees of freedom that could be 
expressed at a dancer's foot. The system is entirely 
tetlierless and self-contained; every~hing, including a 
sinall litbiu~n battery that provides circa 3 hours of 
power, is mounted on the shoe, and data is oftloaded 
from each foot over a wireless link. 

Figure I: Diagram of the instrumented prototype shoe 

T l l E  PROTOTYPE SENSOR SUITE 
Figure 1 shows the physical layout of our prototype 
system, including all sensors, while Figure ?, is an 
actual photograph of one of our early operational 
prototype shoes. We chose a Capezio "Dansneaker", 
which gave us sufficient room to mount our electronics 
without prohibitively impacting the dancer's 
movement. The only components inside the shoe are a 
set of tactile sensors and electrodes embedded in a 
standard "Dr. Scholl" foam insole sandwiched hehveen 
the sole of the shoe and the sneaker's insole (the dancer 
is 11nable to feel any wires or objects through this). All 
other sensors and electronics are mounted on a small 
circuit card affixed to the outer side of tlie shoe, where it 
interferes ~nini~iially with tlie dancer's movements. In 
total, the prototype shoe measured 14 different 
parameters per foot, as described below. 

The dynamic foot pressure is measured at two points 
uniler the toes (A,B) and one point at the heel (C) by 
pic~oelectric film (PVDF) s t~ ips  [ X I  ~nounted in the 
insole, as seen in Fig. 1. The hidirec~ional bend of tlie 
sole (Dansneakers are designed to allow* large amounts 
of flex) is measured by a pair of back-to-back resistive 
bend sensors (D). When the shoe isn't quickly jerked, 
the hvo-axis tilt in pitch (9) and roll (111) ismeasured by 
a Z-axis, 2G ADXL202 micromechanical accelerometer 
from Analog Devices (H). Large impacts and fast kicks 



Figure 2: Photograpt] of the prototype sensor Dansneaker 

are detected by a 3-axis, high-G ACH-04-08-05 
piezoelecbic accelerometer from AMP Sensors (F). In 
our prototype system, the twist angle ($) was inferred 
when the foot is nearly level by an electroinechanical 
compass made by the Dinsmore Co. (K), and the 
angular rate in $ determined by a small Murata Gyrostar 
vibrating-reed gyroscope (G). A 1-cm diameter, 40 kHz 
piezoceralnic transducer Gom Polaroid (J) receives sonar 
pings from transmitters scattered about the stage, 
allowing the translational foot position to be determined 
by time-of-flight measurements. The bottom of tlie 
sensor insole is covered by an electric-field-sensing [9] 
receive electrode (E), which is tuned to detect low-level, 
60 lcHz radio signals transmit tioin conductive strips 
placed beneath Ule stage. As tlie strength of this signal 
varies with the capacitive coupling into the shoe (hence 
distance from the transmitting electrode), it reflects the 
shoe's height atop the transmitting zones in the stage. 

All signals are digitized by an onboard 16-MHz 
PIC1 6C7 11 microcomputer (L) that converts analog 
data inlo 8 bits and times the sonar and ADXL202 
signals. A zero-balanced data stream is generated and 
broadcast to a base station up to 200 meters away by a 
small FM transmitter (N), a TXM series device Gom 
Abncoln Technologies transmitting at 19.2 Kbitslsec. 
Our current embedded software updates all parameters at 
25 Hz, which is conservative; when running at the 
maximum data throughput, we anticipate tlie 
performance svstem to be able to refresh all parameters 
i t  50 Hz. ~ a c l ;  shoe broadcasts continually a t a  different 
frequency (currently 41 8 and 433 MHz) Ulrough a stub 
antenna (P) and is powered by a small ('I2 AA) lithium 
6-Volt camera battery (M). As the maximum current 
drain is 50 mA, these cells allow us to reach roughly 2- 
3 hours of useFul battery life, sufficient for most 
performances (the shoes have an oft'switch to enable 
batteries to be conserved and send a binary battery 
status indicator across the RF uplink). 

DANCE APPLICATIONS OF THF. PROTOTYPE 
In order to evaluate our prototype hardware, we have 
written a s o h a r e  application to map the data from a 
shoe onto a simple musical structure. This initial 
mapping was chosen to be extremely literal, enabling an 
improvisational dancer to quickly exploit such a novel 
interface. The music itself consisted of three voices: a 
drum voice, a bass voice, and a melody voice, 
articulated and controlled by a single shoe as outlined 
below. 

Figure 3: Slloes in performance a1 MIT Wearoblcs Conference 

The dru~n voice ran steadily throughout the whole piece 
and gave a rough "techno" feel to the music. The 
volume of the bass drum and the bass voice were 
controlled by the 0 tilt sensor, and tlie volume of the 
other drum instruments was controlled by the electric 
ficld sensor. The tempo was adjusted slightly by the 
bend sensor. The bass voice and melody voice were 
switchcd on and offin various combinations by Uie hi-G 
accelerometer. Tlic bass voice itself produced a 
liamony effect, and the specific harmony was selected 
by rotating the shoe in $. The bass voice was 
articulated by changing its octave based on input from 
the heel piezo sensor. The melody voice played 
harmonizing melody tones in upper registers; tlie range 
oFthe melody voice was controlled by the front piezos. 
Panning of both voices were controlled by the cornpass 
direction. Also attached to the hi-G accelerometer was 



Fiyre 4: Photograph of the pcrformancc test design 
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with these mappings, and performed [lo] in the 
Wearables Fashion Show at the Media Lab in October 
1997 (Fig. 3). 
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In another project [ l l ] ,  we have developed real-time sec sec 

classification al~orithms that detect certain dance styles Fieurc 5: Actual data taken with the sensor shoe - - 
from the shoe data stream; e.g., discriminatins between ~ i & .  5 shows an 18-second snippet of data taken while 
a waltz and a tango. the shoe of Fie. 4 was worn. The too-left oair of 
THE PEWORMANCE SHOE 
After working with the prototype shoe for a few 

months, we modified and perfected our design to 
produce a shoe that will be robust enough for use in a 
professional dance performance. The sensor suite is 
identical, except that we have replaced the z-axis 
electromechanical compass (which exhibited poor 
bandwidth and didn't hold up well enough to the shock 
and kinetics at the dancer's foot) with a solid-state, 3- 
axis magnetic field sensor from Honeywell (the 
HMC2003). Although these permalloy bridges can 
magnetize and drift over time, we have found them to he 
stable across several days after applying a single reset 
pulse to the device's common magnetizing strap, which 
we have made available at a connector on the edge of the 
card. We have also substituted force-sensitive resistors 
(FSR's), which provide continuous pressure readings, 
for the two PVDF strips at the toe, and added an 
additional FSR pressure sensor for measuring the 
pressure of the toes against the top of the shoe. We 
now measure an internal 3-Volt reference with the PIC 
AID converter (which runs off the 5-Volt supply), 
giving a continuous indication of the battery state. 
These additions now bring the total number of 
transmitted analog channels to 17. 

Fig. 4 shows the performance sensor card temporarily 
mounted onto a Nike "Air Terra Kimhia" sneaker, 
chosen by our collaborating choreographer for an 
upcoming performance. In our latest design, we have 
opted not to mount the battery on the circuit board, 
allowing greater application flexibility and freeing up 
layout space. We are now designing a robust, plastic, 
3D-printed case to enclose the sensor card, electronics, 
and 9V Lithium battery, which should provide for over 
a day of continuous operation. 

- 
signals show the continuous pressure measured at the 
toes Here, one sees structure associated with footsteps 
at the beginning and end of the data; in the middle of 
the data sheam the pressure data is much less active, as 
the shoe was elevated off the floor here and freely 
articulated. The dynamic heel pressure shows a similar 
profile (note that the PVDF ship measures pressure 
hansients here, not continuous pressure), as does the 
sole bend (the Nike's sole is much stiffer than that of the 
Capezio used in the prototype). The footsteps and foot 
elevation are also seen very clearly in the electric field 
("PAN" [12]) height data. The forward and side tilt 
accelerometer signals measure the pitch and roll of the 
shoe, as well as responding to hansients from footsteps 
and kicks (giving the visible spikes). The twist gyro 
picks up fast yaw dynamics, and the magnetic sensor 
("compass") signals respond well to attitude changes. 
The shock accelerometers are relatively quiet here, 
excepting at the beginning (when the user jumped) and 
at the end (another jump). As this run was taken in a 
small area, the sonar data is not shown. We have used 
the sonar successfully in larger volumes, however, 
measuring range out to 30 feet when using simple 40 
kHz Murata PZT ultrasound drivers and attaining a 
resolution of circa 6 inches, limited mainly by the PIC'S 
timing algorithm and the effects of background noise. 
We anticipate that this sonar will perform adequately for 
lower-bandwidth control (e.g., switching modes as the 
dancer moves into different regions ofthe stage). 

FUTURE WORK 
We are now concentrating on completing the 
performance shoe system, and are planning to finish a 
pair shortly with full base station support and faster 
sampling. Both shoes together will produce 32 
parameters of useful gesture information, and the task of 
mapping these onto musically relevant and 



choreographically interesting events is a challenging 
one, which we are now embarking upon in collaboration 
with colleagues who work in both dance and 
composition. The shoes produce a wealth of data on 
human gait, which likewise enable us to explore 
applications in other areas, such as sports and 
rehabilitative medicine. 

The wireless sensor card that we have developed 
measures many general parameters, and is relevant to 
several applications beyond footwear. In this spirit, we 
have recently collaborated with our colleagues in the 
Synthetic Characters group at the MIT Media Lab to 
use our card in a multimodal interface recently shown at 
SIGGRAPH 98 [13]. Here, the card and an array of 
sensors were embedded in a stuffed toy "chicken"; by 
manipulating the toy, users were able to interact with 
similarly-appearing, semi-aulonomous characters in an 
interactive animation. 
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Abstract: 1. BigEye 

This presentation profiles interactive 
compositions I have developed using two 
remarkable softwares developed at STEIM 
in Amsterdam. BigEye is a scriptable mo- 
tion-sensing environment that essentially 
converts video input into MIDI output; 
Lisa is a realtime audio sampling system 
utilising the native audio processing ca- 
pabilities of the Power Macintosh to cap- 
ture, replay, and process multiple channels 
of digital audio in realtime. 

Realtime software such as Lisa problema- 
tises numerous aesthetic and formal con- 
cerns that arise when working within real- 
time compositional environments. A no- 
tion of "performance composition" has 
been suggested, fundamentally different 
from traditional notions of composition. 
Relationships between composer and per- 
former and audience are changed signifi- 
cantly when working with interactive sys- 
tems. Is the notion of a through-composed 
interactive composition oxymoronic? 
How much control should a composer 
choose to relinquish? Can these interac- 
tive en\'ironments truly be described as 
compositions, or are they better described 
as instruments or even hyper-instruments? 
Is the composer merely an outdated mod- 
ernist throwback, no longer able to func- 
tion within new environments in which the 
performer is more empowered than ever 
before? Are the essential structural tools 
and methodologies also outdated? Is per- 
formance composition an entirely different 
process as well as a different product? 

The software environments 

BigEye represents a significant step for- 
ward for those engaged in working with 
the moving body in performance. For 
some time, there have been a number of 
systems developed that attempt to capture 
the motion of the human body and use it to 
control musical or other environments. 
These have taken a variety of different 
approaches and utilise a variety of 
technologies. Systems that use hardware 
triggers - such as pressure pads, piezo 
sensors, and similar kinds of pressure- 
sensitive or light-sensitive devices - tend 
to suffer from too much specificity, and 
require the performer to be too precise. 
Systems that use infrared or ultrasonic 
beams to sense the moving body suffer 
from too much spurious information - in- 
frared and ultrasonic transmissions tend to 
bounce around in space, and rarely give a 
truly accurate picture of movement. This 
may be fine for burglar alarms, but is not 
very useful when trying to sense accu- 
rately a moving body in space. Systems 
that use hardware triggers - typically 
stress or tension sensors - have become 
more successful since it had become pos- 
sible to transmit the sensed data to the 
computer without wires, so that the per- 
former is not encumbered by an umbilical 
cord to the computer. Composer1 
programmer Mark Coniglio of Troika 
Ranch in New York has developed 
MIDIDancer, arguably the most successful 
of these types of systems. The only 
remaining type of system - video-based 
systems -seem to show the most promise 
as performance systems because they 
leave the performer entirely unattached to 
the system, and do not require them to hit 
specific places in a specific way (as 
hardware sensors do) to be fully effective. 



Many of the early video-sensing systems 
were based around the hardware sensor 
paradigm in that they required the per- 

. former to pass through a virtual trigger 
that existed in 3D space. Unfortunately, 
because of the nature of the hvo-dimen- 
sional video camera, the position of the 
trigger in three-dimensional space is 
highly skewed, and, if visible, would be 
seen as a cone shape. This is very difficult 
for a performer to grasp, particularly if 
there are a number of them in the space. 

BigEye represents a shift away from this 
paradigm in that it is capable of viewing 
the entire virtual space of a 120 X 160 
pixel video window. While it is still pos- 
sible to draw conical virtual triggers within 
the BigEye window, it is also possible to 
use the entire space and attempt to inter- 
pret motion in a much more fluid way. Of 
course, it can be argued that each pixel 
will in fact have a conical shape as viewed 
by the camera, but this is less problematic 
when experienced on such a small scale 
and in such a tight consecutive matrix. 

BigEye is capable of looking at motion in 
two distinct ways: colour and difference. 
The colour filter checks the incoming 
video stream against a colour look-up table 
that is defined by the user visually. It uses 
RGB colour space, and it is possible to add 
as many colours to the look-up table as are 
required. The difference filter compares 
every pixel to itself in the preceding frame, 
and is therefore capable of a quite accurate 
tracking of a moving object within the 
video space. The framerate of the system 
depends entirely on the hardware used. 
On a Macintosh 85001180, it is possible to 
attain a framerate of between 15 and 20 
frames per second. On a G31300, full 
framerates of 30fps and faster are easily 
attainable. Actual framerate also depends 
on how much load is being placed on the 
system: how many objectslfields are de- 
fined within video space; how complex are 
the scripts within the file; how many ob- 
jects are being tracked. 

BigEye's scripting environment is 
powerful and relatively simple to use. The 
scripting enables the composer to interpret 
specific kinds of motion in specific ways, 
and to add, for example, speed filters that 
are so important and so necessary when 
working with choreographed motion. The 

output is MIDI, so it is easy to reach the 
outside world and control a wide variety of 
devices such as sound synthesis systems, 
lighting boards, laser disks, and digital 
video playback. 

2. Lisa 

Lisa is another groundbreaking program, 
also made at STEIM in the Netherlands. 
STEIM has been in existence for thirty 
years, and is best known for its develop- 
ment of extraordinary interactive tech- 
nologies for performance such as the 
Spider, and the Data Glove. In recent 
years, STEIM's concentration has been not 
only physical instrument-making but also 
software instrument-making. Their stable 
of software products also includes 
Imageline, a realtime video image 
processor with a mind-boggling array of 
MIDI control possibilities. 

Lisa (Life Sampling) takes advantage of 
the native digital signal processing within 
the Power Macintosh (it will not run on 
68000 systems, nor on non-PowerPC ma- 
chines). It is capable of recording up to 
four voices, and playing back sixteen 
voices simultaneously. Once again, this is 
hardware dependent, but any of the faster 
machines can easily accommodate Lisa's 
maxima. I run Lisa  on a IBOMHz 
PowerBook 3400, and it works extremely 
well. The program also features a number 
of built-in DSP processes, and all of its pa- 
rameters can be controlled via MIDI, once 
again an almost dizzying m a y  of control 
possibilities. 

A sample buffer holds the current collec- 
tion of sampled sounds, and it is possible 
to readlwrite from the buffer at will, and 
under command of MIDI. The size of the 
buffer is limited only to physical RAM 
present in the hosf so it is possible to run 
Lisa on a machine with IOOMB of RAM 
or more and have an exceedingly powerful 
and large sample collection active at any 
one time. Lisa can grab pre-existing files 
into it's buffer, and can also record live 
into the buffer. 

The system gives the composer/perfotmer 
tremendous realtime power, and provides 
an extraordinarily broad palette. Difficult 
to tame, Lisa can be the performer's dream 



- and Iiislher worst nightmare. There are 
numerous interactive programming envi- 
ronments in common usage, but Lisa's 
unique character comes from the fact that 
it is a sampling environment rather than a 
MIDI environment. It performs well for 
certain kinds of sound worlds and stylistic 
approaches, and poorly for others. 

It is the flexibility and degree of external 
control that makes the STEIM environ- 
ments so powerful as artistic tools. 
Because STEIM's history is centred on 
experimental music, and because they 
have traditionally made musical instru- 
ments, their focus in designing software 
tools is unique. There is little software 
available that has so much flexibility and 
that work so well as expressive tools for 
the composer and performer. 

P rob lema t i s ing  In terac t iv i ty ,  Pe r -  
formance, and  Composition. 

Realtime software such as Lisa problema- 
tises numerous aesthetic and formal con- 
cerns that arise when work in^ within real- 
timc composi~ionnl cnvi ron~nel~~i .  A no- 
tion of "~er l 'o r~i iu l~c~.  comootit~on" 11~1s 
been suggested, fundamen'lly different 
from traditional notions of composition. 
Relationships between coinposer and per- 
former and audience are changed signifi- 
cantly when working with interactive sys- 
tems. Is tlie notion of a through-composed 
interactive composition oxymoronic? 
How much control should a composer 
choose to relinquish? Can these interac- 
tive environments truly bc described as 
compositions, or are they better described 
as instruments or even hyper-instruments? 
Is the composer merely an outdated mod- 
ernist throwback, no longer able to func- 
tion within new environments in which the 
performer is more empowered than ever 
before? Are tlie essential structural tools 
and methodologies also outdated? Is per- 
formance composition an entirely different 
process as well as a different product? 

These are huge, troubling questions, but 
they are tlie core questions, and no one 

who makes interactive environments - 
regardless of the software or hardware 

they use - can avoid asking them. 
Interactive composition must represent a 
fundamental paradigm shift because the 
composer is called upon to cede a large 
amount of control. In building an 
interactive performance environment, 
which I think of as my composition, I am 
really building an instrument upon which 
the performer(s) will play. Unlike most 
instrument builders, however, I must make 
the instrument with the performers in situ. 
Indeed, I really must work with the 
performers in order to build the instrument 
or have any concept of how it will sound. 
As  I am primarily working with 
danceltlieatre. I must then work with the 
[~eriorrncrs ,  ihc choreographer, i~ 

tlri~m;~tiirg, and with all the other elelnen~s 
we are choosing to include in a given work 
before I can really build the environment. 
Particularly because I work collaboratively 
in developing content and material for 
inclusion in the environments, I am 
constantly faced with the questions I 
posited earlier. 

In fact, many of these questions I consider 
answered years ago. I no longer expect to 
be able to control the "form" of a piece, 
nor to ever tightly control the final 
outcome of a piece. While I know how the 
piece will sound in general, I have little 
idea how it will sound specifically; while 
I know in a global sense what kind of 
shape the piece will have, I have relatively 
little idea what the innermost form will be, 
or what tlie specifics of the improvised 
form will be. These are parameters most 
composers hold dear, but in building a 
genuinely improvisational environment, it 
is essential to loose control over these 
most fundamental elements. 

So what are my co~npositional decisions? 
Ultimately, all these discussions must 
come hack to the work itself. Every 
technology is irrelevant if there is no 
discussion about the ways in which it can 
be used, and about the context in which it 
is used. I am drawn to using interactive 
technologies within performance because I 
want to root my sonic environments firmly 
in the body. If I were interested in purely 
musical environments, then a powerful 
controller would be all I need. I worked 
for  some time with the Matte1 



PowerGlove, but ultimately found its systems, are we engendering a new notion 
visual appearance too disturbing, and my of "composer". 
lack of physicality too limiting. I have 
always been interested in dance, and in 
dance/theatre, so working with motion- 
sensing systems seemed to be an obvious 
choice. Here too, there were many 
problems with limitations of technology, 
but BigEye and Lisa have allowed me to 
interpret motion in sensitive and sensitised 
ways that go far  beyond a literal 
interpretation of location in space. Using 
BigEye's scripting language, I am able to 
look deeply at the movement - how fast, 
how accelerated, how large, how many. 
These kinds of qualities are intri~uic to the 
movement, not external to it. I can really 
work with the language of the body, the 
language of movement and relate it to the 
language of the sonic or visual 
environment. The movement of the body 
is the music, or textual soundworld, it's 
not merely triggering specific samples or 
specific MIDI note sequences. Moreover, 
how I use this physical language is my 
composition. I craft with sound worlds 
created by gesture, and the larger shapes 
are determined in collaboration with the 
choreographer and the performers. I 
remember having a discussion with a 
composer who was just stepping into the 
world of motion-sensing all about a score- 
following object he was designing so that 
the dancers could "play" his score. This is 
compositional anathema to me. It makes 
little sense to ask a performer to work 
within an interactive environment if all 
slhe is doing is recreating a pre-existing 
score. Similarly, the kind of simple 
triggering of virtual triggers through 
motion is uninteresting to me 
compositionally. 

So I repeat my questions. Is the notion of 
the composer some kind of modernist 
throwback when looked at within the 
context of interactive music, or interactive 
space? Should we be rethinking what we 
mean by music composition, and looking 
at entirely new paradigms of creation and 
formal thinking? Should we look again at 
what we mean by interactivity and what 
we mean by collaboration? Should we 
even challenge the fundamental notion of 
form as a musical language? As we enter 
into a world in which we interact 
increasingly via networks and computer 
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Abstract 

After the experience of the Real-Time Concurrent PascalMusic (RTCPM) language which gives the 
possibility of defining a composition as a Pascal program and of interacting with it at run-time, we 
recently designed a new language named Galileo which includes Graphical facilities and inherits from 
RTCPM the ALgorithmic approach to composition and to interactive performance. Depending on the 
number of aclive objects and on the length of code describing the functionality of each object, a 
composition can range from a pure algorithmic to a Max-like patch approach. It also gives the possibility 
to define Csound-like instruments to be executed in real time on the computer in use. 

1 Introduction 2 The graphic environment 

In order to put at work the power of the algorithmic 
approach to composition and live perfomance, the 
RealTime Concurrent PascalMusic (RTCPM) [1][2], 
has been developed and used in the last five years; it 
consists of the standard Pascal language enriched with a 
library which implements the concurrence facility and 
deals with MIDI events. 
Il is based on the idea that a running program/com- 
position issues MIDI  messages which feed synthesizers, 
and that the global musical result depends on the pre- 
defined algorithms computation and on MIDI messages 
coming from the external. Concurrence is the vital 
mechanism that makes PascalMusic work. 
A composition is organized as an usual Pascal program 
where the main program calls in sequence a number of 
niol,enients (that is of procedures) and a movement is a 
collection of procedures concurrently activated, each 
describing a part andlor a subpart or  the movement: 
notes, dynamics, cffects. spatial position, etc. 
Moving on, we recently developed a new language 
independent from whatsoever host compiler and from 
the machine architecture; this language, still providing 
the facilities and power of the algorithmic approach, 
greatly benefits of visual programming techniques. It 
allows to define programmable objects able to commu- 
nicate to each other and provides tools for monitoring 
and setting parametric values and for grouping objects. 
We called this language Galileo in Galileo Galilei's 
honor since he was born and lived in Pisa and the 
Domus Galilaeana [3] is located on the same side-walk 
50m from the CNUCE Institute; incidentally, as an 
acronym, the first 3 letters of the name stands for 
Graphics & ALgorithmic. Once again, the textual part 
of the language is an esserlfial Pascal-like language [4]. 

As it happens in PascalMusic, in Galileo a composition 
consists of movements; however, in the new 
environment, a movement is defined inside a graphic 
window in terms of algorithmic elements connected via 
links for exchanging messages. 

i f  itemd ,Notein)>O then 
(noteout=itern(i , Notein), 

item@, Notein)+value, 
item(3, Notein); 

Figure 1: Example of a composition in GALileo 

All the elements in a movement window are active 
simultaneously; elements may be connected to other 
elements with a link line meaning that a message can 
be transmitted between them: messages can be numeric 



or Boolean values as well as strings of data There exist 
three types o r  elements: process, constant and probe. 
What a process-element does, is defined by the 
userlcomposer by writing a CIPascal-like procedure in 
the related text window which opens with a double click 
on the elemcnt. Text windows can he opened and closed 
individually or with a CLOSE ALL command. 
A toolhar (mobile on the computer desktop) with four 
buttons allows to create elements to place in the 
movement window. 

The first button (from left to right) creates a process 
element which can also have the meaning of Voice 
process that is a generator of note events such as Note- 
On messages in Midi or C-sound i-statements; generally 
speaking an clement is a process concurrently active 
together with thc others on the movement window. 
A process element appears like in the rollowing figure: 

the upper part contains the name or  the element given 
by the user: two buttons with inward and outward 
arrows allow to generate input and output variable 
outlets for communicating with other elements. 
Clicking on the buttons an input or output entry is 
physically gencnled in vertical sequence: the mows 
appear on both sides for a better graphic appearancc: in 
fact, ibr linking two variahles of two elements it is 
sufficient to sclect the related arrows and a line is 
generated by an auto-routing algorithm which also lakes 
into account the left or right arrow for the best path. 
The second button collects all the selected elements of 
the movement in a single super-element. 
The third button creates a constant-element to be 

3 The language 

As we said, the runctionality of a process-elements is 
defined by writing a procedure in the related text 
window: a double click on that element opens a text 
window with the same name declared for the element 
and CIPascal like code may be written in. 
The language inherits from Pascal the control structures 
for, if-then-else, while, repeat-until, case o f ,  
and the assignment statement and from the C language 
freedom of variables definition and marking of blocks 
with [ 1. 
There exist only two data types: numericlreal and 
booleans; it is also possible to definc arrays and lists or  
both numbers and booleans. 
Assigning a value to a variable defined as input-entry 
(as previously described) means to communicate that 
value to the linked element. 
Thcre exists a library of predelincd mathematical 
functions (log, exp, sqrt, sin, cos, rnd, ctc..); however 
the uscrlcomposer can definc hislher own library in 
accordance to particular needs required by a specific 
composition. 
Two very important functions an: included in the 
standard library: MidiIn e MidiOut which make it 
possible to communicate with midi controllers and midi 
synthesizers. MidiIn gives a list containing the length 
or  the message, the time-stamp and the midi mcssage: 
LengthzO means no message in the midiln queuc. 
Processes read messages from the midiln queuc without - 

destroying them so that each process can r a d  them 
independently from the others. 
The MidiOut function enqueues a midi messagcs which 
is merged with those coming from other processes. 
Processes are conlrolled by a scheduler which works 
following time-sharing techniques: midiout messages, 
have a duration so that when a process issues a mcssage 
that process is stopped and resumed after the proper time 
is over. 
Even if there exists only one type of process, it is 
worthwhile to consider the process which issues Note- 
On messages as a Voice; other processes which control 
volumes, timbres, spalialization, etc. may he 
considered as auxiliary processes. 

connected with input variables of other process- 
elements. Data can be directlv tvoed in the constant- 4 An example . - .  
clement or, after douhlc clicking on that element which 
pops up a dialog box, set hy means of sliders ranging 
between definable limits with linear andlor logarithmic 
scales; the arrows of these elements are, obviously, 
outward. 
The rourth button generates a probc-element useful Tor 
debugging the composition and at run-time. The arrows 
of this element are, obviously, inward. 
The auto-routing rules seen for process-elements are 
also valid for constant and prohe elcments. 

Generally speaking the user can range hetween two 
limits consisting of, the first one in score or pure 
algorithmic composition (markov chains, fractals, 
chaotic funclions ... ) and thc second one in Max-like 
patch: in the first case a movement is characterized by 
rew long-code process-elements and few links; in the 
second case a movement is characterized by many short- 
code process-elements and many links. 
The following example shows a very familiar midi 
mcssage processing: keynum-shirt and delay of NoteOn 
messages. The problem is here tackled at two different 



levels: single "longw-code process and multiple short- 
code processes. 

First solution. The element has 4 input entries which 
specify: - the midi channel number of messages to be 
processed - the key-num shift value - the amount of 
time the message has to he delayed - whether or not to 
immediately play the original note. 
While reading the code which implements the shift- 
delay runctionality, take into account what follows: 

- only Note-On messages are considered; 
- a MidiIn function generates a list-variable; 
- single elements of a list are selected with the 

i te~n(i ,na~i~elis t j  primitive function; 
- the  O-item of a list specifies the length of the list 
- clock is the global variable which counts time elapsed 

from the beginning; 
- Midiout function wants a list; a list is created by 

chaining numeric value with the,  (comma); 
- the end statement terminates the process; the continue 
statement sends the control to the start which causes a 
loop. 

start 
if item(1 ,MidilnMsg) > 0 then 

( now =clock; 
repeat 
until olook >= now+value; 
M i d ~ O u W g  F MidilnMsg; 

1 

The second element receives a midi message and sends 
it out after a delay time found in accordance with the 
value found in the input entry. 

-m?.--.sv.~*-.~a.",- 

; ) value 4 
,,-..r,~.,",.m,*,.-~a~* 

1.._N?JteOu!. .. . -.k 

if item(1 ,Notein) r 0 then 
(Ncteout~item(1, Notein), 

item@, Notein)+value, 

This element receives a NoteOn message and sends it 
Second solution. Four short-code elements are created out with a key.num shifted by a value found in the 
and the linked. input entry. 

. .F.". 

CurrMidiMsg r Midiln; 
until item(O,CurrMidiMsg),D and 

itemcl ,CurrMidimsg) = $90+midiohn; 
NoteOn F CurrMidiMsg; 

The 
with 

first element tillers only NoteOn midi messages 
channel = 1; 

start 
if ttemd ,Notein)>O then 

MidiOut(MidiMsg); 
continue. 

Finally, the fourth element transmits on the midi line 
the received message. 
The following schema uses the four elements properly 
linked and without the related text windows. 



We chose this example because it is simple and well 
known; besides, it gives the opportunity to introduce a 
very important and typical problem round in concurrent 
programming environment: the synchronization of 
processes. In Galilea this problem is solved by giving 
the user full control of communication between the 
active elements. The link lines are of two colors: red 
and hlack. Red lines represent a communication with 
acknowledgment: hlack lines represent a communica- 
tion without acknowledgment. This means that an 
assignment to a red-linked output variable (which 
corresponds to send a message) stops the sending 
process until the receiver has read the value from the 
corresponding red-linked input variable; with hlack lines 
the involved element are completely independent and 
communication occurs asyncronously. It's up to the 
user to choose the type (color) of link depending on the 
specific situation. 

5 Control of execution 

The execution of the whole piece consisting of many 
movements is controlled using a tool named Director: 

- - . ~. 

ED& ~ i r e c t o p  ,, , I 

Time 
00:00:00 

I*] E j  1.gq I*] . ... . . ,. 

The Director allows to define the list of movements 
which are part of the composition and, for making i t  
easier the debugging phase, to enable or disable them. 
In the upper part of the Director five buttons allow to: 
(from left to right) I-start/restart the whole 
composition; 2-stop the execution; 3-pause; 4- 
stepldehug; 5-fast-forward. 

6 Improvements 

The current version of Galileo is able to solve a ,large 
class of algorithmic and interactive compositions. At 
the moment many auxiliary graphic tools such as 
cursors and analogic displays for better entering and 
monitoring data, are under development. 
As it is so  far, Galileo is an event-processor language; 
however we planned to provide Galileo with facilities 
for audio signals processing too. On the tool bar a fifth 
button will enable the user to open a new kind of 
element able to accept C-Sound like code for describing 
instruments: in this case the input variables will 
correspond to the p-parameters of C-Sound to he directly 
linked to ProcessNoice elements. On the basis of 
experiences [5] acquired in the previous years at the Lab 
in Pisa, a further button will give the user the 
possibility to define synthesis and sound processing 
schemes with graphic techniques. 

7 Conclusions 

The Galileo language has been developed for [he Power 
Macintosh platform using the Metrowerks CodeWanior 
Compiler. As  a Midi event processor, Galileo can be 
used with all Midi controllers and expanders. As soon as 
the sound processor C-sound like facility will he ready, 
Galileo will be free-ware distributed for verifying the 
renspose of possible users. The very basic number or  
facilities provided by Galileo, will give the user the 
possibility to develop any kind of elements and 
compositions from simplc to complex ones, edited 
within the same graphic and textual environment. 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  
In  jazz, blues, and rock, improvisations are based 
mainly on the harmonic structure of the tune. Listeners 
who are acquainted with this style can often identify the 
underlying harmonic structure and thus the tune even on 
the basis of an improvisation. This is also part of the 
basic skills of every improvising musician. The 
Intelligent Jazz Accompanist (IJA) is a working real- 
time system that models this skill. More specifically, it 
models (1) how we parse the rhythmic struchrre music 
and (2) how we recognize a piece of music in spite of 
the variation and improvisation present in the perfor- 
mance. Operating in a MIDI environment, the IJA lis- 
tens to an improvisation played by a human perlomer 
and recognizes the tune on which the improvisation is 
played as well as the current location in the structure of 
the tune. Then it joins in with a synthesized rhythm 
section playing the accompaniment of the tune at the 
tempo of the performer. 

The ability Lo infer beat and metre from music is 
one of the basic activities of musical cognition. It is a 
fast process: after having heard only a short fraction of 
music we are able to develop a sense of beat and metre 
and tap our foot along with it. Even if the music 
rhythmically complex, containing a range of different 
time values and probably syncopation, we are capable of 
inferring the different periodicities of it and synchronis- 
ing to them. A rhythmical sequence usually evokes a 
number of different pulse sensations, each of which has 
a different perceptual salience. Furthermore, for a given 
piece of music, the most salient pulse sensation can 
vary between listeners. According to experimental litera- 
ture [I], the range of most salient pulse sensations lies 
between 67-150 events per minute, corresponding to pe- 
riods of 400-900 ms, the greatest salience being in the 
vicinity 600 ms. 

In addition to the basic pulse level, we  simulta- 
neously perceive periodicities on higher hierarchical lev- 
els [21; the longer periodicities are integral multiples of 
the periodicity of the basic pulse. This results to a per- 
cept of periodically alternating strong and weak beats, 
corresponding to the generally accepted definition of me- 
tre [3]. 

The theory of Lerdahl and Jackendoff [3] distin- 
guishes between three kinds of  accent contiihuting to 
the rhythmic organisation of music: phenomenal, struc- 
tural, and metrical. They rcly, respectively, on sensory. 
structural, and schematic sources of evidence [2]. 

Phenomenal and structural accents serve as perceptual 
input to metrical accents [3]. 

Attempts to model the perception of pulse and 
metre have relied on a diversity computational for- 
malisms. These include, among others, rule-based sys- 
tems [4], statistical approaches [2,5], optimisation ap- 
proaches [I], and connectionist models [6]. A common 
feature of the above-mentioned models is that they deal 
with idealised rhythms, i.e.. rhythms comprised of pre- 

, cise durations such as those found in a musical score. 
When attempting to parse the rhythmic structure of real 
musical performances, we are faced with additional chal- 
lenges. These are caused by temporal deviations present 
in every musical performance. These can be either inten- 
tional, for instance, tempo changes intended to attract 
the attention of a listener, or unintentional, i.e., inaccu- 
racies caused by the technical inabilities of the per- 
former. Models that attempt to find rhythmic parsing di- 
rectly from performances have been proposed in [7-121. 
Large and Kolen [I 11 and McAuley [I?-] introduce non- 
linear oscillators that entrain to an incoming signal by 
adjusting their phase and period. 

Besides on the rhythmic level, the listeners also 
parse the structure of the music on a higher level. In an 
improvisation based on a given harmonic structure, the 
pitches of the tones carry information that can be used 
in both parsing the higher level structure and recogniz- 
ing the tune. One reason for this is that for each type of 
chord there are tones which the improvisers tend to em- 
phasize or use more often [13]. Furthermore, in different 
metrical positions the improvisers tend to emphasize 
different tones. For instance, on strong heats tones of 
the underlying chord are used more frequently than on 
weak beats. Consequently, the harmonic structure of an 
improvisation can be inferred using statistical learning 
and reasoning. This kind of reasoning has been used by 
Dannenberg and Mont-Reynaud 1141 in a system for fol- 
lowing improvisations. Their system listened to a 12- 
bar blues improvisation on a monophonic instrument, 
inferred the current location in the harmonic structure 
and joined in with the accompaniment. The reasoning 
scheme used by Dannenberg and Mont-Reynaud is 
somewhat similar to the one used in the IJA. The IJA, 
however, accepts polyphonic input and aims at identify- 
ing the tune among a number of possible alternatives. 



Structure of the IJA 
Figure 1 presents a general overview of the IJA. The in- 
put consists of an improvisation performed on a MIDI 
instrument. In the rust stage, the basic rhythmic struc- 
ture of the input is analysed. This includes inferring the 
basic pulse, or the beat, and tracking it. It is assumed 
that the note onset times are sufficient for finding the 
basic pulse, so pitch information is ignored in this 
stage. This stage is realized by means of competing 
adaptive oscillators and resonance dynamics. The output 
of the beat tracker at any time is the number of beats 
and fractions thereof elapsed since the beginning of the 
performance. In this stage the IJA thus maps absolute 
lime, expressed in seconds, to relative time, expressed in 
numbers of beats. This step is justified, because there is 
evidence in the experimental literature that listeners rep- 
resent rhythms with respect to an internal clock that is 
synchronized to the perceived rhythm rather than in 
terms of absolute intervals of time [IS-161. 
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The comparison is based on dynamic pattern matching. 
When the system finds it is at the top of the form of the 
tune it supposes the performer is playing, it starts play- 
ing an accompaniment of the respective tune. 

Rhythmic parsing 
The rhythmic parsing stage is based on adaptive oscilla- 
tors similar to the one introduced by Large and Kolen 
[I l l .  The present oscillator, however, employs a more 
sophisticated adaptation mechanism than the originnl. It 
is based on the notion that onsets of perceptually salient 
notes, i.e., notes having a long duration. should give 
rise to stronger adaptation than those of perceptually 
less salient, or short, notes. As a consequence of the 
new adaptation scheme, the oscillator can follow fairly 
well even a rhythmically complex input, such as a 
melody with bills, grace notes, and syncopation. The 
adaptive oscillators adjust their phase velocities so as to 
become and remain phase- and frequency-locked to peri- 
odic components in the stream of note onsets. The main 
principles of adaptation are as follows: (1) the oscillator 
adapts to those note onsets only which occur within the 
peak of its output; (2) if it finds it is late, it speeds up, 
and vice versa; (3) there are two kinds of adaptation, 
namelv, fast and slow adaptation (4) adaptation takes . . . .  - 
place gradually and a posteriori; as a consequence of 
this, short notes do not give rise to any significant adap- 
tation. An example of adaptation to a stream of note on- 
sets is presented in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Adaptation to a series of alternating dotted 
eighth notes and sixteenth notes. The total nhase veloc- - 

rig. 1. A general oven)iew of the ~ ~ ~ ~ l l i ~ ~ ~ t  jazz ity is the sum of two parts, that is, slow and fast adapta- 
Accompanist. tion components. 

In order to recognize music, the IJA has first to 
learn examples of it. For that, a repertory of tunes is 
played to it. The system uses the output of the rhythmic 
parsing unit and the pitch information of the MIDI data 
for constructing a set of tone profiles for each tune. 
Each profile is a vector representing the statistical dis- 
tribution of pitches used at a given point of the struc- 
ture. When attempting to recognize an improvisation, 
the system constructs tone profiles from the improvisa- 
tion and compares them with the profiles ofthe library. 

From a psychological point of view, the adaptive oscil- 
lator models several aspects of musical rhythm process- 
ing. These include (1) perception, because the oscillator 
is capable of modifying its behaviour on the basis of 
some external input; (2) attention, because the oscillator 
responds to external input only when this input occurs 
during its output pulse; and (3) memory, because the 
oscillator retains its behavior even at the absence of any 
external input A mathematical description of the adapla- 
tion mechanism is given in 1171. 



Before the IJA can track the beat, it has to infer 
where it is. This is not a straightforward task, because 
tlie perromance can in principle start at any point 
within a heat and it can contain any Lime values whatso- 
ever. The input sequence often conlains a number ordif- 
ferent periodicities. According to experiniental literature 
[1.2], a pulse sensation has a high perceptual salience if 
( I )  if tlie periodicity contains many note onsets; (2) the 
respective notes have a long duration; and (3) the tempo 
corresponding to the period is neither too slow nor too 
higli. 

The different pulse sensations evoked by the 
rhythmic sequence are modelled with a set of competing 
adaptive oscillators. Tlie initial states of these oscilla- 
tors are set so  that each oscillator starts to oscillate at 
some note onset, and its initial period of oscillation is 
equal to the interval between that onset and some later 
onset. All possible combinalions of starting points and 
periods are used. The perceptual salience of a pulse sen- 
sation is modelled by a resonance dynamics scheme. The 
main principle of this scheme is that, at each note on- 
set, the oscillators that are at the peak of their output, 
start to increase their resonance up to the next note on- 
set. The resonance values of each oscillator are weighted 
according lo the phase velocity, or the speed of oscilla- 
tion: oscillators having a phasc velocity that correspond 
lo the range of most salient pulse sensations receive the 
highesl weighting. After a few note onsets, the oscilla- 
tor with the highest resonance is sought. This oscillator 
represents the perceived pulse of tlie perlbrmance. For 
details of this resonance dynamics scheme, see [la]. 

H igher  level pa r s ing  
Both the repertory of the IJA and the improvisation it 
listens to are represented as a series of profiles. These 
profiles are 12-dimensional vectors that represent the 
statistical distribution of pitch classes of the notes 
played at the respective temporal location. In this repre- 
sentation, octave equivalence is used, with the exception 
that low notes are weighted slightly more than higli 
note. Tlie reason for this is that low notes are supposed 
to he more important in deducing the underlying har- 
monic structure. Figure 3 provides an example of how 
the profiles drawn from a performance look. 

When the system listens to an improvisation, the 
output of the rhythmic parsing unit tells the onset time 
of each note in units of quarter notes and fractions 
thereof. This information is used for deducing if a given 
note is played on a beat or on the eighth note between 
two beats. Notes which do not fall into either of these 
categories are ignored. 

Learning.  During the learning phase, the IJA 
constructs sets of tone profiles from performances of 
tunes it is presented with. These profiles are normalized 
so that for each tune the average length of profile vec- 
tors, defined as the sum of its components, is equal. Tlie 
normalized profiles are stored in the profile library. 

Recognition. When recognizing an improvisa- 
tion, the IJA constructs tone profiles from the input that 
are similar to those in the profile library and uses them 
to test hypotheses about the tune being played and the 
current location in tlie harmonic structure. For instance, 
the first hypothesis is that the lirst tune of the library is 

being played starting at the first heat; the second hy- 
pothesis is that the first tune is being played starting at 
the second beat, and so  on. Associated with each hy- 
pothesis is a likelihood estimate which is continuously 
updated. This is carried out by adding the dot product of 
the input profile and the current library profile as deter- 
mined by the hypothesis to the likelihood estimate. At 
each instant, the hypothesis with the highest likelihood 
estimate in considered to be tlie correct one. When the 
system finds that, according to the correct hypothesis, 
the performer is at the top of the form, it starts playing 
the corresponding MIDI file at the tempo of the per- 
former. 
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Pig. 3. Tone profiles constructed from an excerpt of a 
performance of Satin Doll. 

C o n c l u s i o n  
Experiments carried out with the IJA show that it per- 
forms well, provided that the input it receives is not too 
complicated. If the performance begins with a rhytlimi- 
cally complex part, the inferred bealmay not he the cor- 
rect one. Further, if the improvisation contains plenty 
of syncopation, the heat-tracker can sometimes go astray 
and lose the beat totally. With monophonic input, the 
performer has to outline the harmonic structure carefully 
in order to be sure that the system makes the right 
guess. The pattern-matching part of the system seems to 
perform better with polyphonic input. It is so probably 
because polyphonic input contains more clues about the 
underlying harmonic structure. 

The IJA has been tested with profile libraries 
consisting of not more than 10 tunes. It is clear that if 



the number of tunes in the library is increased, the sys- 
tem is more prone to make mistakes. Besides, more 
computing time is needed for processing the incoming 
data, and this will worsen the temporal resolution of the 
system. One aim of ruture work is to explore how large 
a profile library can be used. 

The recognition accuracy of the IJA depends cru- 
cially on the form of the tone profiles of the library, 
that is, how the tunes have been presented during the 
train~ng phase. There are a number of choices for this. 
One can, for instance, play either monophonic or poly- 
phonic improvisations on the harmonic structure of [he 
tune, or ihe melody and the chords of the tune, or just 
the chords. A further possibility is to represent the tunes 
as artif c~ally constructed psyclioacoustics-based chord 
templates such as those presented by Parncutt 1191. 
Future work will focus on finding the optimal form of 
representing the tunes, that is, the [om that would yield 
the best recognition accuracy over a set of improvisa- 
tions played by different musicians. 

Currently, the IJA employs an absolute represen- 
tation of pitch. As a consequence of this, it recognizes a 
tune only if it is played in the right key. A god of fu- 
ture workis to try to create some kind o f a  transposition 
invariant representation, which would make the system 
capable or recognizing a tune irrespective of which key 
it is played in. 

The IJA does not take into account the liierarchi- 
cal structure of meter. In other words, i t  ignores that we 
perceive metrical music as an alternation of strong and 
weak beats. Rather, it considers all beats as perceptually 
equally important This fact has both technical and cog- 
nitive consequences. Fist ,  it leads to a computationally 
ineffective algorithm which limits its use with large 
profile libraries. Second, it leads to a model whose cog- 
nitive relevance leaves much to be desired. One aim of 
future work is to develop an algorithm which would in- 
fer the metric hierarchy oC a musical performance. This 
would probably require that also second-order pitch in- 
formation, that is, pitch transitions, were taken into ac- 
count. If the metric hierarchy could be inferred, this 
would lead to a computationally less intensive algo- 
rithm, since the number of alternative hypotheses per 
tune would bc reduced. Furthermore, the cognitive rele- 
vance orsuch a model would be better. 
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Abstrnct t l~e  automaton dc\,clops in time. When viewed as sucl~. 

1\111sic cnri he rliotrglir of as a Jarirl of potter17 
propagation. 111 this paper I I ' ~  explore tlris riolloli, a ~ i d  
slio~s honj ir relates ro the hehai~iovr of a class of 
svsteiir lil~o>vrl 0.7 ceII111ar alltoiilafa. lire ii,trodrrce the 
fi~nda~rrentals of o~ri ,  11'o1$ andpresent CAAIUS 3 0 ,  an 
algorltliric c o ~ i p o ~ i i n ~ i  I 1 1 1 i c  rises cell~rlnr 
aatorirata as the basis for its coritrol ~s le r i r .  

Kc)! r~,orrls: coii~positio~i, partmi propogatio~i, cellular 
O I I ~ U I I I ~ I C I .  

1. Music as 11 firrm of pattern propagation 

Music can bc appreciated at 1n:lny different lc~~cls.  For 
somc. i t  is suficicnl that n composition posscsscs a 
pleasant mclody that can bc llummcd along to. Othcrs 
prefer to dig dcepcr and are concemcd more with the 
tcmpor:~l dcvelop~ncnl of t l~c  picce - holv thc initial 
lllcmcs evolve rrom lllcir csposit io~~ through to thc 
work's conclusion. It is at tbis dceper level that thc 
pattern-based viewpoint can be considered. 

We may vicw cach theme in n co~nposition as a 
scparatc pattern. As thc co~nposition progrcsscs. tllc 
patterns (tllcrnes) are sub.jcctcd to certain 
transfonnations (such as straight repetition. 
transposition. invcrsion. augmentation and so on) 
according to the formal structure that thc colnposcr lras 
chosen for t11c work. This structure can be rigidly 
adhered to or uscd as a general guiding principle. but 
so long as certain dcsign constructs arc in place to 
guide thc temporal dcvclop~~~ent ofthe composition. we 
can say that wc lrave a systc~n oC pattern propagation 
according to some prcdctcr~nined constraints. 

Traditionally. colnposcrs havc employcd pallcrn 
propagation inluitivcly. but algoritlnnic composition 
Iccl~niqucs allow thc pattern propagation to be 
formaliscd albcit at a rnocll higher levcl: Hcrc. t11c 
composer docs not. in gcncral. apply specific 
tra~~sfomations to a particular pattern. Instcad. all of 
the musical patterns evolvc according to tlle n~ lcs  m d  
constraints that have bcen specified at the design stage. 

2. Cellular automata 

A cell~rlar alrforiratori is a d~~iiaiiiicnl q,sterrr (that is onc 
that changes somc feature as timc progresses) over 
which space and time are discrctc and all quantities 
takc on discrete valucs. A cellular automaton is often 
viewcd as an array of elements. referred to as cells. to 
which wc apply some cvolution rule wllich dictatcs IIOIV 

wc scc that cellular automata. likc human composers, 
may be considered as a typc of pallem propagator - tllc 
pattenls here are the arrangcmcnts of the cells in UIC 
automaton. whosc evolution is detennined by thc rules 
associated with the system. It is a logical step, 
tl~ereforc. to sonify the patterns U~al arisc from the 
cvolution of a cellular automaton, and compare the 
results \\zit11 musical co~noositions that havc arisen from 
other types of pattcrn propagator. including human 
composcrs. 

Tllc lypc and qualily of Ule music which is produccd by 
a cellular automal;~-driven co~nposition syslcln depends 
on a nu~nbcr of things. including thc cvolulionary rules 
cmploycd. t l ~ c  initial co~fignmtions of thc automata. 
and 1 1 o ~  the automata arc mapped to musical output. 
Wc illustrate the use of cellular automata as music 
gcncrators in tllc following section. 

3. CAMUS 3D - :I c:ue study 

CAMUS 3D (Ccllular Automata MUSic in 3 
Dimensions) is part of an ongoing rcscarch project at 
Glasgow Uni\,ersily's Centre for Music Technology. 
Tlle systcln is a dcvclopn~cnt of an carlier hvo- 
dimensional systcln ([I]? [?I_ 131, [4]). and uses three- 
dimensional cslcnsions of thc 'Game of Life' and 
'Demon Cyclic Spacc' automata to generate 
compositions ([j]). 

Tllc Ga~nc of Life automaton consists of an array of (I x 
i x 11) cells. which can exist in two statcs. alivc 
(usually rcprescnlcd by 1) or dcad (represcntcd by 0). 
The rule wllicll detcnnincs tllc dc~~clopmcnt of lllc 
automaton is: .'I cell 118ill he olive at tirlrestep t + 1 if 
~ I L /  o11(\1 if it 1ia.s precise(v 3 live ~iei,qIrhuors at 
lilrreslep t. Figurc 1 below shows 3 evolutionary steps of 
thc 2-dimensional Game of Lifc. 

Figtlre 1 -- Uiree s~lccessilw tirrresleps of the 7- 
rli~ire~isiorinl Garire of Life. 

Tllc Dcmon Cyclic Spacc automaton is an array of ( I  x 
rir x 11) cclls which can exist in k states. The evolution 
of the automaton is determined by: 11 cell i~~hiclr is in 
state j at timesrep t ti,ill rloiirinnte nrigl neigliho~~ririg 



cclls ~ldriclr r i r ~  irr srn1e.j - 1, scr thor r h q ~  irrcrease rlieir Thus. the cell (5, 5, 2) generates a clrord in 1v11icl1 the 
slnle to,! 01 liirirslcp f + 1. notes arc 5.  10 and 12 scinitoncs above t l ~ c  

It is import:~ol lo rcalisc that thc Deinon Cyclic Space liundarncntal. 

is c:\~clic. that is cclls in statc (1 dominate thosc in state ~~t~ that if tlrc cell position is 1) (corresponding to llIc 
11 - I .  so 11wt a1 any onc time each cell is exerting an first cell in cacll direclion) tire -11igI1cr' pitclr defined by 
influence on cvcly other ccll. the associated i n t e n d  will bc idcmical to tllc 'lowcr' 
Whcn tllc initially randoinised automalon is sct in pilch. 
motion tllc cclls self-organisc lo give us a patchwork 
pattcrn like that or figure 2 bclow. 

To bcgil~ t l~c  co~uposilion proccss. lllc Garne of Life 
automaton is inilinliscd mil11 a starting cell 
configuration. tllc D~IIIOII Cyclic Space automaton is 
initialised wit11 random statcs. and boll1 arc sct to run. 

At each tii~rc stcp. lllc co-nrdinatcs orcach live ccll arc 
analyscd and used lo dctcr~rline ;I four-notc chord' 
1~11ich will bc played a1 the corresponding lnolncnl in 
the coir~positio~~. Thc stale or (he corrcsponding cell of 
thc Dcmon Cyclic Sp:lcc automaton is uscd lo 
dctcnnine the o,rhe.vfrnlioi~' ofthe piece. 

This configuralion is dcmonstr;~tcd in figure 3. Notc 
illat Tor tllc salic or clarity. tllc rronl Llvo layers of Ihc 
Dcn~on Cyclic Spacc automaton llavc bccn omitled. 

Tllc ccll at pnsilion (5. 5, 2) in tllc Game of Lirc is livc 
and Illus constilalcs ;I mnsical clo111. Tllc s cell-posilion 
(skirting :I[ I )  ia tllc botton~ lcft conlcr) defines a 
scmitonc inlcn,~l rro~n a h~nda~ncntal pitcli to ihc lowcr 
iillcnlal pitch orUlc chord. T l ~ c  ,r' cell-position defines a 
scmitone intcm:il horn tllc ln\vcr intcmal pitch lo Ihc 
uppcr inlcmal pitch in l11c cl~ord. Tllc z ccll-posilion 
dcfincs :I scmitonc intcnaal rroin the uppcr internal 
pilcll lo llrc lop nolc oftllc chord. 

Tllc corresponding ccll in t l ~ e  Dcmon Cyclic Spacc is in 
slatc 4, and so Ihc note data is scnt to MlDI cl~anncl 4. 

4 

- S t a t e  1 
- S t a t e  2 
- S t a t e  3 

W - S t a t e  4 

I In this paper. Illc icnu .chord' is uscd to describc any 
set of two or more (not ncccssarily distinct) notes. 
w11ich m;ly or ma) not sound simultaneously. 

' Similarly. the t e r ~ r  -orchestration- is Lakcn lo mean 
whicl~ instminent 'plays' tllc cclls. 

Figure 3 - ~ \ l o p p i r ~ g  flre cells of the Gai~re of Lijr n r ~ d  
Deirron C:r~clic Space to rrrirsic us i i ~g  the C.L1US 3 D  

algori t l rn~. 



This conliguration of the points in a discrete thrce- 
dimensional Euclideai~ space being used to represent 
musical intelvals is an extension of the hvo 
dimensional 1~011 Neonrori~i ilhrsic Space ([3], [4]). 

Having establisl~cd the intcn~allic conlcnl of t l ~ c  chord 
associalcd wit11 a livc ccll. we must eslnblisl~ t l ~ c  
fundamental note in order lo specify fully each of the 
pilchcs in the chord. This can be done either manually. 
by reading note data sequcntially from a user-specified 
lisl. or autoinalically. by using stoc11;lstic scleclion 
routines. 

Now. in ordcr to avoid a piccc bcing coinposcd cnlircly 
of block chords. we inusl implement a routine mliich 
s1;lggcrs t l ~ c  slafling (and possibly ending) times of 
cach of 111c notes of the chord. It is a simplc ~natter to 
calculate t l~al  tl~cre are 24 dircrcnt ways of arranging 
t l ~ c  starling order of these 4 (non-simultaneous) notes. 
CAMUS 3D uscs a stocl~astic scleclion routinc which 
consults a user-specified lablc for thc associatcd 
probabililics of each of the 24 possible starling 
arrangcmcnts. 

When a starting a m g e i n e n t  has been chosen. 
CAMUS 3D calculates the precise note durations. This 
is acl~ieved by means of a first order Markov chain. a 
discrete stocliastic selection routine thal retains a 
knowledge of t l ~ c  preceding cvent to aid in t l ~ c  
calculation of lhc ncst ([GI). 

A Iirsl order Marko!, chain ma), bc specified by a state- 
transition matrix. This is a t\\~o-dimension;~l matrix 
wl~osc rows and colu~llns ;ire indexed by the possiblc 
stalcs. Tllc probability of a tr;~nsition froin st;~lc i to 
s1atc.j is given by the en tq  in 1112 it11 row. jlh column of 
lllc matrix. 

Wc may also prcscnl tllc inlonnatioo conlaincd within 
the statc-transition inatris in the form of a directed 
graph ~vllose verticcs are the slates oflhc Markov clrain 
and wl~osc edges arc labcllcd with the transition 
probabilities. Figure 4 below shows the statc-transition 
matrix o f a  Marko\' c l ~ a i i ~  wit11 three states. A. B and C. 
and the corresponding grapl~ical rcprcscntation. 

Figur'e 4 - Slate-transitiari nrofrix arid cowesponrling 
directed g r a p h b r  a i\lar'/ro~, chairr 11,itlr three stoles. 

A statc. B. is said to be reacliablc from a state, A, if it is 
possible for the M;~rkov chain to reach slate B from 
state A ;ifter a finitc nu~nber of steps. If stale B is 
reachable from stalc A and state A is reacliablc from 
slate B. Ilicn tlic two slatcs are said to cominunicalc. 
For esample, in figurc 4 ;ibove. stalcs A and C 
communicatc. sincc clearly C is reacl~ablc from A and 
A is rcacl~able from C. Howcvcr ncilhcr. A and B nor B 
and C commmlicatc. sincc. allhoug11 B is reacl~able 
froin A (and t l~us  C). slalcs A and C arc not rcacl~able 
fro1u B. 

It can be sho\\,n fairly casily illat the coin~nunicalion 
relation on a Markov chain is an cquivalcncc. and thus. 
wc can partition the stalcs ofthc clrain into cquivalcncc 
classes of cotnmunicating stalcs. One event may bc 
rcacl~able from an cvcnl of a direrent coil~lllunication 
class. but Ule two c;!nnot communicatc. 

We saw in figure 4 abovc thal state B is reachable from 
state A but not vicc-versa. Thus, oocc t l ~ c  Marlcov chain 
reaches state B. it can never rclurn to state A. In a 
scnse, the chain is trapped inside stalc B's 
communication class. 

In general. \vc can furlhcr classify the stalcs or tllc 
Markov chain in the following way. Those states 
wI1ic11. givcn a sufficiently long tirneframc are certain 
lo occur again once thcy have been rcachcd are c;~llcd 
rccurrent and ihc equivalence class lo which U~cy 
belong i s  l<no\vn as illat slate's rccurrent class. Stales 
wl~icli nray ncvcr occur again (LC. those t11;lt arc not 
recurrenl) arc called lransienl, and belong to lransicnt 
classes. It can be shown that cveq Markov chain 



consists of at lcast onc rccurrcnt class and some number 
(possibly nonc) oftransicnl classcs. 

Marko~  processes arc esccptionally well suited for 
rh!Ihn~ sclcction. N ~ y l h ~ n i c  lincs ortcn cxhibit scmi- 
cyclic behaviour in tlrat short phrascs oRen rcpeal 
esactly or in a sliglllly altcrcd fonn as the liue 
progresses - the human ear tcnds lo likc this son of 
regularity. Similar bchaviour can bc cngincercd by 
carclul inanipulation 01 the recurrent and transient 
classcs within t l ~ c  Markov chain. 

The probabilities in ihc transition matrix of the Markov 
chain used by CAMUS 3D arc. again. user-specified. 
Note lengths arc quantised to scmiquaver rcsolution. 
and simullancous nolc cvcnts are catered lor by 
allo\ving starling timcs of duration 0. 

Finally. CAMUS 3D omers tlie user a palctte of Gcncral 
MIDI sounds on which to pcrfor~n thc composition. 
Sclcclion of i11c instruments is a c h i c ~ ~ d  by associating 
cach possiblc slatc of the D c ~ n o ~ i  Cyclic Spacc with thc 
nppropriatc MIDI inslrumcnl. Patcll cllangcs arc scnl as 
MIDI patch nu~nbcrs. so Ihc filcs will \vork !\it11 non- 
GM insln~~ncnls provided carc is taken ovcr lllc 
insln~ment setup. 

W1lc11 tllc composition proccss is starlcd, t l ~ c  music is 
perforrncd in real limc. and can be saved as a type 0 
slaudard MIDI file. 

CAMUS 3D also allo\vs thc user to savc tlie 
compositio~l as a set of parameters which correspond to 
thc stalcs of tlic autornata and the probability tables for 
tlic selection routines. Whilst this allows thc composcr 
to re-create the 'same' composition, the resulting music 
may sound quite diKerenL since altl~ough the automata 
are wl~olly deterministic. and so produce identical 
chord sequences and instrumenlalions each time they 
run with identical initial configurations, the stocl~astic 
sclcclion routines may lcad to quite difcrcnt 
rundanicntal pitches. notc orderings and notc durations. 

4. Conclusion ~ m d  further rcscnrch 

CAMUS 3D has provcn itsclrto bc a viablc mccl~anism 
for driving musical composition. and has bccu 
st~cccssfully used to compose a numbcr oC works. 
including a prizc-winning piccc for clrarnber orcliestra. 
1~111~ 1:lhsrrrrlr el Ie i\[~~slire, by Eduardo Miranda. 
Thc music tlrat is gcncrated in gcncral csllibits a 
spccific fonnal slylc ccnlrcd around a four-notc phrasc. 
For thc composcr who is prepared lo put a littlc cKoll 
into the systcm. the results can bc vcly plcasing. and 
oRcn sound mucl~ Inore natural than compositions 
obtaincd using comparable algorithmic techniques. 

insln~ments. which may give rise to musical 
impossibilities. sucli as cliords in a solo flute linc. 

Funl~er  devclopmcnts for l l ~ c  systcm includc 
imple~nenting a number or dirferent lorms 01 pattcm 
propagation. such as fractal zooms and other types of 
automaton. to drive t l ~ c  composilion. Morc complex 
cvolution rules and tools for manipulating thc Gamc of 
L i e  cells along with a dynamics proccssor which will 
colour thc music in a natural way are also planned. 

A fully icaturcd demonstration version of CAMUS 3D 
may be obtaincd by contacting the auu~ors. An earlier 
vcrsion was published in issuc 45 of the Mix. a British 
newsstand publication. and can also be obtaincd rrom 
the authors. 

Many thanks to thc Carncgic Trust for the Universities 
in Scolland. who gcncrously provided the funding 
which lras cnablcd this rcscarch. Thanks also to the 
Univcrsily of Glasgow for providing both a rcscarcl~ 
position and Lhc k~cilities lo undcrlakc rcscarcll in t l~is 
ficld. 
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The syslc~n is still under development. and we hope lo 
address some of its limitations in the near futurc. For 
csamplc. at present the program does not havc any 
lino~vlcdge of the idiosyncrasies of specific musical 
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Abstract 

In this paper a formal model will be presented that attempts to segment a melodic surface based on both local 
discontinuities of the surface and higher-level melodic parallelism. Special emphasis will be given to the influence 
of musical parallelism on tlie segmentation of a surface; this is based on the assumption that the beginning and 
ending points of 'significant' repeating musical patterns influence the segmentation of a musical surface. This model 
has been implemented as a prototype computer system and has been applied successfully to melodies from diverse 
musical repertoires. 

1 Introduction 

Se,mentation of a musical surface is a central part of 
musical analysis; an initial selected se,mentation can 
seriously affect subsequent analysis as a great number 
of inter-segment musical structures are automatically 
excluded. Many systematic theories of music - such as 
pitch-class set theory [6], and paradigmatic analysis 
[I 1,121 - suffer on the issue of surface segmentation; 
they require some sort of pre-processing of the surface 
into segments which relies on explicit or implicit 
knowledge on the part of the human musician/analyst. 
Even tlie GTTAl [8] that partially formalises the 
grouping rules at the local level avoids any systematic 
description of musical parallelism and its contribution 
towards the determination of tlie grouping structure of 
a musical surface. In tlie Implication-Realisation 
Model [9,10] the notion of  'closure' - on which 
grouping and transformation of notes to liiglier-levels 
are based - relies on the interaction of factors such as 
metre, harmony and musical similarity which are not 
fully described by the model. 

Cambouropoulos [1,2] has proposed a formal model 
that attempts to define local boundaries in a given 
melodic surface. The Local Bozrildarj, Detecliai7 
Model (LBD11.l) calculates boundary strength values for 
each interval of a melodic surface according to tlie 
stength of local discontinuities. The model suggests 
a11 the possible points for local grouping boundaries 
with various degrees of prominence attached to them 
(normalised from 0-100) rather than sor17e prominent 
boundaries based on a restricted set of heuristic rules 
(see local maxima in Local Boundary strength profiles 
in figures 2, 3, & 4). 

In this paper it is suggested that the segmentation of a 
musical surface is not only affected by local 
discontinuities but by higher-level processes as well. 
Perhaps the 'most important of these higher-level 
mecl~auisms is rrllisicol p o ~ a l l c l r s ~ r ~ ,  i.e. si~uilnr 
~nusical onuerns tend lo be lliellli~llled and ~crceivcd - - 
as unitsiwholes whose beginning and ending points 
influence the segmentation of a musical surface. For 

instance, a model for determining local boundaries 
would select the interval between the 3rd and 4th 
notes of Frsre Jacqlres (see figure I )  as a local 
boundary (larger pitch interval in between smaller 
ones) whereas it is obvious that a boundary appears 
between the 4th and 5th notes because of melodic 
repetition. 

2 The SPZA and Selecliort F~ordiorz 

The String Pattern-lndzrctio,~ Algorithm (SPIA) is a 
brute-force pattern-matching algorithm that can be 
applied to any sequence of entities - see brief 
description in [3] and a more extended formal 
description of an almost identical algorithm in [5]. 
The aim of the algorithm is pattern induction; more 
specifically SPL4 discovers all the patterns that recur 
in a string of symbols. 

The Strir~g Pattern-l17dtrctioi7 Algorithn~ (SPIA) is 
employed in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. starting from 
the smallest patterns and extending them to maximum 
length (overlapping of patterns is allowed). For a 
given sequence of entities (e.g. a parametric profile of 
scale-step pitch intervals), the matching process starts 
with the smallest pattern length (2 elements) and ends 
when the largest pattern match is found. For a given 
pattern length, every possible pattern of the string 
(starting with the first) is matched against the 
remainder of the string by a shifting stepwise motion. 
The patterns for which at least one match is found are 
separated and labelled (melodic patterns may be 
matched in their original form or in their retrograde, 
inversion and retrograde inversion forms). Patterns for 
which no match is found are disregarded after the - 
introduction of a break marker in their place. Pattern- 
matching cannot override such markers and the initial 
sequence is in essence fragmented into shorter 
sequences. As the matched patterns grow in size, the 
search space is usually reduced. When the last 
matching is found for the largest possible pattern, the 
matching process ends. 



The Strirtg Patterrt-Iitdzrction Algorith111 is exhaustive, a) Prefer longer patterns 
i.e. it discovers all possible matches, and although it b) Prefer most frequently occurring patterns 
is computationally expensive (polynomial time), it c) Avoid overlapping. 
becomes more efficient through the reduction of tlie 
initial search space. (An efficient algorithm that 
computes all the repetitions in a given string is 
described in [4,7] - not as yet been implemented as 
part of the current prototype system. This algorithm 
takes O(n4ogn) time where n is the length of the 
string. It should also be noted that this algorithm does 
not match retrograde and inverted forms of patterns.) 

The SPIA procedure can become significantly faster if 
break markers are inserted in tlie initial sequence for 
positions that are thought to be important boundaries 
in tbe sequence (e.g. for a melody, points suggested 
by the LBDAJor positions marked in a score by breath 
marks, large rests, slurs, fermatas, and so on). It is 
also possible to pre-define a limited range of pattern 
lengths for which the SPIA will be employed. The 
SPIA is applied to as many parameh-ic profiles as are 
considered necessary (e.g. pitch, duration, start-time, 
dynamic intervals and so on) for the melodic surface 
andlor reductions of it. 

It is apparent that such a procedure for the discovery of 
parallel melodic segments will produce a very large 
number of possible patterns most of which would be 
considered counter-intuitive and non-pertinent by a 
human musicianlanalyst. 

A complementary procedure has been devised whereby 
a prominence value is attached to each of  the 
discovered patterns based on the following factors: 

A Selection Ftrnctiort that calculates a numerical 
stren,d value for a single pattern according to these 
principles may be: 
~(PL,F,DOL)=F~.PL~II oPD0L 
where: PL: pattern length: F: frequency of occurrence 
for one pattern; DOL: degree of overlapping: a, b, c: 
constants that give different prominence to tlie above 
principles. 

For every pattern discovered by SPIA a value is 
calculated by the Selectio~l Ftoictio~t. The patterns that 
score the higliest should be the most significant ones. 

3 Segmentation based on parallelism 

The computational model that consists of tlie S~rirtg 
Patterrt-I~tdtrction illgoritha and the Selectiort 
F~r~tction provides a means of discovering 'significant' 
melodic patterns. Figure 1 illustrates the most 
prominent pitch patterns for the song Frdre Jaccjlres 
highlighted by the SPlA & Selecfio~i F Z I I I C ~ ~ O I ~ .  There 
is though a need for further processing that will lead 
to a 'good' description of the surface (in terms of 
exhaustiveness, economy, simplicity etc.). It is likely 
that some instances of the selected pitch patterns 
sliould be dropped out or that a combination of  
patterns that rate slightly lower than the top rating 
patterns may give a better description of the musical 
surface. 

Figure I Fr2re Jacqzres - most prominent pitch-patterns highlighted by the SPbI and Selec~ion Ftrrtctiort (the SPM 
is applied only on scale-step pitch profile, and the Seleclio~z Fzatcfioll constants are set to (a,b,c)=(3,3,4)) 

In order to overcome this problem a very simple but 
crude methodology has been devised. According to 
this, the SPIA algorithm is applied to as many 
parametric profiles of the melodic surface and 
reductions of it as required. No pattern is disregarded 
but each pattern contributes to each possible boundary 
of the melodic sequence by a value that is proportional 
to its Selec1ioi1 Fz~ilctiort value. That is, for each point 
in the melodic surface all the patterns are found that 
have one of their edges falling on that point and all 
their Selecfiorr Furtctiori values are added together. 

This way a Pattern Boundary strength profile is 
created (nonnalised from 0-100). It is hypothesised 
that points in the surface in which local maxima 
appear are more likely to be perceived as bou~idaries 
because of musical parallelism. See, for instance, the 
local maxima in the  Pattern Boundary strength 
profiles of figures 2, 3 gi 4; note especially the points 
indicated by asterislts where boundaries are suggested 
because of  musical parallelism rather than local 
discontinuities. 



Local Boundnries (100) 0 10 2 19 10 10 10 10 10 24 Rh 24 24 UQ 
Pa~krnBoundaries (100) 5 2 10 32 7 13 I8 g 6 7 35 1 0 65 
TolalBoundories (100) 4 6 23 32 10 14 17 23 9 16 65 12 11 23 

Local Boundaries 24 0 0 14 38 a 48 24 0 14 48 24 33 52 .%I 52 0 (100) 
Pollcrn Boundaries 22 7 8 14 35 26 14 14 15 29 3 3 Zj 0 1 (100) 
TolnlBoundarics 27 5 6 17 43 LfU 441 21 10 17 43 3 18 27 hl 25 1 (100) 

Figure 2 Local Boundaries strength profile, Pattern Boundary strength profile and the Total Boundary strength 
profile for the song Frire Jacqztes. 

4 Interaction between SPL4 and LBDM SPIA to the scale-step, contour and duration profiles. 

Firstly, significant boundaries discovered by the 
LBDM can be used as a guide for inserting break 
nlarkers in the musical surface (as suggested in section 
2). The assumption underlying this procedure is that a 
listener may use strong local boundary cues as 
tentative points of segmentation which are unlikely to ~ . .  . 

The Total Boundary strength profile is calculated as a 
weighted average of the Local Boundary and Pattern 
Boundary strength profiles - in this implementation 
they contribute by 40% and 60% respectively. The 
local maxima in the Total Boundary strength profile 
can be taken as a guide for the segmentation of the 
musical surface (in fieure 2 all the local maxima are 

be ovenidden by apattein. 
. - 

underlined whereas in figures 3 & 4 onlv the local 
secondly, the boundaries discovered by the pattern- maxima that pass a certain threshold in terms of 
matching process may complement the local boundary strength and boundary sharpness are shown; 
boundaries detected by the LBDAd in defining the further research is necessary to determine the exact way 
~ ~ t ~ l  ~ ~ u ~ d ~ ~  strength profile. ln the melodic by which a final selection of boundaries should be 
examples of figures 2, 3 & 4 the Pattern Boundary made that may lead to one or more preferred 
strength profile has been calculated by applying the segmentations). 

, - -. --- r - r - -  ,+ GfLr-r~qz , --- 

Local 0. 55 51 43 12 7 34 89 29 31 100 17 2 12 31 17 17 (100) 
Pattern 8. 42 56 20 19 40 46 i;i 0 0 60 56 20 1 1  33 31 36 (100) 
Total B. 53 61 33 18 30 46 89 I3 14 45 I4 13 36 28 32 (UQ) 

Figure 3 Local Boundaries strength profile, Pattern Boundary strength profile and a weighed Total Boundary 
strength profile for the melody Lr/iotlzttie a tvd  (15th century melody as presented in the New Grove's Dictionary) 



Local B. 65 37 3 4  37 I8 21 - 79 50 60 58 29 10 
Pattern B. 10 15 28 19 2 17 - 34 24 19 21 17 22 
Totnl B. 34 25 42 28 41 20 55 36 37 38 23 00 

Local B. 37 29 24 34 13 21 I 8  29 16 55 21 10 34 (100) 
Pntlern B. 28 15 38 37 37 31 18 13 - 69 16 7 29 (100) 
'rotal B. 33 22 34 38 2 32 27 24 15 6~ 19 9 33 u 
Figure 4 Local boundary strength profile, Pattern Boundary strength profile and the Total Boundary strength profile 

for the voice part of the first song from Webern's FiinfLieder Op.3 

Conclusion 

A computational model has been introduced that 
discovers 'significant' patterns for a given parametric 
profile of a melody. This model can be applied to a 
number of parametric profiles of a melody and the 
results of each of these can be combined to produce a 
Pattern Boundary strength profile indicating the most 
prominent boundary positions due to musical 
parallelism. This, in conjunction with the local 
boundaries highlighted by the Locnl Bolrricla,y 
Detection hlodel leads to an integrated segmentation 
of a melodic surface. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a computer model for dcscrib- 

ing the harmonic content of musical signals. The 
model consists of an auditory part by which musical 
signals are transformed into chord images, using vir- 
tual pitch recognition and onset detection. The chord 
images are then decomposed by mapping the chord 
images onto a schema of subchords fsom which the 
labels are inferred. 

1 Introduction 
In the last decades, much effort has been focused 

on attempts that aim at clarifying aspects of harmony 
and tonality fio111 the point of view of perception and 
cognition. Experimental worlc in music psychology 
has thereby focused on <aspects of consonance, virtual 
pitch perception, and context-based pitch perception. 
The results have revealed that dependency of pitch, 
harmony and tonality rely on both sensory and learned 
aspects. Effort has subsequently been undertalcen to 
refsiwne the classical rules of harmony and tonality in 
agreement with the empirical findings (e.g. Pancutt, 
1997; Balsach, 1997). Computational models have 
been built which aim to simulate the processes that 
underlay pitch and tonality perception. The signal- 
based models give an account of the complexities of 
context-based pitch perception fsom a physiological 
point of view, talcing into account aspects of auditory 
information processing. 

A study by Hmilppe (1894) cxplored the possibil- 
ities of chord recognition using the schema aschitec- 
ture developed in Leman (1994). Camm~i m d  Lc- 
man (1997) describe a system in which recognition of 
chords and tone centers are combined w i t h  a logical 
reasoning system in order to trace harmonic patterns 
such as cadences. The models assun~e that the recog- 
nition of general features of an object is easier than 
the recognition of the components that make up the 

object. Applied to music it means that the recogni- 
tion of tonal centers is Illore straightforward than the 
recognition of chords types and the recognition of the 
individual pitches that make up the chords. 

In this paper, extraction of harmonic infoilnation is 
based on chordal decomposition in combination with a 
schema-based approach. Being able to t,ransform mu- 
sical signals into a set of chord labels can be considered 
as a fisst step in a harmonic analysis talc which, fsom 
that level on can proceed in ternls of propositional 
reasoning. 

Figurc 1: The schema-based decomposition model 

2 The Modelling Framework 
The fsamework for the present modcl is based of a 

theory of chordal decomposition and a theory of mem- 
ory representation. 



2.1 Chordal Decomposition 
Tlle techuiquc of decolr~position hus been pro- 

posed by t11e Swiss matlienlatician ;md physicist L. 
Euler(l707-1783). His "gradus suavit,al,is" (or plcas- 
autness of intervals) for the calculation of the dcgee 
of consonance is based on a dcconlposition of 11al.wa1 
nunbers into a product of powers of diffcrent primes. 
Recently, Tanyiaue (1993) 11as proposcd a decompo- 
sition method for chord recognition based on corrcla 
tiond =dysis of sound spectra that make up chords. 
A drawback of both approaches is that they do not 
t k e  into account the constraints of the audito~y sys- 
tern nor the spectral complexity of real sounds. 

The chordal decomposition model put forward by 
Balsach (1997) maltes referelice to the auditory phe- 
nomenon of virtual pitcl~, i.e. thc fact t,hat a collec- 
tion of palials tends to be completed provided that 
the partials fit as harmonics of a low pitch (or funda- 
mental). Tlle low pitdr docs not necessarily have to 
occu as a partial of the collection. In thc latter seuse 
it is a real virtual pitch. 

Since wc Lave 11 subchords (Fig. 1) for each of the 
12 pitchcs of l,he clronlatic scale, there are 132 sub- 
chords onto which a given chord needs to bc mapped 
in order to achieve the decomposition. Thcy are la- 
beled as C$(=Fund;unental C, 4th chord as in Fig. I), 
C#G, DZ,BG, etc. In this set, somc subchords may 
point to different fundamentals. For examplc, the 
chord contaiuiug the notes E - Bb has a support for 
both C and F#. It is labeled CG or F#G (as A# - E).  

2.2 Schema Theory 
Schema t,l~eory assumes that the memory for 

context-dependent pitch is somehow structured and 
organized. In the prescnl, model, wc rely on the hvo- 
layered architecture developed in Lemau (1995), nl. an 
i~urlitory model co~lnected to a t,wo-dimcnsiond topo- 
logical memory structure which is called the schcme. 
The latter is used herc as a container of the 132 suh- 
cl~ords aud it is a model for the decomposition. That 
means that the decomposition of a givcn chord is 
achieved by a projection of the chord onto the map 
of subchords. The chord ackivates different regions on 
the sclremafrom which we theninfer the precisenaturc 
of thc docompositionin terms of subchord labels. Thc 
latter provides the symbolic dcscription of the musicd 
signal. 

The decomposition gives a description of the con- 
tent of a piece in terms of harmonic content. An at- 
tractive feature of Balsach's proposal is that it pro- 
vides a description for all possible cornbination of 
notes, unlike the classical description of chords which 
is restricted to a subclass of note cor~~biinations (mainly 

Fibwe 2: The schema-based deco~uposition ulodel 

superpositions of major and minor thirds). The de- 
scription of the harmonic content is therefore not rc- 
stricted to the classical pcriod but can in principle bc 
applicd to mode~nmusic (e.g. Bartbk, Stri~winslcy, ...) 
as well. 

3 System Architecture 
Figurc 2 gives an ovcrvicw of thc system ardri- 

tecture. A distinction is made beheen the auditory 
modcl, the virtual pitch extraction pwt, the onsct de- 
tection part, a module for cllord event selection, 'md 
a decomposition module. 

The auditory model takcs as input thc musical 
signal sampled at 20 kEI.6. Tlie output are audi- 
toryimages that represent tlie audito~y nervcp~~t- 
terns of twenty auditory cl~auuels (Val h c r s e e l  
& Martens, 1992). The images iuo presented at 
intervals of 0.4 ms. 

The virtual pitdl extraction part takes the au- 
ditory images as input, and pcrforms a periodic- 
ity analysis in t c r m  of autocorrelation patterus 
along each of thc twenty clrmcls. f i m c s  of 32 
ms arc malysed at i~itervals of 4 nrs. Thc out- 
put images are c d c d  comjdetion inlages (Lcnrm, 



The onset detection system, based on (Moelants 
St Rampazzo, 1997), talces as input the comple- 
tion images arid produces as output a list of events 
containing (i) the time of the onset, (ii) the time 
index of the s t a t  of t,he stable reginlc of the 
chord, and (iii) the onset energy. 

The chord event selection module, tnkes as in- 
put two types of infomation nl., the completion 
images ,aud tlie onset cvcnts and produces as out- 
put a cliord image. Using tlic onset event list, a 
weighted mean image is calculatcd starting from 
the stable regimc of a given cliord to tlie onset 
of tlie next chord. Tlus is done for every onset. 
The weight function is a decaying cxponent,ial. 
T l ~ e  chord images are obtained by normalizing 
the weighted nlean images in an Euclidean way 
(so that the norm of each vector representing the 
chord image is 1). 

Thc decomposition module talces as input the 
r:bord images a r~d  maps these onto the schema. 
The output of this mapping is then processed illto 
a list of chord labels wlicll describe t l ~ e  hamonic 
content of the chord in terms of the subchords. 
Two aspects sl~ould be talcen into account here: 
f i s t  the const,ruction of the schema, and secondly, 
the mapping of the chord image onto the sub- 
chord container. 

3.1 Construction of the Chord-Schema 
T l ~ e  chord-schema is to be conceived of as a neural 

networlc based memory representation for 132 proto- 
type snbchords. The schcma is constructed by ~ncilns 
of a trainiug procedure (Czrcras & Leman, 199G). 
T l ~ e  data set for the training is constructed using 40 
coniplction images far cach subcl~ord. The inxxgcs are 
the outcome of processing the souids of an electronic 
piano keybomd (Icorg) with the audit,ory module. The 
training set thus comp~ised 5280 completion images 
(=I1 subchords for each of the 12 fundamentals with 
40 images each). 

Two different schemata have been constructed ,and 
evaluated. They x e  called the "one-octaven and i,he 
"fou-octave". 
3.2 Decomposition as Mapping onto the 

Chord-Schema 
Chord decomposition is here defUlcd as tlie map- 

ping of the cl~ord image onto the chordLschema ac- 
cording to an algorithm whicli calculates the activa- 
tion of each neuon  (represe~t~iug a prot,ot,ype sub- 
chord) in the map according to its similarity with the 

F i y r c  3: First measures of Ifuriose G e s d ~ d ~ t e  by 
Robert Schmanu. The chord cvents me labeled from 
1 to 18 

cliord image presented. T l ~ c  labeling for the decon~l~o- 
sition is obtained by choosing for each of the 12 fun- 
dcamentals the subchord (out of 11 subchords) with 
the higliest activation. The highest scored subchord 
is givcn the value of 100 and the valucs of the other 
subchords are accmdingly scaled. 

4 Schumann's Icuriose Geschicl~te 
The f i s t  fivc measures of Robert Sclimann's 

(1810-1856) conlposition Ifuriose G c s d ~ d ~ t e  (events 
1 up to 17) played by Martha Argcrich on piano 
(Deutsche Grammoplion 410 653-2) lmve bccn sam- 
pled and processed using the decomposition model. 
The onset model found the correct onsets except for 
the appogiatura where the notes ase played too fast to 
bc able to recognize them using the analysis window 
of 32 ms. The decomposition model provides labels as 
in Table 1. 

5 Discussion 
The output of the decomposit,ion module select-s for 

each fundamental only one subchord, i.e. tlie subchord 
with the highest activation. This generates some prob- 
lcms a ~ d  the procedtve n ~ a y  be improved in tlie ruture. 
In the f i s t  event, for example, fdl has the lughest score 
followed by dG(34.1). Rowever, otl~cr high scores of 
the subchords t,l~at point to the fundamental F# may 
be present. They Eve not selected. Out of the sub- 
chor& that point to tlic fundamental D, the current 
procedure selects sul~chord dG (see Fig. I), yet the 
cl~ord d9 may be quite close too (as it  would cover the 
note A that is present in the score). In the current 
procedure, it is not selected either. Subchords point- 
ing to other fuudamentals have low scores and ase not 
talcen into account here. Recall, liowever, t,hat dG and 
d9 belong to the same chord type (see Fig. 1 trans- 
posed to the fundamental D) and that the support of 
a Type D-cllord for the fundamcntal D is higher than 
the support of a Type 8-chord for the fundamental 
F#, A reasoning proceclure will be developed in which 
these aspects are talcen into account. 



Table 1: Labeled events of Scbumann's ICuriose 
Geschicl~te 

event onset timc 
1 0.156 
2 0.520 
3 0.612 
4 0.960 
5 1.076 
6 1.516 
7 1.940 
8 2.296 
9 2.384 
10 2.816 
11 3.216 
12 3.560 
13 3.692 
14 4.128 
15 4.536 
16 4.864 
17 4.992 

energy 
146.049 
16.155 
39.440 
100.370 
29.351 
43.107 
64803 
22.489 
23.259 
62.043 
62.292 
59.236 
13.814 
76.760 
68.535 
91.454 
34.229 

labels 
fUl + dG(34.11 

a8 + c4(68.8) 
e4 + gG(35.3) 
d2 + a#8(9.1) 
El + a#4(36.5) 
d4 + fdG(18.4) 
d6 + f#6(20.0) 
a4 + flll(52.9) 
b l l  + eB(94.7) 
a1 + flO(21.3) 
a3 + d#4(42.0) 
d4 + bs(45.3) 
a8 + c4(25.8) 
dG + a#8(11.9) 

Figure 4: Kuriose Geschichte by Robert Schumann 
reconst~ucted from Table 1 

Thc hcarmonic content extraction using the labels 
does not contain any information about thc octave 
position of the notes. Nevertheless, i t  is possible, us- 
ing the chord type, to reconstruct the score using the 
data contained in Table 1. The notes are taken from 
the information containedin the table, but the octave 
positions and doublings are inspired by the original 
score. The result is shown in Fig. 4. 

Compared to the original score some notes are miss- 
ing, and somc notes are found which are not present 
in the score. In event 6, the rnodcl h d s  a G# and a 
G, whereas there is an A instead of a G#. Also the C 
is missing. Event 12 is wrong in that the D# is heard 
instead of D. Subchord e8 gets a high score. This 
chord contains the notes G#-B-D which shows that 

the model somehow hesitates between D-A (present 
in the score) and D#-G# (not present). 

Analysis of the results have revealed that thc model 
could be improved a t  different levels. Future work 
will take these into consideration. Unlike the previ- 
ous studies on tonal induction, no claims are made 
regarding the epistemological relevance of the prcscnt 
model. 
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Introduction 
Speed of processing as well as attcntional abilities are 
considered by inforl~ation-processing theorists as 
important indicators on tlic mcntal ~nanipulations of 
stimuli incoming frou~ the cxlcrnal world. both in 
simple and in co~liples situations. However, the 
inference from these indicators is made traubleso~ne by 
intriguing questions concenung the detection of isolated 
events in an external space. In perception, Ule 
segregation of events and objects (binding problem) is 
normally perfonlied by means of di5erent scnsory 
information (sensory integration problem) which 
represenls simultaneously tlie stimulus position at a 
given time in a surrounding space (temporal and spatial 
dislocation problems). 
Moreover. these questions are slriclly interconnected 
and for Uus reason psycl~ologisls formulated difierent 
types of explanations based on: a) different speed of 
sensory information incotning from different channels 
(starting with Esner 121). b) fluctuation of attention 
(starting with Wundt [7]) or c) phenomenal relevance in 
perceived structure (stalling rvilh Benussi [I]). For a 
critical review. see Vicario [6] .  
Posner's recent studies connect directly Uie two 
hypotheses concerning speed of processing and 
atteotional ability not only on the base of the distinction 
between two diffcrcnt attentional systems (tile anterior 
essentially devoted to attending lo word ~neaning and to 
selecting among alternati\,e courses of action and the 
posterior one principally activated in tasks involving 
visual spatial altention) but also as a consequence of 
findings that sho\v that both systetns may enhance 
neural activity in cortical areas involved in particular 
tasks (e.g. visual, auditory and motor ones), and that 
attentional activity occurs in three different lonns 
(enhanced activation of allelided items. inhibition of 
unattended items, or both) according lo lhe nature of the 
task (Posner & Deliaene 141). 
The problen~ of attenlion ctivity in perception is 
connected also to thc rclationsliip belwcen allcntion and 
consciousness by incans of lhc 111c11lal rcprcse~~lalion 
derived from perception. Frotii Egon Brunswick's 'and 
the New Look's first probabilistic conccplions of 
perception to Marccl's co~nplclc ~liodel 131. se\zeral 
psychologists rcfcrrcd lo an u~ico~iscious ~nalching 
process betwecn scnson data :~nd pcrccplu:ll liypotlicses 
that deterlnincs thc final pcrccplu;ll sccnc. 
As regard llic cvcnl sccnc. m:ln!. cspcri~ncnls in 
cognitivc scicnccs II:I\C lricd lo :~sccrl;~in ho\v lllc 
cognitivc syslcln crc;ltcs :I 111cnl:ll sp:ili:il rcprcscnl:~lion 

and what is the relationship betwecn this mental 
representation and lbc cxternal space. One of the most 
intriguing aspccts of the structure of tlle spatial 
reprcsenlatio~i regards its anysotropy. Spatial 
representation is not isomorphic to the spatial 
environment in U~at vertical and horizontal ineridians of 
the visual field see~n to be over-represented, since the 
time necessary Tor selective attention to tnove from one 
point of Ule visual field to another is grealer if it has to 
cross tlie meridians (Riaolatti et al. 151). Mas1 of todays 
lilerature deals with Ll~e visual spatial representation, 
largely neglecting the structure of the acoustic spatial 
representation and the relationship bctrteen the two. 
Tlus problem is rclcvanl+ from both an applicative and a 
theoretical point of view, since it could shed some light 
on the probleui o i l~o \ r~  a spatial representation is created 
from the enviromnenlal infonnation and used in our 
everyday life. 
Our aim is to investigate if the acoustic representation 
of space can be considered anysotropic in Ule same way 
as the visual one and, in this case. wlucli relationships 
csist behveen Uie two. 

Material and method 
Si~bjects 
Fifteen subjects aged 20 to 30 volunteered for ihe 
csperiments. All subjects wit11 nonnal bearing and 
nonnal or corrected to nor~nal vision wcre naive \\ritl~ 
respect to t l~e  espcrimental procedures. 

,Sti!~!i~/i 
In both experiments Uie acoustic targel stilllulus was a 
1000 Hz tone delivered tluougli stereo-headphones. The 
amplitude of thc right and left channels was varied in 
order to obtain four difierent subjective sources of the 
stimuli: tones wcre subjeclively localized al the left ear 
(position A). at the right ear (position D). at Ule 
midpoint between the left ear and tlic vcllcs (position 
B). and at tlic ~nidpoint between the riglit ear and the 
vertex (position C). 
The visual cue was a black rccla~lgle prcscnted in one 01 
four posilions on thc computer screen. Positions (A'. B'. 
C'. D' lrom left lo right) werc horizontally armnged atid 
cvcnly spaccd. T i c  co~~ibinalion of thc rout positions 01 
lhe cuc and the iargcl givcs a n~unber of combinations: 
thc positio~~s of tlic cuc and llic t:lrgel could be the salilc 
(c.g. A'A. i d  Iri:lls) or diffcrcut (c.g. A'B. 
i i d  r i s  In llic ( ~ ~ r i ~ l r a l > ~  condition :in 
uni~ilor~nalivc ccnlr.~l vis11:ll cuc \\as prcsc~~tcd to tlic 
subjccl. 
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Abstract 
It'e present an experimental environment for the 

investigation of melody space by learning and com- 
pletion. Given any melodic fragment, e.g. the begin- 
ning. a melody evolves through application of musi- 
cal knowledge learned by feedfonuard neural networks 
and nested Markov models from harmonic and mo- 
tit~ic structure of the training examples. The sys- 
tem MELOGESET illustrates our approach on folk 
melodies, and shows how it can be also used for 
melodic style recognition. 

1 Introduction 
The investigation of melodic structure presents 

a challenging task. On the one hand, one can ob- 
serve an astonishing consensus of humans assessing 
the quality of melodies in a certain style. On the 
other hand. there exist many schoolhooks about mu- 
sic harmonization and counterpoint, hut few theories 
on how to write good melodies. 

Existing theories fall into two categories: The top- 
down approach [Z] assumes a hierarchical structure 
of the melody which is subsequently filled in with 
musical material. I t  can be realized using formal 
grammars [3]. The prediction approach [4] concen- 
trates on musical expectancies for events following 
particular familiar sequences. Neural networks have 
proved useful to model this kind of structure ([6], 
111). . .. 

The main problem is to determine an appropri- 
ate assessment function for melodies taking into ac- 
count the complex interaction of musical parameters 
like pitch, harmony and phrase structure. To auto- 
mate the process, it is useful to learn this function 
from a given set of melodies that belong to a specific 
culture or  style like traditional folk-songs, or from 
melodies invented by a specific composer. This is 
the idea followed in MELOGENET. The system an- 
alyzes a given set of training examples and retrieves 
musical information a t  various levels of abstraction. 
Then a set of neural networks is trained indepen- 
dently concentrating on specific aspects of melody. 
We introduce a nested Markov model to produce co- 
herent global structure. The neural experts are put 

together to determine a fitness function which eval- 
uates the quality of the melody by comparing it  to 
the networks' predictions. In our system, the proh- 
lem of finding good melodies is regarded as a fitness 
optimization problem and solved by an evolutionary 
algorithm. 

2 Task Definition 
To start  with, we consider a subclass of rather 

simple melodies which we call uniform melodies. A 
melody is uniform if i t  can be divided "in a nat- 
ural way" into segments of equal duration. Most 
folk-songs and classical themes fall into that  class, 
whereas, for example, a Wagner melody does not. In 
our experiments, we consider diatonic melodies (no 
accidentals) in a two-four meter smoothed t o  eighth 
notes as smallest rhythmic units. The pitch range is 
from G below middle C to the C one oct,ave higher, 
rests are ignored. All melodies are transposed t o  C 
major. 

Given an arbitrary fragment, the task is to find a 
suitable completion in the style of the training ex- 
amples. In our environment, one can also specify 
higher-level structure Mce harmonies or motif struc- 
ture which may also conflict with each others. 

3 Analysis and Learning of Melodic 
Structure 

The analysis and selection of essential features for 
training the experts is the most important compo- 
nent of the system. We distinguish four types of 
melodic elements a t  various levels of abstraction: 
The motif component t o  capture typical melodic 
contours, the abstract motif sequence which deter- 
mines the arrangement of those motifs, the harmony 
implied by the pitch sequence, and the pitch/interval 
level. These elements highly depend on each others. 
Therefore the task of the networks is to learn signif- 
icant relationships from the training examples. Fig- 
ure 1 displays the analytical and functional depen- 
dendies considered in our system. Boxes represent 
the musical entities a t  three different time scales, el- 
lipses illustrate the relationships between thcm. 



Figure 1: -4nalysis and Functional Relationships in 
~ I E L O G E S E T  

3.1 Motif Classification 
The investigation of higher-level organized ele- 

menrs like motifs is necessary to capture essential 
melodic structure. The idea is to determine a seg- 
mentarion of a piece of music and to classify those 
segments according to their similarity. In MELO- 
G F S E T  !ye use a hierarchical agglomerative cluster- 
ing algorithm which Tvas applied to the learning of 
baroque style melodic variations in MELOKET [I]. 
The uniformity assumption allows us to consider mo- 
tifs at a fixed time scale, in our case one measure per 
motif. .As a result of motif clustering, we determine a 
sequence of motif classes for each melody. One neu- 
ral net-xork is then trained to learn the arrangement 
of these motif classes. 

3.2 Abstract Motif Sequence 
The abstract motif sequence represents the mo- 

tivic structure of a melody abstracting from current 
motif classes. 1% propose a metric which measures 
common structure of two abstract motif sequences 
and allorvs to assess the quality of a sequence by 
computing the minimum distance between the se- 
quence and a reference set. 
Lemma: Given a finite set S, 

sequences may also be compared using the distance 
function, provided the sequences are restricted to the 
same motif positions. 

In order to obtain suitable abstract motii se- 
quences, we developed a mutation operator based 
on Markov processes. The idea is to delete abstract 
motifs from a sequence at random and determine a 
completion according to an appropriate training set 
of examples. 

In folk-songs surprising events like new motifs al- 
ternate with familiar motivic elements in a balanced 
way. We assume that the appearance of new abstract 
motifs takes place on a flexible time scale. For exam- 
ple the analysis of uniform 49 children songs revealed 
that the occurrence of new abstract motifs could not 
be corlelated wiLh a periodic phrase structure. 

This observation lead us to use nested linear 
first-order Markov processes. The model is a spe- 
cialization of a Hidden Markov Model, where out- 
put symbols are produced by sub-processes rather 
than by constant probability distributions. A super- 
process operating on a flexible time-scale deter- 
mines whether new motivic material is introduced, 
whereas sub-processes dispose current abstract mo- 
tifs. Among all possible completions, a sequence is 
chosen which is generated by this model with max- 
imum probability. The transition matrices are cal- 
culated using a reference subset of the training set 
which consists of sequences with minimum distance 
to the incomplete sequence. The distance is calcu- 
lated on the subset of positions a t  which motifs are 
known. 

We compared the Markov approach to other com- 
nletion methods like local motif re~lacement based 
on the frequency of abstract motifs in the above ref- 
erence subset and random completion with context. 
The hit rate for reconstructing abstract motif se- 
quences was always best for the Markov model, in- 
dependent of the degree of incompleteness. 

3.3 Implicit Harmony 
The harmonic development of a melody is an im- 

portant means to create a process of musical tension 
and relaxation. In the melodies considered here, we 
have a quarter note harmonic rhythm. Since we are 
considering diatonic melodies, each note can be har- 
monized bv one or two of the basic harmonies tonic, 

defines a metric on the power set p(S).l dominant or subdominant. We use a simple heuristic 

Proof:  set calculus. to attribute a harmonic weight to each note. Sum- 

F~~ an ahstract motif sequence define an undi- ming UP the harmonic weights, we obtain a win- 

rected graph by associating a vertex to each po- ning harmony foi  each quarter. Another network is 

sition and joining distinct vertices they trained to predict the harmonic development within 

sent equal motifs. Define the distance between ab- melodies. 

stract motif sequences MI and M2 of equal length 3.4 pitch ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ t i ~ ~  
by Distancea~s(Ml,M2)  := d(Ej,Ez),  where El Two networks are used for pitch prediction. For 
and E2 denote the edge sets the graphs assOci- representing pitch, we use a special complementnry 
ated to MI and Mz. Subsequences of abstract motif coding developed in which in. 

'A denotes the symmetrical difference of two sets. tegrates musical knowledge about interval and har- 
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Pitch Sequence G.A. O.E. O O A A  O.E. F F O D  G G E .  A . F E  D D C  

Hnrmony Sequence T S T T T S T T 0 D T T S 0 D 1 

Motif Sequence 4 0 4 0 0 0 I 0 

Abrtrnct MatlfSequcnec n b b b b b 

Figure 2: Analysis of German children song "Kreis Kreis Kessel" 

monic relationships. The first tones of each motif, space. Without local optimization, convergence is 
.. . . . . . . -. - 

the so-called reference tones, are learned seperately 
to obtain coherence a t  a larger time scale. The re- 
maining tones are predicted by another network ac- 
cording t o  current motif class, harmony, previous as 
well as next tone and the position within the motif. 
The functional dependencies to be learned by this 
tone network can be  written as 

Tonet = f~ane(Motift/4~Ha~mon~tlz, (2) 
Tonet-1, Tonet+l, t mod 4) 

Notice that  we also base our decision on right con- 
text because this information is always available. In 
principle, arbitrary dependencies may be specified 
for the networks. 'This is not possible in context free 
grammars or sequential neural network composition. 

In Figure 2 a children song and its analysis by the 
system are displayed. 

r i v l c r u u y  u u ~ u p ~ c u u u  W I L ~  UVVIU- 

tionary Algorithms 
Genetic or evolutionary algorithms (EA) are 

widely used as an optimization technique in com- 
plex systems. They have also been applied to sev- 
eral musical tasks, e.g. for computer-assisted music. 
composition. 

Figure 3: Basic Evolutionary Algorithm 

Figure 3 shows the basic structure of the EA. In 
the pre-evolution phase, the given melody fragment 
is copied to the initial population. The remaining 
gaps are initialized a t  random. In the evolution- 
ary loop, a fixed number of offsprings is generated 
by first selecting their parents preferring the fitter 
ones, and then applying a mutation or crossover op- 
erator at various levels of abstraction. During lo- 
cal optimization, the melody notes of the offsprings 
are adapted to their context in a sequential man- 
ner. This is done in order to reduce the search 

much slower and the results are weaker. l h e  otf- 
springs are evaluated according to the fitness func- 
tion. Several parents might then be replaced by fitter 
offsprings. The loop is repeated until a user-defined 
stop criterion is fulfilled. 

The most important component of an EA is the 
fitness function according to which the optimization 
is performed. In MELOGENET, the fitness is evalu- 
ated by the following formula: 

Fi tness  = 1 - a,Distance, (3) 

where c indicates a melodic structure category like 
abstract motif, motif, harmony or pitch according to 
which the fitness is evaluated. The hyperparameters 
a, assign an individual weight to each category and 
sum up to 1. For the categories motif. harmony and 
pitch the distance is defined as 

Distance, = a, y, 11 C(tc) - hT&(tc) 11 (4) - 
t. 

This term describes the euclidean distance be- 
tween value C of category c and the prediction of the 
corresponding network NN, summed up over time 
t,. a, is a normalization factor tihich guarantees 
that the distance lies between 0 and 1. The indes c 
in t, is used to denote the time scale at which c is 
defined (one measure per motif, one quarter note per 
harmony and one eighth note per pitch). Since the 
networks solve classification problems, after training 
their output should approximate the posterior prob- 
ability of C(t,) given the input parameters x(t,): 

For the abstract motif level, Distance, is set to 
DistanceAnrs as defined in 3.2. 

As an example consider the first harmony of 
a children song style melody in C major. The 
posterior probability NNH,,,,,,,,(O) for tonic is 
1.0, because each children song in our training sex 
starts with C, E or G. Then the harmony dis- 
tance Distance~,,,,.,,,(O) reaches its minimum iff 
Harmmly(0) = N N H  ,,,,,,, (0) = tonic. 

5 Experiments and Results 
In our experin~ental environment, a set of 

melodies is analyzed as described in section 3, and 



Figure 4: Evolved melody after 0, 180 and 300 generations 

pattern files are generated for training, validation 
and testing of the corresponding networks. The net- 
works are trained independently with the RPROP 
algorithm. Then a new melody fragment evolves un- 
ti a given fitness value respectively a h e d  number 
of generations is reached. 

In our Erst experiment, the system was trained on 
32 German children songs of the Essen folk-song data 
collection [5]. The melodies fulfill the uniformity 
condition and are eight to ten measures long. Some 
of them contain sixteenth notes and were therefore 
smoothed to eighth note resolution. Figure 4 shows 
the evolution of the melody depicted in Figure2 af- 
ter 0, 180 and 300 generations, given the first two 
measures. The population size was 10 parents and 5 
offsprings each generation using the Markov model 
for mutating the abstract motif sequence and ran- 
dom mutation for the remaining melodic structure 
categories. The weight parameters a; were set as 
follows: 0.4 for tone and 0.2 for the other three cat- 
egories. The musical impression resulting fiom sev- 
eral runs revealed that the melody tends to improve 
until a certain fitness threshold is reached. When 
going further, the evolutionary process converges to- 
wards smooth but less creative melodies. 

Table 1: Recognition Rates for Children and Shaaxi 
Song Style 

Based on the homogeneous listening impression 
of folk-songs, we wanted to find out in the sec- 
ond experiment whether the fitness function (3) can 
be used to distinguish between melodies of diier- 
ent style. We trained the same networks on a set 
of 41 Chinese folksongs (Shanxi style) from the Es- 
sen database. Then we computed the children song 
fitness and the shanxi song fitness on independent 
test sets of the two styles (23 children and 39 shauxi 
songs). Each song was assigned to the style hav- 
ing the bigger fitness. Table 1 shows the recognition 
rates using this procedure. 

I Recognized I Not Recognized 

6 Conclusions 
We have dealt with relatively siniple melodies un- 

til now and believe that a lear~i-based enviroiiinent 

Children Song Test Set 
Shanri Song Test Set 

in combination with evolutionary algorithms opens a 
promising horizon towards the investigation of larger 
melody space. Future research will consider more 
complex melodies such as classical themes. We will 
also investigate how higher-level structure might be 
represented in melodies that do not satisfy the uni- 
formity condition. 

We have not yet developed a method for fitting 
the a; parameters which weight the influence of the 
components on the melody fitness. One criterion 
for choosing them is the style recognition property 
examioed in the second experiment. One could think 
of a meta-algorithm that determines the ai in a way 
that maximizes the recognition rate. 

The rhythm representation in LIELOGESET 
seems to be inadequate for melodies of higher com- 
plexity. A hierarchical rhythm representation, like 
the rhythm grammar proposed in [3], will be more 
appropriate. Another interesting task is to examine 
the influence of the folk-song texts on melodic and 
rhythmic structure. 
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Abshocf: Panern discovely (or 'maction 7 in .sequences i~ a irery ge~~eralproblem with diverse nrusicnl applications rang'ngfrom 
music ana[ysis h, mz~vic generating ingstems. In tlris paper we focus on arrtornoted discovery of patterns in corpmes of melodic 
sequences. A melodic pattern is defined bj, a set of eilher identical or 'eq.gsipollent' (i e. signifcantly similar) segrrence segments in 
previous irork and articles, we addressed suclr critical i.sszres in mrrsicalpattern discovery as the representation of sequences and of 
lheir elemenls, orrd the definition of appropriate similori@ metrics behveen (pairs ofl seqlrence segments. Now we present a rtovel 
pottertl exfraction algorithm named FI&Pal ('FlErible Ertractio~l ofPaNems 7, %vl~ich brrilds l p n  the co~lcepts and tectriliques we 
previotrrly inh.odrrced. FIErPot arliculafes in hvo phases, factor matching then categorimtion, ivith a tl~eoreticol ivnrsr-cose 
complexity quadratic in the corpus' total sequence lengfh. FIErPat has been implemented in our Imprology sojh~~me ingsfenz. 
Experimental rrsrrlt.~, ofeiv of ivhictr are detailed here, clearljr evidence F I W a t  's qlrolities andperfommces. 

1. Introductiw 

Musical pattern discovery, and more specifically the 
extraction of melodic or harmonic patterns in given sets 
of composed or improvised works, is an important 
problem with many different applicalions ranging from 
musical analysis to music generating systems (see 1101 
for a review). For instonce, in a voluminous study [5] ,  
musicologist T. Owens characterized the techniques and 
style of Charlie Parker through the nature and 
organization of recurrent melodic pattems ('formulae') 
in the jazz saxophone player's improvised playing. He 
extracted a lexicon of 193 such patterns fmm a corpus 
of about 250 Parker solos. We have used Owens' corpus 
and lexicon as validation material for our pattern 
extraction system. 

Melodic pattern extraction is a particular instance of 
seqirential dafa  mining. We represent melodies as 
sequences over generalized alphabets. We extended the 
notion of an alphabet, which is a finite sets of syntbols, 
to that of a generalized alphabet- a finite set of 
entities of any nature, viz. structured representations of 
musical notes. Intuitively, a pattern is a set of things that 
display significant resemblance according to some 
similarity definition. Given a corpus, which is an 
ordered set of melodic sequences, we define a melodic 
pattern as a set, also called block, of passages- not 
necessarily phrases, in the closure-related sense. Each 
passage corresponds to a particular sequence factor (i.e. 
cootiguous segment), and the 'signif~cant resemblance' 
relation is dubbed equipollence. A pattern can be 
represented either (1) intensionnaly, through aprototypa 
(melodic passage) or (2) exfensionnaly, through its set 
of constitutive passages which are called occtrrrences of 
the pattern. Pattern discovery (or extraction) consists in 
finding all patterns in a given corpus, possibly imposing 

additional constraints such as a quorunl threshold fixing 
the minimum number of different sequences in the 
corpus in which each pattcrn must appear (prototype or 
occurrences). So far, we have focused on monodic 
material, although a generalization to polyphonies or to 
harmonic (chord) sequences is entirely possible. 

Eqnipolleoce is defined through a threshold on 
numerical similarity values. To test equipollence 
between two passages, they are conipared using a 
numerical similarity assessment algorithm; if their 
similarity value is above the threshold, they are 
determined equipollent. Based on extensive 
experimentation on musical sequences [lo], we got 
empirical c o n h a t i o n  that proper melodic passage 
comparison requires taking simultaneously into account 
multiple descriptions of melodies and oftheir individual 
notes. We have pmposed, and implemented in our 
hprology system (see below), the insertion of an 
automated representation enrichment- or change - 
phase at the begining of the panern discovery process. 
Based on music perception and cognition work, user- 
choosahle descriptions range from individual (pitch. 
duration, metrics. intervals.. .) to local/structural 
(characteristic contours, jazz-type chord shpes  or 
harmonic cells, arpeggios ...) to global (time signature. 
overall tonality.. .) [13]. 

3. FIExPat's Overall Featares 

FlExPat (Flexible extraction of =terns) is a general, 
combiiatorial, algorithm' for extracting sequential 
patterns from sequences of data. FlExPat is shuctured in 
two main algorithmic phases (see Figure 1): 

' To be totnlly accurate, we should speak oran algorithmic 
fanlily as, for instance, extraction algorithms we designed take 
slightly different forms depending on whether the corpus is 
made of one or several sequences. 



4 The factor motching phase identifies in a 
computationally-economic fashion all equipollent factor 
couples. A graph, which we name similarity pp11,  is 
produced whose vertices each represents a distinct 
factor and edges each represents an equipollence 
relation between two factors. This graph is generally 
labeled with numbers, differentiating edges according to 
their respective similarity strength. 

4 The categorizotioir phase extracts the actual patterns 
from the similarity graph. Among possible extraction 
paradigms, we implemented a method called "central 
star" which yields very good results despite a very 
satisfactory temporal complexity (see below). 

Figure 1. E1ExPat's overall algorithmic scheme 

In terms of factor comparison model, FlExPat allows 
the use of our Multi-Description Valued Edit Model 
(MVEM). We already described the MVEM in detail 
elsewhere [10][13], so here we will just mention its key 
characteristics. The MEVM specializes the basic edit 
model of which the well-known edit distmrce is an 
instance. To compare two sequential entities, the 
optimal correspondence scheme between their 
respective elements (called alignment) is determined. 
Such an alignment is a series ofpairings, each between 
individual [groups of] elements of each entity. This 
paradigm is particularly fit for comparing melodic 
sequences, as it neatly accounts for such important 
notions as ornamentation or variation. Any particular 
instance of the MVEM is characterized by the set of 
allowed pairing types (APTS), the standard set being 
(Insertion, Deletion, Replacement}. In a 1~1z1ed edit 
model, a corltrihrrtion fnnction is associated to each 
pairing type, so any pairing in an alignment gets a 
numerical evaluation reflecting its individual 
contribution to the overall similarity. The various 
melodylnote descriptions are simultaneously taken into 
account in contribution functions using a weighted 
linear combination paradigm. The possibility, for the 
user, to dynamically choose the set of descriptions used 
and their respective weighs materializes the adoption of 
diierent viewpoirrts on melodic similarity and, hence, 
on the nature of extracted patterns. For instance, the 
user may at some point privilege temporal descriptions 
(durations, metrics, etc.) w.r.t frequential descriptions 
(pitches, intervals, etc.) to achieve more rhythmically- 
oliented pattern discovery. We have also proposed and 
implemented methods for automatically optimizing 
description weighs [12]. 

AAer this overview of FlExPaf we will now present its 
key characteristics and properties whose detailed 
descriptions or proofs are given in [lo]. 

4. NlExPat In More Detail 

4.1. Input 

FIExPat's main inputs are (1) a sequence corpus; (2) 
integers m,,, and m,, controlling the minimum (resp 
maximum) length of pattern factors; (3) an integer 
function dm controlling the maximum possible length 
difference between compared passages; (4) a fully 
specified instance of the MVEM: description set and 
weights, set of allowed pairing types APTS along with 
associated contribution functions: (5) a similarity 
threshold defining equipollence between passages. 

4.2. Factor Matching P11ase 

First. the corpus' sequences are concatenated altogether 
in order, yielding a global sequorce S of length L. After 
an initialization phase including the creation of an 
empty similarity graph, the space of all acceptable 
factor pairs is explored in a specific order, viz. 
increasing factor positions combined with increasing 
factor lengths. For each considered pair of passages, 
their similarity value is computed, and if it is above the 
threshold an edge is created between the corresponding 
two vertices, denoting equipollence. The core property 
in FIExPat's factor matching algorithm is the recurrence 
relation shown in Equation 1 (for clarity, we assume 
that the set of allowed pairing types is the standard set). 
It expresses the similarity s i m ,  m between factors F 

? .I 

and F' - of respective positions i and i' in the corpus 
(i.e. in global sequence S) and respective lengths m and 
m'- as a knction of the similarity values between 
three other factor pairs. Each factor in those pairs is 
either F or F ,  orprejires of F or F' of length m-1 (resp. 
m'-1), i.e. the results of the removal of the last element 
out of F or  F'. Because of the specific exploration order 
of the factor pair space, it is guaranteed that all three 
similarity values have already been computed (and 
stored). Thus computing I m takes constant time 

f d 

(which is at most proportional to #APTS), as opposed to 
the normal O(m.m'.#APTS) time required for 
computing xi, 8 using eficient sequence comparison 

I, d 

algorithms (e.g. [4]). This recurrence property allows 
the use of specific Dynamic Programming techniques, 
and a dramatic enhancement in algorithmic efficiency is 
achieved (see subsection 4.4). 

Equation 1 



4.3. Categorization Phase 

Among possible approaches for extracting patterns from 
the similarity graph, we have proposed the Star Center 
algorithm, which is influenced by an approach proposed 
in molecular biology [3]. Figure 2 shows an example of 
such a star, with numbers (edge vdues) each denoting a 
prototype-occurrence similarity value. The extracted 
pattern's prototype "is" the star center while its 
occurrences are the star's branches' ends. The 
corresponding algorithm can be sketched as follows: 

1. For each vertex v in the similarity graph, compute: 

2. Sort the set of stars by decreasing totalValuatioo. 

Figure 2. Example c< Star ,, in the Similarity Graph 

This yields a list of patterns (stars) ordered in 
decreasing prominence, the prominence of a pattern 
being naturally defined as its corresponding 
totalValuation. We have proposed various onlineloffline 
filtering approaches for fitting the above-mentioned 
possible additional pattern constraints. Specific 
advantages of the Star Center approach are the 
following: (1) it yields de facfo a prototype for every 
pattern (the factor corresponding to the Star's central 
vertex); (2) a quantitative pmminence evaluation of 
every pattern is obtained; and (3) its algorithmic 
complexity is satisfactory. In particular, its time 
complexity is proportional to the number of edges in the 
similarity graph, which is (loosely) bwnd by L2x(m,,,,- 
n1,,,,+1)~. This is to be compared to other possible 
approaches for extracting pattern from the graph ; for 
instance, finding [maximal] cliques is known to be an 
NP-complete problem [I]. 

For FExPat's two phases' cumulated complexity, the 
following (loose) upper hounds can be given. Time 
complexity: O(L2xmmax'xllAPTSII), where IlAPTSll 
denotes the ef/eclhle size of the allowed pairing type 
set - for instance, this parameter is 3 for the standard 
pairing set. Space complexity: 0(L2xmmax2), as the 
dominant term is the memory required for storing the 
similarity graph. 

In practice, m ,,, and m,., are always set to small, 
constant values compared to L, so both complexity 
bounds merely rewrite to O(L3. 

5. lmplementatio~l aud experimental results 

Our Imprology system [12][10] is implemented in the 
Smalltalk-80 (ParcPlace VisualWorks) object-oriented 
language. I t  reuses, adapts and extends the MUSES 
collection of Smalltalk classes and methods 161 for 
representing and manipulating basic tonal music 
concepts. A few example results will now be shown. 
The considered corpus, referred to as C1, is made of 10 
Parker solos in the 'C major- Blues' category of 
Owens' corpus: 3 takes on "Cool Blues", 3 takes on 
"Relaxin' at Camarillo" and 4 takes on "Perhaps". Cl's 
cumulative length is 2000. Among FExPat's parameter 
values are the following : mm,,=3, m ,,jm =27, and the 
APTS is the standard set. Figure 3 shows the prototype 
of an example pattern extracted by I ~ ~ ~ O I O ~ ~ ~ F I E ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
which we will refer t o  as Patl; the next three figures 
show its 3 occurrences throughout corpus C1, ordered 
by decreasing computed similarity with the prototype. 
Respective similarity values are 213, 171.5 and 171. 
Each passage is delimited visually by the dark bar on 
top of each staff and with the usual <bar No.>:<beat 
No.> notation in captions. 

Figure 3. Prototype of pattern Patl: 19:3-23:l 
passage of Relnui,~' at Camarilla Take 4 s61o 

Figure 4. P in t  occurrence oTPatl: 
24-11:l passage of Relauirr ' at Carrrado Take 4 sole 

Figure 5. Second occurrence orpa t l :  
32:1.75-351 passage of Perhaps Take3 solo 

Figure 6. Third occurrence of Patl: 20:1.522:4 
passage of R e l u ' ~ '  at Ca~rrmino TnRe 3 solo 

Of course, this is no more than one particular exanlple 
of pattern, clearly making musical sense, among the 
dozens extracted by ImprologyffIExPat from such a 
corpus. However, it does illustrate several key points 
which will be discussed in section 6. Particularly. Patl 
was not signaled by Owens, thus being effectively 
'discovered' by the system. 

Among extracted patterns are also a number of patterns 
that are part of Owens' lexicon. Figure 7 shows three 
such of various l e n d s  and nature, for instance 
the second one is a mere sU'-note chromatic descent. 



Figure 7. Examples of Owens' loxicon patterns which 
were extracted by I m p r o l o g y I ~ f l a t  from C1 

6. Discussion and related work 

Overall, based on the whole set of results we obtained 
with different [sub-]corpora and diierent description 
and description weighting sets, we have made the 
following key observations : 

+ A large number of Owens' patterns are satisfactorily 
extracted by the system, which conforms to our 
validation objective. Even more interestingly, a 
number of new and musically meaninghl patterns, 
such as Pat1 above, are also 'discovered' by the 
system. 

+ Significantly different sets of melodylnote 
descriptions or description weights- i.e. different 
viewpoints w.r.t. musical similarity - lead to the 
extraction of significantly different patterns. 

+ Extracted patterns are very often specific to 
particular melodies (sequences) of the corpus, or to 
related groups of melodies. For instance, the best 
occurrence of Patl above is hrtenlal (same tune and 
take as the prototype), and 3 out of  the 4 passages 
belong to the same tune (Relmi,~' a1 Cmnarillo). 
This opens a clear perspective in automated pattern- 
based identification of style or author. 

The systems whose pattem extraction paradigm are 
most similar to ours are Cope's E m  [2] and Pennycook 
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Abstract 

This contribution intends to point out a few discussion 
items appeared in the course of methodological set up in 
AFS (Archivio Fonico Scala) project, with regard to 
tape degrading determination and conformity of criteria 
carried in rescuing operations, besides some considera- 
tion in perspectives of restoring tapes and musicological 
media spaces. 

Introduction 

In the sphere of enbancement of cultural layers asso- 
ciated with La Scala Board activity, AFS project's goal 
is the rescuing of the phonic archive of La Scala theatre, 
through re-organization, digitization and preservation of 
the theater's musical works dating back 1951. Roject 
has been divided on different moments, wich include 
dierent layers of evaluation, in particular regarding: a) 
musical wealth preservation state; b) rescuing methods; 

C) proceedings and intermediate phases; d) operative 
conditions; e) conformity criteria selection; f) results 
evaluation; g) data coherence planning and data storage. 
In AFS project, happening relactions between kinds of 
technical, pceptive and fiuitional activities are con- 
stantly subjected to checks and settlements, in function 
of materials distinctive features and diversity of events 
whenever considered. 

Methodological set up 

The basic stages involved in AFS project can be rep- 
resented as an analytical data collection, where the po- 
sition of each of four subset area (columns) identify a 
kind of ordered succession, starting fiom key structural 
elements gathering the Repertory grids, and followed by 
Competence areas, evaluation areas, activity areas. Top- 
down direction indicate a kiDd of inneasing complexity, 
in order to feed-back controls point of view. 

Repertory grids Competence areas Evaluation areas Activity areas 

tapes audio, acoustic, defects processing 
inspection electronic correction protocols 

recording eletnoacoustic signal location mapping and 
classification musical and de-masking data extraction 

verification elettroacustic, perceptive correction, 
transferring data processing variances standardization 

saving and audio, congruence classification, 
masterization data processing editing hearing test 

overall musicological, conformity hearing 
evaluation elettroacoustic difference protocols 

database linguistic consistency data extractian 
project data management accessibility qnering 

aestehetic musical, event destination reinstatement 
evaluation musicological artistic hition andlor restoration 

scientific and methodological strategy, resources, validation and 
general direction set up skills, research goals planning 

Figure I :  Basic stages in AFSproject 

This project has been partially srlpported by the Italian N a t i 0 ~ l  Research Council in the frame of the "Metodologies, 
techniqries, and comprcter tools for the preservation, the structural organization, and the iaelligenr query of musical aruiio 
archives stored on heterogeneus magnetic media" researcl~ finalized project "Cultural Heritage" (s~ibproject 3, Topic 
3.2, S~~btopic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 



This approach might be integrated with complemen- where different roles and types of knowledge are involved 
tary perspectives, appaeared &om surveys where skilled [I], the AFS staff had to recognize how various require- 
people needed to he faced with real situations (or situa- ments for lmowledge modelling environments and heuris- 
tions became meaningful for them), often solving prob- tic classification was at the same time conmed. As in 
lems at tirst caused by imprecision of natural language or dynamic scheme below [Z], varied kinds of experience 
sensory devices, often when it was not clear how some play a different role in improving the performance of hu- 
particular rules might be understood and expressed. In a mansproblem solving: 
general kind of consauction of problem-solving actions, 

Y 

Figure 2: A problem solving scheme 

Tape degrading determination 

The analog tapes preservation state advised staff to 
drawing up a board of steadiness conditions. After an in- 
quiry into main alterations and defects, a wide range of 
preservaton processing have been settled up to minimize 
every kind of information loss before digitalization phase. 
In fact, non-homogeneity in preservation state regarding 
many lots of tapes have binded the team to define, besides 
the distinctive features, further differential factors [3]. 
Following a saategy aimed to harmonize and document 
all the safeguard actions, the AFS staff deemed to had to 

isolate, for each problematic case, a core solving con- 
nected with the information about intervention proceed- 
ings quahied to state of every single tape. 

Among the large case study regarding magnetic tape 
defects and damages 1431, AFS staff often runned into 
the relative humidity storage conditions or tapes bad 
quality, wich caused a treacherous condition in bider in- 
tegrity: as a consequence of mechanical sliding, tapes 
physical condition might be altered to the point that pro- 
gressive deposit of magnetic particle on record heads may 
cause a progressive sound darkening with essential data 
losing: 

Regressive 
Sound darkening 

Thermic treatment ( qua  so of^ 1 

uarupucss UI 
-binder degradation Bad quality 
- magnetic particle instability 
- humidily conditions 

tape 
I A - deposit on recorder heads 

u 

Figure 3: scheme in sound darkening correction 



Conformity in digitization processing 

To deal deep the topics in order to degrading notion, 
the competences in position to stimate as well 
storic/aestethic value events have been urged to express 
theirselves. Spreading of these competences towards 
whole staff allowed a careful specification of hearing 
protocols, carried during digitization, masterization and 
control phases. In particular, the staff had to examine 
performances during the analog sounds digitization pro- 
cesses, since it has been noticed that some of the out- 
comes might be caused by subjective bound variables 
during masferring phase: indeed a l l  the people involved 
in trasferring processes might give rise to some shifdng 
from the standards. AU the same, awareness of mean- 
ingful differences in personal fruition offered further 
specifications in order to digitization processing and 
hearing protocols set up, to the point that the AFS staff 
has become able to prefigure, recognize and audit inci- 

dental changes during passage from the old to new one 
support in the same event huib'ity. Likewise, all res- 
cuing project phases have been faced with awareness of 
data and procedural phormulas and exchange, wich al- 
lowed quality standards and technological comparisons 
method definition for various hardware testing. Besides, 
comparisons effected in order to recording techniques 
had been able to allow the necessary deepenings for 
valuation scale about recording quality, even if the par- 
tial incompleteness of technical data coming Erom the 
archive reuxdmg cards had to make news settlements 
necessary about important elements of signal features. 
F i d y ,  next to musical wealth value verification and 
next to tape degrading and damage suffering determina- 
tion all conditions [6,7] have been foreseen (and cau- 
tions prepared) to make AFS staff to be able to express 
documented suggestions for adequate restoring proc- 
esses according to stated models of fruition. 

Figure 4: main restoring ideas 

Conformity in audio data planning 

Through all operating phases documentation and 
phonic auditory-perceptive suitable consideration, indi- 
vidual and collective team's capabilities growt, step af- 
ter step, in direction of a strategy wich hold in due con- 
sideration the musical stamlistening conditioning and 
recording tipologies, especially for music wrote for exe- 
cution and hearing in accordance with non-amplified 
music common customs 181. Dedication in describing 
relations between perceptive tipologies and musical 
destinations, represented a basic step from define the 
main hition areas according with query strategies and 
online database project planning, wich potentially may 
enable extensive use and distribution of the recordings 
via Intemet browser by means of a multiplatform and 
user-friendliness system that is needed for the network 
[9]. But AFS staff was already setting out for enrich 
contextual leading techniques in order to improve, in 
query mechanisms, the "perception-planning-canying 
out" cycle [lo], because the junction between artificial 
and natural perceptive elements play a critical role 
whenever users chose to perform pattan searches on the 
database even by own singing espression into a micro- 
phone linked to the computer, with the objective of 
bringing up all the similar pieces of music that are 
stored within the system. For that, next music informa- 
tion science, LIM's interests are turning in order to the 

artificial sensority, (even if held with natural sensority 
studies in music pareption), according to detamine an 
operative behaviour between present world and past 
musical measures, also transferring experience acquired 
in musical analysis twls design, with Intelligent Music 
Workstation 0, a CNRPF 12 Project [Ill. 

Musicological media spaces 

Feahxes of media spaces have significant implidons lor 
mediated perception and interaction: therefore, AFS 
designers having to &fine a set of patterns able to 
influence the system performance, because different 
responses of different users (musicians, researchers, 
teachers, students) are conditioned by unlike experience, 
learning histories or expectancies. AFS staff attempt to 
extend musicological media spaces to integrate richer 
forms of perception and interaction, in view of facilitate 
musical users transition into a new medinm by supporting 
conventions already familiar to them, but also creating 
tanplates for new potential conventions that take 
advantage of the new medim's capabilities. In both 
cases, however, AFS designas even though knowing that 
musical conventions are existing by virtue of their 
enament by a community of users and knowing that 
innovations in design have to be aware of maningful 
changes that can happen in cognitive skills till modify 
motor-sensory reactivity [12]. Smce musicological 



practices are m s t i b ~ d  of a complicated and mutating 
set, the musicological media space in design is also seen 
as mediating the relahons between musical heritage and 
professional users, as being engaged in omparing 
esthehc mends. Since mediation role of adfact (sistem in 
design) could be aiiicized on grounds that mediators may 
have too partial knowledge to represent users and 
developers adequately to one another, every step of 
implementing tools had been toke by focusing task in 
musical, perceptive and technical relations so that no 
sempli6cation may diminish the role of the retrieval work 
in rules, vocabulary, history and actuality in 
muacological media spaces. Thus, musical users may 
develop a representation of relational data not only 
supparts inference mechanisms, but also supports 
acquisition of new knowledge [13] by being activated 
whenever corpus of musical heritage are reviewed and 
r a p p e d  in a complex information-processiing domains 
by integration of low and high level &la: from records 
quality to subsequent scare revisions; from signal 
reconstruction tasks to conductors interpretations; from 
agogical analysis to picking up techniques umsideration, 
as far as extracdng MIDI file from a particular recorded 
piece. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we describe a large application project whose 
goal is the development of a multimedia database for the 
La Scala Theater. La Scala is one of the major theaters 
worldwide and bas a huge amount of information on operas 
and musical performances. Most of those information are 
either on paper or stored om a variety of media, such as 
disks, tapes, or CD-ROMs. The goal of the project is to 
build a multimedia database, using the object-relational 
DBMS Oracle 8, making available all this information in 
digital form. 

The La Scala Theater is probably one of the best- 
known musical temples in the world. Built in 1776, La 
Scala is particularly famous for opera performances in 
that  i t  has staged the  openings of some of the most 
famous operas, including Bellini's Norma, Verdi's 
Otello, and Puccini's Turandot. Destroyed during 
World War 11, t h  La  Scala Theater was reopened in 
1946 due t o  the effort of the great conductor Arturo 
Toscanini. 

During La Scala life a huge amount, of information 
on operas and musical performances have been col- 
lected. Most of those information are either on paper 
or stored on a variety of media, such as disks, tapes, 
or CD-ROMs. The  availability of this information in 
digital form would be very useful for both external 
users and people worliing a t  La Scala Theater. For 
instance, when a new performance must be prepared, 
the musicians can easily access all the materials (such 
as CD-ROMs, vidco, photos, and scores) of previous 
editions of the same performance. On the other hand, 
external users can query part of the information stored 
in the dat,abase (for instance on the web), thus acquir- 
ing information on the  La Scala activities. 

This pmject has been partially supporled by the Iloliun No- 
tional Reveorch Council in the fmme of the "Metlrodologies, 
techniques, and computer tools Jar the preservntion, the struc- 
turn1 oryor~irntiorr, and llre intelligent quenj of musical audio 
orclrivcs stored on hetcmgeneous magnetic media" research, Fi- 
nalized Pmjcct "Cultural Heritage" (Subpmject 3, Topic 3.2, 
Subtopic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 

Ln this paper we describe a project, currently 
under development a t  the Laboratorio di Informatica 
Musicale (LIIVI) of the University of Milano, having the 
ultimate goal of recording and organizing all the  La  
Scala information into a multimedia database. This 
task is currently carried out as an incremental process 
involving several steps: the first step was the cleaning 
and digitizing of all the La Scala's tapes dating back 
to 1951 and the storing of such tapes on CD-ROMs 
[Z]. This act ivi t ,~  is necessary since most of the La 
Scala original tapes are rapidly deteriorating. The 
goal of the digitizing process is therefore t o  preserve 
the integrity of the music heritage of the La Scala 
Theatre. 

The second task, which began in 1997 and is 
currently under development, is the recording of audio 
and music score materials into a database, lmown as 
the Pl~onic Archive. The Phonic Archive is based on 
the Oracle 8 object-relational technology [4] and it will 
malie available nearly five decades of La Scala history 
to both internal and external users. Developing 
such a database poses several interesting challenges 
[I,  31. First setting up the database schema is a 
complex activity in that,  unlike conventional database 
environments, our environment is characterized by an 
extraordinarily large amounl 01 music arid multimedia 
objects stored in a variety of formats and characterized 
by tightly relationships. 

Multimedia data are inherently different from con- 
ventional ones. The main difference is that  informa- 
tion about the content of multimedia data  is usu- 
ally not encoded into attributes provided by the data  
schema (like traditional structured data). Rather, 
text, image, video, and audio data  are typically un- 
stmctured. Therefore, specific methods t o  identify and 
represent content features and semantic structures of 
multimedia data are needed. Another distinguishing 
feature of multimedia data is their large storage re- 
quirements. One single image usually requires several 
I<byte of storage, whereas a single second of video can 
require several Mbytes of storage. Moreover, the con- 
tent of a multimedia data is difficult to analyze and 
compare, in order t o  be actively used during query 



Figure 1: Phonic archive's main window 

processing. 
The peculiar characteristics of multimedia data 

have required the design of both ad-hoc data struc- 
tures to efficiently store objects, such as audio or music 
scores' objects, and keep track of their relationships, 
and the development of data-entry tools and associ- 
ated methods for populating these data structures. In 
the remainder of the paper we give a brief description 
of the most innovative features of our project. 

2 The Phonic Archive 

The Phonic Archive is a m~ltiplat~form (Uniu, Wm- 
dows NT and Macintosh) and distributed (10 worksta- 
tions) database developed using the Oracle 8 ohject- 
relational tcchnology. Our platform is also comple- 
mented with a CD-ROM juke-box able to contain up 
to 224 CD-ROhIs which enable their fast online re- 
trieval. 

At the current stage, our prototype system, whose 
main window is illustrated in Figure 1, consists 
of two main applications. The first, is a data 
entry application by wvl~ich the user can enter the 
information on the La Scala performances and on 
the associated audio materials, such as tapes or CD- 
ROMs. The second application is a visual query 
tool by which users can submit their queries to the 
underlying database and look at the query results. 
This tool provides an integrated support for both 
conventional alphanumeric queries and content based 
queries on the objects stored in the database. In the 

following, we describe both those applications. 

2.1 Da ta  entry 

Our system is centered around la Scala nights. For 
each night we record more than 60 attributes. Such 
attributes are divided into the following five groups: 
night attributes, which store information on the La 
Scala nights, s u h  as the date, the place where they 
mere performed, or the type of the performance (e.g., 
ouera, concert, recital and so on): uerfomance at- ,. . . 
tributes, keeping track of the cast of the performance, 
such as the singers of the performance, the conduc- 
tor, or the players; CD attn'butes, storing information 
on the CDs of a given night, such as the number of 
tradis of the CD, the CD duration, and the CD con- 
tent; tape attributes, storing information on the tapes 
corresponding to a given night and on their quality. 
Quality information are very important since they al- 
low the retrieval of all the tapes and corresponding 
CDs with a particular quality level (for instance,tlus 
could be useful for merchandising purposes). Tape's 
quality is measured according to three different pa- 
rameters (see Figure 2): state of preseruation, that 
measures how the source tapes are preserved from the 
phisical viewpoint; microphonic take, that measures 
how many and where microphones were placed to piclc 
up sound from the stage; ~ual i t y  of recording, that 
measures how source audio signals were mixed and 
processed during recording of the original tape. 

the final group of attributes are the digitalization 
process attributes, storing information on the digitiz- 



Figure 2: Tape's window 

ing of La Scala tapes. 
Besides traditional alphanumeric data, used to  char- 

acterized La Scala petformanccs and their associated 
audio materials, the Phonic Archive malces available 
up to  5 terabytes of audio and graphical data which are 
used to store both the audio materials of the La Scala 
nights and the associated music scores. At the current 
stage, the Phonic rlrchive contains the La Scala audio 
materials from 1951 up to 1978. 

2.2 Queries  

Our query tool is divided into three parts (see Figure 
1). By pressing the CD button on the main window 
you can query the CDs stored into the Phonic Archive. 
Selection criteria for CDs include several parameters, 
such as the title of the CD, the name of the conductor, 
the names of the singers and of the players, or the 
title or author of a particular piece of music in the 
CD. Examples of queries you can submit are: "Find 
all the CDs of fh,e Nozze rli Figaro sung by Placido 
Damingo and co.nd,~~cted by Riccardo Mut?', or "Find 
all the CDs in which Maurizio Pollini plays". 

Another imnortant feature of our ouerv tool is that 

the tape content (such as "Find all the tapes recording 
the Manon Lescaut representations of 1978) and on 
the tape quality. 

Finally, the most innovative feature of our query 
tool can be activated by pressing the Score button 
from the main window. Our tool for querying 
music scores provides an integrated support for both 
standard and content-based queries. By means of this 
tool, a user can formulate both traditional queries 
such as: "Retrieue all the scores written by Mozart", 
or content based queries such as: "Retrieue all the 
scores written by Mozart and containing a particular 
sequence of notes". This latter functionality is 
particularly useful because often you remember t,he 
sound of a particular aria but not the title and/or the 
author. At the current stage, the query by content 
functionality is activated by submitting to the system 
an audio fde containing the sample sequence of notes. 
However, we plan to extend our system to  make the 
users able t,o directly sing a few bars into a microphone 
connected to  the system and find all the similar pieces 
of music stores into the database. . " 

it allows the retrieval of the encore contained in the IvIusic scores returned by the query are then pre- 
CDs. Such information is very important from a sented to  the user along which their similarity degree 
musicological point of view and it w;ls missing in the with the input audio file. ~ h ~ ~ ,  the user can select a 
original tapes of La Scala Theater. Once the CDs have score, views its manhical renresentatiou, or ex- - .  
been retrieved according to the submitted criteria, the cerpts fromit (see ~i~~~~ 31, and s&taneousiy plays 
user can browse the CD content or he/she can play it the music, 
bv issuina a command to  the CD-ROM iuke-box. - 

By pressing the Tape button from the Phonic The matching between the input audio file and the 
Archive main window, the user activates the window scores stored into the database is based on a Pitch- 
shown in Figure 2 by which he/& can query the tapes Traclcing method. We refer the interested reader to 
recorded into the database. Queries can be both on (51 for details on such method. 



Figure 3: The results of an audio quenj on music scores 
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Abstract 

From the cooperation between the LIM and the 
"Teatro alla Scala" in Milan, aiming at the 
computerization of the musical archive of the theatre 
with the project of a multimedia database for the 
organization of the whole archive material, it's emerged 
the question of the automatical and efficient acquisition 
of a huge number of orchestral scores. 

In the period from February to June 1997 an 
important experimentation has been made through the 
acquisition of the whole orchestral score concerning "Le 
None di Figaro" of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. On 
this occasion it was used the 1973 Barenreiter Kassel 
edition [I] in two different versions: the original score 
without changements, and the score modified with some 
annotations by the Mo Riccardo Muti, on the occasion 
of the performance of ''Le Nozze di Figaro" in May 
1997, of the Teatro alla Scala. 

This experimentation has been executed in close 

cooperation with the theatre archive musicians, so to 
have the opportunity to test and elaborate a way of 
working satisfying their needs. 

1. The problem definition 

The whole opera pratically consists of 600 B4 sized 
pages, is divided into 4 acts and a Symphony, or more 
precisely, into a Symphony, 10 Aria, 6 Duettini, 3 
Cavatine, 2 Terzetti, 3 Cori, 1 Arietta, 3 Finali (of large 
dimensions), 1 Sestetto and 34 Recitativi. 

In Figure 1 we can see a typical fragment of an 
orchestral score (incipit of the Aria 24 "L'ho perduta, 
me meschiia"). 

Currently the staff of the musical archive effects 
every work of musical publishing trade using the 
commercial application Finale of the Coda Software 
[I 11 in its latest version (Finale 97) and giving the input 
of the notes through a MIDI keyboard. The addition of 

NO 24 Cavatina 

BARBARINA 

Violoneello 
a Bnrso 

Fig. 1: Evmnple of orchestral score, the Cavatina 24 incipit 

This project has been partially supported by the Italian National Research Council in the frame of the '?vfethodologies, 
techniques, and computer tools for the preservation, the sbudural organization, and the intelligent query of musical 
audio archives stored on heterogeneous magnetic media" research, Finalized Project "Cultural Heritage" (Subproject 3, 
Topic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 



Fig. 2: the score ofFg. 1 I recogzized by the OMR applicatiorl 

the conductors' annotations occurs by hand (sometimes 
it's a very heavy work). 

So, to maintain a certain continuity in the way of 
working bas been necessary to produce the following 
material for every score (in Finale Enigma format): 

- a complete orchestral score; 
- the parts for every instrument; - the song-piano part (used during the rehearsals 

by the singers, the producer, the choreographer, 
and so on). 

In regard to the building and the filling of a database 
of scores it has been necessary to face also the problem 
about the automatical extraction &om the symbolic 
codification of the main themes of a whole excerpt, 
themes on which to do a comparison during audio or 
symbolic query. 

2. Starting approach 

The starting approach to this question (then in 
conflict with the current restrictions of the sohare)  
provided for an automatic loading of the orchestral 
scores through the scanning and the following 
conversion. Particularly the beginning work could be 
divided into 8 passages: 
1- division of the score into some basic units (aria, 

duets, terzetto, ... , 20 pages long on average); 
2- scanning of the basic unit to reproduce a copy in 

graphic format 0; 
3- conversion of the basic unit from graphic format 

into symbolic format through the 
application of the commercial OMR (Optical Music 
Recognition) application Midiscan2.5.1 [lo]; 

4- correction, within the same Midiscan session, of 
possible mistakes of symbolic recognition; 

5- inlet in Finale 97 of the obtained symbolic score 
with conversion into the proprietary Enigma 
format; 

6- editing under Finale (with manual adding of 
directorial annotations, but not in a high number in 
the case ofthis opera); 

7- automatical extraction followed by a make-up of 
the single instrument parts; 

8- correction of some possible mistakes made during 
the previous passages. 

It has also been studied, using the automatical 
procedures given by the notation program, a method 
about the extraction of song-piano part 6om the 
orchestral score. This part of the project is still in course 
of study because of the high quantity of needed 
intelligence. Of course it cannot use rough approaches 
of stave implosion reproducing too scanty or unplayable 
scores. 

In this phase it has been very important the aid of the 
Mo Angelo Paccagnini, in pointing out the importance 
of some particulars compared to some others and in the 
correction of mistakes escaped even to the score 
listening. 

3. The limitations of the starting approach 

In the Figure 2 we can see the outcome of OMR 
applied to the system of Figure 1. Even if the excerpt 
doesn't present in this case particular difficulties, 
emerge some tipical mistakes such as the wrong time 
signature (718 instead of 618). lacking notes (particularly 
in the first and the second stave), additional notes (at the 
beginning of every stave), lacking augmentation dots 
and ties (in the third stave). 

The deep analysis of every passage, made in the 
same time of its execution, has laid to the definition of 
the limitations of this method and to the following 
development of some appropriate solutions to overcome 
them. 

The two main reasons of problems are: 



- limitations of carefulness in the procedure of OMR 
[2] [3] 141, (especially in the case of complex 
scores); - limitations of inadequacy of the adopted format of 
symbolic codification [5] (the MIDI turns out to he 
unsuitable to the representation of scares and the 
following conversion in Enigma introduces a 
further important loss of information). 

In regard to OMR some "critical cases" have been 
found, i.e. the configurations of scores such that cause 
mistakes then hard to correct or irretrievable mistakes. 
These "critical cases" can be so summarized: 
- slight inclination (also changeble along the width of 

the page) of the scores; 
- very high or very low notes as to the staves; - changeble distance between the scores; 
- systems with changeble dimensions. 

The latter case in particular forces to a further 
division of the basic units as far as to use the same 
system as the smallest unit (a following work of 
rebuilding is the result). 

In regard with the codification format we have the 
complete inadeguacy of the MIDI to the reproduction of 
scores, because information essential for print and for 
reading is not included in the standard (among other 
things not arisen for this purpose). 

Fig. 3: Dr@ereences beefween MlDIandMFF 
coding 

For example in the case of two voices written 
simultaneously on a single score, the direction of the 
stems plays an importnnt part for the correct assignment 
of every note to the right voice. Figure 3 shows the 
diierence between a correct visualization of a similar 
case (see the first score) and what results from the 
conversion into Standard MIDI File (see the second 
score): the notes belonging to two diierent voices are 
grouped in a chord and the information concerning the 
beaming is lost. 

4. The modified npproncb 

The problems learnt and described in the preceding 
paragraph have forced to the definition of an alternative 
method of acquisition: 
1. division of the score into smaller basic units 

(system); 

conversion of the basic unit from the graphic 
format into the symbolic format; 
building in Finale of a template valid for the whole 
excerpt; 

4. editing under Finale; 
5. automatical extraction and page make-up of the 

instrument parts; 
6. correction of some possible mistakes made during 

the previous passages. 
A careful valuation of the acquisition times with this 

modified approach has laid sometimes to prefer the 
direct inclusion in Finale through a MIDI keyboard. 

5. Development of new solutions 

The first decision has been that of getting over the 
MIDI codification and taking up to a codification 
studied expressly for a graphic return of the score. We 
have so decided to use the new "potential standard" of 
notation provided by the NIFF [6] (Notation 
Interchange File Format). 

In Figure 4 we can see the same fragment of Figure 
1 visualized by importing the corresponding NIFF file 
through the application of notation called Lime 5.03 
[121. 

This decision and the almost complete current lack 
of applications supporting this format has as a result the 
development of conversion applications: in particular it 
has been developed in Tonino Mendicino's graduation 
thesis [a] a MIDI-NIFF translator capable of locating in 
the MIDI files hidden musical structures, that can be 
represented in NIFF in an appropriate way, and in Paolo 
Mandatelli's thesis [7] a NIFF-Enigma Vanslator that 
produces an Enigma file starting from the MFF file 
given by the OMR program, and simulates the actions 
of a Finale operator (the Enigma format is not yet 
published and Coda has no intention to adopt the NIFF). 

A deep knowledge of this format give us now the 
possibility to use it as a base for the development of 
further applications in the general project of the archive, 
such as the automatical segmentation of scores 
(necessary in the database to do the search for excerpts 
using short audio or score fragments), and the 
automatical adding of the conductors' annotations. 

The track undertaken in the same time and now 
developing in Andrea Bandera's thesis consists in 
originating, after identifying the main problems of OMR 
systems, an application of pretreatment of the figure 
able to correct in the starting graphic files every 
imperfection causing serious problems. It must have the 
ability to: 
- individuate the position of the staves so as to order 

them correctly, adding empty staves at the right 
places, when the system becomes composed of a 
smaller number of staves; 

- correct inclinations (also changeble) along the 
width of the page (typical for photocopied pages); 

- equidistance, reduce or widen the staves in order to 
solve the problem of notes very far from the staves. 



Fig. 4: NIFFrepresenlalio~~ offhemre lfragmenl 

The combination of these solutions allows us to 
adopt the following acquisition procedure: 
1. division of the score into basic units (aria, duets, 

terzetto, ... 20 pages long on an average); 
2, scanning of the basic unit to reproduce a copy in 

graphic format (TIFF); 
3. graphic preprocessing of the basic unit; 
4. conversion of the basic unit from graphic format 

into symbolic format (IWF) through the 
application of commercial OMR (Optical Music 
Recognition) Midiscan 2.5.1; 

5. automatical inlet in Finale 97 of the obtained 
symbolic score; 

6. editing under Finale; 
7. automatical extraction and following page make-up 

ofthe scores. 
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Abstract 

The symbolic represerItation of musical information involves severd aspects of computer science. A piece of music 
car1 be represented in several ways such as: digital sigi~als, sets of timedependent events that a sequencer (or other 
devices) can hanslate ir,to an audio peformm~ce (e.g. MIDI/, sets of graphic images that represent the score (e.g ' 

TIFF, GIF, PEG), a notatio~I represenrotion of the score that respects its hierarchical structure (e.g. MFF, DARMV 
or a represe~ilatio?i of the logical nfonnatiori for logical information we mean the i~formation common to all the 
above music aspects) that the composer intends to put in the piece (SMDL). The fact that SMDL is an HyTime 
application, makes it apowerfirl emrironme!it in which all the other formats can be i~tegrated and organized by memis 
of the hypermedia abilify. Since SMDL 's cantus domain cnti represent the logical informatiori of a musical piece, we 
can extract from files coded in the above me?itior~ed formats the logical information, tra~islate them into SMDL, amd 
then use the SMDL representation within a database. 

The represerifofion of the musical i~formatio~~ of a whole piece of music within the database is quite expensive with 
respect to memory ocnrpation mtd computing time. Therefore it is itecesmy to devise methods for reducing the cost. A 
p s i b l e  solution to this problem, we are currently working on, is to automatically extract from the W L  files the 
significant parts of a piece of mzrsic, and then code these parts into the daiobase instead of W L  file. By this 
approach, most of the queries on pieces of music can be solved directly into the database without requiring to access 
the files. 

Therefore in this environment SMDLplays two roles: the role of the common descriptor for the otherfile formats with 
the ability to organize them as hypermedia objects, mid the role of the front-elid to the database systeln. 

SMDL's origins 

The standard music description language (SMDL [I]) 
was born in 1984 based on an idea of Charls Goldfarb 
for standardizing the computer representation of music 
in an SGML format. The idea was to create an 
environment in which the several aspects of music 
representition can be considered and used. 
SMDL is an instance of HyTime (Hypermedia 
TielBased Description Language [2][3]) and so it 
inherits the hnctionality of this standard [6][7]. It 
divides the aspects of music representation in four 
domains: 

Logical (cantus) 
Visual 
Gestual 
Analytical 

The Logical domain can represent the intent of the 
author when it thinks the musical piece. The Visual 
domain incorporates the graphic information and score 
notations. The Gestual domain incorporates the 
performance and executional information. The 

Analytical domain incorporates all of the music 
background information. 
In the Logical domain you can write in an SGML 
format the music information while the other domains 
use the hyperlink capabilities ofHyTime to paint to and 
integrate the other formats that can represent the 
particular information [5 ] .  
The Logical domain is called carifus and the SGML 
syntax of SMDL is defined in the standard draft IS0 
10743 [4]. The structure of information is developed 
over a system of time dependent axis called FCS (Finite 
Coordinate Space an architectural form of HyTime) 
which is composed by cantus events (notes, rests, 
symbols). The other domains can refer to this 
representation to link the several piece of music 
information. 

SMDL vs musical standard formats 

As s prototypal study of relations between SMDL and 
other formats we consider the well known formats: 

* l71eprojecf has been partially supported by the Italimi National Research Cou?icil iri thefra?ne of the 'Methodologies, 
tech?tiqices, m ~ d  computer tools for preservatiot~. the strucfurol orgmiisatior~, the intelligent query of musical mrdio 
archives stored on heterogeiieous magnetic media" researc/i, Finalised Project" CuNurd Heritage" (Subproject 3, 
Topic 3.2, Subtopic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 
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MIDI: as an instance of Gestual domain; 
AIFF: as another instance of Gestual domain; 
NIFF: as an instance of Wsual domain. 

The essential information that must be coded in SMDL 
is the representation in time of the notes, so during the 
analysis of the formats we try to individuate if we can 
extract this information from the files coded in each of 
the above formats. 
In the MIDI format notes are coded in various tracks 
and channels by means of MIDI messages NOTE ON 
and NOTE OFF so it's easy to extract notes, duration 
and parts from the MIDI files. 
The AIFF format is an example of audio file format. All 
this formats store, in different manner, the sample of 
audio signals. The difficult to manage this kind of 
information isn't the way in which they are stored (e.g.: 
by means of chunks) but to extract the musical 
information. In fact there are a lot of study about audio 
segmentation So, for the moment, it's only possible to 
include this type of information as a compact object that 
represents a particular instance of the musical piece. 
The AIFF format is interesting because it is a standard 
format designed by means of chunks (the IFF format) 
and so it allow the standard to be very handy, the new 
version permits also to include several type of 
compression algorithms: a very useful facilities for files 
of those dimension 
The NIFF format is a new standard designed to wde the 
notational information of music. It is the result of an 
effort of the major music software-houses to allow an 
easier interchange between the several diierent 
program commercially available. Its structure is made 
by chunks in which are coded the objects that compose 
a soore. The score is divided in pages, systems and 
staffs in which are contained the musical symbols. The 
way in which they are coded allows an easy extraction 
of the information about notes, duration and parts so it's 
possible to integrate NIFF format in an SMDL 
environment. 

Translation and integration in SMDL 

Based on the above discussion we have developed a 
software that extracts the information of notes, duration 
and part from the MIDI and NIFF files, the AIFF format 
is not currently considered. 
We did start from a NIFF to an SMDL translator made 
by Steve Mounce of Bradford University [Ill. This 
software is composed by two stages that execute the 
steps of translation. The first stage extracts from a NIFF 
file, by parsing of file, the essential information for the 
translation and writes them in another file in an 
intermediate SGML format using the tools provided by 
the NIFF SDK toolkit. The second stage takes the 
intermediate file and translate it in SMDL syntax by 
means of the HyMinder System (the only software-tool 
available for can managing the HyTime Standard [lo]). 

I INT-NIFF I 

NT-NIR SMD cq-3 
pq 

Fig. I ;  MFF to &!DL f~anslatio~~ 

Starting from this two stages we have developed a 
second branch of translation that takes MlDI files (in 
both format0 and formatl), translates it in another 
intermediate SGML format (INT-MIDI) and by means 
of HyMinder system translates it in SMDL syntax 

INT-MIDI 

WT-MIDI SMDL + Fl 
Fig.2: MlDI to SMDL translatioi~ 

The two intermediate formats are both written in SGML 
syntax because the HyMinder system can read them, 
translates them in its internal class-representation and so 
writes them as SMDL files. But their structure is 
diierent because each of those reflects the structure of 
the respective source file: that is INT-NIFF file reflects 
the structure of NIFF file and INT-MIDI file reflects the 
structure of MIDI files. 
At this point, ifwe have the version of the same piece of 
music in NIFF and in MIDI format, we can translate 
them in two, quite different, SMDL files. A third stage 
makes a merge of this two files comparing the 
information of notes present in each file and writes an 
SMDL file, the result is an instance of cantus and the 
hyperlinks to the source file from which we have 
extracted information are the instances of Visual and 
Gestual domains. 
Since the software developed is a prototypal it works, 
for the moment, only with pre-prepared file. It can be 



information (melody ofthe piece) playing a keyboard or 
whistling in a microphone [23]. 

Ail example of &abase 
The example we have sketched is based on an object 
relational database management system (Oracles) and in 
particular upon some of its tools as 'Tested Tables" and 
large data type. Nested tables are particular objects that 
allow the treatment of some tables as row of other tables 
[161. 
During the study of musical information in relation with 
database management we have noticed that there can be 
different level of information at whicb the user could 
access. For example a query by whistling must access a 
different kind of information (i.e, more detailed) from a 
catalogue query or from a musicological query (e.g. 
search how many times this sequence of notes is 
repeated in the piece). 
So, we have divided the structure of the database into 
three levels: - 

Fig.3: T r d a t i o ? ~  mdMerging Database Level: information in tabular form. 

extended to work with all kind of file by means of some Logical Level: information in SMDL form. 

changes. Code Level: information in source forms (NIFF, 
MIDL AIFF. etc..). 

Integration with mulfimedin database 

The problem that arises in the treatment of music files in 
a database environment is that they aren't directly 
representable in database tabular forms. This implies the 
conversion and the extraction of some type of data in 
order to allow the system to do the queries in an 
acceptable time [14][15]. 
The conversion of music files in SMDL permits to 
accumulate all the information in one file upon which 
we can extract the desired information only one time for 
each piece of music. 
The kind of information that we extract from SMDL 
files is the parts, by means of which we recognize the 
piece. This is obtained by the implementation of score 
sewentation alsorithms. 
N ~ W  we'll tak; a look to a brief description score 
segmentation algorithms and the structure of an 
example database. 

Score segmentation algon'thms 
The segmentation algorithms are based on the 
observation that most composition (quite all) have some 
source parts (i.e. brief sequence of notes) to whicb a 
great part of the piece can be brought hack by means of 
several mrrsicfin~ctio?~s [17][18][19][20]. This function 
can be a transpose, a repetition, a specular inversion or 
other transformations. The source parts, in most cases, 
are the melodies of the piece so they allow 
distinguishing the piece from other pieces also with 
respect to the human perception [13]. 
From this view point we can use the segmentation 
algorithms to extract the source parts from SMDL files 
and use them within a tabular form as indexes of pieces 
for intuitive queries in the database. As intuitive queries 
we mean the queries where the user can input the 

, , 
In the Database Level the catalogue information is 
contained in tabular form and the source parts of pieces, 
extracted by means of segmentation algorithms, are also 
contained in tabular form and stored in nested tables. In 
the tables below we show an example of the score's 
database: the audio database need a separate (but joined) 
treatment because often the several pieces refer to a 
"show event". 
In Logical Level are contained the SMDL files extracted 
from source files. As explained before there can be 
more source files to which a single SMDL file refer. 
In the Code Level are contained all source file from 
which are extracted the SMDL files. They are the actual 
materials of the multimedia datahase. 

- - 1 Id 1 Score index 

Cognome 
Autore 
Data 
Pubblicazione 
Luogo 
Pubblicazione 
E d i o n e  

Tipo 
Strumenti 
Nomi file 

Elementi 
Significativi 

Day, Month, Year 

Editor Surname, Date (Day, Month, 
Year) 
Opera, Concert, ..... 
Instrument's list as set of character 
Nested Table referring to code files 
(FILERIF) 
Nested Table refening to the 
contnining source 
(ELEMENTI SIGNIFICATIVI). 



FILERIF Nested Table 

-- I 1 File SMDL i Pointer to SMDL file. , 

Scores's Instrument name. !%%??ate k t x N O T E  table. 

Source part Nated Table. 

Accent0 1 char- 
ffom 0 to 127; 0 is NULL 

, value. 
! p ~ ~ ~ .  .. - ._lnt_eS.Fractio~.- -. 

Dinamica Suing of charactc(max 4). . . - - -. - -. - . -. . - 
f Tempo inizio , lntel~er defining start time (in virtual 1 

units). 
defining end time (in virtual 
I 

Conclusious 
The discussion above is only a prototypal draft, many 
things can be developed and implemented: 

in 1997 a new release of HyMinder have been 
approved by ISO, it's necessary to incorporate this 
new features [8][9]; 
SMDL is still in draft status and since it will change 
because of the changes in HyTime it's necessary to 
implement them; 
more complicate musical structures; 
to allow the translator to recognize the more kind of 
files as possible (a generic file MIDI or NIFF); 
to implemeot the translation and integration of 
audio files; 

Many other things can he developed and implemented 
in order to make the system more powerful and flexible. 
This article is intended as a starting study of an 
application of SMDL as an actual tool to manage the 
musical information in a database environment. 
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A b s t r a c t  

In this paper we try to characterize special features of 
music archives. To do this we consider a representative 
case study: the Music Archive at Teaho alla Scala. We 
summarize the music contents ot the archive considering 
all the kind of materials involved - i.e. audio tapes. 
videos, etc. - with particular emphasis on audio media 
and scores. 
Both qualitative and quantitative aspects of these 
materials are considered in order to allows us to define a 
basic schema for designing a computerized processing of 
information within a music database framework. So. for 
each kind of material we consider the state of 
conservation, the historical, musicological, and 
economic-publishing value parameters, how it is 
involved in the usual activity for the realization of new 
productions of tlie theahe. 
From this analysis we get mainly two kind of 
information: about the contents and their artistic 
meaning, and the relations of these contents with the 
activities of the theahe. 

Mus ic  Archive  contents 

Although Teako alla Scala is often associated with 
operas, concerts, recitals, it is probably not known that 
it possesses a historical music archive of great 
significance. It includes three kinds of music media: 
- audio recordings; 
- video recordings; 
- music scores. 

Audio recording o l  live perlormances has kept on with 
no interruptions since 1951. This activity has produced, 
in close to five decades, over 5,000 media: analog open 
reels from 1951 to 1990, DATs from 1991 to 1996, 
CD-R Crom 1997, all of which contain the work of the 
most famous musicians of this century (singers, 
conductors, performers, etc.). 

Video recordings cover approximately the same period, 
while they were always taken by a single fixed 
telecamera. So, they are not considered in the current 
project. 

Music scores include: 
- handwritten original scorcs; 
- cummerci~llv av;~ilable ~ublislizd scores: 
- elaborations of previously scores; for 
examples, personalizations of orchestral scores by 
conductors (they generally have special directives for 
dynamics and expression). 

Both the first and the third have great historical value. 
Thousands of these documents are available and need to 
be preserved, and organized for efficient enjoyment. 
Furthermore, computer methods allows the Archive to 
enhance the quality oC its products, and reduce the costs 
of many activities. For example, the printing of 
transposed parts. 

Rescuing the  Plionic Archive  

Uniortunately, most of the audio tapcs have not been 
well preserved and are actually deteriorating at a quick 
pace. For this reason, a panel of international sponsors 
has funded in 1997 a project for the preservation of this 
precious music heritage. The scientific direction and tlie 
execution of the project has been entrusted to the LIM - 
Laboratorio di. Informatica Musicale of the Computer 
Science Department at the University of Milan [I]. 

The projects consists of many tasks and activities, 
quickly summarized as follows: 
-cleaning of analog tapes; 
- heat treatment for those tapes that have softened due to 
age; 
- digitization of analog tapes to preserve and manipulate 
their contents; 
- mastering of more than one CD-R for each original 
recording; 

~ This project has been partially supported by the Italian National Research Council in the f ~ a m e  ol the  "Methodologies, 
techniques, and computer tools for the preservation, the structural organization, and the intelligent query of musical 
audio archives stored on heterogeneous magnetic media" research, Finalized Project "Cultural Heritage" (Subproject 3, 
Topic 3.2, Subtopic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 



-classification oithe original recordings and of the new 
media Lhanks to about 60 attributes which are entered in 
a distributed and multiplatform database under Oracles. 

Here follows a short explanation of the techniques 
mentioned above. While many tapes need to he cleaned 
by hand, turn by turn, with a special liquid, those which 
have sufrered from softening of' the oxide coating and 
have absorhcd moisture during their long term storage 
requirc a spcciul heat treatment if they an: to be restored 
lo playable condition - without squeaking, nor sticking 
to the guides and lieads of the recorder - and transrerred to 
digital form. This treatment consists in putting the tapes 
into a heated oven or incuhator at a temperature of 45'C 
- 55°C for about three days. Once the tapes reach a 
satisfactory quality, their contents is digitized at the 
standard snmpling rate of 44.1 H z  and with a 20-bit, 
and stored on colnpuler hard disks. The resulting digital 
audio liles are edited and structured as digital tracks that 
correspond to single musical pieces. Meaningless heads 
and tails are removed. The main goal of this step is to 
lieep the original information exactly "as is", 
postponing choices for a possible restoration - hence, 
extra noises are also carefully preserved. The digital 
tracks are copied on CD-R's, for each of which there are 
two initial main copies: one for the Music Archive of 
the Theatre and a second onc as a backup copy stored in 
the vault of the Italian Commercial Bank. 

While these activities take place, information is 
collected about the contents of lhe tapes, both from the 
artistic and from tlie technical point of view. In addition, 
all infom~ation acquired during cleaning and heating, 
digitalization and maslering, contributes to the definition 
of roughly 60 attributes about the original recordings 
and the new media, entered in a database built with 
Oracle 8 and running on a multiplatform (UNM, NT, 
Windows95, Mac OS) and distributed (nhoul 10 
workstalions) system [2] [3]. At  the same time, the 
rescarcli team at LIM is designing and developing special 
software, modules for Oracle, lo process musical and 
multimedia objects: digital sound, scores and 
performances, photos, videos, etc [4]. In this way, 
musicians who arc currently preparing a performance 
which has been previously given at the Scala can easily 
access all CD-R's of previous performances, under 
Oracle8, located in a CD-ROM juke box (224 CD 
online, 4 CD mounted). 

Relevant features of the  Archive audio  media 

Original recordings concerns the period 1951-1996 with 
a very different density with respect to periods 1951- 
1973 and 1974-1995. Only few tapes of the former and 
quite the complete covering of the theatre nights of the 
latter. In Table A you can see how original tapes ~ J E  

distributed with lespect to their dating. Open reel 114" 
monolstereo tapes were used since 1951 till 1990, while 
DAT stereo tapes wen: used since 1991 till 1996. 
Slarting with the first night of december 1996 the 
thcatrc are directly recorded onto CD-R. 

All tlie main genres of theatrical and music events are 
represented within the Music Archive. You can see in 
Table B the numhr of tapes available for each of the 
main genre represented within the archive. A number of 
different rehearsal sessions were recorded so that a 
historical and musicological heritage is present together 
with the performances recordings. Particularly 
interesting the dress rehearsals and the singers' training 
sessions. Most of the famous conductors, singers, 
performers, orchestras, dancers, etc. are well represented 
and, even if recorddings are not of the top technology 
class, all ihe audio media of the Scala' archive are of 
interest for both cultural and publishing purposes. 

Concerts 5770 
Operas 2527 
Balletts 970 
Recitals 571 
Lectures and meetings 186 
Various events 12 
Melodramas 2 

Table B 

For example, there are 263 different conductors within 
the recordings. Most of them have conducted only few 
times while the most "present" are shown in Table C.  
The right column gives the number of tapes in which 
conductors occur. 



Weller Walter 30 
Fedoseyev Vladimir 29 
Thielemann Christian 29 
Inoue Michiyoshi 24 
Von Karajan Herbert 24 
Tlieuring Guenter 23 
Bernstein Leonard 22 
Penderecki Krzyszlof 22 
Votto Anlonino 20 

The theatre is well known mainly for the performances 
of operas. There an: 318 different operas within the 
archive. Table D shows the operas which were more 
frequenlly performed. The right columns gives the 
number of tapes concerning that particular opera. 

Similar tables can be shown concerning singers, 
performers, dancers, etc. 

Table C Table D 

Giuseppe Verdi 
Gioacchino Rossini 
Giacomo Puccini 
Giuseppe Verdi 
Giacomo Puccini 
Umberto Giordano 
Ernest Bloch 
Ruggero Leoncavallo 
Giuseppe Verdi 
Gioacchino Rossini 

Giuseppe Verdi 
W. A. Mozart 
W. A. Mozart 
W. A. Mozart 
Sergei Prokofiev 
G. B. Pergolesi 

I Vespri Siciliani 
Maometto I1 
Tosca 
Falstaff 
La Fanciulla del West 
Fedora 
Macheth 
Pagliacci 
La Forza del Destino 
Tancredi 
Un Ballo in Maschera 
Cosi' Fan Tutte 
Die Zauberfloete 
Idomeneo. Re di Creta 
L'angelo di Fuoco 
Lo Frate 'Nnamorato 

26 
25 
25 
24 
24 
23 
23 
23 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
21 
20 
20 



The general characteristic of the ScaIa's audio media is 
the heterogeneity with respect to: 
-the quality of recordings, 
- Uie state orconservation ormagnetic media, 
- the state of the copyright topic. 

While transferring from analog to digital, we have round 
and catalogued sonic materials not previously known; 
particularly, a great number of encores from concerts, 
recitals, and even opens have been identified. 

The description of the performances consists of 60 
allributes which belong to the following major classes: 
-Audio Archive Identifiers, 
-Event Descriptors, 
- OperdPiece Descriptors, 
-Technical Features of ihe Original Recording, 
-Technical Features of the Transferring Process, 
-Technical Notes, 
-Digital Transrer Identifiers. 

Pe r spec t ives  

The main goal of our project is the design and 
development of a unique database environment for the 
whole multimedia datahase of Teatro alla Scala i.e. for 
simplifying communication, organization and 
management for many internal tasks. 

From a quantitative viewpoint, the audio component of 
the project will be approx 5 terabytes: the other 
components (scores, photos, videos, etc.) are under 
estimation. Anyway we can consider an approximation 
for Lhe complete DB around some 20 terabytes. Audio 
and most probably also other multimedia data will be 
taken out of the DB, but obviously linked and well- 
known within the DB. Some of them - the ones 
concerning cvents under production - will be kept 
onlinc. the othcrs are stored ofnine and indexed online. 

Specifically, we are researching, designing, and 
developing formal and applicative tools to integrate 
symbolic and subsymbolic music data togcther with 
traditional alphanumeric data: even methods associated to 
those data have to be integrated: specific methods Tor 

browsing will be developed for PCM, MUII, NIFF and 
SMDL components. Recently - 16 june 1998, in the 
frame of a press conference held at Teatro alla Scala - we 
have shown the first realization of music queries to an 
Oracle8 database i.e. asking by sound patterns to the 
databaseto achieve both audio files and digital scores. 
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Abstract words. In addition, the increase in dimension of digital 
musical libraries requires powerful algorithms to 

The emergence of audio data types in databases and retrieve music information (audio files and/or scores). 
the rapid increase in speed and capacity of computers In this paper,, the difficult problem associated with 
require new information retrieval methods dedicated to learning new features for melody recognition in 
audio files. Our goal is to let users search musical pieces complex audio sources (eg. orchestral music) will not be 
by melodic audio-content. considered (for a recent overview on this subject see 

We developed a pitch-tracking system based on [I]). Instead, we will be focused on analysing, repre- 
RMS-power segmentation and harmonic gathering; this senting and comparing monophonic sources. As an 
software can measure pitches from monophonic sources extension, we will describe a system designed to 
in the range of 50 Hz to 20 KHz, with over 90% of retrieve musical pieces stored in a database in the form 
successful estimates, and can set the basis for a potential of music notation by means of similarity to an acoustic 
polyphonic pitch recognition. input. In particular, a complete melody retrieval proto- 

Resulting pitches derived from two different audio type has been recently implemented in Milan's La Scala 
files can be compared by means of another software tool Theater Digital Archives [Z]. 
which is able to measure their degree of melodic The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
similarity. For this purpose, three approximate string Section 2 describes previous works on melody retrieval. 
matching algorithms and a string distance calculation In section 3 and 4, we present respectively audio 
algorithm were implemented; all these algorithms are analysis stage and comparison stage. Section 5 is 
based on dynamic programming. Several different dedicated to results and conclusion. 
representations of melodic lines are available: absolute 
notes, intervals, relative intervals to a given note, exact 
and relative rhythm. The comparison can be carried out 2. Background: Melody-Retrieval 
using only notes, only rhythm or both notes and rhythm. 
This system returns a ranked list of matching points and By 'Melody Retrieval' we mean looking for items 
their degree of similarity. that contain a given theme or a sequence of notes in 

Preliminary results show that it's actually possible to music databases. To our knowledge, only two integrated 
achieve a concise distance-measure between melodies systems for melody retrieval bas been attempted. The 
acquired from audio files and to realise systems for first was developed by Ghias et al. at Cornell University 
melody-matching or melody-retrieval. [3]; here, a melodic query based on few hummed notes 

is quantized to three levels, depending on whether each 
note was higher, lower or similar pitch as the previous 

1. Introduction one. Then, a MIDI-files database can be searched for 
similar melodic contour using an approximate string 

Conventional Information Retrieval Systems are matching algorithm. The other application has been 
mainly based on (computer-readable) text. Tipically, developed by the University of Waikato in New Zealand 
text documents can be found by locating query [4,5]. This system transcribes an acoustic input from the 
keywords within them. Unfortunately, for audio and user into common music notation; then, it searches a 
especially for music, this approach is useless due to the database of folk tunes for those containing the sung 
simple lack of identifiable entities comparable with pattern. Different search criteria are implemented: 

' This project has been partially supported by the Italian National Research Council in the fiame of the "Methodologies, 
techniques, and computer tools for the preservation, the structural organization, and the intelligent query of musical 
audio archives stored on heterogeneous magnetic media" research, Finalized Project "Cultural Heritage" (Subproject 3, 
Topic 3.2, Subtopic 3.2.2, Target 3.2.1). 



melodic contour, musical intervals and rhythm. Tests 
were canied out using both approximate and exact 
string matching algorithms. 

3. Pitch Tracking and Note Segmentation 

Pitch-Tracking algorithms convert an acoustic input 
into note-like attributes. Unfortunately, this is possible 
for anything but simple music pieces. Monophonic 
transcription is well understood and can be obtained 
with algorithms usually classified by whether they work 
in time-domain, frequency-domain or hybrid-domain 
[q. Polyphonic transcription is much less usual, even if 
some systems capable of transcribing music witb more 
than two voices have been recently attempted (see Keith 
Martin [7] and Kashino et al. [8]); due to the great em- 
phasis set on perceptual organization of sound, we will 
not consider these new methods. Instead, o w  aim is to 
provide a sofhvare enviroment in which users can 
develop a robust pitch-tracking algorithm based on 
conventional frequency domain analysis [9,10]. Figure 1 
shows a diagram ofthe signal analysis path. 

Fig.1: Pitch-Tracking: diagram of the signal analysispath. 

A wav or raw file is taken in input and it is divided 
into overlapping frames; both frame and shift dimension 
are userdefined (in number of samples). For each 
frame, RMS-power is compared with a threshold to 
decide whether the frame is silence or not. Next step 
involves windowing; five diierent window types are 
implemented (Rectangular, Hanning, Hamming, 
Blackman, Bartlett). A Fast Fourier Transform of the 
windowed frame is performed. Resulting FFT-partials 
are compared with the lowest between an absolute and 
an adaptive threshold; partials below this threshold are 
set to zero. The adaptive threshold is calculated as in the 
equation below, where TRatio is a user defined value 
(gwd values are proven to be 3+7) and MaxValMean is 
the average of the ten greatest partials. 

MmValMean 
Adaptive-Threshold = 

TRatio 

Among all partials we are interested only on 
prominent ones; we call these partials Peaks. Peak- 
Recognition algorithm works on a list of schemas, each 
one representing a possible configuration of meaningful 
values. For example, a peak is the partial between a 
monotonically increasing and a monotonically deorea- 
sing sequence of partials. 

Every peak is mapped first on a frequency in Hertz 
and then to the corresponding nearest MIDI-note 
number. This set of MIDI-note numbers represents the 
harmonic content of the current came and we call it 
Detected-Harmonics, Identifying the fimdamental fre- 
quency (or fundamental frequencies, in polyphonic 
case) is a matter of gathering all the Detected-Harmo- 
nics. This operation is achieved by calculating for each 
harmonic how many overtones we can find in De- 
tected-Harmonics; moreover, the presence of an 
overtone is log-weighted depending on its amplitude. 
The harmonic that produces the greatest harmonic 
gathering weight is the pitch (of that frame). After 
pitches are determined, we pass them through a median 
filter of user-defined dimension. 

This system provides graphical interface and can 
represent all computational steps. Resulting pitches and 
the most important information from the source file 
(sampling frequency, frame and shift dimension) are 
stored into an ascii file. 

4. Melody-Matching 

The pitch-tracking system translates an input audio 
file into a sequence of note-numbers, each of these 
representing the absolute pitch of a frame. Comparing 
these sequences is essentially a matter of string 
representation [ll] and string matching. 

Several diierent representations are avaible for both 
rhythm and melody information: 

absolute notes 
absolute rhvthm 
interval (note -previm~s~?rote) 
relative rhythm (duratio?~ /prei~ims~dr~ratio?~) 
relative interval to a given note 
relative rhythm to a given duration 

To avoid symbol fragmentation, each relative 
representation is quantize to a set of suitable values. For 
example, we consider only intervals included in -1Sc15 
half-tones; intervals out of this range are set to 
'Undefined', which is a valid symbol in our alphabet. 

For performing the string matching we need an 
efficient approximate pattern matching algorithm [12]. 
By "approximate" we mean that the algorithm should be 
able to take into account various forms of errors. In fact, 
music is usually performed witb a great variability, due 
to player's errors (memory deficiences or performing 
errors) or to musical variants. 

In general, our problem is mainly based on measuring 
the distance between two given strings. We will use the 
Levenshtein Distance which is the minimum number of 



insertions, deletions and substitutions needed to 
transform one string into another, this problem is 
addressed as Approximate String Matching with K- 
differences 1131. Sellers demoktrated that Dynamic 
Programming methods for exact shing matching can be 
adapted to approximate string matching problems with a 
time which is proportional to the product of the lengths 
of the strings compared [14]. A great deal of work has 
been done to speed this operation; from the com- 
putational point of view, complexity in the worst case is 
always quadratic, but in case of random strings it is 
always less. In particular, we will use Ukkonnen's Cut- 
Off algorithm [I51 which is always O(m) in space and 
O(kn) in time for random strings (m,n string 
dimensions; k is a distance threshold) and Chang- 
Lampe's algorithm [16] which is the fastest dynamic- 
programming-based technique at present. Finally, 
Wagner-Fisher's algorithm will be adopted as a 
standard string distance calculation method. 

We developed a software tool in which all the above 
representations and algorithms are implemented. Users 
can choose a suitable representation, define a distance 
threshold and start a match between two files derived 
from the pitch-tracking system. The comparison can be 
cinied out using only notes, only rhythm or both notes 
and rhythm. This system returns a ranked list of 
matching points and their degree of similarity. Scores 
are calculated by normalizing dynamic programming 
distance to pattem string dimension; 100% score 
indicates maximum similarity, ie. the entire pattern 
matched with text string from a given point. 

5. Results and Conclusion 

Fist,  we tested the pitch-tracking system under 
several different conditions: 

synthesized sound / monophonic source. 
acoustic instruments /monophonic source. 
acoustic instruments l real performance. 
singing voice. 
polyphonic source. 

We chose a collection of timbres kom a sound- 
expander on the market and from McGill University 
Sound Library. Results showed more than 98% of 
successeful estimates for both synthesized and acoustic 
sources in monophonic case. Then, a real performance 
of solo flute caracterized by long time reverberation was 
analysed; we registered about 10% of unsuccesseful 
estimates, above all determined by room-acoustics and 
by noise from instrument's keys. The typical features of 
human voice caused a great increase in error rate (about 
25% of unsuccesseful estimates); this is mainly due to 
the absolute musical scale applied in the mapping stage 
and to the unvoiced kame that are analysed as voiced 
frame. In case of polyphonic sources, present system is 
unable to execute a reliable transcription; many 
improvements could be made for adjusting peak- 
recognition especially to avoid meaningless peaks. 

Then, experiments were canied out to test melody- 
matching and melody-retrieval. The right band part of 
the third tempo of Beethoven's Sonata Op.13 was 
played with a sampled-sound of piano in the following 
variants: 

time-quantized performance without trills and gate 
notes. 
non time-quantize performance without trills and 
grace notes. 
real performance with expression. 
real performance, slow time and with some wrong 
and misplaced notes. 

M e r  the pitch-tracking stage, we matched intervals 
and relative rhythm extracted from all these examples 
with each others. Resulting comparisons returned a high 
degree of similarity; this confirms system capability in 
recognizing the same piece of music under diierent 
performance conditions. Then, we played only four bars 
from the same piece by Beethoven with a flute sound 
and we matched it with previous perfomances; the 
system returned the maximum degree of similarity 
connected with the right bar, ie. the system can localize 
the beginning of a pattem everywhere in a piece. To test 
melody-retrieval, about thirty pieces of music in 
different genres (soundtrack themes, one voice from 
Bach's Invenzioni, right hand part of Beethoven's 
Sonata Op.13) were processed by the pitch-tracking 
system. We simulated an audio query playing "by ear" 
few bars from one of the previous pieces. 

Fig.2: Graphical represef~tation of resulting marching scores 
in a melodpreWeval test; beginningfiom position 24, apiece 
of music (dotted-line) is very similar to the query. 

In fig.2 it is displayed the degree of similarity between 
the audio query and the three most similar pieces from 
the test-database; at position 24 of the dotted-line piece 
we have the right maximum similarity. 

At present, the most slowly link in our system is 
pitch tracking, but its performance could be easely 
improved by means of better FFT algorithms. As 
expected, Chang-Lampe's algorithm was proven to be 



the fastest, it tookonly few milliseconds (1+10 msec on 
a Pentium 200) for short string-comparisons; we 
measured the worst performance when whole 
Beethoven's piece in the slow version was matched with 
the expressive version (262 msec). We plan to test this 
algorithm on a large database of scores based on Milan's 
La Scala Digital Archives which is currently under 
construction; an audio-quay module has been 
implemented to extend the information retrieval feature 
of the database. How much our system is able to 
successefully discriminate music on the base of few 
notes is a matter still opened. At this time, we can point 
out that string-matching algorithms do not discriminate 
the various forms of errors, but consider them 
oollectively. Though, preliminary results show that it's 
actually possible to achieve a concise distance-measure 
between melodies acquired from audio files and to 
realize systems for melody-matching or melody- 
retrieval. 
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Can You Retrieve the Original Studio Acoustics In Pre-1925 Recordings? 
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Tlie paper opcris a discr~ssiorr oftlie 
relrie~~ahililj~ of llie ac111al so~oidspresent ~ I I  early 
recordirrg st~~dios,  nleanir~g riot o17I.v /lie perfoflna~ice 
as  s11c11, but  also tI7e acarr.stic envirura~re~it rcprese~ited 
hli i,rte17.si~vidisrn1ic~ re1alior1.sl1ip.s mrd rel~erheration. 
H e a ~ y  use is ~irade ofder?ro~isrralio~~.s of ear41 
recordings. 

Pre-1925 recordings (acoustic recordings) all 
made use of a diapluag~n in a soundbox coupled by 
liieans of tubing to one or several conical horns directed 
toivards the source of sound. This means that the 
recei\,er orsound was resonant a i d  that any studio 
aconstics had Ll~e complex transfer lunctio~i of the 
recording system superi~i~posed on it. It is possible to 
perceive the original studio acoustics hidden behind Ule 
recording equipmeni provided Llie linear influence of 
tlie equ ip~ne~~t  is eliminated. This is possible UI many 
~vays, although t l~c  masking i~ffll~e~icc of filtered 
background noises conlpetes for tlie allenlion of the 
listener. Possibly this is the reason why there are so 
many opinions of taste in this field. 

The earliest u~vestigations into the complex 
interaction between a sound source in a room. a horn 
knninated by a diapl~rag~ii. and a mechanis~ii for 
regisleri~ig the movcmenl of the diapliragm were made 
by D.C. Miller [I]. Using essentially a 1/12 octave 
approach 11e deter~~uued that it iv:a possiblc to subtract 
the inverse of the transfer runctio~l of UIC horn- 
diapluagm co~nbi~ la t io~~ Irom the spectra he measured 
[ram a number of sounds in order Lo obtain correct 
spectra. The problem with u~~documented 
liorn/diaplragm combinations was dormant unlil the 
mid-1130s when boll1 RCA-Victor and the 
Gramophone Co. conslructed filters lo enhance the 

voice of C m s o  on his acoustic recordings and to 
suppress the orchestral accompaniment in order that it 
conld be replaced with a modem accompaniment 
recorded electrically. 

Tlionias Stockham [2] discussed the problem 
in 197 1 and introduced comparison with an all-electric 
recording of the same selection performed by a 
"similai' voice type. Tlie results were not convincing in 
all respects. The present author has approached the 
problen~ from various angles since 1982, including re- 
construction of early recording situations [31. 

The earliest existing live operatic recordings 
\vIuch were made in the far field of Ule recording horn 
and which have an immense documentary value are the 
cylinder recordings of Lionel Mapleson 1900-03. 
Listening to reissues from The Rodgers and 
Hammerstein Archives oINew York Public Library 
docs provide acoustic environment even through a lug11 
noise level. 

3 Listening to carly recordings 

The language is not yet very good at 
describillg the complex listening experiences obtained 
from early recordings. Tlie trade of High Fidelity has 
refined its special language which enables discussions 
relating to the use of valve amplifiers versus transistor 
a~iiplifiers (irrespective of linearity or bandwidth!). and 
obviously 111usical criticism also has its vocabulaq. 
Hence. for progress to be made in the present field, a 
number of listening experiences, using primary source 
material, must be shared. During the presentation a 
number o f t l~e  following recordings will have been 
presented and subjected to conuolled manipulation. 

1) Melba Distance Test (Matrix No. 4195f. recorded l l 
May 1910) provides a11 unprecedented input m that 
Nellie Melba steps back between repeats of the sane 
brief selection. Tlie piano is stationary. 

2) Adelina Patti: "La Calasera" recorded 1906 

3) Paderelvslu: "Minuet G-major" recorded 1911 

4) Barrere Little Symphony: "La FCria" (La Reja) 
rccorded ca. 1915 

5) Gas Shell Bombardment recorded 1918 

6) Hemebailis (flute): Allegretto (B. Godard) recorded 
ca. 1905 



Esperi~lle~~tal  evidence de~uollstrates that it is 
possible to obtain ;I sense of depll~ in llle reproduction 
of these :md mauy olher acouslic rccordings. meaning 
t l~at it is not jusl ihe pcrceived v o l u ~ ~ ~ c  0fc.g. a soloist 
performiug directly into a horn in coolrasl will1 1l1e 
perceivcd lesser volmue of an accolupanying 
instnuncnt. but also ihal it appears t l~at thc group delay 
throug11 the systeul may be corrccled. This means U~at 
it is possible to perccive a spaciousl~css tl~rough or 
behind thc noises which nonnally accompany an 
acoustic recording. 

4 Requirements for listening 

Many of the presenl noise-rcducing procedures 
proposed and discussed [4] a l~ l~ear  to relnove tile 
perception of spacious~~css in early recordings. and 
l~ence it is i~nperalivc. citl~cr to use hig11 quality 
originals or lo use proccdurcs ~vI1ic11 truly only attack 
the noise signals [5]. Thc gramopl~oue (or phonograpl~ 
in the mse olcylinder recordings) lnusl be o f a  high 
quality. as 111us1 be l l ~ c  piclolp and its an& and the 
signal must bc realiscd to be ;I MONO signal 1vI1ic11 
should preferably bc sen1 ~ ~ O I I I  one loudspeaker only 
(listening esperiencc has sho~vn that trans~nilli~ig the 
same mono signal from scvcral loudspcnkcrs adds a 
layer of conhsio~~) .  

The paper does no1 wish to impose a 
conclusior~ 011 Lllc audience or rcadersl~ip - it is a 
question of agreeing on perceivcd pl~enomena. II is. 
ho\vc\,cr. l~oped tllal thc i ~ ~ ~ p o r l i ~ n c e  oC tllc sound as a 
docunont will be realiscd even \vllen discl~ssing a 
111ore co~oplcte esperiencc t11:ln mere pcrlbm~ance. 

1 Millcr. D.C.. "Thc Science of Musical Sounds", T l ~ e  
Macmi1l;ln Co.. New York 1916. 1922. 

[2 ] Stockham. Ir.. T.G.: "Restoration of old acouslic 
recordings by me;ms ofrligilal signal proccssing", AES 
Prcprini No. 83 1. Audio E n g u ~ c e r i ~ ~ g  Society 41sl 
Co~lvent~ol~ 1971 Octobcr 5-8. 

[+ ] Picaut J.. Valikre, J.C.. Simon. L.: "Subjective 
Co~n~arisous  of Various Noise Reduction Teclmiques" 
Proc. 2nd InL CollT. on Acoustics and Musical 
Research CIARM 95, Ferrara 1995, pp. 389-394. The 
conclusion as to the spaciousness is the present 
author's. however. 

[5 ] l,in'r the paper Brock-Nanneslad G.: "'The 
Rcqucstor Decides' - the Fundamental Etlucal lssucs 
W ~ c n  Ucaling With Sound Rccordings". this volwnc. 

[3 ] Brock-Na~meslad. G.: "The Objectivc Basis for tile 
Production of High Q~uality TransCers rrom Pre-1925 
Sound Rccordings". AES Prepru~t No. 4610. Audio 
Engineering Socicly 103rd Convention 1997 Septc~nber 
76-29. Net\, York. 
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Abstract 
Sozrrtd recordings as artifacts co~itairr 

inforr7ratio1t o fh~ lo  Iciltds: itite~ided contenf and 
a~ici l la~y iriJor?71atio~t. Any transfer ~vlricli is not a 
digital clor7irlg calrses botli kindLv ofb~for!irotion to be 
nrodiJed in the process. In r7iany cases the ancilla~y 
info,?tration is o f a  natrrre that 171n.v reveal tlte 
nrod$cotiorts, atid attert~pts to corlrpertsate in order to 
re-create the ancillary ififorn~ation rtroy hove a 
beneficial infltre~tce on tlie reprodzrction offlie 
i~itended content. Tliere is a wide range of 
corrrpensafoly optioris available to the reseorclier or 
prrblislier of recorded rnaterial fro171 tlie last 120yeors. 
and they rrrzrst be cliosen wiselji. 

1 Introduction 

Audiovisual riredia are unique in the storeable 
arts in Lhat they represent functions of time and in Uiat 
they are totally dependent on machines for their 
reproduction. Many of the consideratio~is in the present 
brief tex? will apply equally to moving images; however 
sound recordings are the subject here. 

All restorative and preservative activities 
regarding sound recordings are concerned with 
"making available", either in the lustorical present or 
in some fiiture. Replay of a11 original carrier can only 
occur by rneans of suitable equipment, preferably of 
new design and materials, however very firmly guided 
by knowledge about the original recording conditions. 
Sucli lcnowledge-heavy situations occur in tlieprinlary 
trmisfer and in the rrfilisotion. Any intervening digital 
copying or cloning for preservation requires no 
lcnowledge about matters olher than digital technology. 
The ntilisatio~t is a very rich field for experimentation 
without any risk of losing historic malerial. 

Etltics enter ri~uch morc into the 
considerations of actio~is co~~cer~l ing the media than 
other storeablc art, because the use of machines malces 
the manipulations much less transparent, even to the 
professional. As usual, ethics and trot11 are related. The 
risk lies in the presentation of the result as a general 

trrltli. Here the concept oisorlrce criticis171 is an 
essential tool. 

2 Components related to sound recordings 

Tlie proper stimulus for Uie ear is sound [I], 
but the storage means is the medium, and sound is only 
created when the medium is presented to the apparatus 
or maclune. This maclune converts the signals of the 
medium to a sound. It should be remembered that 
Thomas A. Edison (and Charles Cros) did not invent 
sound recording in 1877 but the reprodrrcible soza7d. 
Recording of an arbitrary sound was invented 20 years 
earlier by L&nn Scott de Martinville. At any time, the 
recording machine, manufacturing of a record, and its 
replay on contemporaw machines constituted one 
system Tor the recording and reproduclinn oisound. 

When we find recordings today it is obvious 
that we camlot change anything at the recordirtg stage 
or at the ~nam~aclriring stage for the recording, only at 
tlie reproduction stage. We may tliereby create any 
number of other systems wluch may provide sound that 
is adapted to a particular purpose. We may choose to 
use old equipment for lhe reproduction. in order to 
obtain an impression of the sounds available to our 
predecessors. however thereby endangering the 
medium. We may choose to learn as much as possible 
about the recording and manufacturing processes of 
early years in order to counteract various distortions 
U~at inllucnced what the medium was made to hold 121. 
Modem signal processing holds great potential for 
manipulating early sound recordings. However. any 
manipulation should be properly documented to enable 
proper later interpretation of the value of this 
manipulation. 

One means of documentation is to keep track 
of what happens to the ancillary information in the 
various processes. The ancillary information is of a type 
w11icl1 is not necessarily detected by the replay 
equipment when it is used for its intended purpose: to 
reproduce the intended content. The information may 
bc ccrtain low frequency vibration patterns (mechanical 
recordings), mains hurn, or the bias I~equency present 
on analogue magnetic recordings. 

3 A digression on preservation of sound 

Long term preservation of sounds is a m c u l t  
subject, because lhe mcdium is entirely dependent on a 
machine for its rcproduction. Hence it would seem 



more relevant to speak about long term preservation of 
a sound system. In many, many cases it is necessary to 
perform a transfer from one medium to another in order 
to preserve. One school of thought prefers a very robust 
medium adapted for the simplest of reproduction 
macllines - ~nacl~ines that any culhlre may n~anufacture 
in a simple way if required to start from scratch [3]. 
'Another school of Uiouglit prefers a digital mediuni 
with its inlierent capability ior cloning - lio~vever 
requiring human gencralion aiter human generation to 
provide lugh teclmology cloning facilities ad  infinitent. 
The shorl-tenn advantages of using Uie latter approach 
are immense. A U~ird school of tliought would even 
accept physiological data reduction, Ulereby storing not 
a linear signal, but one wlucll only presents sufficient 
stimulus to ears to simulate a lugh quality sound. The 
digital storage capacity will tliercby far exceed tlie 
capability for digesting all the information by future 
generations, aud indexing in order to increase 
ret~ievability becomes a major issue. Storagc of digital 
sound data is no diierent from storing any other digital 
information; however, the time reference aspect has to 
be taken into account. The digital infomiation must be 
presented at the correct cadence [4]. 

4 Stages in a chain of transfers 

We only need to be concerned with the concept 
ofprbltary trarlsfcr in connection with analogue 
recordings, because cloning wiU replace it when the 
source material is digital (there may be sampling rate 
conversions, but Ulese are usually well-hchaved). 
Primary transfer occurs when the original medium is  
subjected to a suitable i r a c l k ~ e  iu order to create either 
anoU~er time-iunction for a different inediu~n or for 
creating a sound (or a signal adapted for analysis by 
machine). The funda~nentd requirements of the 
medium llavc to be observed, obviously (e.g. for a 
magnetic tape a suitable replay head in accordance with 
the track lay-out adjusted to correct azimnuth ( i t .  tile 
azimuth of Urn signal of the tape, not absolute) and tlie 
correct speed of the Llpe). However, ihe equalization 
provided in thc replay amplifier may influence Ule high 
frequency content or timbre of tlie signal considerably. 
The traiocd ear would be able to discern tius where 
natural sounds were originally rccorded, but in Uic case 
of electro~uc music otlier approaches must be laken [5]. 
In the absence of any comment ir0111 the composer the 
studio technician at t l ~ e  original composition/per- 
fomance was interviewed, and tlie intended differences 
behveen e.g. filtered noise and the sound or ring 
~nodulators were brought out in tlie primnry transfer. 

For inechanical media problems occur which 
are different but perhaps even more cliliicult. Tlie 
signal is presented as an undulating track crealed in Ule 
surcace of Uie medium, and ihe geometric problems in 
correct tracing of these undulations are formidable. To 

Ulis are added the elastic and plastic properties of the 
mediuur wluch causes the track to deform during 
mechanical replay. It is a tribute to the care with which 
our predecessors worked that t l ~ e  results of proper 
replay may recreate such lire-like sounds. 

Let us imagine an analogue medium with a 
signal in the Corm of continuous variations of some 
variable (vertical distance from the surface, Ar (a 
cliangc of instantaneous radius of a disc), magnetic 
remaneoce of a tape, opacity of a&). This variation 
over a distance may be converted into a variation over 
time by translation or rotation of the medium or the 
replay point. The signal is thus converted into another 
forn~, typically electrical (whereas the earliest used the 
power of Uie reproducing turntable to generate 
vibrations directly wluch became sound when 
Lransmittedvia air). Once Ule signal is in this fonn, it 
may be subjected to a wide variety of modifications 
before being fed Lo a power amplifier driving a 
loudspeaker or headphone. One type of modification is 
linear, consisting of changes in the frequency 
cliaracteristics of the signal, preferably in accordance 
will1 a prescribed inversion of a change introduced at 
the time of recording onto the medium [6]. Other types 
of modification are non-linear, consisting in an 
expansion or compression of the signal in accordance 
wiU1 a defined standard [7], and further modifications 
will try to separate desired signals from undesired noise 
contributions. Tlus is frequently followed by an 
atificial change of tlie reverberation of Uie signal, and 
hence these modifications merit a separate discussion 
(section 5). 

Some processes ideally really only inlluence 
the ancillary signals and may be used to reduce the 
noise contenl without influencing the intended content. 
Such processes make use of Ule fact Uiat at  any one 
instant UIC intended contenl in  one groove flank of a 
lateral 1n~chm7ical (mono) recording is identical (or 
180" to it, dependent on Ule phase convention) to Ule 
signal in Ule otlier groove flank, whereas UIC noise 
contributerd by minute grit particles is different. When 
a stereo pick-up is used signals from both groove 
flanks are made available, and is possible to use 
selection criteria to give access only to that flank whicli 
does not (according to said criteria) contain a 
contribution of grit noise. For the time being, such 
processes are only available as analogue equipment [8], 
but the presenl author would invite cooperation to 
obtain digital versions which would be much more 
versatile. 

5 "Embellishments" 

Tlus term is used to describe a phenomenon 
wluch is known from the commercial re-issue business. 
Many originals are only available in a form in which 
the ancillaly information click, crackle, and hiss are 





[ j  ] Scaldal'crri. N. "La consenrazione della musica per 
nastro magnelico: on proble~na tecnico c musico- 
logico", Proc. 2nd 1111. Conf. on Acoustics and Musical 
Rescarcl~ CTARM 95. Ferrara 1995. pp. 395-400. 

16 ] Also kno\\,n as pre-emphasis and de-elnpl~asis. 
Tl~csc l ra~~srcr  li~nctions are sin~ple firsl-ordcr 
runctions. The much nlore severe sccond-ordcr 
r~~nclions contributed by the acoustical record'iig 
proccss are properly dealt with by mealis oFsignal 
processu~g. 

[7 ] Sucll s)rstc~ns \$,ere previously lino\~~n as 
companders. and may bc escmplilicd by Dolby-B 
(wluch howevcr operates on a split rrcqucncy spcclnlnl) 
or Dolby SR wl~ ic l~  divides the spcctm~n into a large 
nulnbcr ol'cl~anncls which are i~~dividually treated 

[S ]The earliest equipment of this type \vhich is still in 
production is thePackbun~ Audio Noise Suppressor, by 
Packburn Electronics IIIC.. Dewitt. New Yorlc. U.S.A. 

[9 ]The concept of source criticistu for sound 
recordings was introduced by the present autl~or in 
Brock-Nanncstad G: "Zur E~~l \ \~ ic I i lu~~g  eincr 
Qucllcnliritik bei Schallplaltenauhal~~~ic~li., 
'MUSICA', Vol. 33. No. I. pp. 76-81 ( J ~ I I u ; ~ ,  1981). 

[I0 ] Stockham. Jr., T.G.: "Restoration of old acoustic 
recordings by means of digikll signal processing". AES 
Preprinl No. 83 1. Audio Engineering Society 41st 
Convention 1971 October 3-8. Tlus paper deals 
predominantly with t l ~ e  specwal ii~~bnlance, howcvcr it 
marks the entry of Ule digital conlputer into this licld. 
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Abstract 

Wepreseizt a wavelet-based algoritl~iir for restoration of 
iirtrsical sigital recordirzgs. Wzile this olgoritl~iit is 
suitable for rirost types of in~pzrlsive rzaise degradatioiz, 
the present work sttrdies its behavior wheiz optiiizized as 
o declackerl We design the detector based in the local 
properties of tlze i~z~rsic sigrzal and of the noise. The 
detectioi~ stage of our algoritlzm coizsists in the 
deconzpositiorz of tlze sigizol via a wavelet irorzsfornl 

followed by a decision stage. Both tlre aizolyzirzg basis 
and the tlzresholdiizg operotioiz are locally designed. A 
cost finzctiorz is devised t o  obtairz the best projectioil 
basis. This cosljirizclioiz brvolves a noizliizeor colrstraint 
iiriniii~izatiotz problem. This task is traizslated into 
orzother izonlinear aziizin~ization probleill of nt~rch lower 
conrp~rtotioizallj~ contplexi@. We coirzpare tlze 
perfornraizce of the new detector with oize tlraf zrses a 
generic wavelet (04) to build tlze projection basis, 
sho~~i l lg  the szrperior peifornrance of the local 
approach. 

1. Introduction 

In the past few years we have witnessed an increased 
interest in the restoration of musical recordings. There 
are two main reasons for this new situation: on one hand 
the new production and marketing strategies or the 
record labels, and on the other hand the new processing 
systems, which provides better and less expensive 
restoration techniques for widespread use. We can verify 
the above not only by looking at the academic literature, 
but mostly in the large quantity of commercially 
available restored recordings ([I], [Z]). 

As it is well known, there are several types of 
distortions that may take place in a musical signal. 
Among all possible signal problems, clacks present one 
of the most challenging ones. Broadly speaking, we can 
define clacks as impulsive noise of very short amplitude 
(compare to the musical signal) and very short temporal 
support. Impulsive noise appears in many other 
disciplines, and several methods have been proposed 
through the year to deal with it. While some of these 
methods are effective when applied to musical signals, 
there are some others that are not. The former includes 
methods based in different flavors of linear predictors 
and derivative operators. The latter include methods 
developed for statistical outliers, among others ([3], 
PI) .  

Since a good characterization of impulsive noise in 
musical signals is not available, most methods relay on 
general considerations of the signal andlor the noise. As 
usual, and in the best case, general methods trade 
robustness for performance. For the problem at hand, 
researchers have proposed methods that are very 
effective with impulsive noise of large amplitude, but 
whose performance drops considerably when the 
amplitude is very small compared to the musical signal. 
In other words, when applied to musical signals, these 
methods are a good solution to clicks or scratches, but 
their performance shows a substantial decrease when 
applied as a declacker (see e.g. the work of Vaseghi and 
Frayling-Cork [5]). 

In order to achieve a better performance, we believe 
that it is very important to exploit the local 
characteristics of the signals. Based in this idea is that 
we decided to base our algorithm in a wavelet transform 
(WT) decomposition of the signal. This transform is 
introduced in section 2 of the paper. As it is well known, 
the W T  is especially well suited to deal with transients 
and non-stationary signals. In previous work, other 
researchers used wavelets as detectors [6]. Valikre et a/. 
have used the W T  to detect Clicks and scratches in 
musical recordings [7]. Kronland-Martinet et 01. among 
others, used the WT to analyze sound patterns [8]. In 
most cases however, the choice of the particular basis 
used in the decomposition had no relationship to the 
type of signal under analysis. Arguing that the analysis 
stage of the system should he local, our algorithm 
designs a new basis for different segments of the musical 
signal. The objective is to find in each case a basis such 
that the projection or  the signal and the projection of the 
noise are best differentiated. In order to choose the best 
basis, the strategy followed was to design a cost function 
that reflects the performance of the detector. The 
problem becomes that of finding the basis that 
minimizes the cost. This is described in section 3. The 
use of dynamic thresholds is another important aspect or  
the algorithm. Its inclusion yielded a big improvement in 
performance. In section 4 we developed a closed form 
equation to determine the thresholds as a function of the 
local characteristics of the signal. Once the detection is 
performed, the support of the clack is estimated for each 
occurrence (section 5). Linear interpolators are then 
used to replace the missing samples. The length and 
direction of the interpolation are adjusted in order to use 
the maximum amount of information available. When it 
is possible, forward and backward interpolation is used. 



The length of both predictors is adjusted independently 
(section 6). Finally, a short discussion of the results is 
presented. 

2. The Wavelet Transform (WT) 

The Wavelel Transform decomposes the signal into 
different scales. The construction of the basis is built by 
adding dilations and translations of a certain mother 
function. The mother function is defined by a two-scale 
difference equation. Regarding decomposition, it was 
shown that any square integrable signal f() can be 
represented in terms of translates and dilates of a single 
wavelet W(Q as: 

where3,k is the inner product off() with the f ik) basis 
function defined by 2Inw(A-k). The sum 4-q~ ziDhk 
W(lit-k) gives an approximation off() up to scale y, 
and it can be shown that equates to a lowpass filtered 
version off() (general texts on multiresolution and 
wavelet transforms include [9] and [lo]). 

There ate many mother functions that fulfill the 
necessary conditions that make the above expansion 
span LZ, and in general, a particular choice of wavelet is 
used. It has been shown, however, that when the number 
of coefficients lo he used in the decomposition is fixed, 
a proper choice of the basis can minimize the error in 
the span. In other words, the approximation properties 
of the decomnosition depend on the analyzing basis. . - 
This is quite reasonable, since the spaces spanned by the 
different basis are d i ierent  After the wavelet conditions 
are fulfilled there are a number of degrees of freedom 
left that can be used to design a specific wavelet for 
each application. There are several design strategies, 
which range from the numerical minimization of the set 
of equations to the intsoduction of new types of basis. 
For example, Tewfik et al. [ll] presented a discussion 
of this subject in the case of a given deterministic signal. 
Other researchers have addressed this issue from a 
statistical point of view. Coifman et al. have also 
addressed the problem in a different context [12]. 
Recently, a number of papers appeared with applications 
that exploit this local character [lo]. These techniques 
generalize the wavelet transform and suggest the use of 
more general bases. While the use of more powerful 
represen~ations is very appealing from a theoretical 
point of view, it usually implies a very large 
computational cost. At any rate, we should keep in mind 
that the main reasons to use the wavelet transform in  the 
application at hand are its local character in time and 
scale, the possibility to build filters with good regularity 
properties (which lead to bases with good approximation 
characteristics), and its reasonably low computing cost 
(depending on the actual strategy chosen). 

3. Wavelet Design 

As mentioned, there are several approaches available 
for wavelet design. The first one is based in optimality 
with respect to a certain cost function, while the second 
approach chooses between all wavelets with maximum 
number of vanishing moments. As we shall see, the last 
approach is equivalent to choosing the phase of the 
filters in the filter bank. 

An orthogonal wavelet basis of is defined imposing 
certain conditions on a set of K coefficients. The usual 
conditions imposed are: the dilation equation, 
normalization, orthogonality, and regularity. If we look 
For wavelets whose coefficients minimize certain cost 
function, the problem becomes one of nonlinear 
constraint oplimization. 

As specified by Tewfik et al. [ l l ] ,  this search over 
the constrained sequences {ckr). k=O, ..., K-1, is 
equivalent to an unconstrained search over ( ~ 1 ,  
k=O ,..., (?V2)-I. with 0s~s2IZ Let Y = [w,, &, ..., ym. 
,] be the vector of trigonometric coefficients that 
determine the wavelet and y the value of Yfor  the ith 
heartbeat. The wavelet design is performed based in the 
above parameterization. By design we mean, of course, 
to focally fix the trigonometric parameters I%/. We 
define a cost as a function of the wavelet coefficients, 
the actual local data, and certain error criteria This 
function defines a surface S, = f(K, x,), where x, is the 
data that defines the it11 heartbeat. Our objective for each 
heartbeat, is to find y, that yields a minimum of S,. In 
other words, we want to solve 

for certain cost function COST. 

In order to be able to perform this task we still have 
to define the error criteria It was found that a good 
choice of such a criteria is to choose the wavelet that 
minimizes the energy of the transform, subject to a 
constraint in the number of wavelet coefficient to be 
kept. 

Then, Ule problem at hand becomes: 

subject to N = Zn~cnzber of projection coefficients kept 

where FW is the wavelet transform using the wavelet r., 
, xl is the WT of a neibourbood of the clack, and N is the 
given number of wavelet projection coefficients to be 
kept. The numerical minimization is done by exhaustive 
search followed by a gradient type algorithm. 

It is well known that the usual conditions that lead to 
orthonormality are not enough to construct wavelets that 
perform well for different tasks. An important condition 
usually included in the design in useful wavelets is that 



the wavelet coefficients decay to zero as fast as possible, 
i.e., to have a high degree of regularity. General 
regularity characterization includes estimation of 
Sobolev (spectral approach) or Holder (time domain 
limit) indexes and are based on properties of the scaling 
function @(fJ. Given the relationship between Ht) and 
@(t)), it can be shown that both functions share the same 
regularity properties. Based on intuition we could argue 
that it is convenient to have well-behaved filters in the 
filter bank, if we want to obtain well-behaved outputs, 
and as it turns out, this is actually the case. 

Figure 1 below shows an example of the influence of 
the wavelet on the detection performance. In this 
caption, two clacks are detected by one wavelet (middle 
caption) while no clacks are detected by the second 
wavelet (lower caption). In this example, the second 
wavelet was chosen as D,. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of wavelet performance. The top 
figure is the original signal, with clacks. The middle 
figure show the threshold detector with the locally 
designed wavelet, while the lower figure show the 
detector with the D, wavelet. 

4. Dynamic Threshold 

An important issue in the design of the clack detector 
is that of the detector thresholds. We will argue here that 
the provision for dynamic thresholds, locally designed, 
is OF utmost importance for reasonable performance of 
the system. As it was mentioned before, one of the main 
reasons of the difficulty involved in clack detection is 
the small amplitude of the distortion, and the variability 
of this amplitude. Another reason is the dynamic nature 
of the music signal, where the usual assumptions of 
stationary cannot he made. 

Figure 2 below shows an example of the operation of 
the dynamic threshold. I t  is clear that a fixed threshold 
would yield a much lower performance. 

Fig. 2. This caption shows the output of the delector 
with the dynamic threshold superimposed. 

It should be clear from the above discussion that the 
thresholds on which the detector operates should be 
dynamic, and local to the musical signal. W e  compute 
then the threshold value for small windows around each 
point in the signal. The value for the musical segment zi 
is computed by the following expression: 

where: b is an exclusion band used to compute the 
energy of the lransform, a is an amplitude weighting 
factor, E is an offset set for the energy, and P is a 
compressor factor. 

5. Clack Detection and Support  Estimation 

After the above discussion, we are finally in a 
situation to perform the clack detection operation. The 
musical signal is divided in segments of equal length zV 
For each such segment, the best wavelet is designed by 
minimizing the function COST described earlier. Then 
the signal is decomposed in the wavelet designed. At the 
same time, the dynamic thresholds are calculated. The 
thresholds are applied in the transformed domain and 
the detection is performed. Note that in a working 
system, the final selection of the threshold parameters 
should be of easy access to the technician, as their 
values represent a compromise between the probability 
of error and the probability of missing an event. 

An important step in the algorithm is that of 
estimating the temporal support of the clack. This is an 
important step, which involves diiferent possibilities, 
such as multiple clacks. Special care should be taken in 
order to avoid classifying good samples as part of the 
clack, since valuable information could be thrown away. 
We implemented an ad-hoc solution that decides 
between possible scenarios. 

6. Signal Reconstruction 

In our system, the signal is reconstructed using linear 
interpolators in the time domain (as opposed to the 
transform domain). This step is also local to the signal in 
order to maximize the information available and hence, 
the performance. The length of the interpolator is 



parameterized and the parameters are designed for each 
clack occurrence. 

7. Results and Discussion 

The algorithm presented wqas tested against our own 
implementations of linear liltering based methods and 
showed much improved performance. The nonlinear 
character (from the bases design point of view) of our 
technique gives potential advantage thal should be the 
subject of further study. 

A most important aspect of the algorithm is the low 
computational complexity. The bases design as well as 
the detection and the interpolation are very inexpensive 
to implement. This is particularly true when compared 
with techniques such as best basis or matchingpursuit 

Fig. 3. Top caption: original signal with clack. Middle 
caption: restored signal. Bottom caption: difference 
between the original and the restored signal. 

The algorithms described above were 
implemented in MATLAB on a Windows based system. 
The algorithms proved to work robustly and were 
applied to several short pieces or  musical signals. The 
main drawback of our implementation is that it is not 
possible at the time to adapt the parameters in real time, 
as it should be done in a real application. 
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Abstrpct. We present a software-based method to 2 Model. For simplicity, we refer to an audio document 
perform a certain class of digital sudio document as data. 
restoration and editing (DARES). The method is local and 
- substitution-~riented (so). It has a rather complex anal- Conceptually ADR amounts to altering data, subject to a 
ysis component and a relatively simple synthesis CornPo- constraint imposed by a model or reference which is not 
nent. The analysis attempts quantitative source separa- available in the same form as the datal. 
tion with the intervention of a musicallv trained human 
opemtor and with the assumption that waveforms for all 
the interacting components are available. The require- 
ment of human-machine interactivity, i.e., as opposed to 
automation, is pragmatic but has strong implications for 
the software design. We offer methods for dealing with 
the quantitative aspects of the analysis and a software 
architecture lo accomplish the complex sequence of op- 
erations. Our experience allows us to conclude that a) 
the methods of q&titation are perceptually adequate for 
high quality music editing and b) the performance en- 
hancement using the softwan: architecture introduced in 
this paper is significant where fault instances are numer- 
ous, human monitoring is crucial, and cost minimization 
is desired. 

1 Motivation. By an audio document we refer to a file 
of audio data in some known representation. For instance, 
we might have a discrete waveform of 16-bit samples de- 
rived from the original of a vinyl record of Gieseking 
playing Debussy's Hammage 6 Ranleaa. 

Suppose that some imperfections render the recording 
unsuitable for further release. What we have is a prob- 
lem of audio document restoration (ADR). . 

The authors have had some peripheral but nevertheless 
relevant experience in dealing with this problem in con- 
junction with making compositional changes to an ex- 
isting performance of piano music on recording as well 
as removing flaws in computer-generated music, for a 
CD production. We have designed and written efficient 
software which solved these problems successfully. It is 
fairly obvious that the same method, although not neces- 
sarily the same software, can be used as a basis for the 
restoration of the Gieseking recordings. 

We believe that the ADR methods and software described 
in this paper are useful to recording engineers as well as 
modem composers who need better control over the mu- 
sic they create. 

By assuming that a transformation from the reference 
form to the form of the data exists and calling, for clar- 
ity, the image of this tmnsformation an ideal or ID, we 
can then think of ADR as a process of altering the data 
with the aim of bringing the difference between the ro 
and the data itself to within some threshold of tolerance. 
One might view ADR as altering data according to a ref- 
erence. 

In reality, either because we have insufficient knowledge 
about the ltansformation, i.e., its details, or because the 
transformation is too complex to implement or the task 
too daunting to cany out, the ID is not synthesized or 
computed. 

What is computed in ADR is an approximation or PROXI, 
slaning with the data and modifying it using substitution 
or some other means, with the reference guiding it. 

To judge the result of this computation, we need some 
way to measure success. Normally for audio problems, 
we expect to use our ears to determine the distance be- 
tween the synthesized and the target, or ideal. This dis- 
tance must fall within some threshold of tolemnce; there- 
fore typically we need to iterate the computation. 

Since in reality the ID does not exist, we seek alternative 
criteria. The criteria we found manifest themselves as a 
series of continuity tests with respect to an array of per- 
ceptual dimensions within the altered data itself'. Bring- 
ing to within the threshold the distance between the ID 

and the PROXI becomes, ideally, a logical 'and'-ing of 
bringing lo within threshold distances on perceptual di- 
mensions projected from the two vectors. 

For example, in the afore-mentioned Gieseking recording 
oCDebussy's Hotiznlage 6 Rameau, a target of correction 
might be a phrase beginning at location I. Assuming we 
have the piano waveforms, either from synthesis, record- 
ing, or extraction, then continuity in tempo, tunings, and 
tone quality, etc., across the boundaries of substitution 

'If it were, lhen we would have no need for ADR since we could use the model directly. 
'Wlh so-DARE, waveform canlinuity is n consuainl oulomntcd into the soflwnrc. 



will ensure that the synthesized replacement is close lo 
the ID in the neighborhood surrounding location x. 

Sophistication might actually call for predictirtg the a- 
ticulation or  the phrase, along the dimensions of note- 
dynamics, -duration, and -onset, as well as the manner 
of attack, sustain, release, etc?, on the basis or  how the 
music is being articulated before and/or possibly after the 
location oisubslitution, much like video is synthesized4. 

3 Methods. We first describe the approach, then out- 
line the methods. 

3.1 Substitution - a local approach. A simple way to 
remove faults in data is via sortie form of global filter- 
ing. For instance, low-pass filtering or moving average 
applied to a waveform can "wash out" spots and speck- 
les, or pops and clicks. Yet it also degrades the signal. For 
instance, the brilliance of a tone might be "washed out" 
along with the pops and clicks. This is the case because 
algorithms of this type is essentially not target-specific. 
i.e.. they are ignorant of what is signal and what is not: 
they provide a global treatmenl not sensitive to different 
kinds of signals. 

As a resull the treated data typically sounds dull, or life- 
less. An alternative to this approach is to make the treat- 
ment target-specific. In other words, this approach ana- 
lyzes the data into signal and errors and directs treatments 
only to errors. 

Substitution-oriented techniques generally provide 
higher-quality restorationtediting. This is so because 
they are target-specific and therefore the alteration is lo- 
cal. Local alteration means that it can avoid compromises 
with competing minimization demands from other parts 
of the data, especially those which are actually not in- 
tended targets in the first place, as in the case of a global 
solution. 

On the other hands, substitution-oriented techniques re- 
quire more assumptions and resources than a global so- 
lution. For example, we need to have all the materials 

model, we take our the undesirable element U and replace 
it with something else, say, V. U and V may have differ- 
ent lengths, but they must both satisfy the same smooth- 
ness condition at the boundaries5. 

In the simplest form, takir~g o u t  actually involves apply- 
ing an amplitude envelope to the location. Substitution 
involves superposing the suhstituents onto the location, 
using an inverse amplitude envelope in a cross-fading 
fashion. The sequence of operations is performed as steps 
of a waveform mixing operation. 

Space constraints motivate the desire to apply the mix op- 
erations locally. Consequently, the overall SO-DARE op- 
eration involves . 

I ,  cutting out a block containing the fault; 

2. taking orit the fault U (from the block); 

3. cross-fading the desirable V onto the remainder (of 
the block), maintaining invariance on the bound- 
aries and making sure the the boundaries are in the 
interior of the block; 

4. pasting the hlock (which now consists of the super- 
position of the remainder of the block and the de- 
sired substitution) back to the original document. 

3.3 Details. It would be instructive to describe the 
method by first considering the case of a single voice: 
I.4, B, C}, i.e., event A is followed by B, which is in 
turn followed by C. 

We assume, without lciss of generality, that A, B, and 
C an: single notes although they could just as well be 
chords, i.e., chord -4 is followed by chord B, which is in 
turn followed by chord C. 

Typically, the waveforms that represent the sound events 
A, B, and C overlap one another. 

available for any replacement involved in the substitution. 
We also need to know where each component begins and NOW Suppose that B is the event that is our editing targel, 

ends as well as its strength. In other words, we need some i.e., we desire to replace B by something-else, as indi- 

sort of analysis on the data to identiry all the cated in our model or rererence. Since the waveform of B 
necer~an, fnr rhe s ~ ~ h c t i t u l i n n  overlaps with its neighbors, the editing process involves . . . . . . . -. , . . . .. . . - - - - -. - .. -. . . 

dealing with the waveforms of A and C as well. 

3.2 Outline. The method at the core level is actually 
rudimentary. Conceptually and for a first explanation, For clarity and emphasis, we say that I-4: B, is to be 

at each location with an error between the data and the "placed {A, B', C, where B' can differ from in 
pitch and duration. 

'Some of thcsc pnromclcrs on: nctuolly complex dimensions which require further decomposition for menuingfii comporison. 
Iln b c t  there ore indicntionr that ucousticnl instrument tones, including some speech rounds, can oleo be syntherizcd this way with significnnt dntn 

reduction [4].[5]. 161. 
'In polyphony, one must m&e sure tho1 companding durnlionnl chnnges in concurrcnl voices arc ~cceplnble and specify how they should be 

chunged beforehund; othenvise heuristics will be used to adjust the lengths md onsets of the notes ornudio cvcnls. 



Let's say B begins at time tl,8 and finishes at t ? , ~ .  We 
first construct an envelope in the shape of an inverted, or 
"notched" trapezoid, and apply it to the waveform which 
contains { A ,  B, C} (in order to remove the waveform of 
B)6. Next we use waveform mixing to slring together 
{ A ,  B', C ) ,  keeping in mind that the elements in the se- 
quence generally overlap either as a consequence of the 
composition's intent or as a consequence of the acoustics. 
Then, we construct a "peg3'-shaped envelope which is the 
exact complement of the "notched" trapezoid window, 
and apply it to { A ,  B': C}. Finally, we superpose the two 
waveforms together at the place where the notched and 
peg envelopes exactly match up: 

The breakpoints of the envelopes 1:, t i ,  t ; ,  tg, satisfy the 
conditions: 

The case of multiple voice is manifested by the model 
configuration of {A, B, C )  superposed on D where D 
can be another voice or a superposition of two or more 
voices that are concurrent with B, and may possibly ex- 
tended beyond A and C .  For the purpose of substitution, 
we need to have that portion of D that interacts with B 
and its surroundings. Consequently, we may not need to 
know when D begins or ends if it extends beyond the 
'notched' window of substitution. We just need to know 
its dynamic levels within the window, the determination 
of which is discussed in the next section under analysis 
and identification of substitution parameters. 

3.4 Analysis and synthesis. Unlike any global method 
which gives each unit of data the same treatment, there 
is an analysis and a synthesis aspect to a local method 
such as our substitution-oriented approach. Analysis is 
necessary because we want to find out how the current 
unit of data is different from the ID so as to try to match 
the best correction possible to the data. Synthesis is nec- 
essary because we must supply the "match" between the 
data and the ID, or the best "match" for the difference be- 
tween them. Naturally, we assume that the discrepancy 
or difference between the ID and the data is not uniform. 
And that is why we need to do unit-by-unit or window- 
by-window analysis and synthesis. 

For synthesis, the tool involves waveform mixing and 
time-varying amplitude scaling to ensure all transitions 
in a polyphony are smooth and all components mix at the 

=The problem of rcmovine B when Uicrc orc one or more voica sup, 

correct level at every perceptible moment 

Furthermore, because of the interactive nature of analysis 
using the human ear, the same synthesis tool necessary 
for generating the replacement for substitution is also 
needed for analysis. And it is used even more extensively 
there than for replacement synthesis because we often 
need to try out a succession of waveforms in order to as- 
certain the best estimate of the parameters. Therefore, a 
capable, well-designed waveform mixing tool is essential 
to the success of large-scale SO-DARE operations[3]. 

For analysis, we need to identify the components as well 
as ascertain the parameters which define these compo- 
nents. It is a much more complicated task than synthesis 
because any DARE involving polyphony requires at least 
an implicit notion of source separation which the com- 
puter cannot do very well at the moment. As a result, a 
key component for SO-DARE is human-machine interac- 
tion. 

Analysis, in so far as DARE is concerned, has two fun- 
damental dimensions: timing and (scalar) amplitude. In 
other words, we need to know, in a piece of polyphony, 
where a sound event begins and ends. We also need to 
know the strengths of the interacting sound events: not 
just the event to be substituted in, but also its neighbors 
and those which are present concurrently. 

For timing, we have two strategies: 1) cross-correlate the 
waveform under repair (WUR) with the waveform that 
coressponds to the note in question and look for a sharply 
defined peak. 2) If such an indicator is not readily avail- 
able, then we can resort to human intervention: We listen 
for a double attack as we "slide" the waveform of the 
component note across the WUR; when the double attack 
vanishes, we have gotten the sliding note aligned with its 
image in the WUR, to within our perceptual limit of reso- 
lution. In our example involving {A, B, C),  we need to 
ascertain the onset timings for A and C, as well as B. 

These methods do not provide great precision for end 
time estimation. Fortunalely, the ear is also less sensitive 
to the exact termination under polyphonic conditions. In 
certain situations, such as one involving a sequence of 
notes played on the same instrument, the attack of the 
next note often determines the end of the one under cnn- 
sideration provided we allow for a fixed amount of over- 
lap, due to acoustical conditions. 

The otherdimension pertains to amplitudes. Here we pro- 
pose a method involving listening for unnatural dynamic 
behavior in a superposition given by the form 

f ( t )  = A ( l  - h(t)) l ' ( t)  + h ( t ) X ( t )  

where Y represents a WUR, X, a waveform for the com- 

zrpored on it is discussed undcr the c u e  of mulliplc voices bclow. 



ponent in Y whose relative strength in I' we want to dis- 
cover, and h(l), any non-constant time [unction extended 
over thecourse of x. For example, assuming a domain of 
the closed unit interval [0,1], h(1) could be the (contin- 
uous) piecewise linear function which starts with a value 
of 1 fort  = 0, declines to 0 at t = 0.3, and remains at 0 
for the ren or  he  interval: 

The A for which the superposed waveform f (i) is not ab- 
normal in the attack (or otherwise) is the correct scalar to 
use for synthesis of the replacement. 

4 Implementation Issues. For the type of DARE where 
rault instances are numerous, where human monitoring 
is crucial, and where costs minimization is desired, it 
is important to design the software in such a way as 
to streamline the process. This can be accomplished 
via a collection of interacting GUI-based object-oriented 
computer programs including a sound file playback pro- 
gram with precise timing information ready for dis- 
play and modification; a waveform mixing program; a 
graphic function editing program; and an efficient and 
cautious blocksubstitution program, all orwhich are pro- 
grammed to "know" each other and each other's data 
structures. These can be arranged in a polyl~edral archi- 
tecture [8][7][2]. 

The applications perform the requisite tasks of fault iden- 
tification, instance location and other parametric quanti- 
talion, substituent preparation, interpolation, substitution, 
and audio-visual-tactile monitoring and control for fault 
identification, parametric quantitation, and verification. 

For variable-length substitution, the audio document 
could be optimally represented internally as a linked list 
of waveform segments together with onset and length in- 
formation. On the other hand, for search purposes, an 
array data structure is best when the user can supply pre- 
cise sample indices to thc computer program as a result 
of an interactive monitoring efforL 

A structure which has reasonable performance for both 
search and insertion is an AVL-tree[l][9]. More exactly, 
both search and insertion are logcr~) operations in time 
(SO they are not quite as good as constant time opera- 
tions, hul very nearly that good because of the very slow 
growth of log(n)). In fact, AVL-trees are how some mod- 

em operating syaems solve the problem of providing 
processes with the illusion or  a contiguous address space 
even though the physical memory a process has access 
to is actually composed of fragments spread across the 
RAM. The operations typically involved in memory man- 
agement in a modem 0s and the space-time issues arising 
from them are analogous to those that face SO-DARES. 

5 Conclusion. From actual experience, we can con- 
clude that the methods proposed for deducing the tim- 
ing and amplitude information arc perceptually accu- 
rate enough for high quality musical editing. The 
software implemented according to the architecture de- 
scribed above performs adequately and eliminates unnec- 
essary wait-arounds. 
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Abstract 
The matter contenting the restoration of audio 
recordings car1 be divided b7 three stages for practical 
purposes.. removing bursting noises (so called 
"clickr'~, background ~toise reduction , removirzg the 
amowlt of distortion caused by the recordirzg system. 
There are many sofhvare applicntions ~vhiclr can solve 
the above mentiortedproblems. 
Available solutions hy to reconcile contrasting 
necessities and they open bring one to accept 
compromises with the aim of providing the best global 
solutions; moreover, one should also keep in mind that 
procedures sltould be strongly automatized. 
'Xudiorestaaro" is meant to solve the above 
mentioned problems separately, by adopting 
itzteractive data processing methods ivhich ollolv the 
user to optimize the cl~oice of operations to carry out 
according to different necessities. 
lutroduction 
Audio signal recordings on cylinders or gramophone 
recordings, optical or magnetic film soundtracks on 
tape recordings or similar recording means turn out to 
be affected, more or less heavily, by distortion and 
noises which deteriorate the "quality" of the recorded 
signals compared to the original sources. This variety 
of situations and the drawbacks one has to deal with 
require us to give a more detailed definition of the word 
"restoration" usually used in these situations. It means 
every intervention aiming at "improving the quality" of 
the processed audio signals from the an auditive point 
of view. This implies that it is necessary to increase the 
signal-noise ratio, paying attention not to introduce 
further distortion. In filtering side effects are fairly 
common; this implies timbre modification and transient 
extension. In addition to this even when this 
phenomena are of small importance, the processing 
method is likely to modify the spectral peculiarities of 
residual noise; this outcome can be even worse for a 
hearer. On the contrary, even though a certain amount 
of noise still remains, this is not likely to be a problem 
if the noise cannot be heard, thanks to the masking 
effect by the sound components. 
1. Overview of restoration methods 
The matter concerning the restoration of audio 
recordings can be divided in three stages for practical 
purposes: removing bursting noises (so called "cliclcs"), 
background noise reduction , removing the amount of 
distortion caused by the recording system. In order to 
deal effectively with bursting noises time-domain 
processing is used; it consists in automatical detection 
of the noise and subsequent removal by replacing lost 
samples. Detection techniques make use of linear 
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models [I] [Z], spectral characteristics [3] and neural 
nets [4]. Interpolation of damaged data can be 
implemented in various ways: with linear prediction [I] 
[Z], wavelet decomposition [3] or neural nets [5 ] .  The 
problem concerning the removal of background noise 
has been studied in depth as far as voice signals are 
concerned and then it has successfully been adopted in 
the field of music. A general oveniew of several classic 
filtering methods can be found in [6]; other more 
elaborated methods eliminate the noise from the short- 
time spectrum of the signal which has to been cleaned 
[7], or they can make use of the probability function 
that at a given frequency there is only noise: this 
probability is estimated by means of an instantaneous 
maximum likelihood calculation [8] or by observing a 
series of subsequent short-time intervals [9] . Another 
technique which implements signal recovery by 
mimizing the mean-square error [lo] turned out to be 
particularly useful to avoid "musical noise" [ll]. As for 
the problem of eliminating the distortion caused by the 
recording system, it is mathematically solved by 
deconvolution of the desired signal from the impulsive 
response of the distorting system. When the impulsive 
response is known, the solution is not diflicult In real 
situations, nevertheless, this rarely happens. A method 
was however proposed [12] to carry out this operation, 
which makes use of a particular transformation which 
calculates spectral complex logarithms [13]. 
2. Removal of bursting noises in "Audiorestauro" 
Bursting noises are commonly known as "clicks" 
(caused for example by a speck of dust on the surface of 
a LP) or "scratches" (they last longer, they are caused 
by scratches). They are caused by the damaging of the 
recording means; the acoustic effect is short and very 
relevant perceptively; hence the definition of bursting 
noise. The general procedure to repair this damage can 
be divided in two stages: the first is detection, which 
consists in recognizing the impulse over the desired 
signal; the second is removing the clicks which have 
been found In this way, the original sound is restored 
in the most faithful way. 
2.1 Detection of bursting noises 
As we have already pointed out, the fist step is 
detecting the instants which feature bursting noises. 
Since old recordings have plenty of them, this operation 
has to be carried out automatically, insofar as manual 
detection by the restorer would be too long and 
toilsome. In "Audiorestauro" click detection is canied 
out on the bases of the following principle. An acouslic 
signal, which does not contain noisy characteristics, 
can be adequately modeled by means of a linear 



prediction system; However, this model is not suited for 
impulsive signals. 
Let be: 

y. = x. + d. 
the value of a sample n of the sound disturbed by a 
click and digitally acquired; let be x, the corresponding 
value of a noise free sample and let be d. the noise 
contribution. Let us consider as for x, modeling with an 
orderp linear predictor: 

P 
X n  = ~ u ~ x ~ - ~  +en 

k=l 
where Uie ak are the prediclor's co&cients and e, the 
non-disturbed excitation sequence. If we transform y. 
into its corresponding disturbed excitation signal with 
reverse filtering : 

P 
= Xn + dn - C ( a k  - zk)(xn-k + dn-k) 

k=l 

with & estimation of coefficients and ik deviations 

from real values, we h d  a signal which is made up 
mainly of the noise sequence d,. Since sounds can be 
considered stationary only for short time intewals, it is 
clear that the filter shall be adaptive, i.e. it will need 
periodical recalculation In "Audiorestauro" the 
autoregressive model is recalculated at regular intervals 
by hypothesizing statiooarity over intervals of ten ms or 
so. Widows of analysis partially overlap; the purpose 
is to avoid clicks which are somewhat in between two 
windows not to be correctly detected and subsequently 
removed. The autocorrelation function is calculated 
once for each window; thanks to this the linear system 
is calculated with the proper recursive relation. The 
same parameter evaluation algorithm allows one to 
evaluate also the expected variance of the excitation 
signal. Click isolation is then effected by means of an 
ordinary threshold detector, calculated with reference to 
the estimated variance for non-disturbed signals. The 
proceeding described above works well, but it is not 
always effective: in those cases in which the window of 
analysis in use contains an uncompted fmgment of a 
sound, the expected value of the variance genetally 
results smaller, as a consequence, the detecting 
threshold can become so low so as to generate a cettain 
amaunt offalse alarms. This is to be avoided, because a 
false alarm causes a "good" fragment to be replaced 
with an d c i a l  one, obtained by interpolation. The 
device which "Audiorestauro" uses to solve this 
problem is that of inserting, before calculating 
autocorrelation, a fake click in a known position; its 
amplitude is half the m a b u r n  amplitude of the 
samples in the same window. Obviously, after 
calculating t l~e  filter this device is removed, so as to 
enable data processing. In this way the detector is made 
not to be too sensitive; at the same time the quality of 
the linear model is kept on a high standard Since one 

has to deal with a considerable variety of sounds, 
including the noisy ones of film soundhacks, it is 
important for the user to interact with the system 
during the stage of automatic detection. Some waves 
which are detected as clicks might not be caused by 
cormption; on the contrary they may be one of the 
constituents of the original signals ( special effects, 
percussive sounds, noise of falling rain, etc.), so their 
removal or modification is to be avoided In 
"Audiorestauro" it is possible to modify the saved list 
of detected impulses. The detected clicks are scanned, 
they are displayed on the screen and it is possible to 
listen to them: the user can then decide whether they 
are to be removed or not 
2.2 Removal of bursting noises 
Only after removing background noises, according to 
the metl~od which will be explained further on, is it 
possible to remove bursting noises. At this stage the 
final list of detected impulses is analyzed, so that they 
are removed one by one. Since one click lasts more 
than the delta function , it is necessary to replace not 
only the data corresponding to the detected position, 
but also a certain amount of neighboring samples in 
order to have it completely removed An internal 
having a click in its middle is taken into consideration 
Through interpolation this bulk of data is replaced; it is 
therefore important that it accurately corresponds to the 
actual size of the damaged portion of the signal. In this 
way one does not have to process portions of signals 
which do not need it. Here, too, a linear model for the 
sample is used but this time it bas a higher degree of 
complexity, so that a more accurate interpolation can be 
effected. While scrolling the list this model is updated 
at regular intervals, so that it can fit the signal 
variations. The interpolation method adopted is based 
on the hypothesis that the sequence to be calculated 
may be considered realization of a autoregressive 
model. In general this hypothesis is correctly verified as 
far as the production of voice or musical signals is 
concerned The algorithm therefore applies to the above 
mentioned instances. The samples lo be processed 
consist in a sequence x, with n=O,1. ..., L-l: the lost ones 
because of bursting noises fall in correspondence with 
the known instants t(l), t(2), ..., t(m) considered in 
increasing order. The problem is that of evaluating the 
unknown samples x,(l,, Xtm, ..., xqm1 and the parameters 
of the h e a r  model from the acquired data so that the 
interpolated fragment minimizes the mean-square 
error. As for the order p of the model. there are proper 
methods to evaluate it, but it is also possible to achieve 
good results by choosing it on the basis of the length of 
the fragments which are to be interpolated. The above 
mentioned minimization is a very complex problem, 
because it involves fourth degree terms. A suboptimal 
solution can be achieved if one takes into consideration 
that the number m of the unknown samples is usually 
smaller in comparison with the length L of the 
fragment It is therefore possible to choose an iterative 
method: firstly an arbitrary evaluation of the fragment 



to interpolate is chosen (for instance, each sample 
corresponds to zero); then, through minimization, the 
coefficient of the autoregressive model are obtained. 
Now minimization can be repeated, and a more 
plausible evaluation of the h g m e n t  taken into 
consideration can be obtained Generally, iteration 
converges very quicldy and it  is stopped as soon as the 
solution achieves the desired stability within the 
boundaries of a b e d  tolerance. It should be pointed out 
that the aim is not only interpolating samples, but also 
evaluating the linear system which allows to do this. As 
for the algorithm employed, the model is obtained 
through autocorrelation applied to noisy data and 
subsequently the Levinson-Durbin recursion. Since 
click density in the windows of analysis is usually fairly 
low, it is normal to exTect that ergodic autocorrelation 
is not very sensitive to them. Experimental results have 
vedied this hypothesis and they have produced high 
precision evaluations, together 'kith the advantage 
given by the low level of computational comple.uity of 
the Levinson-Durbin. 
3. Removal of background noise 
Background noise removal is Likely to generate a 
disturbing side effect, because it is never possible to 
know exactly the spectral power of the noise; one can 
only get to know a time averaged evaluation. The 
actual evolution of this variable is characterized by 
random fluctuation around tlus average value; a certain 
amount of noise then is not removed by the restoration 
proceeding: it consists of the peaks of the spectral 
density of the noise which randomly exceed the 
threshold of the time averaged evaluation. In time 
domain this means that sinusoid-like components 
appear and they are then perceived as pure tones (this 
phenomena is also known as "musical noise"): they 
have random frequencies a i ~ d  short duration. To a 
listener, this kind of conuption in the signal can be 
even more disturbing than the original noise. The 
method implemented in "Audiorestauro", which is able 
to minimize the appearance of this phenomena, falls 
within the so called STFA (Short Time Spectral 
Attenuation) i.e. the group of algorithms based on 
short-time spectrum calculation of the signal which is 
to be restored and on the subsequent attenuation of 
those components wluch are more seriously corrupted 
by noise. Practical realization of background noise 
reduction is not very diEcult but for two aspects: 
system gain calculation and the calculation of the 
average spectral power of the disturbing noise. As for G 
calculation there are algorithms which give excellent 
practical results, even though they are not very good 
&om a mathematical point of view. As for the 
evaluation of the average spectral power of the 
disturbing noise, i t  is worth noticing that the 
effectiveness of any filtering algorithm depends on the 
possibility to evaluate the disturbing signal correctly. It 
is often possible to know the disturbing signal by 
making use of the muted zones in the signal wluch is to 
be restored. In "Audiorestauro" it is the restorer's task 

to specify interactively which are the samples to be 
talcen into consideration to evaluate the noise. If there 
are no muted zones available, an evaluation system has 
been achieved; it is based on the assumption that the 
desired signal should have slowly varying spectral 
characteristics, whereas noisy signal should not behave 
like this. Another characteristics is the possibility the 
user has to manually adjust the estimated spectral 
power envelope. 
4. Experimentnl results 
So as to e.qeriment the restoration of a soundtrack we 
used the audio track of a documentary by Resnais and 
Hessens entitled "Guernica"; the track includes music 
and voices both of man and women; therefore it offers a 
fairly wide range of sounds having different 
characteristics. We only removed background noise; the 
few clicks in recording were not relevanf so that 
filtering was enough to improve the quality. Fig. 1 and 
fig. 2 show the spectral analysis of a short e m c t  fiom 
the signal before and after being processed. 
Fig. 3 and fig. 4 show the temporal evolutions 
concerning the restoration proceeding of a 78 rpm LP 
having a scratch. 
5. Conclusions 
As we have already explained, "Audiorestauro" allows 
the user to have both a high degree of automation in the 
bursting noise detection proceeding and the possibility 
to keep everything under control: the user can decide 
which bursting noises are to be removed and the 
background noise can be adjusted to fit the required 
needs. Experimental tests proved that the method 
employed is effective and we can state that 
"Audiorestauro" provides the user with an efficient tool 
for audio signal restoration. 
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Abstract 
In order to ncllieve a good k r~ob~~ ler l~e  irr t l~e f ie ld  of 

a~rclio restor~tior~,  it is rrecessor? to h m ~ e  bot11 nnrsicnl 
nrrrl scier~tijic skills. 111 fact, it ivill 11e poir~ted out tlrnt it 
is not s l~f icient  to give o siri~ple skill of use comn~ercinl 
sofrillare for rlerloise a r~d  declick; tlris hns to be 
conrbir~ed il'itll tlre knoil?ledge of nll tlre aspects related 
to the har~dlir~g of audio recording media. For this 
I-eason arl espert irl nrrdio resrorarion is required to 
/rave ootononr)~ in rhe m e ,  odnpmtiorr, ar~d de~teloprllerlt 
of audio restoring tools. 

1 Introduzione 
The cultural heritage of musical recordings is slowly 

fading away since the physical media, where the audio 
signal information is stored, are exposed to 
deterioration. In this scenario, it's getting more and more 
important to devise some techniques aimed at digital 
audio restoration. The evolution of audio digital storage 
technology, leading to the development o i  the Compact 
Disc and tlie Digital Audio Tape, yielded high quality 
recordings. But this potential quality can not be reached 
through a simple sampling of audio data stored in old 
mcdia like wax cylinders, vinyl records (78rpm, LP, 
45rpm, EP, and so on) [I] or magnetics tapes. In fact all 
this .media are exposed to physical degradation thus 
compromising the qualily of the final product. Causes of 
degrade can have local influence (as scratches and dust) 
or global influence (as white noise, wows and flutters, 
and distortions). Restoration is rcquired in any case in 
which the noise due to deterioration compromises the 
artistic value or  the recording. The ideal goal 01 the 
restoration should be the perfect reeonshuction of the 
original audio signal, as it was received by the 
transducer (LC. a microphone) during the original 
recording. 

Digital signal processing theory developed vcry 
sophisticated techniques for noise reduction. But, as in 
the casc of visual arts restoration, the knowledge of 
practical techniques have to be combined with a great 
artistic sensibility: an expert audio restorer should have 
an interdisciplinary culture, both scientific and 
Iiumanistic, in order to use the more suitable techniques 
and to judge the results. The audio restoration field 
lacks of a specific apprenticeship which could prepare a 
skilled expert able to operate with precision and 
independence. In [act restoration projects are usually 
developed in humanistic departments, with a consequent 
inadequate linowledge about the facilities offered by the 
new technologies. In this presentation the attention will 
be focused on the competences required an operator in 
Uiis field, with particular attention to the scientific 
cxpertise. The schedule of an hypothetical course in 

audio restoration will be presented in detail. Particular 
attention will be paid to subjects that are essential ibr 
the comprehension of the digital techniques for audio 
restoration [21, [3] ,  [4], [5], and [6]. It will be pointed 
out that it is not sufficient to givc a simple skill to use 
commercial software, this has to be combined with tlie 
linowledge of all the aspects relatcd to tlie handling of 
audio recording media. A suitable background on 
chemical composition or tlic media will be rcquired, in 
order to reduce as possible further deterioration. 
Considering that the actual wend is to storc audio 
information in big digital archivcs, in which audio 
information is catalogued, an expert in this field should 
also have the competencies to managc a multimedia 
archive. These competencics should includc the storage 
and retrieval of the information, with particular attention 
to archives of audio documents. 

A balanced scientific training is required to allow 
the student to face the audio restoration in all aspects. 
For this reason wc supply a list of thc necessary class 
programs with suitable basic theory. 

A preliminary hypothesis about the didactic 
organization of a course on audio restoration 
technologies takes into account a subdivision in two 
levels of lormation: post-laurca and post-diploma. 
Depending on the level, the course will respectively 
create expert researchers and technicians, skilled on the 
safeguard and the valorization of tlie acoustic and 
musical heritage and with a particular lcnowledge i n  the 
field of restoration and audio archives maintenance. 

This specialistic formation implies the institution of 
classes on the following subjects, to which practical 
laboratory experiences are added: 

Elements o~calculus  
Computer science laboratory 
Musical acoustics and psychoacouatics 
Electroacoustics and sound signal manipulation 
Methodologies and techniques of storage 
Sound restoration techniques 
Architectonic acoustics measurement techniques 
Acoustic virtual reality techniques 
Cataloguing, archiving, and fruition techniques for 
multimedia material 



2 Class programs 

ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS 

Scope: 
Audio restoration is slrictly related to digital signal 

processing. This requires a knowledge on basics 
mathematics and physics, usually taught in scientific 
university faculties. This class will introduce the 
students Lo these concepts and techniques, in order to 
give Lhe basic knowledge to understand the concepts of 
sound processing Lcchniques. Starting lrom sets theory 
concepts, the definition or  function will he given, 
together with a number ~Cpolynomial algebra concepts. 
Studenls will deal also with concepts on algebra of 
matrices and trigonometry. Some fundamental 
instruments will be explained, like the logarithmic and 
the exponential runctions, and the polynomial series, 
togelher with the derivalivc and the integration operands 
for continuos functions. The concepts will he 
exemplified using a number of short Matlab@ scripts. 

Program: 
Classes of numbers 
Variables and functions 
Polynomials 
Vcctors and matrices 
Exponential c logarithmic functions 
Trigononictric runctions 
Polynomial series 
Derivative and inlegration operands 

COMPUTER SCIENCE I 

Scope: 
Audio restoration, in its practical applications, is 

acliicved through thc use of computer programs. Since 
each degradation implies dift'ercnl restoration problems, 
so~nctimes it can be asked to the restorer to develop new 
digital processing algorithms. This asks for an adequate 
knowledge or  computer science techniques. To this end 
the class will bc leach, at first, the computer architecture 
and its hardware and sortware components. Conccpts on 
operating systems will be explaincd; in particular lhese 
concepts will be excmplified with the use or  MS-DOS, 
Windows95, Mac-OS operating systems. The computer 
aritl~metic will be introduced. Starling from the 
definition or  algorithm, a number oF linguistic concepts 
for the creation or  algorithms will be explained. In 
particular conditional and iterative constructs will be 
highlighted. The definition of mullidimensional array 
will be given in parallel with the definitions of vector 
and matrix taught in the Elements of Calculus class. A 
number of algorithms will he developed in C language. 

Algorithms 
Data types 
Expressions and operands 
Control structures: conditional and iterative 
constructs 
Data structures 
Functions 
Word processing - Compiler - Linker 
Standard librxics in C 
Examples 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 11 

Scope: 
The working of computer system for audio will be 

explained. Si ripcrcorreri idealmente I'evoluzione dci 
linguaggi di programmazione che ha porlato 
all'approccio object-oriented. The concepts or  class, 
encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and 
overriding will be illustrated. Implementation in C++ 
language or  algorithms illustrated during the 
electraacorrstics and sound signal manip~tlotiurr course 
will be made. 

The melhods of information retrieval and thcir 
presentation by hypertext will be studied. 

Program: 
Digital sound storage system 
Computer systems for audio 
Class . Encapsulation . Inheritance 
Polymorphism 
Design of a system for digital audio-signal 
processing 
The hypertext 
The WEB 
The HTML language 
Information retrieval on the net 

MUSICAL ACOUSTICS AND I'SYCHOACOUSTICS I 

Scope: 
In order to correclly judge the various possibilities 

offered by the different restoration tcchniques, it is 
fundamental to have a skilled knowledge about the 
physics of sound production and about Lhe human 
perception of sound and music. Basic concepts of 
acoustics will be explained to the students, after a brief 
introduction on Enematics and dynamics laws regarding 
the movement of a ooint in the soace. The fundamental 
notions of psychoacoustics will be explained in delail 

Program: Program: 

Computer architecture Kinematics or  the point 

Operating system: files, dircctories, and disks Relative motion 

Binary syslcm. Algebra of Boole. Dynamics of the poinl 
Friction 



- Impulse, work and energy 
Undulatory motion: elastic waves 
Reflection and refraction 
Sound wave characteristics 
Sound wave speed 
Sound atlribulcs 
Vibration in acoustic tubes 

MUSICAL ACOUSTICS AND PSYCHOACOUSTICS 11 

Program: 
Acoustic waves properties. . Audilory system: primary sensations 
Sound pitch: first order effects; critical band 
Second order effects. Auditory system structure 
Sounds intensity; isophonic curves. Masking. 
Intensity perception theories. - Sounds timbre. Spatial effects. 

METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES OF STOllAGE 

Scope: 
The musical cultural lierilagc is physically 

vanishing, for instance because of the deterioration or 
the media containing audio information, but it runs also 
the risk lo become unavailable, because of the fast 
evolution on storage technologies that make obsolete 
the old supports and hard to retrieve the analogic and 
digilal information. To overcome these problems the 
subjects related to physical media preservation will be 
explained. 

Program: 
Audio e video inrormalion: Lrom physical media 
preservation to information retrieval 
Electronic memory and a new definition of the 
preservation 
History o r  audio storage or  this century 
Techn~cal problems of existing archives 

ELECTROACOUSTICS AND SOUND SIGNAL MANIPULATION 

Scope: 
Some concept of electromagnetic interaction will be 

presented. The use of microphoncs and analogic and 
digital tape recorders will be explained, in order to give 
to the students an adequate skill in the use of recording 
instruments. The concept of signal will be introduced, as 
well as the basic tools o r  signal manipulation like 
convolution and Fourier transrorm. Since the audio 
signal will be digitally processed, the concepts of 
sampling and interpolation will be explained in detail. 
All these concepts will be exemplified through the use 
of Matlab@ scripts. 

Program: . Electrical interactions 

Circuits 
Magnetic ~nteraction 
Undulatory motion: electromagnatic waves 
Systems for sound recording and sound 
reproducing 
New technologies for sound recording and 
transmission 
Signal 
Convolution 
Fourier transform 
Analysis in the lime and frequency domains 
Signal transformations 
Filters 
Sampling theorem 
Signal reconstruction errors: signal to noise ratio 
Short Time Fourier Transform 

AUDIO RESTORATION 'IECFINICS I 

Scope: 
To produce the necessary capabilities to complete audio 
restoration works. To overcome these problems the 
dirkrent audio deterioration will be explained. The best 
methods lo removal audio noise will be illustrated (see 
[ 6 ]  for references). 

Program: 
The audio restoration problem. 
Local and global noise: impulsive noise, broadband 
noise, non linear distortions 
Audio signal modeling. 
Description of the best methods of declicliing and 
denoising 

AUDIO RESTORATION ECHNICS I1 

Scope: 
The best professional software about audio 

restoration will be presented. In order lo achieve a good 
knowledge in the field of audio restoration, noise 
reduction algorithms in Matlab63 language will be 
explained and implemented. The audio restoration 
technologies will be applied in audio data stored in old 
media like wax cylinders, vinyl records (78rpm. LP. 
45rpm, EP, and so on) or magnetics tapes [I] ,  in order 
to study the particular characteristics. 
The problematic of different audio signal types lilic 
speech, clettro-acoustics music, western classical music, 
and afro-american music, will be investigated. 

Program: 
Professional commercial software 

* Design of a software lo audio restoration 
Examples of audio restoration of difkrcnt media 
types 
Examples of audio resloration or  diKeren1 audio 
signal types (speech, music) 



CATALOGUING. ARCHIVING, AND FRUITION TECHNIQUES 
FOR MULTIMEDIA MAERIAL 

Scope: 
To achievc the main techniques to administrate 

multimedia databases. To develop instruments in order 
to employ the databases Crom remotc. 

Program: 
History of audio media 
Computer system [or cataloguing and archiving 
Criteria for a correct media preservation 
Commercial enterprise linked to databases spread 
Relational Databases 
Administration or  multimedia databases - Multimedia Databases on the WEB 

3 Classes organization 
For instance, a two years course is proposed, 

subdivided in semesters lasting 12 weeks. A final exam 
will test the studcnts' knowledge acquired during the 
coursc. The exam will consist in a practical work, which 
is supposed to be developed in the school laboratory in 
the last 20 hours. Clnss organizations is quoted in the 
table 1. 

1. I L I  
/$11 year I techniques I Cutnloguing, nrchiviation. 
"i and fruition rechniqucs lor 2 6 I I1 scm. muldmcdiu material I I 

Sound rcsrontion 

Tab I :  Example o i  class organizations 

Conclusions 
In this paper has been pointed out lhe problem of 

training o r  operators in thc field of restoration o r  audio 
documents. We have been focused on specialized 
training. However, the proposed class program is ope!], 
that is it allow also to achievc a good knowledge in the 
field of multimedia databases administrating and man- 
machinc interljces based on non-verbal communication. 

This work was supported by Corlsiglio Nozior~ole 
delle Ricerche (CNR), under the project Progetto 
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Abstract 
The problem of removing impulsive nnd bnck- 

ground (white or coloured) noise from audio record- 
ings is considered. Th,e algorithm used si,multane- 
o,usly solves tlr,e problems of ,wideband noise filtering, 
si.qnol parameter tracking and impulsive n,oise elim- 
ination irsin,g the Extended Kalmnn Filter the- 
oly (EKF), as proposed h y  A[. Niedzu~iecki nn,d I<. 
Cisoluski (5: 61. Results, obtain,ed u~ith the proposed 
m,etlr,od for sign,ifico~i,t cases, are presen,t,ed. More- 
ower, features arrd perform,an,ce of the rnetlrml are 
compared with otli,er esistin,g techniques. 

1 Introduction 
Tlie introduction of high quality digital media, 

combined with an increasing awareness of the his- 
torical importance of "audio heritage", haa led t o  
a growing requirement for the preservation and 
restoration of old recordings [7]. In this work we 
present some results on the restoration of mag- 
netic tapes and vinyl records, carried out within the 
project, " Beni C ~ ~ l t ~ l r a l i  " of t-he CNR [I]: whose aim 
is the preservation a r ~ d  fruition of all Italian cultural 
assets. 

The types of degradation common in audio 
sources can be broadly classified into localized and 
global degradat,ions [3]. Tlie former are finite dura- 
tion defects which occour a t  random in the waveform 
and inclutle clicks, scratches, clipping, ... (in bhe se- 
t~uel they will lie simply referenced to as "clicks"). 
The latter afiect all the audio recording and inclutle 
background noise (perceived as " 1 ~ ~ s " ) ;  TOW, flutter 
and some types of linear and nonlinear distortion. 

In this contest, we consider the problem of tlie 
reduction of impulsive and background noise from 
audio signals. This task is usually carried out using 
d i e r e n t  methods for detection/restoratiom of impul- 
sive noise and for broadband noise reduction [3, 81. 

In this work me employ an algorithm whose objec- 
tive is to sim~~ltaneously solve the problen~s of filter- 
ing/paramcter tracliing/elimination of the outliers 
("clicks") by us in^ the Extended ICalman Filter the- - 
ory (EICF), as proposed by M. Niedzmiecki and I<. 
Cisowslii i4. 5 ,  61. In  articular the alsorithm in iGl 

slow variations of the signal time-varying AR niodcl 
parameters, while tlie second t,al;es part in tllc re- 
duction of background and impulsive noisc. 

2 Problem statement 
Let the audio signal s(t): t = 1,2,. . ., be modelled 

by a p  order time varying autoregressive (AR) model 

driven by the gaussian zero-mean white noise se- 
quence e(t)  with variance ua. 
The time evolution of the time varying coefficients 
ai(t)  is modelled by the ra.ndom walk   nod el 

with w;(t) zero-mean gaussian white 
processes of variance ui mutuallly uncorrelated, i.e., 
E[wi(t),wj(t)] = 0 for i # j ,  and independent of e(t). 
Moreover, let US assume t,liat the origjnal signal s( t )  
is corrupted by a mixture of a broadband noise z( l )  
and impulsive noise v(t) (independent of e(t)  and 
uji(t)), so that the available signal y(t) can be writ,- 
ten as 

y(t) = s(t)  + i ( t )  + v(t). (3) 
The noise s ( t )  is assutnerl gaussian zero-mean mhit,a 
nnise (see later for relaxing this hypot,hesis) of vari- 
ance 02, while v(t) is assumed gaussian zero-mean 
noise with u3(t) = w, if a click is present, or u:(t) = 
0, otherwise. As a consetluence, if a clicl; is revealed 
a t  time t, the correspoiidi~~g sample y(t) must Ire dis- 
canled since it not bears information on s( t )  ant1 s( t )  
must, be recovered from {. . . , g(t  - l ) ,  !l(t + 1); .  . .) . 

In [5] it is shown that under the hypothesis made, 
tlie problcm of recovering the signal s( t )  based on the 
noisy measurements Y ( t )  = {y(t), y(t - l ) ,  . ..,?/(I)} 
can be optimally handled by the ex%ended Iialrnan 
filter (EIiF). To this purpose it  is convenient to rep- 
resent signal s( t )  in eqn. (1) in the notl-minin~al 
state space form 

. .  . . - 
can be imtcrprcted as the nonlinear combination of nrhere s,](t) = [s(t) ,  ..., s ( t  - p ) ,  . . . , s ( t  - q + 1)IT, 
two Iialman filters: the first is used t,o follolv the q > p ,  is the signal vector, aT(t) = [al (l), . . . ; ap(t)lT 





Fibxre 1: Click detection: noisy signal (top) and 
corresponding innovation (bottom). 

2.2 Smoothing and reconstruction 
I t  can be noticed that ?(tit) = [;(tit), . . . , ,?(t - 

q + 1lt)lT represents the optimal (mean square) 
smoothed estimate of s( t ) ,  . . . , s(t-q+l) given Y(t),  
i.c., all the measurements available up to time t. To 
malce full use of t,he available information, it is con- 
venient t.o use, at time t, S(t -rl+llt) as an estimate 
of s(t  - q + I), i.e., it is convenient, to int,roduce a 
delay of q samples. 
As a result, for signal smoothing it is enough to use 
q = p. In presence of clicks it can be shown that, 
for a p order AR process, a bloclc consisting of at 
least; p "good" future successive samples is needed 
for good reconstruction [4]: for a group of n succes- 
sive samples corrupted by a click, a value q 2 p + n 
is required. 
This consideration can be exploited to derive a vari- 
able order EICF [GI, which usually uses q = p and, 
in presence of cliclcs, increases q until the filter in- 
novation corresponding to  t l ~ e  "corrected " signal 
becomes "white" noise or q does not reach a pre- 
determined threshold. Thus the length of the re- 
placed signal is incrementecl until this condition is 
true. During the interpolation step the order of the 
filter is temporarily increased, in order to  allow for a 
better estirnatiom, and both past and "futurc" mea- 
surements ere employed; so as to  carry out a " for- 
ward - backward " i~~terpolation. Such a provision 
offers a significant computational reduction over the 
use of a fixed large q ~raluc. 

3 Experirneiltal results 

Figure 2: Example of segmental SNR improrenlent, 

some insight into the method and confidence on the 
choice of parameters [; k(O), m and p ,  which d e t c ~  
mine the ultimate performance of the algorithm. 

The parameter < = ui /u ,?  (see (2) and (7)) s l ~ o ~ ~ l d  
be chosen in accorclance with the degree of nonsta- 
t,ionarity of the signal at hand. We found a con- 
stant value [ - lo-'' adequate in most examples, 
the most noticeable exception beeing an old Segovia 
excerpt. The fast, guitar attacks required a grcater 
value [ r lo-'. In the future it is planned to  usc a 
time-vaiying value [ ( t )  for [. 

The parameter /;(O) allows one to  obta,in an initial 
estimat,e of u,'(O) = u:/k(O) and to start the recur- 
sive estimation of 6,?(t) via (11) (u i  can be measured 
during silences). It,s value mas found not critical and 
in most cases me used k(O) 2. 2. 

As for parameter m; a small m value, say 2+3, al- 
lows one to detect small cliclis but introcluccs many 
false alarms. This gives rise to t,lle substit,ul;ion of 
many samples that mould be better dealt mit,h by 
the EICF smoother. As a nile of thumb: we founcl 
preferable to  use a high m value (i.e., m = 4+5) and, 
in any case, to iterate the declicliing process st,arting 
from, e.g., m = 5 and forcing a high /;(t) value dur- 
ing the first, iterationls to reduce smoothing eifccts 
accumulation. 

To evaluate the white noise reduction pcrfor- 
mance, controlled ~arnounts of "white" noise Ivcre 
added to "clean" recordings. The S N R ,  of the out- 
put signal produced by the smoothing algorithm was 
measured and related to  the SNRj input signal. It 
mas found that equation 

S N R ,  - 12 + 0.8 SNRj  (dB) 

To evaluate the performance of t,he EICF algo- well represents t,he measured values for 0 5 S N R ;  5 
rithm it is rlecessary to  identify noise om the input 40 dB and p 2 10, i.e., the algoritlm provides an av- 
recording. As a preliininary step, we used computer erage S N R  improvement of about 10 dB. 
generated noise (white/coloured and impulsive) and Fig. 2 reports t,he segment,al SArRi and S N R ,  us 
added it to some test CD quality recordings, sup- time for a 20 dB overall SNRi  (the segmental ShTRs 
posed to  be "noise free". This helped us to gain were computed every 10 ms on a 20 ms ~vinrlow). 



Fibare 3: Power spectrum density cstimat,e. 

Rom the figure it. is apparent that tile SlVR gain 
is approximat:ely uniform (actually it is greater in 
loxver SNR; regions). 
Fig. 3 gives (limit,edly to  0 t 11 kHz) tihe (ViTelch) 
power spectrum estimat,e of a 5 s long Schubert pi- 
a110 piece takeu f ~ o m  a CD; t,he one corresponding 
to its noisy scrsion (SNRi = 20 dB) and that cor- 
responding 1.0 t,he restored version. Born the f i p r c  
it can be appreciated that the restored version spec  
t l~ ln i  strictly follows that oC ithe original up to about 
3 liHz, i.c., 11p i,o frequencies a t  mliich t,he ahitc iloise 
power density ccluds tho one of the clean rccording. 
Iu addition: rlitferently from ~vl~a t ,  wollld be obtained 
by a simple low-pass filter (with cutott'at 3 kRz) or 
by spectral subtraction, beyoud 3 kHz the restored 
version ':follows" t,lle original spcctrum. This prop- 
ert.3, results 1:o be perceptively import,imnt and appre- 
ciatcd by experienced listm~crs. 

111 order to evt~luate the role or predictor orcler 
p ,  (;Ill? dgor i t l~n~ was testled on mtiilcially degraded 
recordings (SNR; = 20 dB) with 13 varying be- 
tweeu 2 and 30. The general conclusios~ was that 
the SNR gain (SNR, -SArRi) c~uiclily incrcascs up 
to  p = 8 t 10 ;n~d then it remains approsinlately 
constaut,. (The value 11 = 12 was ~lsed iu all the 
prseut,ed Ggvres). 

Finally, Fig. 4 shows a scgrnenl; talien from a, 
nuisy piauo recording (liindy supplierl by S. God- 
sill) and its rest,ored version. Thr. proposed ~ncf:liod 
seems to Imvc dealt11 properly a i t h  clicks and wide- 
ba11d noise. 
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Abstract troubles due to a mediocre digital-to-analog and 

This text will delve into the main problems we had 
to face wlzile recovering the electronics of Traicuoria 
by Marco Stroppa, a piece for piano and conlpriter- 
generated so~indsprodltced at the Centro di Sonologia 
Cornplitazionale of the University of Padria between 
1992 and 1984. This work, synthesized at a san~pling 
rate of 15 wlz, has therefore an audio range limited 
to 7.5 kl-lz. In addition, since in 1998 it was 
analogically recorded onto a DAT tape, the nov 
digital master contained also some defects due lo the 
conversion. We will describe the various phases of the 
process of a~rdio recove0 arid ~vill focru particrrlarly 
on the algorithm devised to restore brightness to the 
original signal by generating synthelic events that are 
coherent with it in thefrequency range s~iperior to 7.5 
kHz. This algorithm is based on tivo steps: the 
analysis of the inp~it signal and the sy~lthesis of the 
high-freqrrency region according to paranlerers 
deduced from the analytical data. T l ~ e  newly 
generated region is the11 added to the original signal. 

1 Introduction 
It might seem inappropriate to apply the issue o l  

audio recovery to musical works as recent as those 
using computer-generated sounds [I], but many pieces 
produccd in the 70's and early 80's occasionally liad 
to pay for the limitations of the technology a1 that 
time. Quite frequently, in fact, they werc syntlicsized 
at sampling rates much inferior to 44.1 kHz, which 
has lhcn become the musical standard since thc 
introduction o l  compact discs. In such cases, the 
electronic sounds havc a limitcd lrcqucncy range and 
musl be recovercd by giving them more brightncss. 

As Car as the support chosen for the master 
recording is concerned, some works were digitally 
recorded and thcrcrore should not contain more 
defects, let alone the ones duc to the low sampling 
rate; others, however, were recorded onto an analog 
tape or had lo be converted from a digital to an analog 
format one or more times M o r e  being digitally 
recorded. In both cases their audio recovery is 
mandatory bccause o i  analog tape hiss and other 

analog-to-digilal conversion. 
The tape of Uic piece discussed licre contained both 

defects and is therefore emblematic of the issue of 
sound recovery of many computer-music pieces 
composed at that time. Traiettoria is a 45-minutes 
work for piano and electronic sounds gcncratcd by 
computer composed by Marco Stroppa. It consists of 
three movements (Traielroria ... deviata, Dialoghi, and 
Contrasti) and was produced at the Centro di 
Sonologid Computazionale (CSC) between 1982 and 
1984 [2, 31. The performance o l  Traiettoria requires 
the diffusion of the electronic sounds recorded on a 
compact disc via a mulli-channel amplificalion 
system, made of several speakers placed on the stage 
and around the audience and of one speaker located 
underneath the piano and Facing upwards towards the 
sound board. 

In order lo maximize musical inletaction and 
sound qualily, the electronic sounds were recorded at a 
high dynamic level even in the soft sections of the 
piece. It is the interpreter in charge of the sound - 
dilrusion who has thetask o i  finding the right levels 
in tune wit11 the pianist and of shaping the sounds in 
space as a lunction of the acoustics o l  ilic hall and of 
the characteristics o l  the sound diffusion system. 

Fig. 1. Beginning of Contrasti 

Although Traietloria is a fairly recent piece, lhe 
elcctronic sounds require being rccovered for the 
following reasons. First the system for lhe digital-to- 

I This work has been carried out with the financial support of the CNR - Progctto finalizziito Bcni Culturali 
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analog conversion used a t  the CSC in the early '80's 
allowed a maximum sampling rate of 1 5  kHz, thus 
limiting the audio rangc to 7.5 kHz (fig. 1). 

Second, when in 1988 the composer decided to 
make a digital master of the piece the computers of the 
CSC did not have yet a digital output. I t  was therefore 
necessary to record it on a DAT tape analogically. As 
a conscquence, the recovery of the electronic sounds 
requires two sorts of operations: the reduction of the 
noise due to the double conversion and the generation 
of the missing frequency region starling at 7.5 kHz. 

This procedure is greatly different Crom the one 
employed for the recovery o i  analog works that have 
such defecls as impulsive noises (clicks due to 
scratches of vinyl records or magnetization problems 
oE tapes), hiss and audio distortions [4]. In our case, 
the background noise was limited to imperfections of 
the D/A and AID conversion, which have appeared 
only since the adoption of digitnl technology. The 
problem oC generating thc missing high-Gequency 
region is also new and is a direct consequcncc of 
digital sound (low sampling rate). However, it could 
also be applied Lo analog materials recorded with a 
limited spectral range. 

2 Reduction of the defects of the conversion 
Thc system uscd at the CSC in the '80s to transicr 

the electronic sounds of Traiettoria on a DAT cassette 
was not a commercial product, but a 16-bit prototype 
built with discrete elements by the Department of 
Electronic Engineering of the Univcrsily of Padua [5]. 
The DAT was one of the first semi-professional 
portable machines. The transfcr thus introduced some 
noise, albeit quite modcrate, which was not present in 
the original sounds. The noise was more perceptible in 
low sounds with a limited spectrum, but was not vcry 
serious. The software plug-in DINR from Digidesign 
[6] (version 1.01). running under Sound Designer I1 
(version 2.6) on a Power Macintosh computer could 
efficiently reduce it using thc Broadband Noise 
Reduction (BNR) module. BNR uses a proprietary 
technique (called Dynam~c Audio Signal Modeling) lo 
analyze a segment of noise in thc audio file and to 
build an internal dynamic spccual model of what the 
noise and the desired audio "sound" like. I t  thcn 
attempts to "pull apart" the two models, separating 
the noise Gom the desired audio. Fig. 2 shows the 
spectrum of the conversion noise of Traielforia. The 
bump in the low register corresponds to the pitch of a 
low B Pat. Since the nolsc was produced by the 
converters, it was only present with some sound and 
not during silent sections. It was therefore impossible 
to isolate a segment of noisc alone in any sound file. 
The line connecled by squarcs is the actual spectral 
model: it was oblained by creating a model of an area 
conlaining only noisc (above 500 Hz approximately) 
and expanding it to the lower region oC the spectrum. 

To obtain a suCficicnLly clean signal without 
provoking spcclral artifacts a tolal amount of noise 
reduction of 10.17 dB was considered satisiaclory (fig. 
2). 

Fig. 2 Spectral Graph Display of the 
conversion noise of Traie~loria. 

3 Generation of the missing high-frequency 
signal 

Traditionally, the audio recovery of old analog 
materials requires the reduction of various noises 
masking some areas of the sound spectrum. Hcre, 
however, the process is totally diifccrcnt: it is not a 
question of making "audible" previously masked 
spectral areas, but of generating a high-Erequcncy 
signal that is missing in the original, although it has 
to be coherent with it. 

In order to find a modcl of high-Erequency'signals 
to bo uscd as a reccrcnce, we analyzed the spectral 
energy above 7.5 kHz of some instrumental sounds: 
piano, string quartel, large orchestra and percussion 
ensemble. Afler listening to Lhcse filtered sounds, we 
observed how varied and differentiated both their 
encrgy and their timbral characteristics were: piano 
sounds do not c o n d n  a lot of energy in this region, 
while the string quartet is much richer and sensitive to 
changes in frcquency, especially to glissandi. The 
orchestra shows a homogcncous distribution of energy 
over the whole arca. The percussion ensemble, finnlly, 
is the richest and the most diversified, probably 
because several instrumcnls generate a spectrum that 
is mainly situated in this arca, while other instruments 
also cover it in many diKerent ways. 

From the standpoint of timbral qualily, we 
identified two main morphologies: the high-frequency 
range consists eithcr of clusters of sinusoidal sounds 
that are sometimes slightly modulated by an amplitude 
jittcr (random variations), or of narrow b'mds or white 
noise. 

An aural test led us to chwse the first morphology 
for Traierloria, since it seemed more coherent with the 
type of synthetic sounds used in the piece from both a 
perceptual and a theoretical perspective (all the sounds 
were gcncrated using additive synthesis or frequency 
modulation). 

The  next problem was then how to gcncrale these 
clusters of sinusoids. We startcd from the 



psychoacoustical consideration that only notes with a 
frequency below 4-5 kHz are musically meaningful 
(the last note that an orchestra can play is about 4.1 
kHz). W e  have thus chosen to analyze the energy of 
the spectral region bctwccn 4 and 7.5 kHz (middle- 
high range) and to project it in the region between 7.5 
and 22.05 kHz (very-high range, taking the standard 
sampling rate 0144.1 kHz as a reference). We divided 
the two spectral regions into their critical bands [7] 
and controlled the energy of the very-high one wilh 
data coming from the analysis of the middle-high 
region. 

Input sound file u 
Band pass filter If ril 

Envelope follower 

Differentiation 

Equalization 

Oscillator 

I Mixer 
I 

Rcverb I 
Output sound file I 

Fig. 3: Flowchart of one channel of the 
analysis-synthesis algorithm 

For each band, we extracted the amplitude 
envelope and its dcrivative. The latter proved to be 
particularly useful to detect fast transients, which, as is 
well known, contain a lot of energy in the high- 
frequency range. During the experimental phase of our 
work, in fact, we observed that synthesizing the high- 
irequcncy range with data coming just from the 

amplitude envelope wasn't very successrul. Too much 
energy was present and this was inconsistent with both 
our analytical data and with our pcrccplual 
simulations. However, when multiplying the 
amplitude envelope with its derivative we obtained 
optimal results. 

Conversely, using the derivative alone yielded less 
balanced temporal contours, since they were 
dependent only from the rate or  change of the 
amplitude and did not take into account its absolute 
value. This led to an excessive strengthening of the 
high-frequency range for rapid transients with a soft 
dynamic level. 

Our analytical data also showed that it was 
essential to slightly vary the frequency of the 
sinusoidal clusters. A random variation within the 
critical band proved to be enough. The change of 
frequency was pcrformcd when the amplitude was 
zero. In this way. potentially harmful and perceptible 
discontinuities were eliminated. Finally, a reverb o l  
2.5 sec was applied exclusively to the newly generated 
high-Gequency signal in order to give it a more 
homogeneous timbre. Both these additions were 
judged adequate and sufficient when tested aurally. 
Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of one channcl of the 
analysis-synthesis algorithm used to gcncratc the 
high-frequency signal. 

The algorithm was very elfectivc in recovcring the 
missing high-frequency region of Traietloria. I t  
pcrrormcd well wilh all the sound morphologies of the 
piece, such as percussive sounds, granular glissandi, 
continuous layers, and the like. Fig. 4 illustrates the 
sonogram of the beginning of Contrasli with the 
newly generated high-frequency region. 

Fig. 4: Beginning of Conlrasli with the new 
high-frequency region 

However, every process of audio recovery has a 
component of craftsmanship that cannot be totally 
automatcd, cspccially when the sound files are as long 
and varied as in Traieltoria. The clcclronic sounds last 
more than half-an-hour and are divided into 8 scctions 
whose duration is between 3' and 7'. In order to obtain 
a more musical result, we finely tuned the control 



parameters of the algorilhm for cach section. 
Somclimes, the high-frequency region or one section 
was generalcd more than once with slightly dissimilar 
control parameters and recorded onto separated sound 
files. We then superposcd all the available sound files 
to the original signal, but we always kcpt them in the 
different channels of a multi-tracks direct-lo-disk 
systcm (ProTwls from Digidesign, vcrsion 4.1). In 
this way, the intensity and thc choice of one high- 
Frequency file or anothcr was made heuristically whilc 
listening in order to oblain the most convincing 
musical solution. 

4 Conclusions 
Although the algorithm describcd above was 

conceived Tor audio recovery, it mighl also be used as 
a composilional tool. Whcn gcneratlng electronic 
sounds, the musically pcrlinenl frequencies, that is the 
frequencies lo which a given compositional thought 
can be applicd and be perceived (provided that the 
composer has an approach based on musical pilchcs), 
are limited to the range of the orchestral instrumcnls. 
Psychoacoustic rcscarch shows lhal thc frequencies 
above this range are not perce~ved as pilchcs [7]. As a 
consequence, applying the same compositional process 
lo so high frequenc~es orten creale problems of 
energetic balance (lhe highs tend to be loo loud and to 
last too long), bccause what is good for musical 
pilchcs might not work as wcll for high-liequcncy 
spectra. On the other hand, restricting thc maximum 
Gequcncy of a composition to the beginning of the 
high-frequency region will probably produce an 
ovcrall sonic result lacking brightness. The algorithm 
described above might LhereCore be useful to improvc 
the acoustical quality of such works. For example, the 
compositional proccss might dctcrmine the 
frequencies of thc synlhetic sounds up to a region of, 
say, 648 lrHz and thcn recur to this algorithm to 
enrich the speclrum according to psychoacoustical and 
not only compositional rulcs. 

We also imagine that [he algorilhm uscd in 
Traiettoria might also work in other contexls as well, 
or could bc uscd to recover historical recordings in 
which the frequency range is reduced for various 
rcasons: defects during Lhc recording phase or 
deterioralion or the medium uscd as a supporl of the 
magnetizing particles (as in old records, tapes or 
cassettes). 

It is obvious (hat our cognitive syslem is much 
more exacting whcn dealing with acoustical 
inslruments, since it already posscsscs a model of how 
lhcy behave and sound like in the rcal world. The rc- 
creation of the missing regions will presumably 
require that we also take into account phase 
information during the analysis step, lhal we extend 
our algorilhm so as lo include thesc data and that wc 
find a way to project them onto the missing arcas. 
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The preservation and restoration of audio documents: two practical 
examples 
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A b s t r a c t  
This paper will disclrss problem corlcenli~~g tlre 

presen~atio~t arid restoratio~~ of audio doclrr~lents on  
n~agrletic tape, using two practical e.xar11p1es wich colrer 
a wide range of cases. 

Tlzefirst e.rar11ple is the electro~ric part of a piece of 
nrlrsic, Musica su due dimensioni by  Brrlrio Marlenla, 
1958; tile second is ml old recording (1948) of011 etlrnic 
piece. The steps listed below will be presented, 
explaitled arld discussed in the hvo audio doc~rr~rents: 

I )  ideritificatian o f the  sources; 
2 )  d e f i ~ f t i o ~ l  of t l ~ e  criteria t o  adopt far the solrrce 

choice in the presenration bocklrp; 
3) choice, cnlibratiorl a ~ d  settir~gs of t l ~ e  playback 

eqrripn~ent; 
4)  presen,atiarr backrrp: 
5) conipositio~ial process recorutr~rction and o r ig i~~a l  

ide~~t i j ica t io~~ of procedrrres, tech~iiqlres and apparatltses; 
6 )  ide~~tificntiarl of restoration proble~~ls  aid 

definition afpriorities; 
7)  restoration; cl~oice and prodrrctiorl of the 

'defrnith~e' srrpport nledilrnl on ~ v l ~ i c h  the j'inislled' 
prodrrct will be backed-up; 

8 )  filing. 
Eaclr case contains sonle rrnlrsaal details ~ ~ h i c l l  give 

diferer~t degrees of inlportar~ce to the various aspects 
listed abotle. 

1. The  electronic p a r t  of Mrrsica s n  d u e  d i -  
nierrsiorii (1958) by Bruno  Maderna '  

Mrrsica su due d i l~~e~ l s ion i  (1958) by Bruno Madema 
is a piece of music for flute and magnetic tape; it was 
one of the first "mixes' compositions including live 
instruments and a pre-recorded electroacoustic part; it 
was composed at the RAI Studio di Fonologia at 
Milan, with the collaboration of Marino Zuccheri as 
technician. The tape lasts 11'23". 

1.1. Identif ication of the sources  a n d  m a t e -  
r ial  f o r  t h e  preservation backup 

The pieces of elechoacoustic music from the '40's 
and '60's are the result of a series of complex mixing 
procedures involving various sound material and 
consequently it is not always easy to identify the 
different sources which may have contributed to the 
composition of the original piece [I?, 131. 

' I thank the editing house Suvini Zerboni, which hss the copyrighe. 
and rhc RAI of  Milan, pmticularly the archive o f  the Studio di 
Fonologia Musicale, where the original Wpc is filed and whcrc Lhc 
DAT copy was made, with the collvbontion or Maddalenu Novati. 
Oiovanni Bcllcrti. Massirno Borzoni and Fvhio Fernrini. 

Bibliographic research starting from [I ]  and a search in 
the files where the Madema works are kept - at Basilea 
(Paul Sacher's Foundation), Bologna (Fondo Madema), 
Milan (RAI Studio di Fonologia and the Suvini 
Zerboni publishing house), Florence (Tempo Reale) - 
has lead to the identification of the tape (two tracks, 
stereo, 114 inch, 38 c d s )  preserved in the RAI Studio 
di Fonologia Archive at Milan. 

1.2. Set t ing  u p  a n d  calibrating t h e  
equipment  fo r  the  preservation backup 

This stage - probably the most delicate from the 
point of view of the documentation [3, 101 - can vary 
depending on the capabilities offered by the technology 
available at the time of the execution of the work. As 
there is no precise standard to refer to, a possible 
approach involves ensuring the best longevity, 
resistance and preservation of the information and 
readability by choosing one or more formats [ l l ,  41. In 
our case, a 16-bit DAT with sampling frequency at 48 
kHz has been adopted as the standard'. We chose a 
modem playback equipment wich allowed the tape 
tension to be adjusted in order not to damage the carrier. 
The calibration was carried out with the tape test more 
close to the time of the carrier. 

Finally it was possible to operate safely on the 
digital copy by transferring the data from one support 
medium to another without substantial deterioration. 
The piece was recorded on hard disk and, after 
converting the sampling frequency to the CD-A 
standard (16 bit, 44.1 kHz), a copy on optical support 
was made from the hard disk. In this way, it was 
possible to avoid, as far as possible, problems due to 
obsolete technology (particularly outdated digital 
methods) and 'standards' [I I]. As another backup copy 
in a different format and on a different support [4] was 
available, all the desired operations of editing and 
restoration could be made, after normalising the 
amplitude of the sound file. 

1.3. Prel iminary  l i s tening test, reconst ruc-  
t ion of the  composi t ional  p r o c e s s ,  
techniques and equipment  used by the  c o m -  
poser a n d  the  technicians involved 

A first listening test revealed no serious 
deterioration problems, such as the magnetic printing, 
the presence of physically damaged parts, impulsive 

Wc can already talk about n 24 bit resolution with a s;lmpling 
frcqucncy o f  96 kl-lr. 



noises. The worst problem was represented by the broad 
band noise, which was very high, discontinupus and 
considerably different behveen the two channels - in 
some points the broad band noise on the left channel 
exceeded that of the right channel by as much as 7dB 
(fig.1). 
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Fig.1: broad band noise at the very beginning of Musico sa 
due dirnensioni, left channel (above), right channel 

(below). 
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Fig 2: AC 'hum' in M~rsica ss drre dinterlsioni, left channel. 

broad band noise essentially, but not exclusively, due 
to over-recordings). pieces of tape were used. 

1.4. Identif ication of the ' introduced a l tera-  
tions' a n d  restoration processes 

The following restorable 'defects' were found': 
1) rare impulsive noises with small amplitude 
2) 'hum' at 50  Hz with some harmonics in evidence 
3) constant frecluency with a vely narrow band 

around 1656 Hz (figs. 1 and 3); 
4) high frequency in a very narrow band passing 

from approx. 3560 Hz (fig.1) to approx. 5562 Hz 
(fig.3); 

5) noise in the pauses; 
6) broad band noise of many different types. 
The Few impulsive noises detected by ear were 

eliminated manually. 
The two fixed Gequencies of 5 0  Hz (with some 

harmonics: 100, 150,200,250,400) and 1656 Hz were 
eliminated with a very narrow band notch filter 
operating at 7 Hz (for AC hum and the most evident 
harmonics) and 10 Hz respectively. The glissarrdo was 
eliminated with a dynamic notch filter (3560 to 5562 
Hz in 11'23") with variable pass band 12 to 25 Hz. 

The frequent and fairly long pauses present in the 
tape were replaced with silence. These choices were 
madeconsidering thnt the piece of the music cont;lined 
also a live instrument, which often covered the 
'silences' of the tape. 

The freouent Dauses allowed several noise samoles 

C .  . . . , . . ' I  , , , , . , , , ,  , , , . , , , ,  , 
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Fig. 3: Narrow band foreign frcqucncies (1656 and 5562 
Hz) dctccted in anoise sample at the end of Mruica su due 

dbr~ensioni, left channel. 

. . 

h 
to be taken for analysis from various points of both 
channels. It was possible to note immediately that each 
single fragment had different noise characteristics to 

A preliminary analysis aimed at identifying the 
sound materials and the technology [S, 91 used by the 
composer, demonstrated the massive but not exclusive 
presence of flute sounds which were either natural or 
manipulated. The manipulations included the editing, 
mixing, transposition with and without speed variation, 
ring modulation (characterised by a strong presence of 
noise), and reverberation in an echo chamber. In the 
central section of the music piece there are sounds with 
non-periodic characteristics, both percussive and 
sustained. 

During the tape cutting, the usual procedure to 
make the pauses involved using a blank tape [131. 
basically free from noise. I-Iowever, in some cases, to 
obviate the difference in sonority between the pure 
silence and the sound recorded on the tape (with the 

- - 
those present in the music parts, whose handling, over- 
recordings nnd cutting hod introduced characteristic 
noise bands. This entailed the music piece fragmenta- 
tion in several sections and the evaluation of the noise 
in each single section for each single channel. 

From the musicological analysis point of view. i t  
is interesting to point out thnt the 'colour' of the 
background noise corresponded to different types of 
electroacoustic processing and different sections of the 
piece of music. 

I t  was decided to reduce the elimination of the broad 
band noise as much as possible, by not using it in the 
parts in which the music masked it completely or 
contained it as its integral part. 

2. Bosa resuscitada 
The music piece under consideration is particularly 

interesting from the ethnomusicological point of view. 
I t  was taken from a recording on acetate at 78 rpm by 
the RAI of Cagliari (Sardinia) in 1948. The copy on 

" The procedures and the individuation of the vnlucs of lhc 
pnrnmetcrs adopted in this work for the two pieces of music are 
similnr in many digital systems of editing, annlysis and sound 
restoration present in the rnarkcL 



which the restoration was canied out is quite recent. It 
is a two-tmck magnetic tape', mono, 1/4 inch, recorded 
at 19 c d s .  The backup copy was made in the same 
way as the first example work, calibrating the playback 
equipment with the test tape actually used at RAI. The 
duration of the piece of music is 1'22". 

2.1. Identif ication of the  'introduced a l tera-  
tions' a n d  restoration opera t ions  

The material contains almost all the typical defects 
of recordings on 78 rpm records: 

1) line frequency ('hum'); 
2) isolated impulsive noises of various duration, 

amplitude and spectral content ('click'); 
3) superposed impulsive noises ('crackle'); 
4) broad band noise ('hiss'); 
5) incorrect equalisation; 
6) limited band. 
With an highpass filter centred on GO Hz, all the 

disturbances in the low frequencies were eliminated 
without causing any change to the musical material, 
whose lower basic frequency was around 107 Hz. With 
a series of notch centred at fkequencies of 100, 200 and 
400 Hz, the line frequency with the more substantial 
harmonics was eliminated. 

The localisation and removal of the 348 clicks was 
canied out at different times. As the equalisation of the 
tape copy limited the energy at high frequencies, it was 
difficult to find all the clicks contained in the material 
to restore. Where the automatic algorithms were 
incapable of signalling all the impulsive imperfections, 
it was necessary to operate pa~tly by ear and partly 
filtering the material during analysis, to find the 
majority of the imperfections introduced, depending on 
their energy contents at high or low frequencies. This 
was the longest phase, due to the heterogeneity of the 
impulsive noises (figs. 4-6). 

Two points of the tape were chosen to evaluate the 
broad band noise: before the beginning of the piece and 
a brief central pause. The result is that the broad band 
noise, as for the entire piece, is particularly mloured 
(fig.7). 
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Fig. 5: click of approx. 3.5 ms before (above) and after 
(below) the interpolation 
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Fig. 6: typical click followed by 'ringing' before (above) 
and after (below) the interpolation 
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Fig. 7: colourcd broad band noise of the Bosa rcs~rscilada. 

We believe - and the colouring of the noise 
confirms this - that the equalisation of the tape copy 
was made following the RIAA standard (turnover at 500 
Hz, 10 kHz rolloff = -13.7 dB) emphasising the 
frequencies below 1000 Hz (0 dB as reference) and 
attenuating those above. 

However, before proceeding with a re-equalisation, 
it was decided to remove the broad band noise, as the 
latter certainly did not pertain to the original sound 
material. This choice, however questionable, was taken 
considering the poor information at our disposal on the 
equalisation curves of the recordings on disc (record) 
before 1956, the year in which the RIAA standard was 
adopted [GI. 

To attenuate the broad band noise, the same 
technique applied for the previous example was used, 
with different problems for the colouring of the noise 
and the possibility that it might mask the sound 
content. Therefore we operated on few sections, 
diversifying them only where we found particular 
problems. 

Finally, assuming a turnover of 450 Hz and a 10 
kFIz rolloff equal to 0 dB, the zone below 450 Hz was 
attenuated and the zone above 1000 Hz was 



overemphasised to re-equalise the music piece 
correcting the RIAA curve introduced [GI. 

Considering that the spectral range of the recording 
did not exceed 5 kHz in the point of maximum content 
at high frequency (fig.8). we can suppose the 
reconstruction of the spectral range lost (see Stroppn 
and Vidolin i n  this volume) - which was not carried 
out - also comparing the malerial with more recent 
similar recordings therefore having more information 
on the spectral range. 
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Fig. 8: sonogram of a portion oE the Bosa Resrrscitada 
which shows the spectral cnergy content reduced below 5 

kl-lz. 

3. 'Finished' restored product 
Two different types of backup of the restored 

material was carried out: 
1) audio data, as tiles in raw format (16 bit, 48 

H-k); 
2) sound in CD-A format preceded, on the same 

track, with various test signals. Both the copies were 
then backed-up on optical support. 

4. Filing 
The two works were part of detailed documentation 

concerning the restoration and filing (see table below) 
for the preservation backup. 

EQUIPMENT 

AUTHOll 
TITLE 
DATE 
FORMAT AND 
L.nL30m 

kOTES I1 I'ECHKICI,\N' hlarlno %ue;llcrl 
21 K\ I  'Ti\l'E TEST - IOH2 T O  CALIRI(A7E 
Tl lE I'Lr\YIII\CK EQUlPhlNEN'I' 

BRUNO MADERNA 
MUSICA S U  DUE DlMENSlONi (TAPE) 
1958 
LLPE. 114 INCH. ZTRACKS, STEREO. 15 

4. Conclusions 
The rapid degradation of magnetic support [2] calls 

for the need of preservation copies of the sound 
documents contained in several archives. However, the 
manual operations necessary to restore even a few 
minutes of corrupted audio are slill too numerous to 
allow the restoration of large quantities of sound 
material. The expectations on the restoration of a tape 
of electronic music and a 78 rpm record indicates the 
difficulties arising from automatic procedures, 
especially for the broad band noise [5]. 

To restore a sound document - with all the 
limitations that this operation involves - there must be 
a reason justifying the work, as a new version, mass 
diffusion or the use of it as an example ror scientific 
use. 

DATE 
FORMAT AND 
SPEED 
MARK 
EQUALIZATION 

RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT 
PLACE 
NOTES 
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Measuring and Analyses Carried out on Some Historical Pipe Organs in Rome 
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Abstract 
Whenever the restoration of n historical pipe organ is 
executed the best thing to do should be to gather an 
amount of records as wide as possible inclirding any 
i~rformation concerning its acoustic features before 
restoratiol~~ ~vorlc, so that it is possible to verifi the 
quality and regularity of the results achieved. 
Nevertheless, if the pipe organ to restore is so 
damaged that it does not alloived any acotrstic 
measuring, it is then r~ecessary to gather information 
about irtstruments of the sanie age and haling the same 
building features. This is what we did together ivith 
I.C.R..-Istituto Centrale per il Restauro (Notional 
Institute for Restoration) in Rome. 
Introduction 
We sum up here the outcome of a series of measuring 
and analyses which have been carried out by working 
on the sound of some mechanical transmission pipe 
organs in Rome. These pipe organs were chosen upon 
suggestions of the 1.C.R in Rome; the purpose was that 
of acquiring audio documentation concerning historical 
instruments which provides us with useful descriptions 
for restoring similar instruments. The instruments 
taken into consideration are listed below. 
1) Positivo su base 4' - National Museum of Musical 
Instruments - inv. 2771: date and author unknown; 4 
stops; most pipes were recent 
2) Positivo ad ala - National Museum of Musical 
Instruments - inv. 900: roman school (perhaps 
manufactured in the circle of the Testa family) - end 
XVII - beginning XVIII cent; 7 stops; hand-beUow 
only peg windchest 
3) Positivo Neapolitan school - National Museum of 
Musical Instruments - inv. 895: author unknown; first 
half xwI cent: 8 stops. 
4) Organo Testa-Alari - Chiesa S. Giovanni dei 
Fiorentini: 1673-1680; 15 stops; restored e partially 
rebuilt by Bartolomeo Formentelli in 1994. 
During the recordings hvo condenser microphones with 
directional characteristics AKG C414 B ULS were 
employed in cxdioid configuntion, with a proper 
microphone preamplifier (Symetrix). The microphones 
were placed at the same level as the front organ pipe 
mouths: they were 20 cm distant fmm each other (this 
is approximately the avenge distance which separates 
human ears). The output signal from the preamplifier 
was recorded by a DAT unit (Denon Dtr2000). 
2. Analyses 
The study carried out on the characteristics of the 
sound analyzed concerned both transient and steady 
conditions. 

G.B. Debiasi 
Dipartimento di Elemonica ed Informatics 
Universiti di Padova 
04918277675 - debiasi@ibm.net 

Transient conditions 
The study on the transient conditions consisted in 
analyzing the amplitude envelope of the fist six 
harmonics with different "touches"; these analyses were 
executed with a sofhvare application based on 
heterodyne filter. Moreover, we inquired the possibility 
for "touch" to exert an intluence on the transient 
harmonicity. For this purpose we obtained the 
dispersion curves concerning the transient which show 
the deviation of the actual frequencies of the harmonics 
with regard to their theoretical value. There are many 
written contributions which in most cases confirm this 
peculiarity in presence of mechanical transmission, 
especially with direct mechanical hansmission 
[1][2][3]. In this instance it can happen, however, that 
if the block chain linking the keys to the valves is fairly 
long (large pipe organs), the possibility one has to find 
at the valves the features of the excitation given to the 
key is quite weak. Because of their slimness the metal 
bars are put under a torsional stress and they store 
elastic energy until the resistance opposed by the spring 
and the compressed air  is balanced: at this point the 
energy is released causing the valve to open suddenly. 
The result is that the transient is insensitive to "touch". 
The same happens when squares and compensators are 
part of the mechanism, because of the noteworthy 
static attrition and the inevitable clearances. 
Both d e r  studying the writings dealing with this 
problem and previous tests we can argue that very often 
touch effect on pipe organ sounds mainly causes 
different amplitude envelopes for one or more 
harmonics of the sound taken into consideration. 
2.2 Steady-state conditions. Pseudoformants 
As for steady-state conditions, we obtained the 
spectrum of the sounds; a problem came up, i.e. 
verifying if in particular circumstances these sounds 
presented a pseudofoxmantic structure. Formant studies 
were introduced to explain some acoustic phenomena 
such as that concerning vowel sounds: for each vowel it 
is possible to draw a so called formant c w e  linking all 
the harmonics peaks. With vowels the formant is 
constant even though the frequency at which the vowel 
is pronounced varies. In general instruments having a 
resonator present frequency envelopes which show the 
presence of k e d  formants, insofar as the resonator 
filters the signal produced by the oscillating string or by 
whatever produces the vibration originafing sound. 
Pipe organs, on the contrary, do not have any element 
which can be compared to a resonator, since each note 
is produced by one single pipe; this means that spectral 
envelope of pipe organ sounds should not have a fixed 



fonnant. Sometimes. however, the organ builder builds 
the pipes of some stops, especially those of the Ripierzo, 
so as to make the sound particularly pleasing to the ear. 
In these situations the timbre keeps specific features 
even though the frequency of the note varies. 
Sometimes it is possible to recognize within the spectra 
of these sounds the presence of one or more formants, 
called pseudoformants. 
3. Analysis results 
An analysis of the results gathered allows us to make 
some observations about the way in which the tested 
instruments behave. They are presented below, with 
reference to the figures corresponding to each instance. 
Fig. 1.a-b National Museum of Musical Instruments 
- Positivo di accompagnamento, Principale 4'. D2, 
fast and slow "touches". With regard to the steady- 
state condition, with the fast "touch" we noticed a 
stressed overshoot as for the znd and 4" harmonics. 
Even though the latter bas lower amplitude than the 
2"d . . , it 1s however relevant: ftom a psychoacoustic point 
of view ear judgment is strongly influenced by the 
gradient and the effect of time priority of each 
harmonic. 
Big. 2.a-b National Museum of Musical Instruments 
- Positivo di accompagnameutu, Principale 4', C2, 
fast and slow "touches". With regard to D2 (see fig. 
1.a-b) we can notice a lower enhancement of the 2"d 
harmonic and a stressed overshoot of the 5". This 
confirms that during the transient harmonic behavior in 

the same stop depends also on the tuning given to each 
pipe. 
Fig. 3.a-b S. Giovanni dei Fiorentini - Positivo 
Napoletano, XK cent., Principale 8', C3, fast and 
slow "touches". Dramatic enhancement of the 2°d 
harmonic with the fast "touch" preceded by two peaks 
(4" and 6" harmonics). Because of the reasons 
explained above, these last two peaks (especially the 6" 
harmonic) play an importaDt role in the sensorial 
evaluation of the timbre composition of the transient 
4. Conclusions 
The tests carried out allowed us to gather an impressive 
amount of data concerning the acoustic features of 
several pipe organs and to e&e them closely. 
The results we obtained were used during restoration 
work on the Altemps pipe organ by Filippo Testa 
(1701) in S. Maria in Trastevere, S ~ p e ~ S e d  by the 
Istituto Centrale peril Restauro. 
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A b s t r a c t  
h7 relation to ~i~esical activity, the conrputer cart be seen 
to intpact in three inter-related lifaj,s, these being: 
otrgnle~tti~tg hirman creativity; ttnderstanding 
co~i7positional processes; artd creating artificial 
n~usiciars. I f a  conlputer is to be creative it has to be 
able to not nterely generate bzrt also be able evalzrate its 
prodtrctio~~s. Conlposing with tintbre higltligltts tlte 
iniportance of the phenonienal evperience of sotold in 
sztch a11 a~olzra/ian and etltno~~it~sicological evidence 
points to alternative embodied and decenlralized nnrsic 
 laki king. The i~riplicatiorts of tltese are disczrssed in 
relation to aspects of Artificial Lije and 'enibodied 
cognition : parficalarIy in regard to the pz~rszlit of 
artificial niasicia~tsltip. 

In t roduct ion 

Computers have opened up new sound worlds, and 
ways of working, both in composition and music 
understanding. We are able to model aspects of reality, 
and then conduct experiments that would not otherwise 
be possible. Thus the computer alters our perception of, 
and potential for action in, the world. As technology, 
the computer is both a result of social concerns and 
values, and a causal agent in our perceptions. We see 
and manipulate the world through technology'. A 
computer music system embydies an abstraction of a 
particular musical approach - and yet also transforms 
'what can be considered music', the computer acting as 
"...a dynamic device that transforms the ima ination" 5 .  resulting in a 'circular, cybernetic relationship' . Gwen 
that musical developtnents "...have paralleled important 
changes in social, cultural and intellectual life" 4, this 
paper considers some perspectives within the fields of 
Artificial Life (A-Life) and 'embodied cognition', 
which have musical implications. Such models and 
metaphors inspired by biology "... will have their 
greatest influence when they spread outside of the 
scientific community and into the general culture." ' 

computers, rather than use computers as an aid to 
composition."'0 Subsequently computers have been 
applied to 'cognitive musicology'", which "..derives 
from reflections upon the structure of real-time 
processes made possible by, and monitored by, 
computers." Here "thinking is situated in some social 
and technological context ... A form of action, rather 
than a disembodied reflection."12 

(c.) E~nzrlating, eqtralling or replacing hzo~ian creativity. 
One motivation is to give computers 'greater 
musicianship', " ... making the program more aware of 
musical implications in the performances of its partners 
and ... better able to perform itself more musically." 13 

Here many problems are still not clearly articulated at 
the conceptual level, let alone the level of 
implementation.14 Opinions about the computer's 
potential in this regard range from those who see such 
attempts to mimic human musicians as stage performers 
as 'misplaced''5 to implications that computers could 
make music 'understood only by other computers'16 
The latter echoes beliefs that computers could become 
sentient beings. 17 

In attempting to automate music making, it is useful to 
be aware of the social conditions that lead to such a 
desire. Music's social technology can pave the way for 
music's machine technology, where "...machine 
technology involves the processing of tools and 
machines, and social technology involves the skills and 
means of organizing people to get work done."lX The 
19'" century sees a growing desire for automating 
music, and the "...abstraction of the performer from the 
performance takes place when a social technology 
allowing such abstraction prepares the way for machine 
technology .... Current aesthetic arguments which view 
technology in utopian terms reflect values by which 
man has abstracted from his productions"1g 

Mus ica l  Systems a n d  Processes  

For the purposes of discussion here, it seems important In considering the 'abstraction of the performer from 
to first delineate three inter-related aspects of how the the performance', it is useful to discuss the relationship 
computer could be considered to be transforming of musical systems to musical process and function. 
musical practice. These are: (a) augmenting human What is the relative importance given to music as the 
creativity in assisting the exploration of new musical construction of objects and products on the one hand, 
approaches; (b) understanding compositional processes and the type and quality of human engagement with the 
and (c); creating 'artificial musicianship', involving musical process, on the other? The rise of the classical 
emulating, equalling or even replacing human musical composer 'genius'2o and the development of more 
creativity. formalised music notation furthered the sense of an 

independently existing 'eternal' art object, that can be 
(a.) Aztgn~enting hmnan creative activity. The computer abstracted, recorded and analyzed. Computers, like 
may be perceived as an instrument , medium or tool, in 7 1 previous technologies such as the phonograph- , have 
relation to which it is important to consider the mapping further helped to freeze music in time. 
ofhuman input (gestural, haptic and so forth) to musical 
output '. Also it may act as a suggester of ideas and Abstracting away musical forms from their origins in 
device for 'organising comp~exity '~ within certain specific musical activities makes detached analysis of 
compositional approaches. 9 music's structure possible, aiding our understanding of 

musical forms. However, traditional musicology's 
(b.) U17derstandii7g cor~ipositional processes. Computer primary focus has been on such musical texts to the 
music pioneers Lejaren Hiller and Leonard Isaacson " ... virtual exclusion of performance22. Western tonal 
desired to simulate the composing process itself with music, codified into written notation, can give the 
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impression that we are dealing with a closed, entirely 
encodable system of fmite harmonic relationships, 
@nsformable by clearly definable rules. Trevor Wishart 
believes the 'fundamental thesis' of the analytic system 
of notation is: 
"...that music is ultimately reducible to a small, finite 
number of elementary constituents with a finite number 
of 'parameters', out of which all sounds possibly 
required in musical praxis can be notated by the 
combination of these ~ons t i tuen t s . "~~  
It can appear as if the music itself resides in the 
notation. 

Such a view fmds resonance with traditional Artificial 
Intelligence's view of cognition (excluding 
connectionist approaches) as the representation of 
explicit symbols and intelligent behaviour as the 
manipulation of those symbo$i the so-called Physical 
Symbol System Hypothesis . Symbols could be 
represented in the computer as data structures and 
intelligent behaviour by algorithms, which act on the 
data structures. Crucially, it assumes that such 
intelligence resides wholly within the mind, and 
therefore could equally reside in the computer. 
However, certain musical approaches question such a 
view. Here I refer to timbre composition and evidence 
from ethnomusicology. 

Timbre Composition 

Composing with timbre2' has consequences for the 
nature of the distinction between the sound materials 
(data structures) and the rules for sound manipulation 
(the algorithm); i.e. between musical design and 
materials, between 'composing-the-sound' and 
'composing-with-sounds'.26 This challenges the 
distinction between computer as instrument (able to 
encode, process and transform sound) and as having the 
"... potential for designing the compositional 
process"?7 For example, Di Scipio and Prignano's 
Functional Iteration Synthesis "...provides an 
indeterii~ir~istic model of sonic material: the composer 
must learn hislher strategy by interacting with a source 
of structured information, at the level of the 
microstructure of music - within and through the 
sound."28 Such an approach implies, along will1 Lhe 
application of intelligence, a response to the 
phenomenal, experienced aspects of sound. 

That computer software can produce surprising results 
leads to speculation that the computer itself could be 
creative in this situation. However, it is important to 
distinguish the difference between the generation and 
evaluation of creative ideas. It is not enough to produce 
something novel and interesting. Matthew Elton says: 
"If we are aiming at for artificial creativity, then our 
main wony concerns not what the machine can 
produce, but the way in which it evaluates its 
productions"" 
In evaluating its productions, is the computer capable of 
experiencing sound in the same phenomenological way 
as humans? 

Will A-Life produce artificial entities capable of not just 
generating, but evaluating such musical productions? 
Christopher Langton, one of Alife's originators, has 
defined Artificial Life as: 
"... a field of study devoted to understanding life by 
attempting to abstract the fundamental dynamical 

principles underlying biological phenomena, and 
recreating these dynamics in other physical media - 
such as computers - making them accessible to new 
kinds of experimental manipulation and testing."3u 

And a variety of techniques and technologies used 
within A-Life research have been used as generators of 
musical ideas and compositions, arguably opening 
music up to 'new kinds of experimental manipulation 
and testing' using computers. These include fractal 
mathematics, cellular automata, genetic algorithms and 
dynamical systems, which seemingly provide fertile 
ground for musical explorations. In generating musical 
form, A-Life systems, in contrast to connectionist 
approaches, could attempt to 'develop their own 
princi les of organization' and '... model multi-level 
order ,?I 

Is such order emergent or is it imposed? Margaret 
Boden sees that "[tlhe central concept of A-Life ... is 
self-organization [which] ... involves the emergence 
(and maintenance) of order, or complexity, out of an 
origin that is ordered to a lesser degree ... This 
development is 'spontaneous', or 'autonomous', 
following from the intrinsic character of the system 
itself (often, in interaction with the environment) 
instead of being imposed on the system by some 
external designer. In that sense, A-Life is opposed to 
classical AI, in which pro ammers impose order on 
general-purpose machines" 3%= 

Equipped with more realistic biological models, 
'recreating these dynamics in other physical media' in 
the form of computer software, it would appear that we 
may be a step closer to an 'artificial musician' able to 
generate and evaluate its own productions. However, 
what is the status of such biologically inspired models? 
As Stevan Harnad argues that "Computational modeling 
... can conquer the formal principles of life, perhaps 
predict and explain it completely, but it can no more be 

'alive than a virtual forest fire can be hot. In itself, a 
computational model is just an ungrounded symbol 
system; no matter how closely it matches the properties 
of what is being modeled, it matches them only 
formally, with the mediation of an interpretation."33 
Similarly, an 'epistemological danger' exists in "... the 
belief that a high-quality simulation can become a 
realization - that we can perfect our computer 
simulations of life to the point that they come alive." 34 

The same could be said for the modelling of emotions 
and creativity. What would make the computer feel like 
it wanted to participate in the musical situation, to be 
musically aware rather than just be a model of musical 
awareness? 

Ethnomusicalogy 

What type of musical situation do I have in mind? 
Ethnomusicology reveals other models of musical 

36 participation, examples being the v e n d d 5  and Kaluli . 
Understanding such musical practice may in turn have 
implications for our own, at least in reminding us what 
we may have lost. Such studies point to decentralized, 
distributed musical activity. Michael Chanan writes that 
"in surviving oral cultures .....I tlhere are no composers 
in such societies set apart from other musicians in a 
separate caste, and music is far from an exclusive 
activity of specialised performers. .... mbal community 
encourages and sustains a degree of musical ability in 



virtually all its members through tlie widespread use of 
informal music. Moreover music enters into the widest 
range of activities."" 
In such societies "The lonics of a societv's relationshins - 
are not mediated through the being of any one 
individual ... The musical mediation of the relations 
between the individual and society and these instances 
emphasise the importance of individual autonomy and 
creativity to the social process."38 

And such participants have a knowledge of what has 
been termed by Roland Barthes as nltrsicapraclica, who 
described it as "...a muscular music in which the part 
taken by the sense of hearing is only ne of ratification, 
as though the body were hearing."38 For Chanan "... 
~ausicrr practica is nothing but the form that musical 
knowledge takes directly from musical practice. 
Theoretically filtered or not, fundamentally it has no 
need of theory or even notation. It is the mu ical 
equivalent of the way the baby learns to talk."" If 
music is viewed as physically situated, collective human 
activity, is it then just a case of encoding the particular 
music system's observed rules into a machine? Where 
does the musical knowledge reside? 

Distr ibuted,  Embodied  Cogni t ion  

An interesting perspective on this question emerges 
when we reconsider cognition as embodied and 
decentralized; when we view cognition as distributed 
between brain, body, and world.4' Within such a 
viewpoint perspective structure does not lie in any one 
place, and is not entirely represented in any one thing 
(or mind), but emerges through complex interactions. 
Furthermore, in contrast to Cartesian mind-body 
distinctions which gave rise to an idea where "...the 
mind controls the body as a captain pilots a ship"42 the 
phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty considered that it "...is 
not brains that think, it is bodies. The brain is one part 
of a larger syste& the nervous system and ultimately 
the entire body." 

Such a view is tinding technical application in the 
design of robots. The emerging field of Embodied 
Artificial Intelligence highlights the necessity "... to 
study intelligence as a bodily phenomenon",M in 
constructing autonomous robots. Furthermore, such 
robots "...react directly (bottom-up) to environmental 
cues rather than top down to internal world-models or 

65 - representations." Here cognition "...is no longer 
viewed separately from its bodily substrate ... cognition 
is also the study of bodily action and perception in the 
system's environment and cannot be viewed separately 
from either of the three (body, action, en~ironment)."~' 

In seeing cognition as embodied, we can consider 
artistic activity less as the conscious, top-down, 
application of symbolic rules, and more as embodied, 
situated human experience, form arising out of physical 
interaction with the environment. Analysis should 
consider how structure emerges through process. 
increased understandings of which will impact on our 
relationshi s to computer technology, and its 
interface. 4 7  

Decentralized Mode l s  

How might we consider the use of A-Life in relation to 
embodied musical experience? Otto Laske believes that 

in contrast to the narrow view of technology "...as tools 
for producing artifacts", it is "..ultimately a tool for self- 
knowledge deriving from forms of situated, 
technologically embedded cognition."48 In his article 
Lew~i i~ lg  about Life Mitchel Resnick talks about how 
the "...growing interest in Artificial Life is part of a 
broader intellectual movement toward decenhalized 
models and metaphors." He suggests that the 
methodology of Artificial Life can help people move 
away from a centralised mindset and "...develop 
intuitions about decentralized phenomena"49 and he 
suggests providing "...opportunities to create, 
experiment, and play with decentralized systems." 

Conclusion 

The arguments above point to new techniques to 
augment musical creativity, and new considerations in 
attempting to understand the compositional process. 
However, attempts at developing computer based 
autonomous 'musicians' may be inappropriate given 
such considerations, reflecting both a questionable 
interpretation of the computer's capabilities, and its 
relationship to social action. In relation to the various 
aspects of musical process, it becomes important to 
question the appropriateness and feasibility of computer 
programming; to make judgements regarding those 
aspects that can be abstracted such that the computer 
performs an integrative, rather than distancing, role in 
the creative process. Most importantly, in defining our 
creative relation to the computer we should not limit 
ourselves ". .. to tlie categories and procedures 
represented-in the computer, without realising what has 
been 10st."'~ It is perhaps more useful to see the 
computer more as augmentation to compositional and 
improvisatory activity, "...as habitats rather than mere 
 too/^",^' and as a medium for communication, than as a 
potentially autonomous 'musician', attempts at which 
may serve to further abstract ourselves from embodied 
social functions of music. 
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ABSTRACT 
This is a presentation of the first published Computer 
Music Education project in Italy, that includes a series 
of printed textbooks, interactive courses via the Internet 
and a series of CD-ROMs. The aim is to create a deeper 
and more wide-spread knowledge in the fields of 
electroacoustic composition, digital sound synthesis and 
processing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Virtual Sound Project project consists of three main 
areas: a series of printed textbooks in Italian (English 
and possibly Spanish translations are planned), a set of 
courses via the Internet (complementary to the printed 
textbooks) and a series of CD-ROMs. The authors teach 
Elechoacoustic Music in the Conservatories of Rome 
and Catania, and have for some time felt the need for 
such a project. The project is aiming to create a bridge 
from the very beginning to an advanced level for non- 
English speakers in Italy in order to provide them with a 
level of knowledge that will let them feel comfortable 
with electroacoustic music fundamentals and more. 

2.1 IL SUONO VIRTUALE 
The first result of this project is the hook I1 Szrono 
Virt~rale, the first textbook on sound synthesis and sound 
processing in italian (with a CD-ROM enclosed), 
published by ConTempo in May 1998 and available 
through its website (www.axnet.it/conternpo). 
The special feature of this textbook is that it includes 
theoly and practice together, by means of lessons and 
examples with Csound. For each kind of signal 
processing and synthesis technique there are discussions 
about theory and history followed by immediate practice 
with Csound.exercises. The textbook is, therefore, not 
only a tutorial on synthesis, but also the most extensive 
tutorial on Csound in any language. 
In almost every chapter the student finds a theoretical 
part (covering the basics of a particular 
synthesislprocessing method), a practical part (with 
Csound orchestra and score examples and exercises), 
and an "in depth" part, including more advanced uses 
and ideas concerning each method, not essential for the 

comprehension of the chapter, hut useful in helping the 
student to broaden hislher knowledge. 
I1 sziono virluale includes an introductory chapter on the 
fundamentals of Csound (Csomtd: how it works); 
additive, subtractive, amplitude modulation, frequency 
modulation, waveshaping, FOF, granular and physical 
modelling synthesis; the use of sampled sounds, 
analysisiresynthesis (by means of hetro/adsyn, 
pvanaUpvoc and lpanaUlpc), delay, echo, reverberation, 
chorus, flanger, phaser, convolution; the basics of flow- 
charting; the fundamentals of digital audio; the use of 
MIDI files; the real-time use of Csound; Csound froin 
the viewpoint of a programming language, etc. 
The first Appendix is dedicated to WCShell (a 
Widows@ NTI9x fiont-end for Csound witten by 
Riccardo Bianchini); the second Appendix concisely 
covers the mathematical and trigonometrical 
fundamentals required for a "well behaved" use of 
Csound (or any other synthesis program). 
The book concludes with five advanced readings about: 
real time granular synthesis for Csound (by E.Giordani): 
sound synthesis by means of non-linear functions 
iteration (by A.Di Scipio); Max and Csound (by 
M.Giri); generation and modification of Csound scores 
by means of general purpose programming languages 
(by RBianchini); Csound and Linux (by N.Bernardii). 
James Dashow kindly wrote the introductory preface. 
I1 S~rono Virtuale provides also a listing of the main 
Csound Web sites. 
A double format (Windows/PowerMac) CD-ROM 
includes all orchestras, scores, soundfiles, analysis files 
used throughout the book Most importantly, the CD- 
ROM contains Csound for Widows and PowerMac, 
WCShell for Windows, and the HTML version of Web 
sites file. 
The first five paragraphs of Chapter 1 can be 
downloaded from Contempo web site. 

Since there was no other tutorial in Italian about 
synthesis, and most of the material for learning synthesis 
techniques is in English, italian students had to rely 
primarily on lessons in class if there was an opportunity 
to study electroacoustic music in school. The lack of a 
published project for electroacoustic music education in 



the publishing field let? most of italian computer music 
enthusiasts in the bands of the MIDI keyboards market, 
which hardly promotes a systematic education. It was 
our notion that a deeper and more wide-spread 
laowledge about computer music fundamentals and a 
direct practice with a software like Csound that helps to 
secure the appropriate skills can make a difference. 
The difference between our approacb and the 
commercial approach lies primarily in promoting 
awareness of each single act involved in the 
compositional process. The commercial approach 
merely creates user-friendly black boxes as far as 
technical issues and the creation of each single sound is 
concerned @ I I S ~  this b1itf011 and you'll obtain tliat; 
don't osk ~vlry,  just learn all the buttons! And thepresto- 
patches!). 
We believed that some action had to be taken in order to 
promote such awareness, and I1 S~iono Virluale is our 
first step. We chose to present the material in as clear 
and simple a style as possible, to start from the very 
beginning and always to provide the English for the 
most basic terms: this should also ease the reader in 
approaching the literature in English. 

2.2 WCSHELL AND INTEGRATION WITH THE 
TEXTBOOK 
As the power of personal computers increases, Csound 
becomes faster and faster. Two of the main problems 
with Csound, however, are the non-graphical approach 
(inherited from Unix text-only user interface) and the 
text writing of the score on a note by note basis. 
The use of WCShell for Windows NT19x helps to create 
a different approacb to Csound. This front-end'for 
Csound includes the possibility of graphically creating 
functions, to convert a Csound score into a spreadsheet 
and generally work in a faster way, or to write a score by 
drawing lines in a field that represents durations, 
frequency values etc. In the spreadsheet software called 
Scorer, for example, the notes and the functions are put 
in the rows and parameters fields in the columns. 
Therefore larger groups of notes can be created at once 
filling spaces with particular values, addimg, 
multiplying, applying functions to groups of cells 
values, using linear or exponential interpolations 
between initial and final values, converting amplitudes 
and frequency values fiomlto any format etc. Via 
WCSheN it is also possible to edit the analysis file 
produced by hetro: for example you can graphically re- 
design the frequency or the amplitude values of all the 
harmonics. It is also possible to save the flags 
configurations and eliminate a significant amount of 
other time-consuming activities. 
R.Bianchini is now working on CSGraph (see Fig.2), a 
new Windows software by which the user can generate 
Csound orchestras by using a graphic, object-oriented 
interface. These are just some examples of how this set 
of programs can help the student to have a more 
intuitive approach to synthesis and thereby help himher 
overcome some of the difficulties of Csound's steep 

initial learning curve. With the new implementation of 
real-time Csound by Gabriel Maldonado (this uses 
DirectX, a Windows method to drastically reduce 
latency time in sound inputloutput), the interaction with 
real-time MIDI control becomes very appealing, and we 
believe that the combination of a textbook like I1 S~iono 
Virlliale, plus the use of a front-end for Csound like 
WCShell combined with the use of satisfactory real-time 
control can provide an environment for education in 
which the interaction between theory and practice 
achieves a rare degree of integration. 

2.3 VIRTUAL SOUND 
The book I1 Suorlo Virtziale is now being translated into 
English, since the interest for this kind of approach goes 
well beyond that of an exlusively italian audience. 

2.4 CINEMA PER L'ORECCHIO 
The fust step of the educational project will continue 
with a series of printed textboolcs called Cirierl~aper 
I'Orecchio (Ear Cblewa) (series editor Alessandro 
Cipriani, publisher Contempo). As well as the above 
mentioned textbook, this series on electroacoustic music 
education and production, multimedia and intermedial 
art includes: 
a) A textbook on acoustics and psychoacoustics 
b) A textbook for ear-training, practice of analysis ofthe 
"teste sortore", study of the interrelationships between 
new sounds for acoustic instruments and electroacoustic 
sounds seen from the spectromorpbological and 
compositional point of view 
c) A textbook on studio techniques, multimedia practice, 
intermedial art 
d) A textbook on the history and analysis of 
electroacoustic music 

3. THE SECOND STEP: COURSES VIA THE 
INTERNET 
Before approaching an interactive expansion and re- 
issuing of the first project on CD-ROM, we are 
experimenting with students' interaction via the Internet. 
We are working with the Edison Studio in Rome which 
will host the project in its web site. 
Tbis step, which we plan to start in November 1998 and 
which should continue for two months, will consist of 
the following: 

3.1 A series of on-line lessons, which will take as a 
basis the fust few chapters of the book I1 suorto 
virtuale, and will exploit the same arguments, treated 
in deeper detail, and with a much larger quantity of 
examples (Csound orchestras and scores). 

3.2 At the end of each lesson the student will 
practice with incomplete orchestras and scores , 
orchestras and scores with syntax errors, orchestras 
and scores without syntax errors, but containing 
subtle bugs. Furthermore the student wiIl find a 
series of tests. Helshe will send by E-Mail hisiher 



orchestra and score corrections, and hisher test 
answers, and will be graded accordingly. 

3.3 The student can ask a maximum of 20 
questions, which will be put on line on a special page 
of FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions). 

3.4 At the end of the course, the student, if helsbe 
has a sufficient cumulative grade, will be rewarded with 
a certificate allowing h i d e r  to start the next course. 

4. T m  THIRD STEP: INTERACTIVITY AND CD- 
ROM 
This is obviously +he most problematic of the steps, 
expecially regarding its funding. We are only just 
begging  to work on this idea, and its realization 
depends on various factors, including the availability of 
a greater number of experts. 
In our project the CD-ROM reissue of Cine~na per 
I'Oreccltio should be interactive, multimedial and 
multilingual. 
I~lteractive: the CD-ROM should exploit the maximum 
of interactivity, with real-time generation of sounds by 
means of Csound, and interactive correction of tests, so 
that the student can use a trial-and-error approach. An 
on-line method of updating should allow the user to 
enrich hisher repertoire of orchestras, scores and 
sounds. 
Multinzediol: the CD-ROM should contain animations, 
sounds and text. 
Mtrltilingual: the CD-ROM should be in Italian, English 
and other languages such as Spanish. 

SUMMARY 
The Virtual Sound Project has just been started by the 
authors, Contempo and Edison Studio. The first book in 
italian is already available, the interactive course will 
start in November 1998, the English version of I1 Stlono 
Virtuale should be available for the ICMC '99. We hope 
to be able to publish other two textbooks within year 
2000. 
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Abstract 

This papcr presenls o rcul timc slcrcophonic version of thc model proposed by Moorc (1983). Thc lislcncr is suppoacd Lo slay in lhc center 
of n room (the inner room) dcfincd in mctcn, with n loudspenker in cnch fmnt comcr. l%c loudspcakcn sccms likc "holcs" in the wolls 
that nllows to listen n moving sound sourco in nn illusory ocoutic space (the autcr room). For cnch sound sourcc is compaed n scrics o f  
direct and rcfleclcd paths, simulating the enrly reflections of lhc source ogainst walls. This realization is slightly diffcrcnt from Moore' 
modol bccnuo of tho nddition ofn filtcn bank for cnhnncing binaural pornoption of sidc or rcnr movorncnls o f  lho sound sourcc. The 
algorithm (first developed in Csound Inngungc) rcquires thc prcvious definition (in meters) of the inner and outcr moms and nllows thc 
dynnmic control of lhc position and movomcnt of a sound source. AcNnlly hns been parted on thc Iris-Mnrs workstation for rcal-timc 
devclopmcnl in n stcrcophonic vcdon using ARES (Audio Resource Editing System). The nlgorithm, described bcforc, is subdivided into 
nincmodulcs that cooporotc in an orchestra tile fulfilling lhe spntinl pmccssing of sound. Two modulcs determine the sourcc position, 
communicnte it by an intcrnnl bus to thc olhcr nlgorithms nnd filtor tbc input signnl if thc sourcc position is bchind the inner room. Four 
olgarithms compute Lhc dislnnccs covcrcd by tho sound signnl with its roflcctions over thc outor room four walls, dctcrmine the delays and 
npply thom to tho sound sourcc. Another onc processes the cnlculntion of thc dclnys o f  thc dircct sound's path lo thc holcs of lhe inner 
room (tho loudspcnkor positions) and dclnys the input sound by nn inlerpolntcd delay. At Inst two modules sum up dircct and dclaycd 
signnls giving sepnmted outs to the right and lcil loudspcnkcn. 

Introduction 

The aim of the present work is to develop a real 
time system for stereophonic localization 
(spatialization) of moving sound sources. The 
algorithm is intended for live performance and 
obviously requires portability and speed of 
calculation time. The chosen model is useful for 
this purpose because can simulate the illusion oF 
sound sources in motion with few calculations. The 
computing of the early reflections in a room with a 
simple geometric shape, in this case a square, gives 
su£Ecient perceptual informations and allows the 
illusion of a moving sound source. 

T l ~ e  Model 

computing of the early reflections of sound. It uses 
the metaphor of the two rooms (see Fig.1) and 
computes the path of a sound with a network OF 
tapped delay lines. For each sound source are 
calculated a direct path and four reflected paths over 
the outer room walls to each loudspeaker, accordimg 
to Moore formula: Npaih = Nvcrr N,#h (I+N,,,,,II). 
where N,, is the total number of computed paths, 
N,,,, is the number of vectors (the sound sources), 
N , p ~  is the number of loudspeakers and N,,.u is the 
number of reflecting surfaces (the walls). The length 
of each path (in meters) is obtained by means of the 
"image method" (see Fig.2) and determines the 
delay and the gain of the reflections. In this 
implementation are used only two loudspeakers 
placed in the left and right front comers of the inner 
room and so obtaining, for a single sound source, a 
total number of 10 paths (2 direct and 8 reflected). 

As well known, the Moore model (Moore 1983) is 
a general model of spatialization, based on the 

Ouar room 

source 

lnnor 

Features 

Fig.1 
The l u o  moms model. The tuhilc elrcl~.s mpre+cnt ihc "holes" ~n the w i ~ l l  o i  
lhc Inner room (lhc loadcpc;lkers), lhur 1r.ulrrnil lha sounJ, dirsel ;and 
xfleclcd, otcr the u.!ll of lhc otllur room. lo the listener. 

approximated by practical checks, have been added 
to the original model (see Fig.3): 

The choice to think the walls of the inner room 
not absorptive, allowing the sound paths 
passing trough the walls in every position of 

In this project some different features, tested in the source. This choice was made during 
different configurations and reasonably several tests about circular motion, in which 



was found a consistent loss of intensity when 
the source moves around the x-axis (behind the 
rigth or left walls) 
Two dynamic filtering zones for enhancing side 
(left and right) movements of the sound source. 
Experimental tests demonstrate that such 
filtering seems to compensate the perspective 
distortions due to the relation between the 
loudspeakers position and the listener, 
specially for the critical case of a direct path 
perpendicular to the ear of the listener (around 
the x axis). These zones are obtained with two 
band-pass filter, centered at 3 kHz with a 
bandwidth of about 2 kHz, which are 
dynamically linked to the position of the 
source (see Fig.3). This filtering is reserved to 
the direct paths. 

A rear-filtering zone, simulating the perception 
of a sound source reaching the outer ear of the 
listener from behind. These are obtained with a 
high-pass filter dynamically linked to the 
source. The filter range start 6om lSOhz 
(maximum filtering) to 20000 Hz (no filtering) 
accordmg to the source position. This filtering 
is applied both to the direct paths and to the 
reflectedpaths on the wall 3. 

The sum of the direct and reflected paths (filtered or 
not) is simply routed to a global reverberator, 
according to Chowning formula for the intensity of 
reverberated signal: I/sqrt (dist), where dist is the 
distance (in meters) of the sound source. The 
reverberated signal is finally mixed with the dry 
signal, with variable percentage and then sent to the 
output. 

Outer room Wall I 
iymax 

source Virtual sourcc 

kY 

iyr 

Fig2 
Computing 01 o reflected 
path by menns of image 
method. The vimnl source 
is considered symmetricdly 
placed in relation to the 
reflecting surface. 

ixr la ixmax 

Fig3 

Rcletence model of the algorithm. 



The porting on the Mars workstation 

Since this algorithm is intended for live performance, it 
has been subdivided into two parts: 

an application running on a Win95 pc, called 
SpaceSornzd, that allows to control the sound 
sburce position; 
an ARES (Audio Resource Edifirw Svsfe~n) orchestra 
file, running on MARS ~ o r k r f G i o i ,  that executes 
the spatial processing of the sound source. 

SpaceSound is an application, hlfilled in C++ 
programming language, that supplies an easy-to-use 
visual interface to set the dimensions of the inner and the 
outer room and to control the position of the sound 
source, moving it across the room using the mouse (see - - 
Fig.4). 
To reduce the computational load ofMARS Workrtation, 
improving the efficiency of the real time processing, 
S~aceSotmd carries out the calculation of the distances 
between the sound source and the loudspeakers positions 
(left and right), along the direct and the reflected paths. 
The communication of these distances, the dimensions 
of the inner and the outer rooms and the Y-coordinate of 
the source position (used to determine the dynamic 
filtering zone) to MARS Worhtatio~t, is executed using a 
Midi connection. 
The orchestra file, carried out using ARES tools, is 
constituted by a set of algorithms linked in the orchestra 
environment. As you can see in Fig. 5, the distances 
computed with SpaceSound, are the input of five 
modules : 

Th first one receives the distances of the direct paths 
and calculates the time used to run along the paths 
simply multiplying the distances by l/velociry of 
sorrnd; then it delays the input sound source for the 
time calculated using the interpolated delay module 
that ARES supplies. Ifthe sound source is in the 
left or right side filtering zone (see Fig. 3) the 
signal is filtered accordingly to the model described 
before. Moreover this module dynamically filters the 
input sound source if the source position is in the 
rearfiltering zone as you can see in Fig. 3. 
The wall's reflection modules of wall 1, 2, 4 delay 
the input signal. 
The module "Tltird Wall Reflection", delays the 
input sound, and low pass filters it accordingly to 
the model described before. 
Each module operate a gain adjustement according 
to the formula lldist, where dist is the distance (in 
meters) of the computed path 

All the output signals are added up on two different 
busses (left and right) and sent to two ARES 
reverberation unit (slightly different). 

Future development 

Other developments, such as the control interface 
software and hardware for real-time performance (with 
joystick andlor sensors) and the porting on the MAX- 
MSP environment of this algorithm are actually in 
progress. 

Sound source 
position 

Fig. 4 

SpoceSound 
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I Fig. 5 

Structure o f  ihc algorithm 
for tho computation or the 
left uudio output signal 
(the snme is uscd Tor 
right) 
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Abstract 

The composers working at GWA Institute have conceived and realized some events where they tried to experiment 
with new forms of performances in comection with a dud  research, concerning listening and viewing. 
The presence of a not haditional inshumentation, somehow connected to the irnaghary and fantastic, has characterized 
the Institute's activity, fiom the beginning orientated to the realization of a project untitled CORPI DEL SUONO. This 
project, based on a festival and an exhibition of very special instruments, proposed the most complex aspects in the 
scientific and musical researches in a speclacular way, in order to simplify the understanding of them an4  at the same 
time, verifying the result in the audience about an aesthetic intervention. 
In the following article we want to illushate the different fields in the research and productiw by means the GRAMMA 
Institute carries on its own activity. 

1. Substantial relation: music and technology 

GRAW Institute was established in 1989 with the 
restoration of the baroque church St. Ca t aha  
d'Alessandn'a, located in down-town in L'Aquila, in 
order to promote contemporary music, makmg use of 
the most advanced technologies. 

The project, ambitious but stimulating, was to cany 
out CORPI DEL SUONO based on the contemporary 
presence of both a festival and an exhibition of not 
haditional instrumentation (Fig.1). This experience has 
shown the most difficult aspects of the scientific- 
musical research in a spectacular way that has made 
easier its understanding and checked its expertise of 
aesthetical participation. 

In every edition of Cowl DEL SUONO we have 
shown a study of the fundamental work themes of 
GRAMMA Institute: the use of advanced technologies 
both for composition and concert performance and the 
interpretation of contemporary music. Both the themes 
are shongly connected and many contemporary works 
require a qualified approach, both t o m  the organitation 
and from the audience, so that each part of the artistic 
message finds coherent communicative mediation. 
Just kom the point of view of the organitation, the first 
problem we must have faced and settled, was to adapt 
the acustic-scenic features of the place where the event 
takes place to the needs of the musical works in 

We make use of sophisticated systems of 
hearin& based ca many loud-speakers, of the 
placement of interpreters in the best points of the 

support image with sound through coherent criteria 
according to the expressive will of the musical work. 

The versatile space of St. Caterina d'Alessandria 
has proved itself as precious for this k i d  of events. 

Fig. 1 ST. C A ~ R N A  O'ALESSANDRLACHURCH 
Arpo Edco - CorpidelSu.no I990 

theatrical space &d of the building of variegated, 
visual environments; this tecaique has permicted us to Tbe whole work by G m m  Institute is shongly 

linked with the idea of experiment, one of the essential 
starting-points also for musical creation with the 



involvment of traditional interpreters, who have 
become, thanks to the technological development, the 
guided authors of processings inieal time ( ~ i ~ . 2 ) .  

We have Lived at GRAMMA Institute what, for some 
time, was discussed in the most important meetings on 
the evolution of Electroacustic Music: the birth of new 
professionals. 

Two hdamental and connected phases are 
included in the musical production: both the creative 
and the executive phase. For the composer nowadays, 
this means that the creative phase is constantly 
accompanied by an experienced person able to add the 
musical lolowledges to the scientiiic ones. The need to 
train these new professionals has lead us to the canying 
out of an event capable to check the state of didactics 
in the school Institutes dealing with Electroacustic 
Music. 

Fig. 2 COURTS DRAGONETTi PALACE 
Coipi delSu.nn 1997 

With the h i e ~ a l  event LA TERRA FERTILE, we 
have planned and camed out a Symposium devoted 
both to the training of young musicians and to the 
professional specialization in informatics applied to 
music: composition, interpretation and performance, 
sound effects [I]. 

2. Performance 

In the different editions of the event CORPI DEL 
S u o ~ o ,  a more developing trend of experimenting the 
new spectacular forms of the event-concert has grown 
up contemporary to a program, so to say, more regular, 
based on the proposal of mainly electroacustic, 
historical or contemporary works. In these events 
GRAMMA Institute defines its artistic activity through 
the whole human e technical resorts. The main part of 
these events are idealized and produced by GRAMMA 
Institute (Fig. 3). 

They based themselves on the use of new 
technologies in support of the spectacular performance 
that the composers and the other artists each time 
require. The research today, more than in the past, is a 
basic step for the activity of the production-centres in 

the field of Electroacustic Music; it is more and more 
aimed at the production of works and the carrying out 
of projects takimg on account, since their idealization, 
the hdamental  questions concerning musical events 
in the round. We begin fiom the thoughts on the 
audience who one is addressed to, the matters of 
hearing psicology, the problems of the new music 
perception, till the considerations on the acustic and the 
architectural space where music is purposed. 

The scientific research, lead in the Electroacustic 
field, then, is necessarily linked with the expressive 
research of the artists, the first, on the conlrary, fmds 
incentives, tests and legitimations in the second one. In 
our centre, Like in many others, composers, interpreters, 
visual artists on one hand, scientists on the other hand, 
work in close contact. We are sure of the validity of 
this way and the whole activity of GRAMMA Institute is 
addressed to this aim and to the consequent idea of an 
open-centre, living and enriching of several 
contniutes. 

In order to extend the reading Levels and deep the 
hearing of the purposed works in the various editions 
of C o ~ p r  DEL SUONO, we have developed a theme for 
each concert and studied an environment in unusual 
places, cutting the space in several parts, through 
panels, lights and projections. The fascinating but hard 
hypothesis is to carry out concerts where the audience 
would have the possibility to move without loosing the 
information coming from the performance, on the 
contrary, amplifying the perceptive experience as 
regards sounds and performed music. 

We have canied out the concert dishihuitable, that 
is to say, thought to be listened continually in all places 
guesting the concert. 

The audience could follow a sort of free route, 
where several equipped stations with texts and 
projections, have permicted to follow the development 
of the concert 

Fig. 3 MUSICAL THEATRE 
IIMondo diSopm, diSolt.. diDenlra - CorpidelSuono I997 



Our inventions are addressed to the multiple 
sonority of the environments and to their acustic 
specialization. In this way, we have exalted the specific 
resonance of places so that the musical work, spread 
contemporary in the whole environment, could be 
appreciated fiw the audience according to different 
hearing formalities (Fig. 4). The reflections coming 
fiom each room carachterized by architectural 
geometries of stairs, ceilings, stone and marble walls, 
have been handled with many loud-speaker systems, of 
different size and power, placed so as to permict that 
the audience could appreciate the variations of the 
same work in different acustic spaces. 

Fig. 4 META~~OWOSI DEICORPl 
Periormoncer produced by GRAMMA In~liluls in 1998 

3. Music applied research 

The high professional level audio technologies of 
the service Agork put at our disposal, have made 
possible the experimentation, for years, on 
sophisticated techniques of recording, spatialivation 
and audio installations. 

The team of our researchers is now ahle to supply 
the musical productions with both technological and 
theoretical relevant resources giving the musician a 
way for new and deeper elechioacustical experiences. 

The our group have gained a considerable 
algorithmically experience on real time digital signal 
processing with use of the sophisticated informatical 
systems available at the institute. these system are 
designated to process the musical signal at any level 
and are completely programmable. This great 
flexibility allow the composer to redirect the 
algorithmically research to his own needs. 

The acquisition of the application software 
developed at the Ircam permits a more flexible nccess 
to midi inshunentation. 

Every coltahorator of GRAMMA Institute is ahle to 
develop programs oriented to each individual 
composer, because his familiarity with many 
informatical languages and sofhvare systems. 

4. Communication 

The constant test and the exchange of ideas inside 
the work-group of GRAMMA Institute has permitted to 
face another aspect of music spreading (particularly 
contemporary music) not connected to the hall where 
the concert takes place. 

If someone is interested in hearing the purposed 
works in the different performances of CORPI DEL 
suo~o, could connect with an Internet site and listen 
in real time the concert or part of it. The idea is to 
purpose, through the hearing in net, a virtual image of 
what is happening where the concert take place. As 
regards the technical point of view it was simple: it was 
sufficient to be connected by a modem and use the real 
Audio soeware. More complex was the work that 
GRAMMA Institute has produced in order to permict the 
transmitted sound not to loose its original brightness. 
We have carried out an algorytmh by the System Fly30 
of CRM, capable to codify the signal without losses. 
The selected tecnnlogy for the implementationof the 
initiative is based on the encoders and on Progressive 
Network Real Audio and real Video server. 

[I] M.C. De Amicis "La Terra Fertile: didaclis and 
innovation", in the Proceedings X[I  CIM. 1998 
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Abstract 

The namnv correlation among the scientific and technological research sets the Electronic Music in a circle where 
different disciplines collaborate. The didactic aspect of this peculiar discipline needs to make people aware of how 
much and which professioml levels it must invest. That's why we need a consistent professional formation able to 
satisFy the demands of the production of the research and of the musical interpretation. LA TERRA FERTILE is useful for 
the discussion of the pmgnms and the results achieved fmm different Italian Consemtodes, pointing up a renewal of 
the programs thal lhruugh the computer, physical and musical studies distinguish three moments: the composition 
moment, concerning the creation of sounds and slructures, the intaprelative moment concerning the control of the 
sound given out by electronic or electroacustic sources, the historian moment concerning the process of amlysis and 
resynthesis. The conference based on the presentation and the debate around the didactic works gave evidence to the 
strong coincidence of the intents and the methodology among the different schools. This means that the cultural 
patrimony thal the Electronic music has produced until today, could find a coherent institutional firmation in Italy and 
spread through the school in a more capillary way. the idiom and the m-gs of the scientilic-musical research that 
characterizes this discipline. 

Didactics and Innovation 

Six years have elapsed since wheo; during an 
examination session of Electroacustic Music, the 
heterogenity of he  compositive, analytic, informatic 
and technological subjects, stimulated the commisssion 
to purpose a meeting among aU the Electroacustic 
Music schools of the Italian Conservatoires in order to 
check the slate of this particular discipline. 
The basic aspect of the proposal concerned didactics, 
with the aim of producing what occurred in the 
compositive and technological circle; that is an 
exchange, a comparison and a choose of trend lines. 

LATIXRRAERTIIL, that is the title ofthe meeting, 
would have been directed on methods and didactic 
conten& supported by a thick thread of scienlilic 
papers: the presentations of the Italian Research Music 
Centres and the most recent musical technologies. 

The importance of creating an involvement of 
young forces and the opporhmity of comparison and 
elaboration of the didactic, artistic and research 
eltperiences: dmve us to reatie the idea of this 
meeting; so we began to manage the work conscious 
of the precious support we would have received by the 
teachers of the Electroanrstic Music Courses coming 
from the ILalian Consewatok. 
In tabing contact with the Comervatoires, the 
Universities and the Research Centres we took on 
account the thick thmd of both personal and 
institutioml relationships that scientists and musicians 
had already woven among them. 

The T i  edition, in 1994 (Fig.1): counted 180 
participants including audience and reporters coming 
from each part of Italy, to witness the successful 
initiative, mainly for the natural connection established 
among the different geographic and iuslitutional 
realities. Fourteen Consenlatoires and eighteen 
Research Centres and Musical Production presented 
their activities inside five sessions: 

Analysis and Didactics 
Composition 
Scientifics 
Electroacustic works listening 
Presentations and Demonshations 

The papers produced at the Symposium athacted 
attention on the different approaches of the Schooles, 
but also a natural convergence on the organizing and 
content themes. 

The session of Analvsis and Didactics is ---. ---.-- ~- ~ 

concentrated particularly on &e analytic formalities of 
historical and rilevant technical-scientific passages; the 
compositive session alternated the papers describing 
musical projects to those ones of aesthetical and poetic 
genre; the scientific session focused the synthesis 
sound signal aspects and the hardware and software 
systems devoted lo it, even if balanced the number of 
the theoretical and applicative papers. Many papers of 
the Centres treated deeply the historiography of the 
hrst 1- experiences on Electroacustic and 



Computer Muisc. The presentation of the production 
activities of the Centres put conveniently on evidence 
their different technological and realizing statement, 
soliciting consequently an important thought on the 
limitations that the heterogenity gives both the 
composer and the researcher. 

The most important issues of this first Symposium 
are emphasizes as follows: 

+ the contact among the students of the differcnt 
schwles has favoured the cultural exchange and 
some common projects; 

-t the presentation of young musicians to the 
community and the spreading of their work; 

attending the Electroacustic Music schwls; they are 
directed to a vast range of subjects so Ulnt we grouped 
the Symposium works in the following sessions: 

. Analysis and Didactics 
Scientilics 
Listening 
Scientilic-music centres Activities 
Informatic assistment to the music composition 
Historiography, Writing and Documentation 
Integrated Systems for Composition and Music 
Performance 
Technologies for sound spatializer . Theory and praxis on sound spatializer 

The variety of arguments treated during the 
second Symposium put in evidence the intenctivity 
among the Electroacustic Music School and many 
aspects of music, scientific and technological fields. 
The natural evolution of musical language converges 
with the development of theories in the scientific circle 
and this aspect joins many experiences increases the 
formative value of this school. If this reoresents a 

-t the contacl between the training reality 
(Conservatoires) and the Research and Production 
Centres has allowed to several students to 
establish a work relation 

recognizable pedagogic principle, more substantial was 
the meeting in that occasion of the whole Italian 
teachers (Fig.2). They discussed and choose a common 
strategy of interventation for the study programme 
defined by Education Adnistry and for a more 
homogeneous structure of diploma examinations. 

Among the aspects related to the studio 
programme, the need to give space and content also to 
new specialization forms. parallel with the compositive 
one. New professionals have been emphasized such as 
"sound production interpreter, informatic-music 
assistant", assuming a preminent position in the work 
contest of Electroacustic Music. 

At distance of two years, in 1996 Ule second 
edition of LA TERRA FERTILE, focused its attention on 
the pedagogic criteria and on the most advanced 
technologies of research particularly relaled to the 
systems of sound spatializer. 

The whole event was planned relating the 
demonstrative and workshop sessions to the 
Symposium ones. 

The different hardware and soilware systems 
oroduced at audience's diswsal hbfars. Sn~arf-ms. 
>!V~O-CRM, K ~ ~ ~ - S Y L & C  SOUND. Spatializer- 
GNSBY MUSIC) gave a great contribution as regards the 
experimentation that students, teachers and researchers 
carried out on the algorithms of synthesis and sound 
processing. 

A substantial part of the Symposium explored the 
complex aspects concerning sound spatializer through 
the theoretical interventions and work applied analysis. 
This prevalent theme, was integrated Ulrough high 
profile didactic papers produced by the students 

Elaclioocvrlic Music lcoshem maeling 
[ham lo@ L Cnmillcri. R. Bionchini, € Giordoni, A. Vidolln, k Di Scipio, R. 
Daoli, M .  Luponc. A Ciprioni. G. Nolloli, N. Bcrnnrdini, L Ccccarelll) 

The Merent pedagogic competence that each 
specialization requests, is suppurled by choosing 
didactic programs suitable to the scientirc, informatic 
progress and to the musical language development. 
Taking on account this prospective, the teachers of the 
Electroacustic Music Comes by choosing the study 



programs, have regarded all the aspects giving this 
discipline a formative expertise in the compositive. 
executive and technical field The evidence of the 
pedagogic task in the direction of multidisciplines is 
given by the theoretic and pnctic contn%ution offered 
by the students of Electroacustic Music Schools to the 
works of the event LATERRAFERTILE. 

The didactic works and the scientitic contribution 
produced emphasize as the way of Electroacustic 
Music is strictly connected with the following 
definition: 

+ new expressive means 
+ new aeslhetical meanings 
-t more complex linguistic articulations 

Just these elements create the training of new 
professionals, suitable boll1 to the interpretative needs 
and to the coherent mediation between compositive 
thought and electroacusiic or informatic realization. 

The Electroacustic Music is going on its own 
evolution and occupies innumerable fields of arts and 
science: sometimes it's the cheapest means for the 
musical production addressed to the artistic areas such 
as: cinema, theatre and dance. 

The operalors in thc didactic licld of the 
electroacustic music are requested of a necessary 
consciousness of the numerable professional levels that 
can be occupied. This demands pedagogic chooses 
capable to satisfy the production research and musical 
interpretation needs. 

The reflections made till now have been deducted 
by the LATERRAFERTILE '94-'96 works. 

The event created with the aim of promoting the 
largest spreading of informations in the didactic field 
represents nowadays the unique example in thal area 
and it's an incentive and a work tool for everyone who 
is involved in the musical and scientific research 
directed to the professio~l training. 

The mee!ing among all the Italian Schooles, 
through this biennal Symposium, has focused the 
strong coincidence of common aims and 
methodologies. 
This means that the cultunl heritage that the 
Elec!xoacustic music has produced till now, can find in 
Italy a coherent institutional asserhnent and spread 
through school institution in details, the language and 
the meanings of the scientific-musical research 
characterizing this discipline. 
An essential contribution to the diffusion is offered by 
the performance of musical works. 

LA TERRA FERTILE dedicates the largest p c e  to 
the performance of the works produced by the students 
attending the Ilalian Conservatoires. 
In order to increase the spectacular aspect and put in 
evidence the recent productions of young composers, 
all the concerts have been inserted inside an event that 
annually presents in L'Aquila contempormy music 
concerts, performances and multimedia installations. 

This has permicted to offer to a large audience the 
multiplicity of contempormy languages, suond 
idealiom, instnunenlal tecniques, the innwative 
technoligies used by students. 

The third edition of LATERRAFERTILE takes place 
in 1998 in the impressive scenary of the heSpanish Castle 
in L'Aquila and in lhe church of S t  Caterina 
d'Alessandria. 

The constant presence of all the Italian 
Conse~atoires is amplified thir year for the 
participalion of some of the most impariant European 
realities involved in the didactic field and in the 
electroacustic music research 

GRAMMA Institute, in order to offer to the 
musicians laking part to the event, a valid aid for the 
performance of their works, has projected in the center 
guesting the Concerts, two specific sound equipments. 

The firsf based on a wave guide system , makes 
easier the concentration of energies pedct ing  to 
realize localizations and evident movements of sound 
signall the second one, based an special small 
diffusers, presents a reflecting screen capable to adapt 
the sound s i p 1  to the acoustic features ofthe hall. 
The variety of scientific and musical contributions, 
present in this third edition too* has permicted the 
distribution of the works in large peliinent areas. 

The subjects treated have been inserted in five 
sessions: 

Tecnique andExpression 
Training and Specialization . Research and Application - Project and Activity 
Idea, Structuree Means 

LA TERRA FERTILE, established in L'Aquila on the 
work of Electroacustic Music group class, has found 
since the bepinning the collaboration of the whole 
more representative forces; this expresses the collective 
need to spread and go deep in the disciplines 
converging in this fieleld; our aim, so as our hope, are 
addressed to the achievmeut of these goals and to the 
possibility of creating a permanen1 event 
UJrreSpOnding ever more to the expectations of both 
the musicians and the researchers. 
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Abstract 
I've present an improved pitch based sinusoidal 

analysis technique. Traditional sinusoidal analy- 
sis inuolves three basic stages: Short Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT), peak picking and peak tracking 
or  contznuatzon). . ' . '  By limiting our torget to quasi 
annonzc szgnals we deueloped a new pitch based 

sinusoidal analysis method which skips the partial 
tracking algorithm: a partial is assumed to be the 
spectral maximum nearest to the position predicted 
by the pitch (partial order times the pitch). Unlike 
previous methods the pitch is calculated before any 
decision on partials and therefore the problem of its 
est%mation has been carefully considered. The pitch 
detection method that we propose works as follows: 
after a peak detection on Lhe short time spectrum 
of the signal is performed, a weighted measure of the 
mean frequency distance between peaks is taken. The 
fundamental frequency is then chosen to fit this mea- 
strrement. The proposed algorithm is able to provide 
a pitch estimate even when the fundamental is miss- 
ing and it  is very robust to octave errors. 

1 Introduction 
The two main issues related to audio transfor- 

mations are the analysis-synthesis method and tlie 
modification algorithms. In lhe last decade time- 
frequency techniques such as phase vocoder 151 have 

els are employed. These methods are intended for 
a vefy general class of sounds, including polyphonic 
and inharmonic signals. Here we propose to skip the 
tracking step whenever the,sound is quasi liarinonic 
and monophonic, such as singing and many solo in- 
struments. The basic idea is that if we can reliably 
decide on the pitch we can also predict the (tlieoret,- 
ical) position of the harmonics. Based on this esti- 
mate, all the harmonics up to a previously decided 
order are detected, whether they are present or not, 
that is whatever their amplitude is. This assump- 
t,ion, that can appear expensive in terms of memory 
resources and weak when est~mating low level noisy 
partials, has some advantages. First, the used ap- 
proach dramatically reduces the computational bur- 
den of the analysis. Second, when modiking the 
sound, for example by pitch shifting, low level par- 
tials can be broughl t . ~  high energy spectral regions; 
if Lhey were disacarded by the analysis, the modified 
sound would be incomplete. Third, whenever t,he 
sound is pit,clied, its full bandwidth is represented, 
thus avoidin the lowpass artifact, found for esam- 
ple in SMS fZ], due to non well developed partials 
near the sound attacli. 

The remaining par1 or the article is organized 
as follows: section 2 briefly introduces the classical 
sinusoidal model, section 3 describes the proposed 
pitch detection algoritlim and section 5 shows sollie 
results of the analysis process. 

gained popularity over time domain systems' due to 
their flexibility in modeling and transforming musi- 
cal signals. Among time-frequency techniques sinu- 2 sinusoidal model 
soidal modeling [I] [Z] [3] [4] allows the w~dest range In the classical sinusoidal model [I] ['I, the sound 
of hirrh aualitv transformations on musicallv relevant is approsimated bv a sum of N sinusoids, also called - .  
f r n r ~ ~ r r s  iu well as a very ~powerfill fran~eworl; for sig- de~;rkinistic part; tr,llich relairis rrlost of rlle elldrgy 
11al ;uialysis. 111 rhr cl;lssical j~in~soiclal analv,is, cva: of I he s~anal :  
uation df the parameters of tlie signal invoives three 
main steps: a STFT,  a peak picking algorithm and 
a partial identification process which recognizes the 
significant spectral pealis and tracks them over time. 
The last step is definitely the most critical since it  
must decide whether a peak is just noise or i t  belongs 
to a partial track. Many approaches are possible for 
this problem, from a heuristic set of rules as in [l] [2], 
in which partials can be born or die depending on 
their amplitude and frequency deviation, to statis- 
tical methods as in [GI, where Ilidden Markov Mod- 

The error term r(t)  is the so called reszdual, which, 
as long as N is high enough, represents the noisy 
part of tlie sound. Each partial is cliaraclerized by 
time varying amplitude and phase. The instanta- 
neous phase is taken to be the integral or the instan- 
taneous radian frequency of tlie partial: 



Aim of the analysis process is to evaluate Ai, w; ,  Bi 
at, predefined time intervals, or f~omes, that must be 
short enougl~ to allow an accurate signal reconstruc- 
tion by interpolaf,ion of these sampled parameters. 
As seen before, in the classical sinusoidal model the 
evalualion of the parameters is carried out on the 
base of a STFT followed by apealc piclung algorithm. 
The choice of the STPT setstings (window type and 
length, hop size, etc.) is decided on the base of the 
signal characteristics (variability, pitch) and the de- 
sired accuracy (compromise het,ween spectral reso- 
lution and the bandwidth of the main lobe and side 
lobes). Here we assume a Blackman - Harris 74dB 
window, whose length is made pitch synchronous, 
set to t h e e  times tlie average pitch period over the 
last few frames. 

3 Pitch detection algorithm 
Since our partial search is heavily based on the 

 itch, the algoritl~m for pitch exlract,ion must be as 
robust as possible. Many stralegies have been pro- 
posed for extracting the pitch from a set, of pven 
spectral rnasima 81 [7] In this paper we will IU- 
t.roduce a metho d w111c11 . .  demonstrated 1.0 very 
robust, to common errors such as  itch d o u b h n ~  and 
halving, and which is able t,o retirn a value f& the 
(perceived) pitch even thougli the fundamental is not 
present in [,he spectrum, thus allowlng a correcl par- 
tial positioning almost in every spectrum configura- 
tion. The basic idea is to define a weighted mean 
frequency distance between adjacent pealis. This 
distance is intended as a firs1 estimate of the pitch, 
which will be refined by searching, if present,, the 
maximum located in the neighbors of the pitch esti- 
mate. The main st,eps, given the F P T  of tlie current, 
hame, are as follows: 

I Detection of the spectral nraxima bet,weeu 50 Hz 
and GO00 Hz. In this range, for normal pitched 
sounds a t  least five or sis partials should be 
present,, wllich is adequate for the algorithm. 

I 1  Detection of trivial cases. These are: 

1. No maxima are found. An error (no valid 
pitch) is returned. 

2. One or no minima are found (but exactly 
one maximum is present). The pitch is set 
to the frequency posit,ion of the maximum. 

If the algoritlrm reaches this poult, at  least one 
maximum ant1 two minima are present. 

I S 1  Each peakis then characterized by its dB ampli- 
tude hI , ,  frequency Fi and mean dB difference 
between its amplitude and preceding and follow- 

?nr,-,.-,-,, ing minima, pvi = 2 . A high value 
[or this parameter (here refferred to as peak to 
uolley ratio) means that t,l~e peak IS well sepa- 
rated aud therefore clearly distinguishable from 
the otl~ers. 

I V  The absolute dB maximum A ~ M  and its fre- 
quency Fhlare stored [or reference (see below). 

V Elimination of the spurious and noise corrupted 
peaks. A peak is declared 'good' if it accomplisll 
the following conditions on its relative ampli- 
tude and peak to volley ratio: 

&I; > A t , w  - a 
Pvi > P p u ~ n r  

We found lhat adequate valucs for o and /I are 
40dB and 0.1, respectively. The set of chosen 
peaks will be indicated with n;li 

V I  If after the previous selection process just one 
peal; survived (necessarily the abso1ut.e maxi- 
mum), it is declared as tlie fundamental and 
the algorithm returns. I[ Inore than one pealc, 
say I?;, remained, the algorit,hm attempts lo es- 
timate the mean frequency difference between 
adjacent maxima. This is achieved by the con- 
struction of an histogram H(AF) of t.he differ- 
ences, each weiglrted by the dB product. or {,he 
two related peaks: 

where 

There are a few cases in which a difference is 
not included in the histogram: 

The distance between the maxima is 
greater than the frequency of the first, max- 
imum: 

AF; > F; 
The difference is outside tlie possible range 
for the pitch [p,,;,, p,,,]: 

This histogram is then averaged so as t,o clust.er 
near high level areas. Finally, the masinlurn 
is searched and jts position assumed as a first. 
esimate of the p~ t ch  (see figure 2). 

V I I  The estimate is refined by searcl?ing the spec- 
trum for the closest maximum; ~f no maslma. 
are found in a narrow range around the estl- 
mate, i 1 bin, tile estimate ~tself is returned 
as the pitch. Otherwise, the estimale is refined 
by calculating the pos~tiou of the selected mas- 
imum, using a quadratic interpolation over t,he 
three highest bins. 

V I I I  An optional filial step is the voiced / unvoiced 
/ silence (tonal / no11 tonal / silence) deci- 
sion, wh1c11 marlis the frame as pit,ched or no11 
pitched. The decision is taken on the base of the 
frame energy, zero crossing and high frequency 
energy to low frequency energy ratlo. 

I X  A non linear smoothing algoritl~m is applied in 
order to correct possible gross errors. This 1s 
obtained by putting a threshold on the ma* 
imilm pitch variation and by correcti~~g or~ly 
t,hose pitch samples which are preceded nnd fol- 
lowed by exceedingly high or low values. 



Figure 1: Esample of signal waverorm (singing) 
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Figure 3: Esample of tracked parlials (singing). Tlir 
roughness in t,he upper par1 is due Lo the background 
noise lhat becomes comparable wit,h Lhe signal cn- 

Figure 2: Spect,rum wilh delected partials, pitch, 
aiid selection of strong peaks lor llie algorithm (up- 
per part,). Weight,ed hislogram of the frequency peak 
distance 

4 Detection of the  remaining partials 
Once tlie pitch has been computed, par1,ials 

are searched in spectral region around the asso- 
ciated harmonic. If me denote tlie pitach wilh p, 
Llie it" partial is searched in tlie frequency range 
[ip - p/2, ip + p/2]. If no masima are found in t,he 
lnlerval, the partial amplitude is set, t,o zero, its [re- 
quency to ip and its pliase to a random number in 
the interval [-rr, irr]. \Vlien one or more masima 
are found Lhe hallest is chosen and the final val- 
ues for amplitude and frequency are calculated by 
a quadra1,ic inlerpolation, while phase is computed 
as (,lie weigh1,ed average of the most prominent bins 
around the peak. 

4.1 Synthesized signal and residual re- 
lated issues 

Here we want t,o point out some issues related 
to the resynthesis process and the lreatment of the 
residual as a completion of lhe system. When syn- 
thesizing the signal [rom its sampled parameters, 
an int,erpolation over the duration of the frame is 
needed. Various schemes have been proposed, from 
tlie classical cubic phase and linear amplitude par- 
tial interpolation [I], to a smoother quadratic poli- 
nomial phase interpolalion [3]. These schemes allow 
a good approsimalion of the waveform between tlie 
frames so that it is possible to subtract tlie sylltliet,ic 
waveform form the original sound, thus obtaining 
the residual. However, i l  we are 1101 interested in 

Figure 4: Amplit,ude evolut.ion of the parl.ials 

very accurate waveform remnst,ruct,ion i b  is possible 
to use much fasasler synthesis algorithms, as proposed 
in (91, based on tlie inverse FFT. A problem which is 
closely related to synthesis is t,liat, of residual mod- 
eling. The question arises because in many appli- 
cations, for instance sound transforn~at,ion, residual 
cannot be neglected and must be treated separatcly 
from the sinusoidal part. Since the resldual is lnostly 
noise, a widely adopted approach is tliq one proposer1 
by Serra [Z], by which the residual is represented 
by filtered white noise. Unfortunately, this resid- 
ual model is unsuitable for sharp attaclis, when tlie 
reconstructed noisy part is not coherent with t,he de- 
terministic sound. Another approach is lo use a high 
number of sinusoids, closely spaced in lrequency, so 
that the noise will be included in lhe delermin~stlc 
part [I]. Other models have been,proposed but., at, 
present,, none seems lo be fully sal~sCaclory in terrns 
of flesibility and/or sound quality. 

5 Results 
The proposed algorithm was tested 011 a variety 

01 harmonic and slighlly inharmonic sounds, such as 



Figure 5: Residual extraction. Original sound (top), 
sinusoidal part (middle), residual (bottom). 

singing, violin and piano, looldug for pitch errors, 
quality of the reconstruction, robustness to modifi- 
cations such as timestretchina and  itch shiftina. As 
an example, figures 3 and 4 scow the partial tra&ing 
and amplitudes for the sung italian word 'quando' 
(excerpt from the song '11 cielo in una stanza' per- 
formed by a professional singer). The analysis was 
carried out with 50 partials and a 100Hz frame rate. 
The deterministic part of the signal is completely 
represented even in the neighborhood of the attack 
because all partials exist whenever the pitch exists. 
We could say that the analysis is instantaneous; no 
past estimates or default values for the pltch are 
needed. Moreover, since no continuation Idepen- 
deuce on past frames) algorithm is needed, the-sys- 
tern is free from pitch error propagation. 

In figure 5 an example of sinusoidal + fesidual 
separation is showed. The residual is obtamed by 
subtracting the sinusoidal part from the or~gmal 
sound. 

It should be noted that the proposed procedure 
ensures that particular cases such as a pure sinn- 
soid or a sound without fundamental are treated cor- 
rectly. The use of a measure of the mean frequency 
distance between spectral peaks makes the presence 
of the fundamental unnecessary, while in the case 
of a sinusoid (one single prominent manmum plus 
some noise) the histogram is dominated by the re- 
lated peak, making the decision process straightfor- 
ward. 

6 Conclusions 
This work introduced an improved algorithm for 

partial tracking of quasi harmonic sounds using si- 
nusoidal models. The basic idea is to s k ~ p  the tra- 
ditional continuation step and replace i t  by p pitch 
estimation followed by a partial search. Part~als  are 
expected to be found close the harmonic series gener- 
ated by the current pitch. Since the whole analysis 
was based on the pitch, an effective pitch detect- 
ing algorithm has been designed. The main features 
of the pitch detector are the robustness to octave 
errors, the memoryless estimate (no past values or 
default values are reouestedl and the ~ossibilitv of 

or completely absent, fundamental '. Since d l  paf- 
tials are supposed to exist whenever the sound 1s 
pitched, partial tracks start  immediately after the 
attack, thus producing a full representation of the 
sound. This avoids the characteristic delays found in 
the classical continuation process, in which a track is 
grown from silence only when it becomes sufficiently 
steady. 

We remark that  the analysis procedure presented 
here does not include any model for the residual. 
Future research will focus on a high quality para- 
metric model for the residual, capable of preserving, 
even after sound modification, the waveform coher- 
ence with the deterministic part. 
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Introduction 
The emergence of a spontaneous cognitive rhythm 
during the performance of two different and competing 
tasks (motor tracking and backwards counting) was 
firstly observed by Valentini several years ago 
[16],[17]. Following the same line or  research Fraisse 
[5] also suggested the existence of a specific 
organisation of the cognitive activity, essentially based 
on a rhythmic structure. In the following years several 
works performed by Olivetti Belardinelli 
[8],[12],[13],[14] showed a link between spontaneous 
rhythmic organisation and cognitive strategies adopted 
by subjects in solving simple non rhythmic problems. 
On the basis of the experimental findings by Jones & 
Boltz [6] it is possible to regard cognitive processes, 
such as perception, attention, and memory. as 
rhythmically organised processes. From this point of 
view the cognitive functioning can be interpreted as the 
otttr17e11lerlt of the cognitive system to sequential events 
occurring in the environment. In a more general 
systemic framework Olivetti Belardinelli [9],[10].[11] 
proposed to consider the human cognitive system as 
characterised by one or more spontaneous rhythms. By 
consequences when the cognitive system is engaged in 
processing rhythmic impulses coming from the 
environment, it has to synchronise its internal rhythms 
to the external ones. 

Among the mathematical theories capable to describe 
entrainment processes we choose to reproduce and 
verify [2],[3] a model proposed by Large and Kolen [7]. 
In this model the basic oscillatory unit was able to 
synchrunise its continuous output to an incoming 
periodic and discrete signal slightly adjusting its phase 
and period at each step. This behaviour was obtained by 
minimising the error function and by using the circle 
map theory in order to define the system parameters. 
The model gives a reasonable account for rhythmic 
processing as the internal driven oscillation is ahle to 
detect (perception), selectively respond to (attention) 
and retain (memory) the periodic components of the 
driver signal. Nevertheless it reveals some ambiguities 
in linking entrainment dynamics with the circle map 
theory [41. 

The circle map theory 
The circle map theory is a mathematical construction 
devised in order to describe in a discrete fashion the 
synchronisation process between two coupled 
oscillators. We analysed in more detail the circle map 
theory and developed a model explicitly based on the 
circle map dynamics (exactly the sine circle 111ap). 
Reiterating a sine circle map we calculate the phase of 
the driven oscillator at strohed intervals I of the driver 
oscillator: 

Entrainment models 
A rhythmic structure is a configuration that emerges in 

6,+1 = 6 t  +Q+gf61) 

time, as its single units are not simultaneously present in 
the perceptive lield; it is perceived as a repealing 
alternation of strong and weak heats originated by 
changes either in the temporisation or in the qualitalive 
features (loudness, tonality, t~mbre, etc.) of the 
sequence, or both. For this reason the attempt to model 
rhythmic processing results a very complex task. 
Among the different models used to explain how a 
cognitive system is able lo process rhythmic events, 
entrainment models look well suitable to account for 
this behaviour. 
Entrainment dynamics is the process by means of which 
two oscillatory events can achieve synchronisation. 
Synchronisation between two coupled oscillators occurs 
if one of them (driver oscillator.) is ahle to affect the 
other (driven oscillator) by altering either its phase 
(phase-tracking) or its period weqlreiicy-tracking) or 
both, in such a way that they come regularly into phase 
@hose-locki~lg). 

In this way the phase of the driven oscillator at any time 
depends on the old phase (Q,), on the uncoupled ratio 
relating the two periods ( R  = q h )  and on a non-linear 
function (g(Q,) = K.sin2~8,) representing the dynamics 
of coupling (q represents the period of the driver 
oscillator, whereas p indicales the periods of the driven 
one). 
According to this theory the dynamics oC two coupled 
oscillator can he summarised by a rotation number 
W(K,R) that identifies some stable mode-locking states, 
acting as attractors or resonances. When W is an 
irralional number the dynamics of coupling remains 
quasi-periodic, whereas when W is a rational number 
the dynamics tends to be asymptotically periodic, i.e. 
the driven oscillator tends to modify its period in such a 
way as to complete q cycles every time the driver one 
has completedp cycles. 



The rotation number W depends on K, a parameter 
expressing the extent of the mode-locking states. It 
depends also on Q, a parameter relating the periods of 
two oscillators (yb) and expressing the starting degree 
of tuning between the driver oscillator and the driven 
one. 

Fig. 1 Regime diagram showing Arnold's tongues for 
different ratios QIP. 

An elegant account of the sine circle map has been 
given by Arnold [I]. According to this author there are 
some areas Ai in the (K, CL) plane such that if (K, R) E 

Ai then the ratio q/p converge to a well defined ratio 
Q/P (where Q and P are small integers). The areas Aj are 
called Arnold tongues from their characteristic shape. 
Reiterating the coupling dynamics, we can observe that 
synchronisation occurs every time, given an appropriate 
selection of K, the parameter R Calls in a stable mode- 
locking state of W = Q/P [15]. 

An attempt to modelling 
This observation allows us to build a network of 15 
oscillators based explicitly on the circle map dynamics 
such that at least one of the driven oscillators of the 
network achieve asymptotically a phase-locking with 
the driver one. 
In order to obtain this result we had to find explicitly the 
interval of existence and stability of R = q/p such that it 
converges to arntional W = QIP, by reiterating the map. 
Let us call fn the sine circle map: 

The existence and stability for the phase of the driven 
oscillator characterised by a rational winding number W 
is given by the two following conditions: 

and 

P 
where f,, 8, means Q iterations of the fn. 

The values of Q which satisfy these two conditions can 
be found using the Newton method. By means of this 
numerical method we calculated the boundaries xi of the 
intervals of stability for R given a fixed value to K. 
We realised the net of 15 oscillator in such a way that 
their periods can range from 10 to 596 cs., on the whole. 
As we were interested to achieve a mode-locking 111 we 
chose K=l because corresponds to the largest width for 
this ratio. 
We can see in figure 1 for the 111 ratio we get pl~ase- 
locking if xl < R < 1 (with xl= 0.7614). This means that, 
by reiterating the circle maps for each one of the n = 15 
oscillators, a driver signal with period q entrains just the 
driven oscillator having a starting period that satisfy the 
following condition: 

This simple construction has been realised because we 
use the powerful sine circle map lheory with all its 
implications. In the more detailed and complicated 
model of Large and Kolen the same approach would be 
more difficult. 

Conclusion 
Our model represents a first attempt to lormalise 
entrainment dynamics through the circle map theories. 
Although requiring a more extensive verification, the 
model reproduces the entrainment dynamics avoiding 
some mathematical ambiguities contained in other 
similar models. On the other hand the simplification we 
adopted does not imply a sort of computational 
reductionism. Indeed the model we proposed manifests 
a behaviour characterised by a selective response to the 
temporal features of the external signal. 
Moreover it is coherent with a systemic view because 
the intrinsic periodic activity spontaneously adapts itself 
to the external stimuli. This process represent a kind of 
atfzinement chancterising the interaction between the 
living organisms and the environment and constitules 
therefore a solid ground for comprehend the adaptive 
functioning of the human cognitive system. In this view 
our model represents a reasonable account for cognitive 
attlinenlent to sequential events and processing of 
rhythmic structures. 
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REPORT OF THE COMDASUAR: A SIGNIFICANT AND UNKNOWN 
CHILEAN CONTRIBUTION IN THE HISTORY OF COMPUTER MUSIC 

Martin Alejandro FumaroIa 
LEIM. National Universihl of C6~doba 

ABSTRACT 
This paper descrik the Intel 8080 microprocessor-based musical instrument called COMDASUAR (it stands for 
COrnputodor Musical Digital A~ log ico  Asuar), which was devised and developed in 1978 by the Chilean engineer 
and composer JaEP Vicente Asuar, one of the pioneers of electroamustic music in Latinamerim. Bdh the hardware 
and s o h e  (with 26 subprograms) companents are linther explained pointing out the computer-related 
compositional passibilities. This paper embosses COMDASUAR's uniqueness and pioneer role in the world histay of 
computer music since it does not register any equivalent at the end of the seventies and serves for the revalorization of 
Latinameria in the world mntext o f e l e c t r o a d c  and computer music. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Chilean engineer and composer Jmt Vicente Asuar is, 
along with Juan Amenibar, one of the pioneas of 
electroamustic and computer music practise in Chile and 
in the whole Latinamerica region [I]. In 1958 he founded 
the "Esludio de Mzkica Elechonica': the cronologically 
secand one in Chile and in Latinamerica. His 
electroamustic piece "Variaciones Erpec/rolesf' is one of 
the pioneer waks in Latinamerim together with Juan 
Amenhbat's "Lo$ Peces'! 
J& Asuar was extremely aware of the computer music 
experiences that had been carried out in the USA, Canada 
and Europe from 1955 onwards, as he summarizes in his 
Paper "Un sistema para hacer mzkica con un 
Micmconpufodor" 131. A sharp knowledge of the early 
and posterior achievements of Lejaren Hiller, Leonard 
Isaacsw, lannis Xenakis, and Max Mathew, among 
others, is undwbtedly present in the way he entered upan 
the COMDASUAR, and not only it; his background in the 
musical applications of computing science and 
programming is clearly noticeable in several of his 
previous pi- (both instnunental and electroamustic), 
and in his articles published in the "Revista Musical 
Chilenn". His historical ameness ,is untypical in 
Latinamerica since most practitioners of electroamustic 
music in Latinamerica in the time tended to work isolated 
with respect to their mlleagues in Narth America and 
Europe. If we are going to apply the distinction between 
'electrmccustiffi music' and 'computer music', it is very 
wise to state that hereas Juan Amenhbm is the pioneer of 
electroamustic musio in Latinamerica, Jmt Asuar is the 
pioneer of computer music in that subccmtinent. 
His formation as engineer helped him out, evidently. 
The COMDASUAR puts into evidence, among other 
things, Asuar's deep understanding of the electronic 
side of computers' architecture. Besides, the 
differenciation between supercomputing and 

microcomputers is mentioned in his articles, something 
that no other composer' did in Latinamerica at that 
time. On the other hand, his musical training was very 
profondous, making easy for him to devebp a very 
particular compositional thought, in which his 
influence from the serialism as well as from the 
stochastic approach are distinctive qualities. The 
COMDASUAR is the first computer music instrument 
in Latinamerica, bringing computing sciences 
applications and music together. 

II. PREVIOUS REALIZATIONS 
Before to the design and implementation of the 
COMDASUAR, Jose Asuar had several important 
accomplishements in electroacoustic and computer 
music, including meaningfUl instrumental pieces 
devised by computer music methodologies. Above all, 
the most important is 'Fonnas I" (1970) produced in 
collaboration with the "Grupo de Investigaciones en 
Tecnologia del Sonido" [2]. That work makes 
application of probabilistic processes to composition, 
algorithms based on serialism but with probability, 
"directed probability", histograms, sequences, and it is 
programmed in FORTRAN N. Two vinil disks with 
Asuar's pieces had been released before to the birth of 
the COMDASUAR: 'El Computador Virtuoso': and 
'Wzkica Elechdnica & JmP Vicenfe Asuor'! 

In. GENERAL DESCFUF'TION OF THE 
COMDASUAR 
The COMDASUAR is able to perform any musical 
score in an authomatic manner (i.e., with no human 
intervention), having a poliphonic capacity of up to 6 
voices. It is completely tuned and sincronized, with the 
feasibility to choose the timbre for each voice. Its most 
outstanding compositional features include, . for 
example: the possibility to develop heuristic programs, 



atid to propose musical ideas based on probability and 
musical gambles. The COhfDASUAR was the first 
musical instrument based on a microcomputer 
developed in Latinamerica. Some of its general 
characteristics are the following: 

-unexpensive: the total cost of its components was around 
U$ 1,000 in 1978. 
-broad range of use: from a home use replacing a piano 

until a concert performance including its use as a tool for a 
composer. 
-sounds produced in real time. It is possible to modify the 

musical results while they are listened to. Its frequency 
range is cquivalent to the audible range (8 octaves). 
-poliphony ofup to 6 voices 
-standard QWERTY keyboard for data enfry as well as a 

TV-like monitor 
-sounds obtained from the micracamputer are square 

waves, which are passed on to analogical units which 
transform them in the resulting timbres. It gives a balanced 
and equalized mixing result of the 6 voices that must be 
able for performance or recording. 
-it can perform any musical score, offering heuristic 

possibilities. 

IV. EXPLANATION OF THE SOFTWARE 
it is written in machine language and ocupies 5 Kbytes of 
memory. It has 26 subprograms, each one named with the 
letters of the alphabet from A to Z. Those subprograms are 
divided into: 
A1 COMMANDS FOR THE COMPUTER: !)displays in 
the Ereen the content of the memory. 2)erases the screen 
(2 pages), 3)stores inhrmation in memory, 4)changes data 
in memory, 5)moves memory allocation, and 6)exectdes 
programs (2 subprograms). 
A2 Operations with musical data: 1)introduces data (3 
subprograms), ')changes data, 3)removes data, 
4)interpolates data, 5)moves pitches, and 6)moves 
durations. 
A3 Heuristic: I)Canon, 2) Retrogradation, 3)transmutes 
tones, 4)hansmutes durations, S)probability, and 6)inserts 
groups of durations. 
A4 Convertion to sound: 1)with sincronism (2 
subprograms), atid 2)without sincronism. 
A5 Control of periphericals: !)it records cassettes, and 
2)plays cassettes. 
All those programs of A are recorded in the EPROM so it 
is possible to resort them at any moment. In addition, other 
programs were developed. specially heuristic ones, which 
are stored in cassette and can be utilized from a certain 
location OFRAM memory. In those cases, it is necessary to 
trespass the desired program from the cassette to the 
foreseen memory location. In fact, this allows to extend the 
memory capacity to an undefinied quantity ofprograms. 

B MUSICAL CODES, each one expressed by its pitch and 
duration: 
BI. Pitch, expressed in 3 ways: 

Octaves: a number from 0 to 7, which implies 8 octaves 
Grade in the scale: with letters according to the standards 

of American format: A, B, D, E. F, and G. R for the silence 
Cromatism: the standard, S, W. and Q 
Quarter tones alterations: U = ascending quarter tone, T = 

three ascending quarter tones, V = descending quarter tone 
R = three descending quarter tones 

8 2  DURATION. It is expressed according to the 
terminology in Spanish: R = redorrda, B = blanca, C = 

corchru. N = nrgru, S = smticorchea, F = jicsa, M = 

senlifnsa, L = lurrgo, P =ptni!o (it multiplies the previous 
value by 1.5). Any duration value can be obtained by the 
addition of the aforementioned values. Besides, the 
following ciphers are defined: 0 = normal, 3 =triplet, and 
so on for the irregular values. 
B3 FINAL DENOMINATION. For the reading on the 
screen, the computer numbers automatically each tone. As 
soon as it is finished to write the pitch or duration of a 
tone, the composer presses the space bar, what is 
represented in the screen with the symbol I. Example of a 
score written for the COMDASUAR: 

8 4  REDUNDANCY. In  order to simplify and speed up 
data introduction, the COAnIDASUAR takes advantage 
of the enormous redundancy of musical data. In this 
sense, only it is indicated to the computer those 
elements that change from tone to tone. Any element of 
notation like an octave, grade, cromatis~n, duration that 
keeps constant, it is not necessary to mention it, the 
computer assigns the value it had in the previous tone. 
Example: 

The COMDASUAR also takes advantage of redundancy by 
defining different modes of introducing musical data: 
Mode 0 (JO): it is the usual mode, as seen in the previous 
examples. For each tone, its pitch and duration are 
indicated. 
Mode I (JI): Constant duration. At the beginning, the 
value of the common duration to a tones series is indicated. 
ARer that  only the pitch of each tone is indicated: 

Mode2 (52): Constantpitch. At the beginning, the value of 
the common pitch to a rhytmical sequence is indicated. 
Atter that, only the duration of each tone is indicated: 





Timer, attaining the 3 tones as subarmonics of the same 
oscillator, having stable intervalic relations. In the 
COA[DASUAR, it is possible to mork either with a quartz 
oscillator that delivers a fixed frequency of 2,048 kilocicles 
or with an oscillator of variable frequency, which can be 
used manually or with voltage conhol. Therefore, there are 
hvo possibilities for obtaining the tones: by fixed tuning 
and by variable tuning. 
E. RHYTHM OBTAINMENT. For producing rhythm. 
the COhlD.4SUAR makes use of a quality of the 
microprocessors: the possibility to be activated by 
interruptions of the external media. The inner logics of the 
COMDASUAR has a program for interruptions waiting. 
When an interruption comes, the microprocessor goes to 
execute the main program, which consists in decrementing 
the counters in charge of counting the duration of each 
tone. As soon as the counters are decremented, the 
micropracwsor goes again to the program of interruptions 
waiting in order to repeat the process. The COhIDASU,IR 
employs a lnultivibrator of variable frequency for 
generating the interruption pulses which allows to 
manually obtain accelerandi and retardandi. The maximal 
spped is around the 19 or 20 tones per second and per 
voice. 
F. ANALOGIC EQUIPMENT For each voice. one filter 
with voltage control, one envelope generator. and one 
amplifier with voltage control are built. The control 
voltages for the filters are obtained from six 
digital-analogic converters connected Lo 7 bits of each 
port of two paralel interfaces (Programmable Peripheral 
interface. INTEL 8255). The 8th. bit is used as trigger 
f ~ r  launching the envelope generator. Three of the 
voices have at their disposal a wave form generator, 
which consists in a demultiplexor that divides the 
square wave in a wave of 8 segments. The original 
frequency is divided in eight parts as well. i.e , the 
pitch of the tone decreases in 3 octaves. By passing this 
stepped wave through the filter, it is possible to attain 
different spectrums. in which it is possible to gamble 
with the relative magnitudes of the first 8 armonics. 
With this procedure it is possible to achieve a very 
convincing synthesis of many well-known timbres. 
such as of some acoustic instruments. 
The CO1LIDD4SUAR also includes additional analogic 
equipment for the generation of effects: a white noise 
generator, a rose noise generator, two ring modulatol~ used 
for getting harmonic especha like bell sounds, two 
hemolo generators, two generators of functions oscillating 
at low frequency with the goal of genernting sinusoidal, 
triangle, and square voltages, which control filters and 
amplifiers for attaining different effects (vibrato, hemolo, 
etc.). A dephaser for accomplishing spatial-like e f f d s  as 
well as mmplementary units like inverters. multipliers, 
mixers, reverberators, etc. are also available in the 
COADASUAK 
G. SCORES STORAGE. The RAM memory where 
musical data are stored has a size of 2 Kbytes. Because of 
the simplicity of many codes and to the infomation 

reduction by redundancy, this memory size allows to store 
up to 2,000 tones in the 6 voices. This information is 
physically placed within a cassette. The transference of 
music data from the cassette to the memory of the 
COhID.4SUAR is very fast, it takes only a few seconds. 
H. SYNCHRONISM. As it was stated before, the 
poliphonic capacity of the COMDASUAR is up to 6 
voices. For producing performances of more than 6 voices, 
it allows to qmcronize them by resorting multi-track 
equipment. In the case of a 4 hack recorder, one hack is 
appointed to record a pulse for originating the 
interruptions. In the remaining 3 tracks, up to 18 voices 
(up to 6 in each individual hack) can be recorded with total 
sincronism. For the recording of the pieces featured in the 
LP "Asi Itubld el Conp~rtador", a 2 tracks REVOX A77 
tape recorder was utilized. The sincronism in the 2 hacks 
was obtained by recording a reference tone at the very 
beginning of track holding the first recording. After the 
issuance of that tone, the COMDASUAR counts certain 
amount of time and starts to perform the score. For 
syncronizing the second recording, it is necessary to play 
the track with the reference tone, and affer this last one, the 
computer begins to play the new score. 

CONCLUSION 
The COhIDASU4R has been useful not only for high-end 
computer-based composition but also for pedagogical and 
teaching purposes. Many of its features were an advance of 
computer music developments that came years later. Jose 
Asuar then suggested several new additions and 
improvements that made the COMDASUAR an 
authentical tool for composing and real-time performing 
music, for instance, the inclussiua of piano-like keyboards, 
firstly one monophonic. then two monophonic, and finally 
one polyphonic. Sensors and optoelectrooic devices have 
also been tried and this could have the most important 
potential field for its development. The COMDASUAR is 
a pride for Latinamerica and should k included in all the 
manuals and handbook listing and describing pioneer 
computer music instruments. The uniqueness of the 
COMDASUAR as a sequencer, a score editor, an 
algorithmic composition tool, and a sound synthesis 
program puts it in the same seat of honor as the key 
computer music developments ofthe USA and Europe. 
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Abstract 
Twenty-six srrbjects were asked to judge tlre 

presence of mistrmings during the execrttion of eleven 
rnajor diatorlic scales. The stinzrrli set was canrposed by 
the tempered scale, five scales obtained by 
contpressing the equal tenlpered intervals, jive scales 
obtained by stretching tlre dimerrsion of the sarne 
irltervals. Subjectk task was to stop the scale execution 
as soon a s  he/slze perceive tlre scale arit of trme. The 
drrratiof~ of this execution was measrrred. A 2 (kind of 
mistrtrling) xS (greatness of nlistunirfg) ANOVA 
showed that: (a) the srrbjects successfully discriminated 
the stintrrli set: the greater the scale distortion, the 
smaller tlte time of the stirlrrrlus mcntion: (b) for each 
degree of n~isttrning, the duration of execrrtion of 
compressed scales was shorter than the drrration of 
execrrtion of stretched scales. The .second resrrlt 
concerns tlre note on which the srrbjects stopped the 
scales. The most  chaser^ nates to stop the ascending 
scales were thejiifrh (sol) orrd the third (mi). Contrary. 
the listeners choose different notes to stop the 
descerrdifrg scales: the descending third (la) and the 
fourth (sol). This strrdy confirms the good tolerarlce to 
the stretched nlistrrrling predicted by the Terhardt 
(1974) nrodel on the pitch perception. The second 
result sho~vs new evidences for the template theory 
purposed by Shepard and Jordan (1984). In tlte crtrrerlt 
research the tonal schema is different fo r  tlre hvo 
direction of execrrtiort 

1 Introduction 
Traditionally the study on the perception of fine 

pitch differences has focused on the discrimination of 
chords [I], [Z], [3] or intervals [41, [5], [61 in 
categorical perception task. Differently, other 
investigators have used more complex stimuli as scales 
[7], [8] or different harmonic or melodic situations [9 ] ,  
[lo]. Those researches are concentrated on the effects 
of the instrument played on the conception of accurate 
tuning [7], [8], the best tuning for the execution [91, the 
effects of musical acculturation on the perception of 
mistuning musical patterns [lo]. 

The purpose of the current research is to study the 
perception of mistunings during the execution of the 
major diatonic scales. Twenty-six subjects were asked 
to stop the scale's execution when they perceived the 
scale out of tune. The mistuning scale set was 
composed by ten scales: five scales equally compressed 
and five scale equally stretched. The correct scale was 

the major diatonic tempered. This study is focused on 
two problems: (a) the possibility that there are 
differences on the perception between log compressed 
and log stretched melodic intervals (b) which set of 
notes will be preferentially used to stop the scale. 

a) With regard to the perception of log stretched 
and log compressed intervals, Burns and Ward [ I l l  
think that the general finding "evident in the data of all 
experiment [is the] tendency for the observer to hear 
narrow intervals (intervals less than a fourth) as 
perceptually wider (i.e, a compression of the scale 
relative to equal temperament) and to hear wide 
intervals (greater than a fourth) as perceptually 
narrower (i.e., a stretch of the scale)". Contrary 
Terhardt and Zick [9] suggest that "the subjective 
optimum [tuning] depends on the structure of the 
musical sound: if the constituent (...) tones of a musical 
sound cannot interact strongly in the auditory system 
because they are played in sequence or because they are 
widely apart in frequency, stretched intonation is 
desirable; if the musical sound's nature is such that 
some interaction of spectral components may give rise 
to beats and roughness, normal intonation will be 
optimum; in musical chords of high spectral complexity 
even contracted intonation may be suitable". Those 
results are predicted by the Terhardt model on the pitch 
perception [IZ]. 

b) The structural representation of the musical 
pitch, set forth by Shepard [13] by developing the ideas 
of Drobish [14] and RCvesz [15], provides some 
hypotheses to predict the set of notes used by the 
listeners to stop the scale. Shepard and Jordan [I61 
suggest that the "musical tones, though physically 
variable along a continuum of' frequency, tend to be 
interpreted categorically as the discrete notes (...) of an 
internalised musical scale. W e  suggest that the internal 
schema may act as a template that, when brought into 
register with a tonal input maps the unequally spaced 
physical tones into the discrete step of the schema, with 
a resulting unique conferral of tonal stabilities on the 
tones". In the graphical description of the template, 
Shepard and Jordan represent the schema by attaching 
to each position a bar whose length is proportional to 
the importance and the stability of that tone ([16], fig. 
1). My hypothesis is that the more stable tones inside 
the major diatonic scale (the fifth, dominant, and the 
thud, mediant, according to Shepard and Jordan [I611 
are more significant to conduct the subject at the 
mistuning detection. In fact, if those tones are the most 
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Fig. 1: duration of the execution (in seconds) by function the ldnd 
of mistuning and  the  amount of mistuning (in cent). 

stable, they probably become the most noticeable in 
case that they are compressed or stretched. By using the 
method of my research it is possible to corroborate the 
results obtained by the probe-tone method [17], [18], 
[19], [20], [21], [22] and by different methods 1231, 
[16]. Furthermore, it is possible to analyse in a finer 
way the hierarchic structure inside of the major diatonic 
scale. 

2 Method 

2.1 Subjects 
Twenty-six undergraduate students participated to 

the experiment with basic musical education. None of 
the subjects has reported hearing loss or others 
difficulties with their hearing. 

2.2 Stimuli 
The stimuli were a set of eleven scales: the correct 

one was the diatonic tempered major; five stretched 
scales (+2, +4, +6, +8, +10 cent for tempered 
semitone); and five compressed scales (-2. -4, -6, -8. - 
10 cent for tempered semitone). The stimuli were 
presented either in ascending or in descending 
execution. The pitch value of each tones was obtained 
using the following equation: 

where f, is the starting tone frequency of the scale, 

f, (i) is the frequency of the stretched-compressed 

tone placed i semitones away from f, (where i = 1 , 2 ,  

3 ,... for ascending scales and i = -1. -2, -3 .... for 

descending scales) and R, = 2 1 ~ / 1 2 a O  (where n = 

100, the equal tempered semitone; 101, 103, 105, 107, 
109, the set of stretched semitones and 99, 97, 95, 93, 

91 the set of the compressed semitones) is the ratio 
frequencies of a stretched-compressed octave. The 
pitch of the first note was: do4 (261.6 Hz) for the 
ascending scales, do5 (523.2 Hz) for the descending 
scales. The single tone duration was 1 second. The 
complete scale duration was 8 seconds. 

2.3 Apparatus 
The timbre of the scale was a sine wave generated 

by a Sound Blaster 64 AWE Gold. The signal output, 
analogic and monophonic, was amplified by a 
McIntosh amplifier and two JBL speakers. The listener 
was placed 1.5 meters in front of the speakers. The 
stimuli sequence was controlled by the subjects with a 
computer keyboard. 

2.4 Procedure 
Each listener heard fi;e scales, randomly chosen 

from the ascending stimuli set. These scales were used 
to familiarise the subject with the ascending stimuli and 
to adapt the scales volume according his preferences. 
Then the listener heard the random test sequence of 
fifty five ascending scales. After a pause the listener 
heard five descending scales then the random test 
sequence of fifty five descending scales. In every test 
sequences each different scale was repeated four times. 
The presentation order of the ascending and descending 
sequences was balanced within subjects. The complete 
session duration was approximately thirty minutes. 
Before the experiment the subject was informed that the 
stimuli started always at the same pitch frequency (do4 
261.6 Hz or do5 523.2 Hz) and he must to respond just 
after the first note. The task was to stop the scale's 
execution as soon as the listener perceived the scale out 
of tune. The subject interrupt the scale by pressing a 
keyboard key. The key pressure immediately stopped 
the scale execution. The duration of the execution was 
measured. 
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subjects of this experiment, will be  induced to perceive 
3 Results this kind of intonation as more correct. Furthermore, 

a) A 2 (kinds of mistuning) x 6  (greatness of the the stretch of the intervals is normally used in the piano 
mistuning) ANOVA was conducted on the duration of [24] and harp intonation. So, the light compression of 
stimuli execution. The factor greatness of the alteration , just intonation can be as vtoo flat" by the 
demonstrates that the subjects successfully expert musicians [8] for the melodic execution. The 
discriminated the stimuli set: the greater the scale present result can be used for the design of the musical 
distortion the smaller the time of the stimulus instruments. In the electronic keyboard flexible 
execution: F(5, 25)=48.871, p<.0001. The listeners intonation can be realised. By "control circuits", the 
perceived in different times the two kind of mistunings: intonation can be adapted to what actually is played on 
F(1,25)= 11,393, p<.0024. The interaction between the the keyboard at each moment, i.e., to the complexity of 
factors, greatness of the alteration and kind of the musical pattern: melodic, harmonic and so  on. 
alteration, shows that, for each dimension of distortion, b) The listeners preferentially use a little set of note 
the compressed mistuning is always perceived before to stop the scales. In the ascending execution the 
the stretched mistuning: F(5, 125)=4.185, p<.0015 (see subjects use the thud (mi) and the ffth (sol). The 
figure I). evidence of the mistunings is maximum in the fifth. 

b) When the subject stopped the scale the During the experiment some subject has reported that 
responses fell especially in the second half of the note the most part of the scales were out of tune on the same 
in hearing. In fact the subject spends a little time to note (the fifth). The subjects use different notes to stop 
detect the mistuning and to respond: first half stops 460 the descending execution: the descending third (la) and 
(27%), second half stop = 1183 (73%) (I have used the fourth (sol). The evidence of the mistuning is maximum 
answers that fell in the second half of the note to make in the descending thud, than in the descending fourth. 
the second graph; see figure 2). The great importnnce of the third (mi) to stop the scale 

4 Conclusion in ascending execution is minimum in the descending 
execution. This result is different Gom that predicted by 

a) This research c o n h n s  the prediction of the using the Shepard and Jordan template. In  the schema 
Terhardt model [I21 on pitch perception. The of those authors each degree of thebcale have the same 
compression and the stretch of the musical intervals are importance either in ascending or in descending 
perceived in different ways. In the melodic execution execution. As the ascending and the descending scale 
the stretched mistuning is tolerated better than the have two different successions of whole tones and 
compressed one. Differently, in complex harmonic semitones, we could think that the direction of 
situation the presence of the beats and roughness execution influences the mental schema of the major 
induces the listeners to prefer the compressed diatonic scale. 
intonation or the equal intonation [9], [I], [2]. 

Usually the musicians think that the stretch of the Acknowledgement 
intervals gives more brilliance to the execution. This I would Jjke fo fhank the professor Giovanni B. 
preference is well know also by many listeners. Than, if Vicorio for his helpful suggestions. 
the musicians habitually stretch the dimensions of the 
played intervals it is possible that the listeners, the 
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Design and Implementation of the New GENDYN Program 

Peter Hoffmann, Skalitzer Str. 96, D- 

Abstract: The New GENDYN Progrant 
(="GENe'mtion DYNarnique") is a rrew i~l~plemerrfation 
of Io~t~tis Xenakis' cornposition algorirl~rrt Dynamic 
Stochastic Syrtrltesis in a distributed reol-time 
e/ivironnrent. The NEIL. GENDYNprogmnl is backlvord 
cornpotible to Xenakis' original concept of a se& 
contabred soerrd prodrrcing atltomaron creating ritruic 
"oilt of norltblg': However, the step to~mrds real-time 
processitlg extends the Stoc/rastic Sj?rtllesis into the 
doriraitr of "bzreractive cornposition", terning the 
GENDYN irtto a stochastic corilposition inslrtlrnertt 
interactively controlled i t  real-time b a 
ntusician/con~poser. The consequences of this evolrrrion 
will be discrcrsed, along with a preserrtotiorl of the 
design and the protoope irnplernenmtion of the 
sofrware. 

1. Introduction 

This paper discusses the design of a new 
implementation of Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis [lo] in 
the context of software engineering paradigms such as 
real-time sound processing and distributed object 
systems on the one hand, and artistic paradigms such as 
"interactive composing" [Z] on the other. The Xenakis 
algorithm is an extreme example of what can be called 
rigorous algorithmic composition, in the sense that a 
whole musical artwork, in its final ncouslic shape, is 
generated "direct to disk" by a self-contained computer 
program. This radical concept is linked to a specific 
aesthetical approach to computer composition which, for 
want of a better term, is generally referred to as "non- 
standard synthesis" [6]. In this approach. the composer 
not only creates the computational model of the 
compositional macrostructures of the music but also 
invents hisnter own model for the credtion of sound. 
without taking recourse to any existing acoustical or 
physical model. 

In Xenakis' algorithm, all sound and structure is 
created by exploiting probability fluctuations when 
generating random numbers with a set of different 
distribution characteristics. These fluctuations are 
accumulated in time and thus form the random wdlks of 
a waveform's breakpoint "coordinaLes" (amplitude 
values and sample time points) as well as a stochastic 
"pntchwork" structure of durations that create a multiple 
"counterpoint" of sounds in time. All sound starts with 
perfect silence, i.e. a "degenerated" wave form polygone 
with all its breakpoints set to zero, and gradually 
"inflates" to a constantly changing jaggcd waveform as 

LO997 Berlin, phoffmdn@inf.fu-berIin.de 

the fluctuations displace the waveforms's breakpoints 
towards positive and negadve amplitude values and 
different spacings in time. 

Xenakis realized his implementation of 
Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis at the Center for 
Mathemntics and Automated Music (CEMAMu). Pwis, 
with (he assistance of Marie-Hil6ne Serra [7]. In 1991, 
one of the versions of this program, written in BASIC, 
calculated the composition "GENDY3". a piece of about 
20 minutes, in two program runs (one for each channel) 
lasting each for about 2 days. With the new 
implementation, the same music can in principle' be 
generated in real time, making it possible, for example, 
to compute it "on the fly" during a concert instead o f  
playing a tape. 

2. Interactive Composing 

But there are more ramifications to the fact that 
the computation of GENDYN sound has become "faster 
than sound". The pure computation speed radically 
changes the way of composing as it becomes possible to 
change the synthesis parameter settings while listening 
to the sound output. 

The Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis in itself is 
powerful enough to generate complex sound with 
several temporal layers of sonic evolution (microscopic 
and macroscopic structures. The idea of a computer 
algorithm so efficient that it generates sonic data of a 
complexity comparable to that of music has indeed been 
formulated by Xenakis himself. 

"The question that arises [...I is to know which 
mathematical construction to specify to the computer so  
that what is heard will be as interesting as possible - new 
and original. Without dwelling too long on this, i will 
cite an interesting example belonging to a case I was 
able to discover some time ago by us in^ the lo$stic 
probability distribution. For certain values of its 
parameters ct and p and its elastic barriers, this 
distribution goes through a sort of stochastic resonance, 
through a most interesting statistical stability within the 
sound produced. 111 fact it is not a soiind that is 
produced, birt a whole nillsic ill macroscopic fonn." [9] 

In Xenakis' original program, the set of 
synthesis parameters can be thought of as being 
"hardcoded" into the program since they are defined 
before program execution and not altered until the entire 
music is calculated. This classical notion of "automated 
music" is of a very different quality than the notion of 

' On a Pentium system. 5 tracks in pnrallcl, on a Pentium 
I1 system, 10 tracks and more. GENDY3 is 16-track. 



inleroct~ve composing whcrc the composcr enters into a 
fucdhack dialogue with the computer, altering the 
boundary conditions of algorithmic calculation while the 
algorithm is in action. 

As a matter of fact, Xenakis himself wanted the 
synthesis parameters to change during sound generation. 
and in 1994, he devised a version of GENDYN where 
each parameter is "modulated by either a deterministic 
or a stochastic function, resulting in a piece called 
"S709". However, the change of the parameters in S709 
is a programmed change, so it is now the set of 
parameters driving the modulation functions which has 
to be considered "hardcoded". Moreover, without the 
real-time control of the human ear it was almost 
impossible to'foretell the impact of those changes on the 
stochastic generation of sound, and 5709 must be 
regarded as suboptimal in this respect. 

The notion of algorithmic composition, as it has 
been realized by Xenakis in his GENDYN project, is' 
intimately linked with the pure mathematical notion of 
computation, often presented in the operational model of 
the "Turing machine", a computational formalism that 
conceives of an idealized, abstract programmable 
machine to cany out programmed mechanical action. 
Xenakis applied the strength of computation to the 
creation (in a mechanical sense) of the huge number of 
sound samples defining the aural shape (and as an 
emergent by-product also the underlying "deep 
structures") of a musical composition [4]. In the 
interactive approach, however, the notion of the Turing 
machine computation must be replaced by the model of 
an interactive Turing machine that reacts to 
asynchronous events [B]. It can be thought of as a 
Turing machine with ever-changing input tape or as a 
robot moving through ever-changing terrain. 

With the means at his disposal, Xenakis was 
not able to transform his OENDYN sound-producing 
automaton into such a sound producing robot navigating 
through an ever-changing terrain set up and changed in 
real time by the composer. With the Dynamic Stochastic 
Synthesis now working in real time on a standard 
computer, the interactive model of composition, where 
the human and the machine interact in real-time and 
together form a more complex unity, has become 
possible. The composer, in reaction to what helshe 
perceives, pushes the system through a trajectory of 
states that represents hisher individual way of "playing" 
the composition algorithm, creating interesting or even 
surprising results. 

3. Reactive Systems 

With the advent of powerful and inexpensive 
computing machinery, the computation paradigm has 
changed from the classical notion of batch processing to 
reactive systems. Monolithic systems are split into slim 
components that are easier to develop, test, evolve and 
maintain. Smart systems such as "intelligent" tools are 
designed to interact with the user in a constructive way. 
If such a system is controlled by another such system, or 

a humln. an internctio~~ loop is established which 
extcnds the system beyond its own inherent 
computational power by harnessing external input [a]. 
Consequently. a composer who enters a feedback loop 
with n system of which he has actively participated in 
developing establishes a dialogue with his complex self. 
The master-slave relationship in the classical use of the 
computer is replaced by a more cooperative approach of 
interaction, challenging human intelligence by 
contributing genuine computational elements of 
unpredictability and surprise. It is different from the 
romantic will to power where the computer is merely 
used to maximize productive efficiency in the spirit of 
industrial automation. The new, interactive approach 
requires that the composer be willing to explore and 
conquer new sound worlds, instead of asking for the 
comfort of having preconceived compositional thinking 
faithfully executed by a machine, a dream doomed to 
fail due to fundamental differences between the 
algorithmic nature of machine action on the one hand 
and human creativity on the other [5]. 

Composer and engineer Angelo Bello has 
recently transformed Xenakis' UPIC system into a 
"composition instrument" by setting up a complex FM 
"algorithm" with multiple feedback loops that build a 
complex nested system out of UPIC's 64 hardware 
oscillators sending the UPIC onto the road to chaotic 
oscillation[l]. It is striking to compare some of the 
sonorities of his music with GENDYN sound. In fact. 
the classical pseudo-random number generators that 
drive the random walks in GENDYN do nothing else 
than folding and stretching numbers within a modulo 
interval in order to create a chaotic number sequence. 
Indeed, the GENDYN algorithm can be viewed as a 
combination of stochastic frequency modulation (where 
the waveforms are not sinusoid, but complex, and the 
modulator not a periodic, but a stochastic signal) and I 

stochastic amplitude modulation. Depending on the 
parameter settings, the speed and the impact of the , 

stochastic modulators reaches from a minimum (fixed 
rigid "tones") to perfect Brownian noise. 

4. Distributed Obiects I 
Interactive soft- and hardware systems tend to 

be no longer developed as closed systems with a rigidly 
defined overall functionality but composed of small 
autonomous entities. flexibly cooperating for the 
fulfillment of a superordinated task. To achieve the 
overall function, software components are plugged 
together in a specific way. Such systems are easily 
recontigured, scaled, extented, and adapted to evolving 
needs. Components are self-contained, functional 
entities with a well-defined behavior and interface. 

Typically, a component hides implementation 
details to the outer world, but not the parameters of its 
functioning: it can be fully automated and monitored 
through the control of remote components. Since 
components are autonomous computing entities, they are 
even more reusable than software objects. Not only are 



they reusable by the developing programmer but also hy 
the. user himself. The user (=artist) therefore s ~ i n s  
considerable independence and emancipation frolll the 
system designer, much in the sense of the participatory 
design paradigm. 

If components implement local-remote 
transparency and multi-threadedness, computation, 
control'and monitoring can be tlexihly assigned to 
different hardware platforms andlor inputloutput 
devices. without changing the code. If portable code is 
used (e.g. Java), components can be made to run on 
different hardware architectures, and be controlled by 
various means, e.g. through a Web browser. The access 
from the outside ("online-studio"), then. comes as a 
natural consequence of the transparent distribution in the 
component approach. 

5. Design 

The component approach is used to seperate 
the interface and the synthesis engine of the New 
GENDYN program into two processes (tasks), each 
implemented in a different language: C u  for synthesis, 
for sake of efficiency, and a RAD language for the 
interface (currently Visual Basic). The communication 
between the components is done by remote object 
creation and invocation, instead of low-level 
communication like streams or sockets. The ORB used 
is currently Microsoft's OLE, but the design can easily 
be adapted to a CORBA architecture. 

The new GENDYN program implements the 
Xenakis algorithm as a hierarchy of small objects, each 
fulfilling a specific task, and cooperating for the 
production of sound. Enumerated from low to high 
level, objects implement distributions, elastic mirrors, 
random walks, polygones, sounds, tracks, sequences, the 
piece and a global control of UO and playback. The 
objects encapsulate the generation routines together with 
the variables and the parameters of the synthesis2. All 
objects are controlled in real time by the graphical 
interface which contains the control counterparts of the 
synthesis objects. At program startup, each control 
object is linked to its remote partner in the synthesis 
engine. The engine runs as a backgound process 
(currently implementing the Windows MFC "idle 
loop"), and it computes the sound as a sucession of 
sample chunks. All computation is done on a sample-hy- 
sample basis; sound is only buffered for output to the 
DAC device. In order to speed up computation, the C u  
inline declaration feature is used for the routines of the 
synthesis calling tree (up to 7 levels deep into the 
object's hierarchy). 

During synthesis, the distribution functions are 
displayed as graphs, and the random walks as billiard 
balls moving in 2D space. Moreover, either the 
waveform or a pitch curve (the evolution of the 

'There are actually 2 layers of objects: one encapsulates 
the synthesis state variables, the other the synthesis 
parameters, in order to keep thcm logically seperate. 

wavelength as a representatiiln of thc sound's 
fundumental) can he plotted. All plouing is done by 
pulling the current states of the synthesis variahles in a 
timer loop (i.e. there is no callhack ti'um the synthesis 
engine). 

The synthesis object hierarchy can either he 
rernutely created by the intehce's  control objects or hy 
the engine itself parsing a darn tile. Whereas the stubs of 
the creatiodinvocation are integrated into the Basic 
language (and implemented in the Visual Basic Object 
Adapter) the CU skeletons have to be explicitely coded 
by the server application. (Fortunately, the MFC 
framework does most of the dirty job.) What may be 
interesting from the point of view of current ORB 
implementations is the fact that in the GENDYN server, 
the skeletolis inherit from the implementation classes, a 

3 design that allows almost 100% transparency . 
(However, for the server to expose its synthesis objects 
to remote control, object creation has to be implemented 
in virtual methods that can be overridden by the 
skeletons.) Thus the synthesis engine can also be used 
stand-alone in "command line" mode without changing a 
single program line, because the skeleton classes are 
only externally linked to the server. 

6. Software Engineering Issues 

The difference in a nutshell between the 
original GENDYN program and modem programming 
techniques can be seen in the fact that the new 
GENDYN program comprises less than half the size of 
source code of the old program (7000 vs. 15000 lines), 
although a graphical interface has been added. At the 
same time, its binary file is fifteen times as large (about 
1 MB, without counting the dynamically linked system 
libraries). That means that there is a lot more support by 
the programming environments today used to implement 
additional functionality (like e.g. remote calls). 

The load of interactive graphic processing may 
be assigned to a different computer in a (possibly ' 

heterogeneous) network or even across the Internet, if 
standard protocols (like CORBA) are supported. 
Moreover, the distributed design allows for an 
independent development of the "purely algorithmic" 
and the interactive part of the program. For example, it 
will be easy to reintroduce the idea of time-variant 
parameters that Xenakis tried in the further development 
of his program. It could be done in the interface part of 
the new GENDYN program, without interfering with the 
sound computation algorithm. 

' This is different from e.g. Visigenic's CORBA 
implementation, where the skeletons either are base 
classes of the implementation classes (default) or 
delegate the incoming calls to the implementation 
objects ("tie-mechanism"). 



7. Future Work 

It would be interesting to explore [he effect of 
stochastic transformation to existing sound sampled into 
the program. The Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis would 
thus becomes a novel sound tra~lsfonnarioil tool. 
Depending on the boundary conditions imposed onto the 
Dynamic Stochastic Synthesis process by t h i  user, 
transformation could vary €tom slight stochastic 
enrichment of the sound spectrum to complete 
independent complex sonic evolution. The degree of 
faithfulness of the transformation would also depend on 
the rate and the frequency (regular or irregular) with 
which the original sound is sampled. In one extreme, the 
stochastic signal could be defined to faithfully follow in 
the (harmonic and pitch) tracks of the ori_eiilal sound; in 
the other extreme, it would just be triggered by the input 
sound and take on its own route. 

Controlled by a human during live performance 
or in the process of composing, the gap between 
instrumental and computer sound could be bridged by 
adopting a radically new approach, where neither the 
computer is made to "imitate" instrumental sound, nor 
instrumental sound used to "embellish" or "humanize" 
genuine computer sound. Mutual penetration of human 
and computational rendering of sound would be based 
on equal grounds, with the computer taking benefit of 
the specific complexity of human creative action on the 
one hand and the human taking benefit of the specific 
complexity of computational algorithmic action on the 
other. 
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trapezoidal window using identical synthesis settings. 
Both spectrograms show very similar results, with a 
slight 'smearing' or  the spectrum when the trapezoidal 
window is used. 

OdB , 

Spectrum of a triangular window 

Although some GS systems combine several grain 
streams into a singlc voice [ I], it is conceptually clearer 
to conceive cach voice as a separate stream. Thus, 
overlap can be controlled from a unique paramctcr which 
stands for the coincidence 131, or phase-synchronicity, 
among grain onsets in all active voices. Following the 
central limit theorem [8, p. 174), it is reasonable to 
state that if each grain stream is defined as an 
independent random process, the overlap distribution 
will eventually approach a Gaussian probability 
distribution. 

Careful control of phase-synchronicity among grain 
onsets in difrcrent streams produces transrormations in 
the temporal and spectral profile of thc granulated sound. 
With very fast grain rates - under 5 ms. - using pitched 
sample material, we obtain formants akin to those 
produced by FOF synthesis. A small delay between 
grain onsets adds volume (as defined in 1131) to the 
original signal, producing an effect akin to early 
reflections in a reverberant space. Of coursc, we must 
keep in mind that all these processes are independent 
from the asynchronous grain rate established for each 
stream. 

OW2 20kHz 
Spcctrum of a trapezoidal window. 

Our particular focus is the application of GS to 
modeling environmental sounds. High grain densities 
(approaching one thousand grains per second) are needed 
to model complex, time-varying sound events. The chief 
objection to densities of this magnitude in real-time 
systems is the inefficiency of windowing and mixing the 
grains [2]. Using the trapezoidal function, ho~\'evcr, we 
achieve real-time GS with the required density on a 
standard Macintosh PowerPC. 

00 q El 0 00 000 
on q q o on ooo 
00 q 0 0 no 000 

Phase-synchronous strcams 

Phase-asynchronous streams. 
T h e  over lap  

The grain overlap is defined as the time interval during 
which two or  more grains are sounding simultaneously 
141. An avcrage grain overlap can be estimated by the 
difference between the average grain rate and the grain 
duration. If grain duration is longcr than the grain rate, 
overlap occurs. Thus,  there are three possible 
conligurations: ( I )  negative overlap, there is a delay 
between the end of a grain and the onset or the following 
grain, (2) no overlap, a grain starts when the previous 
ends; (3) positive overlap, before a grain ends the next 
one starts. In batch implementations, there can be as 
many overlapping grains as memoly and patience allo\v. 
On the other hand, real-time constraints place a limit on 
the number of simultaneously sounding grains. MacPod 
can achieve up to 20 simultaneous grain strcams, with a 
minimum grain rate of one millisecond. 

Within the context of ecologically-oriented resynthesis, 
phase-synchronicity is especially meaningful in the 
simulation of attacks. In stricking a solid object, most 
resonant frequencies will be excited in the first fifty 
milliseconds or  less. Contrastingly, if the excitation is 
produced by several small objects, each impact will 
excite different frequencies at various time delays causing 
a granular sound texture. This type of sound can be heard 
when walking on glass pieces or on snow. 

T h e  s t r eam 

A grain strcam generator produces a series 01 grains with 
a given rrcquency, amplitude and duration. These 
parameters can vary in time. The concept of grain 
generator implies that only a single grain can be 



produced at a time. Thus,  when more than one 
simultaneous $rain is desired (to produce overlaps) 
several grain generators have to be used. This introduces 
the need to define the phase relationship between the 
grain streams. The phase-asynchronous implementation, 
as found in asynchronous GS, produces streams which 
are completely independent. If the time among the grains 
in different streams is to be controlled, a phasc- 
synchronous approach is necessary. As we stated before. 
in lhis case the gmin onsels can be synchronized across 
streams or a short delay may be used. Therefore, them 
are three possible configurations: (1) a single stream 
gcneralor, (2) multiple phase-asynchronous stream 
generators, and (3) multiple phase-synchronous slream 
generalors. 

T h e  waveform 

GS techniques have used different types of source 
material: (1) sine waves, in FOF synthesis [LO]; (2) FIR 
filters derived by spectral analysis, in pitch-synchronous 
granular synthesis; and (3) samplcd sounds, in 
asynchronous GS 1121, FOG, and pulsar synthesis [91. 
Ecologically-based resynthesis adds the option of using 
pre-stored sample grains 161. 

More especifically, in ecologically-based GS rt8c create a 
grain pool before the synthesis stage, instead of 
retrieving arbitrary segmcnts or the sound file. The 
samples keep the spectro-temporal characteristics of the 
short original sounds, avoiding the 'blurring' effect that 
occurs in asynchronous GS 191. These samples are 
placed on a time-frequency grid according to meso-level 
time patterns which are, in turn, designed to match the 
temporal characteristics of naturally occurring sounds, 
e.g., bounce 161.Given that this approach simplifies the 
windowing process. it may provide a good alternative lo 
existing real-time methods. 

T h e  pointer 

GS systems access the sound database contenls in four 
different ways to: (1) incremental, the file is read from 
beginning to end: (2) loop, the file is read repeatedly 
from beginning to end: (3) cycle, the file is read 
repealedly from beginning to end and backwards; and (4) 
random, the file is read at random locations. 

The current implementation of MacPod, Sollowing the 
POD model, uses a single pointer to source material. 
Inlerestinglp, the effect of the overlapping grains can be 
simply explained as a comb-filter delay. If one assumes 
a Fixed grain envelope, an asynchronous grain six 
milliseconds later than the original is simply a six- 
millisecond delay mixed in with the original signal. By 
keeping the resolution a t  a sample level, we are able to 
explore a. variety of spectral transformations - a t  
subaudio rates -and reverb-like effects at slower rates. 

T h e  event  

A logical implicalion of the ecological approach to 
sound resynthesis is to establish the sound event 161 as a 
high-order unit of sound generation. Resynthesis 
parameters are thus directly linked to a finite time 
length. Rate of change is scaled according to the length 
of this event. Instead of fine-tuning unrelated parameters 
(such as amplitude or  frequency of a given grain stream), 
transformations of a sound event are carried out along 
correlated variables within ecologically valid time 
ranges. 

We point out two possible strategies: ( I )  High-level 
events are defined by global settings. These settings 
dcline ranges of possible values for the local parameters. 
(2) Local paramelers determine the overall behavior of 
the high-level event. For example, the density of an 
event can be defined by two global parameters: duration 
and quantity of grains. If grains with fixed duration are 
evenly scattered along a predefined time span, we get an 
invariant average density. But let's say that we want to 
have a dense distribution that changes linearly to a 
sparse one: 

Tmc-varying grain distribution. 

If synthesis parameters vary independently, we will 
spend several trials until we find the right amount of 
grains and the right rate of change in distribution. On 
the other hand, by using grain overlap as the only 
control variable and letting the quantity of grains and the 
ovcrall duration change accordingly, we will be dealing 
directly with the relevant perceptual parameters. In this 
example, the only high-level variable that needs to be 
defined is the talc of change in grain overlap. 

T h e  conclusion 

We have investigated several issues involved in the 
implementation of a real-time granular synthesis 
application. The focus of our work has been the efficient 
usc of computational resources, and a simplified method 
for synthesis parameter control. 

Our results point to two effective approaches to 
windowing: ( I )  the use of a trapezoidal function, as 
suggested by Truax (1988). (2) the use of a grain sample 
pool, as implemented in ecological sound resynthesis. 
By applying a trapezoidal window, we obtain aurally 
effcclivc resulls with a drastic reduction of 
computational time. This type of window produces a 



spectral profile which depends on the placement of thc 
'comers' of the trapezoid. Thus, what has been regarded 
as an unwanted artifact by DSP theory, becomes a useful 
paramctcr for sound synthesis. 

Our current efforts are concentrated on bringing the 
ecological perspcctive to the real-time realm. By using 
events instead of low-level control parameters, we pave 
the way to a more intuitive interface between user input 
and sound output. At  the other end, the independence in 
grain-rate control and the resolution of grain overlap at a 
sample level permit not only to work on the temporal 
characteristics of the sound, but also to shape its spectral 
profile. 

MacPod: real-time granular synthesis for the Macintosh 
PowerPC. 
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Abstract 

The paperpresents orrrfirst experiences ~ i t l ~  tile rise 
of feedfonvard ne~rrol networks for transcription of 

piano nlssic. Recentlj: solire atterilpts of 
building sjirtelns that ~ ~ o r r l d  srrccessfnlly trollscribe 
polypl~onic slasic ivitlr Inore t l~an  hvo voices ([41, [8]) 
have been niode. However, the s)iFtrn~s presented bvere 
built using conventional techniqnes, iilhich reqrrire no 
learnb~g, but r ~ ~ a n ~ m l  trrning of systenl's parameters. 
ArtiJicial neural nefivorks have been rrsed for speech 
recognition and other patteril recognition tasks for a 
long tinle. T l~ey  are especially srritable for such tasks, 
becarrse of tlreir ability to lean1 fro111 exan~ples, 
generolise and robustness to noise. We present 
preli~i~iirary results obtained by rssing feedfonvard 
rlerrral iiehvorks forpiano music Wanscription, ivhere by 
tmnscriptiorz we mean recognising the r~ote and firne 
when the note occrrrred (length and dyno~nics are not 
takec~ into consideration). The paperpresents the systerll 
and results in laore detail and gives sorne ideas for 
jirrther work 

1 Introduction 

1.1 What is transcription? 

Music transcription could be defined as an act of 
listening to a piece of music and writing down music 
notation for the piece. For each note its starting time, 
duration and loudness (dynamics) need to be 
determined. 

Music transcription is a difficult cognitive task. It 
can be (to some extent) easily performed by trained 
humans, but it is a very difficult problem for current 
computer systems to solve. W e  could in a way compare 
it to speech recognition, where we convert an audio 
signal to phonemes, syllables and finally words; with 
music transcription we convert an audio signal into 
notes, their starting times, duration and loudness. 
Speech recognition has recently been quite successfully 
solved (at least for single words) and we see more and 
more applications coming to the market. For polyphonic 
music transcription this is not yet the case. 

First attempts of transcribing polyphonic music have 
been made by Moorer [6 ] .  His system was limited to 
two voices of different timbres and frequency ranges 
and had limits on allowable intervals. Later other 
systems have been developed. [4] for example, uses a 
blackboard system for piano music transcription (see 
also [4] or [8] for more references). 

Until now we have still not encountered any system 
that would employ machine learning algorithms (such 
as neural networks) for transcription. Since these 
algorithms are successfully used in other pattern 
recognition tasks, it is our main motivation to study the 
usability of neural networks for transcription. 

1.2 Artificial neural networks 

Artificial neural networks are a class of machine 
learning algorithms, inspired by biological models of 
neurons and their interconnections. Artificial neural 
networks are of course very simplified models, which 
account for only the most basic neural processes, but as 
it turns out, they can provide good solutions for many 
practical problems, such as classification (classifying 
inputs into one or many classes), noise reduction 
(recognition of patterns corrupted by noise), 
prediction, ... 

There is a very large variety of neural network 
models in existence. A typical structure of a neural 
network, although not the only one (there are also many 
other models in use), is as follows. A network can have 
one or more (usually many) inputs, which are 
commonly called input neurons (although they perform 
no processing of input data). A network also has one or 
more output neurons, which provide results to the 
world. Between the input and output neurons is a so- 
called "black box", containing additional layers of 
neurons and their interconnections. The exact network 
model determines the nature of this black box. Some 
models have only feedforward connections, some can 
have ieedback (recurrent) connections, some models 
connect the input neurons directly to the output 
neurons. ... 

When we define the basic structure of a neural 
network, we usually train i t  in order to build certain 
"knowledge" into it. There are three ways of training a 
neural network The most common is supenised 
learning, where we collect many input samples to serve 
as exemplars. These samples constitute the training set, 
which completely specifics all inputs, as well as outputs 
fur the network. We present the inputs and outputs to 
the network and update its connections in order to 
reduce a measure of the error in the network's results. 

The second training method is unsupervised 
learning. Here, we also collect some sample inputs, but 
we do not provide the network with outputs for those 
samples. The network itself tries to find some features 



in the training set and group input samples into classes it 
finds distinct. 

There is a third training method called reinforcement 
learning. This method is a hybrid between supervised 
and unsupervised learning. It is unsupervised in the 
sense that the exact outputs of the network are not 
specified. At the same time, it is supervised in that when 
the network responds to a sample in the training set, it is 
told whether its response was good or bad. 

2 Transcription with artificial neural networks 

This paper presents our first attempt 01 using 
artificial neural networks for music transcription. To 
simplify tihe domain, we limited ourselves to piano 
music, because piano notes have discrete pitches, which 
do not modulate. Our the goal is to correctly determine 
the starting times and notes of a polyphonic piano 
performance. 

The basic structure of our current system is shown in 
Figure 1. 

1 audio signal of a 
piano performance 

preprocessing 
ti111e-frequencj, tra~tfor~aatio~t 

11111 frequency bands 
for each time frame 

transcription 
88 neriral nen~,orks 

88 classification results 
note present in 
a frame or not 

postprocessing 
simple averaging to retilove noise 

I 

notes and their 
starting times 

Figure 1 :  structure of the system 

The system has three main parts: 
preprocessing stage takes the digital audio signal 
(time-amplitude) of a piano performance and 
performs a time-frequency transformation to 
obtain the time-frequency-magnitude spectrum. 
88 neural networks (one for each note) process the 
output frames of the preprocessing stage and 
produce outputs showing whether a network 
considers a note to be present in the time frame or 
not. 
postprocessing stage takes the outputs of neural 
networks and performs simple time averaging to 
produce the final output. 

2.1 Preprocessing - time-frequency transformation 

To transform the input audio signal into time- 
frequency space, we chose a simple correlation-based 
transformation. Results of the transformation are 290 
logarithmically spaced frequency hands, the highest 
band located at 5000 Hz. Time resolution of the bands 
ranges from 45 ms at lower frequencies to 1 1  ms at 
higher frequencies, Hamming window is used for 
windowing. Individual hands overlap quite a lot and 
there is a lot of redundancy in the transformation, but 
this is not a problem, since the type of neural networks 
we used for transcription can handle correlated and 
redundant inputs very well. 

2.2 Transcription 

To perform the transcription, we used a class of 
neural networks called multilayer feedforward 
networks. Such networks consist of a set of neurons 
arranged into two or more layers - they may also have 
one or more "hidden" layers between the input and 
output layer. Feedforward means, that all information 
flows in only one direction, from input to the output 
neurons (there are no feedback connections). In our case 
we used one hidden layer where each neuron in the 
hidden or output layers was connected to all of the 
neurons in the previous layer (layers are fully 
connected). 

Each neuron calculates a function of all of its inputs 
to produce its output. Let's assume that a neuron has tl  

inputs, labelled from 0 through 11-1. A fictional input 
called bias is also present and is always equal to one. 
Each neuron is then characterised by n + l  weights (n 
inputs and bias) and an activation function f. It 
computes its output as: 

"-1 

Ollt  = f ( C x , w ,  + w,) 
n 

For the activation function f, we chose the standard 
logistic activation function, which is very commonly 
used. 

In the learning process, the network's weights are 
updated, to reduce the mean square error of the 
network's outputs. There are many training algorithms 
for multilayer feedforward networks; we used the scaled 
conjugate gradient method, which proved to converge 
effectively and produced good results. 

Each network has been trained to recognise a single 
piano note, so we had lo train 88 networks altogether. 
To train the networks, a large training set or 
approximately 15000 chords was constructed. The 
chords were constructed from individual piano notes, 
obtained from several commercially available piano 
synthesiser patches and sampling piano CD-ROMs. For 
each note, a set of 160 chords with that note were 
constructed (50 with 2 notes, 40 with 3, 30 with 4, 20 
with 5 and 20 with 6 notes) by randomly choosing 
accompanying chord notes. In the final training set, each 
note was present in approximately 600 chords. 



For each chord, a time frame of 45 ms after the 
attack portion of the chord was extracted and 
transformed with the transformation described in section 
2.1. These transformed parts were then scaled to a lesser 
magnitude and used for supervised training of the 
networks. Each network has been trained to classify 
whether its particular note is in the input chord or not 
(its input is a member or is not a member of a class). 
Therefore, each network has been trained to an output of 
0.9 if its note was present in the chord or 0.1 if no t  We 
used SNNS (Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator) v4.1 
For training the networks - see [lo]. 

The trained networks were then used for 
transcription by presenting them with consecutive time 
frames from the frequency transformed piano 
performances as their input The training results on 
chords and transcription tasks can be found in section 3. 

2.3 Postprocessing 

As mentioned before, a simple postprocessing 
algorithm was used for processing the outputs of all 88 
networks. The outputs are numbers from 0 to 1, 
indicating how each network classified its inputs. 
Postprocessing currently consists of a very simple lime 
averaging of outputs to prevent a single high neural 
network activation to cause the system to mark a note as 
present Several high neural network activations are 
needed for a note to be declared present in the input 
audio signal. 

3 Results 

3.1 Chord recognition results 

As mentioned before, we have trained our networks 
on a set of approximately 15000 chords, obtained by 
mixing single notes of 10 different piano patches 
(synthesizer and sampled pianos). Each network has 
been trained to recognize whether a particular note is 
present in a chord or not. To determine, which neural 
network architecture gives good results, we tested 
several network architectures with different number of 
input and hidden neurons. . Networks with 290 and networks with 69 neurons 

in the input layer were tested. Networks with 290 
input neurons take the entire spectrum of the time- 
frequency transform described in section 2.1 as 
their input. The input of networks with 69 input 
neurons is not the entire spectrum, but only: 
frequencies around the note which the network is 
trained to recognize, frequencies 1 octave up and 
down (2. harmonic), 19 semitones up and down (3. 
harmonic) and 2 octaves up and down of the note 
(4. harmonic). 
Networks with different number of neurons in the 
hidden layer were tested. We trained networks with 
2,  5, 10, 18, 30, 50  and 88 neurons in a single 
hidden layer. This was done to establish the 
approximate optimal number of neurons in the 
hidden layer, regarding the speed of training and 
accuracy or  test results. 

All of the networks have been tested on an 
independent training set, which consisted of 
approximately 4000 chords obtained by mixing single 
notes of 16 different piano patches (six new were added 
in regard to the training set). All of the chords in the test 
set were different than the ones in the training set. 

Average classification accuracy of all 88 networks 
(for all notes) is 99%. The accuracy ranges from 97% 
for the lower octaves to over 99.5% for higher octaves. 
This was expected due to better frequency resolution at 
higher frequencies. 

Networks with 69 input neurons performed slightly 
better than networks with 290 input neurons, although 
the difference is very small.(usually less than 0.5%). 

The optimal number of hidden neurons that gives 
best results is 18. This number is sufficient also for 
lower octaves, where less hidden neurons (10) produced 
worse results, while for higher octaves 10 neurons 
would also be sufficient 

We also looked at the types of errors made by our 
networks. Most of the errors made (over 70%) are 
"missing note" errors, where the note was present in the 
chord, hut was not recognized by the network. This was 
expected, since the 'aining set for a note includes more 
chords in which the note is not prcsenf than chords in 
which it is. "Octave errors" where a note an octave 
below (or above) causes a misclassification represent 
around 20% of all errors made, while "halftone errors" 
represent around 15% of all errors. Other errors 
occurred due to other more or  less obvious reasons, 
some of them also because of the "holes" in the training 
set - randomly generated chords may insufficiently 
represent some features necessary to correctly recognize 
notes in some chords. 

3.2 Transcription results 

After training, we tested the trained networks in the 
conlext of the system described in section 2. We used 
several MIDI files of solo piano pieces and rendered 
them with different sampled piano patches. The pieces 
ranged from very simple Bach's Two-part Inventions, 
samples from the Well Tempered Clavier to more 
complex excerpts from Tchaikovshy's Nutcracker Suite. 

Table 1: Transcription results 

Transcription results for four pieces can be seen in 
table one. The second column (right) represents the 
percentage of correctly transcribed notes. The third 
column (late) represents the percentage of notes, which 
were correct, hut their starting times were not estimated 
correctly (they were placed some time frames later as 
the real note started). The fourth column (n~issed) 



represents notes, which were not found by the 
algorithm, while the fifth column (false) represents 
notes, that were found by the algorithm, but did not 
exist in the original score. 

Results are given for four pieces; J.S. Bach's Two- 
part Invention No. 1 (polyphony mostly 2), Bach's 
Three-part Sinfonia No. 1 (two or three voices 
polyphony), Bach's English Suite No. 1 (polyphony 4) 
and an excerpt of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite 
Miniature Overture (polyphony over 4). 

As can be seen, results get progressively worse as 
the polyphony increases. There is also a very large 
percentage of notes, for which the starting times were 
transcribed later than they actually occurred. We believe 
that these errors occur due to the fact, that the networks 
were trained only on steady porlions of chords in the 
training set. The attack portion was left out, so the 
networks react unpredictably until the sound of each 
note settles down to its steady portion. 

4 Conclusion a n d  future work 

In t l ~ e  paper we presented our first experiences with 
the use of multilayer feedforward neural networks for 
transcription of piano music. Results obtained so far are 
not brilliant, but there is a lot of space for 
improvements. 

Within the current system, several things could be 
improved. The training set could be better constructed 
to give a more balanced ratio of positive and negative 
cases (chords with and without a given note). Also, 
randomly constructed chords might not be the best 
solulion. A chord constructing procedure taking into 
account the way the piano is played (wc only have two 
hands) and the fact that extreme notes (bass or treble) 
are not so commonly played as notes in the middle part 
of the keyboard might result in better trained networks 
with better performance. 

Other time-frequency lransformations should be 
tested for the preprocessing part of our system. Musical 
wavelets [7] or correlogram techniques [ I ]  are good 
possible alternatives. 

Time plays an essential part in music. Each note is 
starts on a certain moment and has certain duration. One 
of the main problems of our model is that time only 
plays a role in the postprocessing stage of our system. 
Neural networks perform transcription on single time 
frames and do not "know" what will happen next or at 
least what has happened before. This is also one of the 
main problem of the currently used neural network 
model. Multilayer feedforward networks do not have 
mechanisms for dealing with data evolving through 
time. Of course, we could always put more than one 
time frame in the input layer (have more input layer 
neurons for more time frames), but this would not he the 
best solution. Other neural network architectures that do 
have some notion of time should be tested. 
Architectures used in speech recognition systems for 
phoneme recognition could be taken as examples. Two 
such good alternatives are time delay neural networks 
191 or partially recurrent neural networks 121. 

In the current system, networks are trained on a 
different domain (chords) than the one they are intended 
to be used on (transcription). This should be changed, so 
that the networks would be trained on piano 
performances instead of chords. 

Finally, the postprocessing stage of our system 
should be changed. The current version is too simple to 
be able to filter out noisy outputs and network errors 
well. A blackboard system (see [4], [3]), integrating 
results directly from the preprocessing stage and f ~ o m  
neural network outputs could be useful. 
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Abstract 

The paper will focuses on Corda di niefallo (1997), a work for string quartet, tape and live electronics by the Italian 
composer Michelangelo Lupone and written for Kronos Quartet. This work employs a new synthesis algorithm for 
the synthetic sounds ofthe tape and a spazialitation system with a relevant task in the compositional design. Indeed, 
the tape sound are synthesized by a new model of physical simulation of the string; this new model renews the 
previous ones, by inserting new control parameters (like the internal deadening due to the attrition of the string with 
the colophonia on the bow) and introducing a refined control of the ways for string excitation. The non-linear 
complexity of this model is reflected in Lupooe's score by the richness and multiplicity of the instrumental techniques 
experienced, so designing sound textures with a chaotic articulatioo. Such a musical thought is strengthened by the 
formal path of the work and the employment of spazialization: the formal path is described by the gravitation of the 
compositional effort around definite linguistic attractors (timbral masses, chords, themalic and rhythmic cells); for 
each one of these compositional nuclei, the composer designs specific spatial behaviows of sound, that is static, in 
approaching or removing movement along precise trajectories, in chaotic motion, in which case the spatial parameter 
becomes the central one. 

1. The Work. Sound-Synthesis of magnetic tape 
and instrumental Sound 

Corda di mefalla for string quartet, magnetic tape 
and live electronics, represents in the catalogue of 
Michelangelo Lupone (Solopaca, BN, Italy, 1953) a 
crossroads of various experiences and research 
streams. Besides his favourite aesthetic and 
compositional themes, it's possible to meet in this 
1997-composed work (performed, in his word1 
premiere, by Kronos Quartet in Roma) his individual 
researches on the experimentation of new techniques 
on bow instruments, the sound spazialization by 
avanced live-electronics tools and - a relatively new 
element in his musical path - the employment of a 
synthesis algorithm according to a physical model. 

The physical model is here a string of a string- 
instrument excited by the rubbimg of a bow. The 
synthesis algorithm for the tape sounds has been 
realized by Marco Palumbi and Lorenzo Seno by CRM 
(Centro Ricerche Musicali), and provides for the 
parametrical control for tensionldensity ratio of the 
string, the attrition coefficients, the bow pression and 
velocity, the point of bow application on the string and 
finally the lenght of the string [I]. A cross-reference 

to the relation of the algorithm designer, inside this 
congress, is recommended for the algorithmic and 
computational specifics. A total novelty of this 
algorithm in comparison with the Karplus-Strong one 
- an historical landmark for the string-instruments 
simulation - is certainly remarkable. The last one, 
with his articulation in two segments with defined 
functions (respectively excitation and resonance of the 
instrument), favoured especially the plucked string, 
hut it is substantially far from the structure of a 
physical model, and so from his conceptual end 
computational complexity too. 

The Corda di metalto algorithm (so called in 
homage to the work which has been projected for) 
introduced this complexity by considering first some 
new factors connected to the friction of the bow on the 
string, and this factors generates complex and chaotic 
sound manners. These are besides in conceptual 
syntony with Lupone sonical and compositional 
thought, and they are also well joined with his 
individual experimentation on bow instruments, aimed 
at  generating sound textures marked by a chaotic 
complexity which transform the traditional sound of 
the instruments until their unrecognizability. The 
project of sound spazialization integrates with 



coherence the aesthetic-compositive scene of this 
work: spazialitation (both for quartet- and tape-sound) 
is here intended to move sound along approaching or 
removing trajectories or chaotic motion. 

Going back to (he tape, it consists of five sequences 
introduced in exact points of the score, with the task of 
extending the parallel sound-research on the four bow- 
instruments and precisiog as well as enlarge 
inemnative degree and richness of the complex texture 
determined by combining acoustic and synthetic 
sounds. Lupone realizes intact the sounds synthesis by 
assigning to control parameters some around- or out- 
of-bounds values according to the normal physical 
reality of bow instruments. The instrumental 
experimentation too is carried to the extremes of 
organological powers; besides the use of a widest 
range of harmonics, timbral research is deepened by a 
continous and detailed moving of the bow 6ictioo- 
point on the string according positions and modalities 
of bow conduction (over the fingerboard, circular 
motion of the bow, highest pression and lowest 
velocity of the bow) not limited to the traditional ones 
(fingerboard, normal, bridge; gettato, martellato, 
tremolo, col legno...). In the particular case of 
harmonics with the bow over the fingerboard, an 
interference between the harmonic node and the bow 
node takes place, that causes a sound with a non- 
determinated timbral grain and pitch-reference, 
similar to a grotesque distorsion of human voice yet 
employed by Lupone in the radiodrama In un 
gratiocielo. 

Another interesting experimental field on the 
instruments, important for the sonic character of the 
tape, is that one on glissandi and micro-fluctuation of 
pitch (that is micro-tonal vibrato); such a field, 
familiar to the last 50 years music (Xenakis, Scelsi ...), 
is functional, in Lupone, to embody that fine clinamen 
which causes chaotic structures of a non-deterministic, 
but form-owner kind (f. e. strange attractors). 
Glissandi and micro-fluctuation are obtained by 
Lupone not only with traditional manners, but pushing 
with the left band the active string towards the lower, 
so transforming his length and tension. These 
researches, taken ahead by Lupone since his previous 
works for violin and electronics (Ciclo Astrale parte II 
- 1986, excerpts from In zm grattacielo), reflect 
themselves in the contents of magnetic tape; the first 
four sequences especially, give rise to complex 
textures, centred on some reference pitch and dense of 
pitch- and timbre-fluctuation; nevertheless timbre 
remains adherent to a harsh and rough sound-grain, 
related to the "metallic" character of simulated string, 
chosen for the contemporarity of its sound-material 
(metallic steel) in comparison of the traditional catgut 
[2]. The acoustic sound of live string-quartet 
integrates itself in these textures both by quartettistic 
writing, and by that live-electronics, whose task I will 
dismsse later. Pitch-reference, adopted also for 

synthesis of digital mixtures, has been chosen by 
Lupone according some intervallar-accordal model, 
distributed on the peculiar octaves for string 
instruments and selected on their results in musical 
variety and distintivity dued to perceptive tolerance. 

The last sequence shows a more various behaviour 
in timbre and frequencies. Particularly, timbral palette 
becomes more articulated, and enriches itself of a k i d  
of sound not far 6om a quasi-isochronous plucking. 
The reason of this variety, opposing previous timbral 
unitarity, rests on expliciting the formal direction of 
the work, that exalts in his last section the informative 
degree of timbral component, stopping at the same 
time the evolution of the others. 

2. Compositional behaviour. Role of sound-space 
and live-electronics 

The compositional path of Cordo di metal10 (but 
extensible to the whole Lupone's opus) is regulated, 
also in sound-form and structure of the work, by the 
gravitation of compositional effort around some 
linguistic attractors [fig. 11 that act the strange 
attractors of the Theory of Chaos. Such a gravitation 
in fact doesn't involve a pre-determination of the 
length and order of this path, but it's able to 
characterize the subsequent parts of the piece and 
organize his diacronic structure, a9 well as the 
presence of a strange attractor doesn't preordain the 
motion of a particle, but gives form to its possible 
paths. Every attractor owns a nucleus that associates it 
to a compositive dimension, and around every nucleus 
a confluence-field visualized by overlapping areas. 
Timbral masses, chords, thematic and rhythmic cells 
are the four primary musical categories, 6w which is 
possible to cross through such a compositional space. 
They takes place around the areas according to their 
conceptual adhesion to one of the four dimension at 
the center of confluence-field (reflexive, punctual, 
logical or chaotic). At the times of greatest closeness 
of the compositional path to the centers of 
corresponding areas, they humble themselves in the 
informative worth, so letting another category 
emerge. 

The characteristics of mobility and internal 
complexity of sound, and this organizing the 
diacronic-formal path through a non-predeterminated 
gravitation, let a musical poetic of Chaos come out in 
Lupone's opus. This poetic is both ground and effect 
in the use of the new electronic and digital 
technologies in sound syntesis and control, of which 
Lupone is recognized as a profound expert and 
innovator. Nuclear and organic complexity of sound, 
diacronic complexity of formal path and development, 
have been enriching, since a decnde in Lupone's opus, 
by complexity in treating and governing space as a 
linguistically meaningful component. Space 
represents for Lupone not only a new frontier where 



new technologies - particularly the live-ones - are 
improved. It is infact a sound parameter that opposites 
itself on the whole to all the others, in his operating in 
a qualitative - and not quantitative - dominion, that is 
in a sincronic - and not diacronic - dimension too. On 
the conhary, the other temporal parameters refer to 
diacronic (and measurable) one, representable with a 
linear - or better poli-hear -thought, whereas space is 
capable to represent sound as a hierarchic, associative, 
therefore qualitative, and to do this representation in a 
synchronic paradigm, before it disposes itself in the 
diacronlc order of sound-events. Space so assumes an 
informative and expressive high-value in Lupone opus, 
and his task in Corda di metallo will furnish us an 
evidence of this. The four general modality in 
spazializing sound (localized, approaching 6om stage 
towards public, removing 6om public to stage, in 
chaotic motion above the public) correspond with the 
four compositional diiension (reflexive, punctual, 
logical and chaotic) and emphasize their formal 
centrality. 

Spazialhation is controlled, in Cordo di metallo, 
through Smart system, realized by W S ,  and Kronos 
program, realized by Carlo Galletti and Felice Cerone 
(spazialization algorhythm by Marco Giordano) for 
CRM. Both system and program control an eight- 
channel sound-equipment, corresponding to the four 
loudspeakers placed [see fig. 21 near the stage, to two 
loudspeakers in a mean position and to the remaining 
two behind the public. These sound-movements are 
obtained by a live sound-processing suggested and 
consacrated by psycho- and physico-acoustic 
researches on spatial hearing: ratio between direct 
(non-reverberated) and reverberated signal and 
spectral density (for distance simulation), interaural 
differences obtained by phase- and inteosity- 
modulation (for lateral localizing), spectral structure 
(for median-vertical localizing) [3], time-differences in 
emission and attack-transient (preceding-effect), 
energies distribution and phase-differential between 
different sources (motion). 

Fig. 3 shows a score-page of control program for 
spazialization, corresponding to a situation of chaotic 
motion of sound. Also space, nay overall space, 
contributes in precising perception of chaotic sound- 
structures, an imaginific expression of author's 
individual poetic. In those points where the chaotic 
dimension becomes the central one, the space rises to 
principal parameter both in constructive and 
perceptive side. 

Live-spazialization is the showier chapter in the 
live sound-processing in Cordo di nletallo. Live 
electronics has been regarding by Lupooe, since the 
starting point of his career, as a necessary and 
technically achievable of his own technological and 
compositional efforts. The presence of a live-executor, 
with the rising to this rank of the sound-technician 
himself, bas in fact completely hansformed the status 

of the elecho-acoustic opus. Besides, confering a 
warmer and more spectacular to the sound-event, the 
interpretative gesture has given to electronic music 
some qualities, essential also for composer's role, that 
is: I) depth and prismatic-kind of gesture, 2) high 
feed-back capacity, 3) synchronization of musical 
thought and technique, 4) expressive coherence of 
gesture. 

Besides spazialization, sound-processing consists, 
in Corda di metallo, in a reverberation and - 
seemingly less significative, but really important - in a 
equalization of acoustic sound of the four instruments 
taken ?recorded? by a micro at bridge (while micros at 
floor are used for a widespread diffusion of sound) too. 
Such an equalization, emphasizing unusually high 
formants for a bow-instrument - its harmonic body 
exhalts infact low-medium formants - exhalts on the 
contrary the noise-component typical of the bow- 
friction on the string, very perceptible in the high 
frequencies of harmonics, so confering to the 
instruments a rough and metallic sound-grain, in 
coherence with that one ofthe tape. 

3. The lust section 

Rather then following the formal path of the work 
since the starting phase (m which, after the briefest 
exposition of the viola, the transformation and 
development of compositive nuclei begins around the 
pitch reference of D, a common sound of "a woto" 
strings), I'll describe the final section, previously 
mentioned as relevant for rising of timbral category 
end consequent exhalting of "reflexive" dimension. 

The enhance of this long section is represented by 
the sequence of suspensions at b. 156-165, during 
which the harmonic contents remain almost blocked 
on a notes-aggregate (F-G-C-D-A-B) that reflects 
kequential content of two pitch-classes ("d" and "en) 
employed for the tape sound-synthesis. In spite of the 
harmonic stasis and temporal suspension, timbre (and 
intensity in a range pplmf) of each instrument is 
varied through a continous shifting of bow position 
(bribge-normal-fingerboard, with intermediate 
positions). The collapse of this section happens during 
b. 163-5, when cello begins to rotate circularly and 
with increasing velocity the bow in the string, so 
creating a chaotic timbral vortex, while the other 
instruments shatter the pitches fuity by mean of a 
gradually wider vibrato (6om a quarter- to an half- 
tone). A diiectionned glissando leads the instruments 
to the new pitch-reference, bichord NG; the area of 
supremacy of this bichord is very large (b. 166-184), 
even if internally speckled by a reticle of many 
punctual events, referring both to rhythmic andlor 
intervallar cells, and to sharp dyinamic (sfamti) or 
timbral prominences in the texture. These contributes 
generally to point out significative changes in timbral 
behaviour of the instruments (individually or in the 



whole). so causing a "swapp" with timbral dimension, 
still leader in articulating the texture. The clearest 
example of such a writing is situated at b. 179-180, 
when aleatory sequence of sforzati on the last quarter 
of b.179 inverts the direction of boow shifting, for all 
instruments, from bridgefingerb. to fingerb..>bridge. 
Also b. 173-177 can be considered as a timbral of the 
bichord AIG: the instruments the "a vuoto" string on 
the AIG position, yet obtaining a different bichord of 
harmonics (DIG three octaves higher). 

Vertical pitch-reference is going to change, until 
the end of the work, other three times: D E b  (b. 185- 
190), BIGIA (b. 190-195), GIF @. 195 to the end). At 
b. 184 - when the reference is still AIG - another 
sequence of sforzati preannounces the enhy of 
magnetic tape, which extend the timbral palette of 
string-instruments through a timbral and fiequential 
behaviour more dynamic and readable (as made of 
much more distinguished and recognizable sound- 
categories) in respect of previous tape sequences. The 
evolution of vertical pitch-references is however, in its 
comparative slowness, also here finalized to 
emphasize timbral component: in addition to usual 
variations of bow-manners and -positions, it's exhalted 
by the employment of different "a vuoto" strings for 
the realization of the over-mentioned bichords and 
trichords, each of them so can have an own timbral 
physiognomy. 

The active task, even if hierarchic, of differents 
parameters in this last section, can be showed also by 
rhytmus. After the suspensions, rhythmis categoly 
tends to remain blocked still later, as the instruments 
realize generally a persistent mensurate-tremolo 
(demisemiquaver, then six semiquaver in a querter), 
perforated by sforzato events. These creates on the 
whole a net of rhithmic saliences, perceptible as well 
as it is, but provided of a segnaletic role towards 
timbral mutations. Furthermore, changes of tremolo 
fastness, together with connected variations of bow- 
manners ("martellato" or "detach&"), have a relevant 
timbral effect. Magnetic tape amplifies this 
component by some lines of beating-again sounds, 
amid bow-beated and plucked sounds, forthermore not 
perfectly regular in repetition, but a little fluctuating 
and asynchronous. 

[I] M. Seno - L. Palumbi, Corda di Metalla. Un 
nuovo model10 di simulmione per modelli jisici di 
slnimenti ad arco, unpublished, 1998, 10 pp.. 

[2] S. Cappelletto, notes on Carda di metallo in 
the hall-booklet for its wordl premiere, Roma, 29-5- 
1997, Accademia Filamonica Romana. 

[3] J. Blauert, Spatial hearing, Cambridge 
(Mass.), 1997, The MIT Press. 

See, in addition: 
M. Lupone, Corda di metollo, score and 

explicative materials, 1997. 
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Abstract 
Statistic average of phenomenon or the prototype of a 
class is often perceived as more representative than a 
member belonging the same class. It is acknowledged 
that a musician can play the same piece in different 
way, all equally musically correct. But all these 
interpretation converged to the same idea. All different 
interpretations set in a hypothetical multidimensional 
space should 6nd the ideal performance at the centre. 
The average performance seems to be the closer 
interpretation at the centre. 
Starting fiom this hypothesis we make some recording 
of the same piece. Our aim was to make performances 
converge to different musical ideas to prove our 
hypothesis. By a test we found that average synthesis 
was judged more attractive then the original ones. 

1. Introduction 
Statistic average of phenomenon or the prototype of a 
class is often perceived as more representative than a 
member belonging to the same class. Already Langlois 
and Roggman presented a study about some human 
faces that are obtained aligning and digitalising 
images of single faces and averaging the grey shade 
degree for every pixel. In a test, subjects judged 
average faces more attractive than the original. Such 
average faces seem to be closer to our patterns of 
thought than real ones. It seems that we construct a 
pattern of thought out of all faces we meet and this 
seems to correspond to an average face. 
Musical language, as any other means of 
communication, remains a quantification of free 
musical creativeness: Beecham tells that during his first 
public concert: " ... for some reason the musical sound 
was strangely different from the idea I had in mind ...". 
The interpreter tries to interpolate the message written 
in the score and makes his own idea of the musical 
piece. His idea is filtered by his personal taste as well as 
by his musical culture which depends on the historical 
and musical background he has been training in. 
Therefore, on the one hand, there is a general idea 
given by the musical environment, shared by the other 
musicians, and on the other hand, personal taste. 
We could say that the musician achieves his 
performance starting from the performance praxis and 
fiom a general idea shared with all the other musicians. 
There should be a reference musical idea shared by 

both the musicians and the audience, connected to the 
score and the historical period and therefore objective 
and different from any subjective performance. The 
passage fiom idea to music and sound presents some 
imperfections due to the interaction 
musician/instrument. The musician cannot always 
materialise his idea. Moreover, shifting from idea to 
sound, to some degrees the interpreter moves away 
from the general shared vision and coosciously or not 
he introduces personal interpretative choices that make 
the originality of his performance recognisable when 
we listen to it. As already stated in literature, the more 
the performance is original, the more it is discussed 
about and can be really appreciated or totally despised, 
while a performance that fulfils the audience 
expectations is appreciated by a wider audience. The 
average perforn~ai~ce, artificially made, is closer to the 
audience expectations because it is not the result of the 
most subjective choices of an individual musician but 
the ideal compromise of individual choices that are 
related, as it is in the different human faces, to an ideal 
'%urnan-like" average. 
Through the average perfonnar~ce, subjective 
deviations are filtered so as to come closer to the ideal 
performance, which, as we already said, can be 
considered as objective. The average is, in fact, 
impersonal as it does not belong to any interpreter. 
To make the research easier, we limited Lhe field to 
some precise musical ideas or expressive intentions. 
Such demand came also from previous studies on 
expressive intention showing the necessity to synthesize 
an expressive intention not connected to a specific 
performer. 

2. Analysis 
It is universally known that that there are different 
ways to play the same piece, all equally good. But every 
performance, we believe, may converge towards the 
same musical idea. Different performances arranged in 
an hypothetical multidiensiooal space would 6nd in 
the centre the ideal performance. The average 
pe$ormance should be the closest to such ideal one. 
Starting fiom this hypothesis, we made some 
recordings of the same piece hying to make these 
performances converge towards different and well 
characterised interpretative ideas. 



Five senior piano students at the Conservatorio di 
Venezia. where asked to play the same piece, Mozart's 
Sonata Ii5J5, 2' Tempo Andante, in eight different 
ways trying to correlate them to different interpretative 
choices we proposed: bright (crystalline), dark 
(gloomy), hard (strict), soft (tender), heavy (massive), 
light (gentle) passionate and flat. We chose students as 
it is reasonable to think that, not having yet developed a 
personal style, they can play closer to the standard 
performance. We also avoided a possible school 
uniformity choosing students tutored by different 
teachers. 
We first made a listening test with some researchers of 
the C.S.C. of Padua For each different musical idea we 
chose the three best performances (among those of the 
five pianists), that is to say those that better reflected 
the proposed musical idea. Then the average of the 
three pieces was made. First we made a temporal 
normalization so that each piece bad the same tenlpo, 
in this specific case corresponding to the average of the 
three performances, so that each note would have the 
same weight in the timing average. We then made the 
note 101 and relative duration average. The same 
procedure was adopted for dynamics, first normalizing 
to the intensity average and subsequently making the 
average of the intensity of each note. For each value 
average a synthesized version was made from the 
average values. Various musicians, the co-author of 
this paper included, regarded them better then the 
single recordmgs of the five pianists. Particularly, for 
the "passionate" adjective, the average version was 
definitely judged the best. In this case there is not doubt 
that the averagepe~jorntance is musically correct and 
at the same time it does not belong to any performer in 
particular. From these results, it seems reasonable to try 
to understand which are the rules each pianist applies 
to musical performance starting precisely from the 
merage petjbrnrance that does not directly belong to 
any individual. 
Moreover, the inevitable little performance 
imperfections due to the not perfect interaction 
musician~iostrument, are filtered and practically 
eliminated. Supposing the noise superimposed to the 
performance to be white noise, i.e. with null average, it 
is possible, after the average, to aoalyse the pianist's 
deviations as significant. 
There is nonetheless a difficulty when analysing the 
performance of a particular pianist. i t  is sometime 
difficult to define if a little anticipationldelay is due to 
the pianist's will or to a sort of mistake in the 
performance. These doubts should be overcome by 
studying the average pe$ormance. For example the 
downbeat/upbeat pattern is definitely a performance 
characteristic belonging to the correct performance of 
the analysed musical piece - 
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Fig.2.1: downbeatlupbeat of the first four bars of k545 
Mozart Sonata. In the ordinate there are 101s of 
accompaniment. 

The average perjcor~~iance is therefore the ideal tool for 
musical analysis. 
To obtain the ideal performance we used the 
mathematical average on normalized values, as above 
described. There can be different methods and averages 
to achieve the same result. Since the importance of the 
very concept of average in a so highly subjective 
activity as performance, the authors tried other methods 
such as the average without normalization and 
geometrical average, and obtained the same results with 
a variation of a few ms with respect to the method here 
described. Data referring to each pianist were quite 
homogeneous. Of course this is partly because the piece 
we chose is structurally rather simple and the 
performers were therefore driven to converge towards a 
precise musical idea with different expressive 
intentions. The results obtained in this preliminary 
phase led us to cany on the study on other recordings. 
Four pianists of the Conservatorio di Venezia were 
asked to play Franz Liszt's La Marquise de 
Blocqtreville, portrait en rnusiqzre without any 
indication. The score had been given them in advance 
so that they could study it and avoid technical flurries 
during the performance. Once the recordings were 
made, Schenker's analysis of the piece was explained 
to the pianists and we repeated the recordings five days 
later. 
The aim of the experiment was to understand if the 
musical analysis suggested had an influence, in any 
way, on the pianist's interpretative choices. In this case 
it is useful to test the soundness of ow hypothesis when 
the piece is structurally more complex and when the 
performances are not driven by interpretative hints, 
such as the adjectives proposed in the experiment above 
described. The analysis is now under study and we shall 
show the results in the future. 

3. Average performance 
The listening test on averages demonstrated that there 
is a good performance independently from the pianist, 
related to the musical idea fixed on the score. This 



allows us to study the close relations between score and 
musical structure, and also to investigate with new 
instruments the margin of freedom the score gives to 
the musician. 
In the first case, we found correlations between the 
legatolstaccato degree and harmonic structure, 
corroborating the results obtained in the expressive 
intention analysis the authors of this paper previously 
made [3]. There is a significant correlation between the 
DRO (Duration Offset as ratio IOIIDR) of each note 
and the harmonic tension obtained with the Lerdhal 
method. This confirms the correlation between 
performance parameters and harmonic structure. To 
find out the margin of fkeedom, we found the maximum 
difference (101 max - 101 min) for each note within the 
average expressive intentions, normalised with the 
method described above to the same temporal length. 
Then we analysed the score with different methods used 
in literature so to find the accents or the 
rhythmic/melodic content of each note. 
The notes in the score do not possess all the same 
structural importance. According to our hypothesis, in 
conformity with some previous studies 151, the 
performer modifies the notes in relation to their 
structural importance. 
The difference between the maximum and the 
minimum, which should represent the performer's 
margin of freedom, lies in good correlation with some 
used methods [4, 6, 101. Tab. I shows the methods 
applied with the relative correlation to the melody 
notes (1 13 events) and the coefficient of significance. 

Tab.1: Correlation table. In the first column there are 
correlation coefficient (r) and significant coefficient @). 
In the first row there are LBDM [4], Drake and Palmer 
accents[6], harmonic tension method and melodic 
attraction method [10]. 

The hypothesis could be the followings: the bigger the 
harmonic charge on a note, the more the pianist can 
modify it to characterise an expressive intention from 
the other; or, the pianist uses mainly notes with a high 
tension charge to convey expression. 
Both the interpretation and the margin of freedom can 
be connected to the musical structure of the piece and 
so, according to it, it would make sense to orient the 
research also in this field. In fig. 3.2 we can notice that 
the difference betweeo maximum and minimum is not 
at random but it follows the musical structure. 
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Fig. 3.1: Difference between max and min 
accompaniment 101 in different average excerpts. 

Conclusions 
The present work represents a first attempt to assess the 
aesthetic and musical qualities of the quantitative 
average in musical performance. The results allow us to 
confirm the hypothesis that the average perforn~at~ce is 
a good performance and it represents a prototype or an 
aesthetic idea which is closer to the musical idea the 
listeners recognise to be the one written in the score. 
Listening tests, in fact, prove that the mJerage 
perfomlance is appreciated more than the individual 
pianists' ones. 
Moreover, the average performance, not being 
dependent from a particular musician, is a good 
example for eventual future musical analysis to 
understand, for instance, the musician's margin of 
freedom or the correlation between musical structure 
and performance. 
This study is far from reaching a conclusion, and it 
leads to further hypothesis and researches. 
The analysis of the results permitted to correlate 
statistical analysis to musical performance. No doubt 
the average perforn7ances presented are the result of 
numerical analysis and at the same time they represent 
correct musical performances. The present work may 
narrow the gap behveeo two far away worlds such as 
musical interpretation and numerical analysis. The 
latter, 
consequence of new technologies and research 
methodologies, can be a useful tool for performers and 
for musical analysis purposes. 
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last technological details were set into place. 

2 Current status of the studio 
The current disposition of the studio is as fol- 

lows: 

Monltorlng 

Figure 1. Plan of the studio 

Among its equipment, the studio lists: . a computer-controlled fully digital 56x48 
french matrix Mtui-Paire 
an 8 inpuU8 output Pro-Tools TDM system run 
by a PowerMac 81001100 which features 
several SCSI disks (up to 6.5 GBytes of 
memoryf, a 1 GByte magnetodptical remo- 
vable disk and a CD mastering unit . an Eventide DSP4000 processor 
several MIDI devices (a Yamaha SY99, three 
Yamaha TX802, a Yamaha TX816, a Yamaha 
KX88, a Protcus, an Akai S 1000) . a Studio 5 MIDI matrix interface 
a quadraphonic listening environment (large 
Focal loudspeakers) . a close listening environment (small active 
Focal loudspeakers) 
a 24x12 TAC Scorpion monitoring console 
two DAT machines 
a professional microphone pool (some Neu- 
mann U87s. AKG 451s. Sennheiser 441s. etc.) 

The characteristics of this studio make it particu- 
larly well suited for post-production work and 
tape pieces. The digital matrix software allows 
the studio to be always fully connected: the users 
can create their own patches of the whole studio, 
save them, and recall them at wish at a later time 
without touching a single cable. This is very con- 
venient since there is a very quick weekly tuma- 
round of projects here (every user is allotted c a  
48 hours at a time). Another advantage is that 
every signal entered in the matrix can be comple- 
tely processed in the digital domain without any 
other passage into the analog one. Furthermore, 
since the matrix is splitted in two racks between 
input and output stages in some special 
casesloccasions (like concerts etc.) the input 
stage can he moved up to the production location 
while the output can continue to stay in the studio 
(the two stages an: connected together by two 

'thin wire' cables). 
The software running on the Mac features the 

usual professional suites like Digidesign's Pro- 
Tools, Finale, Studio-Visio~ MAX-MSP, Saurr- 
dhack, etc. and more experimental and sophisti- 
cated tools like csound and the forum-IRCAM 
suite (i.e. Audiosculpf, Patcl~tvork, Maiialys, etc.). 
An installation of Linux fur PowerMac as altema- 
tive operating system is on the way. 
AU noisy machines (including the computer's 

main body) are located in a sound-proof closet to 
keep the control room perfectly quiet 

Here's how the studio works: - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I 

I I 
I lolrmm~mlpo~l: I 

I YnmnL.SY99.mWz ; 

. 
To Pvwrr Amps & 
Lmd6&cm 

Figun? 2. Connection schema of the studio 

3 Access policies 
Up until now, access to the studio has been 

granted only to the composers in residence at the 
A C A D ~ I E  DE FRANCE. In consideration of the 
quality and of the value this resource has acquired 
the current director of the Acadimie, MBruno 
Racine, is now thinking to open up the studio and 
has asked the pensiannaires to establish a plan for 
inviting selected projects by young prom,ising 
composers to be produced in the STUDIO ELEC- 
TRO-Acousn~m DE L'AcADEMIE nE FRANCE A 
ROME. At the time of this writing this project is 
in the works. 
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Abstract course, the data is not specific as in the case of 
Tlre realization of the tope part of Passacaglia, common sound and graphics file formats. 

by Aldo Clemenli, is laken CIS on example to illu- These categories of problems produce the EoUo- 
stra.te the following appmack write few simple wing patterns of behaviour among composers: 
programs in powerful tex~ jiltering languages a they tend to pick up a specific program which 
(suclr as awk, per1 and tcl) to the contposition is 'as close as possible' to herhis necessities 
requirements of o specgc piece. Besides the spe- rather than practicmg the art of building speci- 
ed of development of such pmgrams arul their,fast fications that suit in the fullest sense their com- 
prototyping and debtrggirtg, their size and the e/- positional need., 
fort required in writing tlrem makes their inherent b. the choice of a computer platform leads to a 
disposable clrara.clerislics a.n advantage rotlrer number of other choices which arc apparently 
than a drawback unrelated to it (studio, home logistics, etc.) - 

This oppmaclr was preferred over dejining indeed, the computcr is being viewed more as a 
and/or adopling some general compositionnl tool. musical inslrument with its own limitations and 
Usually, lhese tools require very &ended pro- idiosyncrasies rather than a general tool: 
gramming efforts and are kardly general enough c. communication among composers and develo- 
for musical composition, o task which encompas- pcrs tend to be restricted to the user's pool of 
ses a tremeruious vane9  oJactions over extremely specific applications rather than being freely 
diversified data. (pitclres, tempo, articulation, rl1.p interchangeable. 
tlrnu, dynamics, position, fragments, etc.). Of course, not all CAC programs suffer of all 

This paper covers the teclinical details of suclr ' these problems. However, CAC programs in 
a.n approaclt, along with a.n overview of its advan- which none of these problems exisb are hard to 
tages and of the pmblems encozintered find. 

1 Introduction 
Computer-assisted composition is indeed one 

of the first (if not the very first) applications of 
computing machinery to music. Since the pionee- 
ring times of Hiller and Isaacson some 45 years 
ago (cf.171 ), the similarities between compositio- 
nal thinking and applied logic have often struck 
the mind of engineers and composers alike. The- 
refore, it is no wonder that many efforts towards 
compositional programs and towards what is let- 
med "Computer-assisted composition" (CAC) 
have been and are currently spent (cf.[4, 5, 9, 101 
. Many of these programs are fully integrated 
suites that assist composers in common composi- 
tional problems and provide results in a number 
of output formats (graphical, sonic textual etc.). 

There are several problems encountered with 
such programs. They can be summarized under 
the following categories: 
1. they very often imply a specific vision and/or 

language of musical composition; it is very 
hard, indeed, to generalize a 'mainstream 
fashion' of composition - hut since program- 
ming must start rrom some deterministic point 
of view, CAC programs tend to imply a specific 
musical language; 

2. the integration of graphics, sound and text 
tends to make these programs inherently heavy 
and non-portable From platform to platform; 

3. the specific file formats they use for holding 
their data is not very portable too (unless of 

2 A different approach 
Instead of adopting such programs, another 

approach can be picked up in CAC applications. 
The basic principles of this approach are: 
1. stick as closely as possible to the compositional 

ideas and to the way of thinking of the compo- 
ser 

2. write small ad hoc programs using small lan- 
guage interpreters to 

3. transform the compositional ideas in whatever 
other languages are needed to the purpose 

This approach works particularly weU adopting 
pure ASCII text as a message passing standard 
through different applications and the pipe 
mechanism which is present in most advanced 
operating systems (actually, p ipa  are a fast and 
easy substitutions for temporary files - which 
can instead be used in diminished environments). 
Thus, the programs mentioned in are, effectively, 
text filtering programs: they accept text in some 
nrbitrary format and can transfordproduce text in 
some other arbitrary format There are several 
such programs available in the public domain and 
functional on aU most diffused platforms (a lot of 
documentation is available on the web, but for a 
quick reference on the most widely used "small" 
languages cf.[l] for awk,[l31 for perl and[& 
141 for tcl / t k  - many others are available). 

The ASCLI standard allows easy porting the 
data from one platform to another and many spe- 
cialized applications (both for graphics and 



sound) accept text as input, thus completing the 
production circle. Reusability 

Furthermore, ad hoc writing does not imply 
that written code cannot be reused: it simply 
means that reusability is not the first and most 
prominent topic in the programmer's agenda 

3 A Case Study 
To demonstrate the validity of this approach, 

we will illustrate the elaboration of the gpe part 
of Passacaglia, a piece for flute and tape by ita- 
lian composer Aldo Clementi. The tape part is 
composed out of the combination of twelve flute 
fragments 

Figure 1. The twelve original flute fragments 
which get transposed/permutated circularly for 
twelve transnositions in this wav: 

Figure 2. Transposition schema 
The central note of each fragment corresponds to 
the notes in the first column. The fragments get 
transposed diagonally according following the 
arrows. The metronomic tempo changes by the 
same ratio of the transposition interval (this may 
reveal a 'tape-recorder' oriented mind behind this 
composition). 

The complex compound of the fragments and 
their permutations sounding together compose a 
basic block of the composition. As in serial- 
oriented compositions, there are four basic blocks 
which include the original one (mentioned 
above), its inversion, its retrograde and its retro- 
grade inversion. The transformations involve 
both the fragments in themselves (although thev 
arc not litcril transformations) a n d h e  in;lsposf- 
tion schcmas (which are instead literal oncs). 
Differently from other compositions, the veltica- 
lity of superpositions of fragments is maintained 
according to some disposition rules. To make a 
long story short, here's how the four compound 
forms can be built towther': 

Original 

Retrograc 

lnversion 

Retrograde 
lnversion 

I 
Figure 3. Passncaglia: formal construction 

Furthermore, the amplitude (and as we will see, 
space location) of each fragment follow some 
other specific rule to perceptually alternate fore- 
groundmackground planes. 

Even though the compositional idea is fairly 
simple to begin with, several practical problems 
arise: 
1. since the fragments had to sound real, we deci- 

ded that we would have recorded them and we 
chose to use csound[3, 121 to play the frag- 
ments in the couect order 

2.the total number of fragments is 
12 x 12 x 4 = 576: a bit too much to ask to a 
flute player and a bit too much for the time we 
had available in the recording studio: we deci- 
ded that we would record only a fraction of 
them (180, which were already a bit much for 
the flute player and for us2) and that we would 
have had c sound  do the necessary interpola- 
tions for all the fragments in between (this was 
helped by the tight ternpolpitch relation 

1. AcNnUy, Clemcnti pmposed only onc of he possible 
cammction schemes and implied thnt anybody could 
build n version of the caluposition using a different 
scheme 

2. tha is, far each tmnsfomntion: the 12 hgments of the 
fin1 column plus the 11 fragments of the ftrst lines of 
each insmment (oh, fl. a d  olto fl.) thus: 
[12+(11~3)1x4=180 



required by the composer) 
3. though exactly played at the correct tempo by 

the flute player, each fragment had a specific 
offset to adjust to its position in the compound, 
and that offset would change along with the - 
transposition; furthennure, considering the 
composition not all Gapents  had a sync point 
in the same oosition. s o  we would need tobvnc 
them to eaci other according to their own ;ha- 
racteristics; 

4. the permutations of amplitudes, spectrum filte- 
ring, positioning etc. were to be calculated 
during the construction of the tape parts; thus 
thev were to be incorporated in the calculations 
to produce the c sound  score file 

5. dter some failed attempts, we realized that if 
we were to use the- l o s c i l  opcode in 
csound (an opcode which was used to read 
samples from files into core memory) we nee- 
ded to do some extra effort in cleaning up the 
core memow bv unloadine samole tables when 
they wered n&t used Lym;re, otherwise 
csound would iust blow UD out of exhausted 
memory after a while (c&ently, with the 
recently added d i s k i n  opcodc this is not a 
requirement anymore - but it was at the time 
we did lhe piece ...) 

Thus, we decided to try and write a database of 
the recorded fragments which would hold the fol- 
lowing dak 

the filename 
theduration 
the offset time where the sync was to be found 
the offset in beats wher the sync was to be 
found 
the reference metronome at which the fragment 
was played 
the reference pitch class which sewed as cen- 
tral note for that particular fragment 
the instrument with which the fragment was 
played 

As an exnmple, a typical record of the database 
would look like: 
D-B1-B1.aiff14.3410.0635I6I11OI9.11I~tt 
with pipe ( I )  separated data fields. Then we 
wrote the software to perform all the necessary 
operations to write a c sound  score out of single 
pipe-separated record lines like this: 
0.05731Alfulll-2.210 
where the field 
1. represents an offset in time positioning of the 

absolute action time of each compound (if the 
number is preceded by a + or a -, the number 
is taken to be an offset from the end of the last 
compound - that is, the previous one of these 
lines) 

2. indicates the fragment set to be picked up (A = 
original, B = inversion, C = retrograde, D = 
retrograde inversion) 

3. can be a specific column or a full scheme when 
this field is specified "Full". In this case, 

4. is used to set the delay between one column 
and thenext 

The software is composed of 570-line awk script 
which performs the following operations: 
a parse the input record lines - 
b. for every compound, and then for every Frag- 

ment inside each compound: 

finds the original fragment to be played 
selects and performs the appropriate permu- 
tation, transposition or retrogradation 
calculates the appropriate transposition fac- 
tor, 
the relative amplitude, 
the appropriate duration of the fragment . and the relative inter-fragment distance 

This first pass produces, for every input line, the 
144 lines of c sound  score plus the needed lines 
for reverberation, function table selection and gar- 
bage collection. A second 57-line a w k  script 
pipelined to the first pass performs the function 
table sorting, compacting and cleanup. In the first 
version of the piece, each data file produces a ste- 
reo tnck to be recorded on an eight-track tape. 
Four of these backs get set up together and then 
projected into space with a real-time spatializer. 
A second version is in the works which should be 
running out of a single stereo tape and spatialized 
with 3-d techniques explained in another paper in 
these proceedings[Z]. 

Judging from the revision tags, the writing of 
the first pass required three two-days sessions 
while the second pass about one hour of work 
The performance is acceptable: running both pas- 
ses in a pipeline takes appmximately 32 seconds 
for each line on an old Pentium 75 with 14MBy- 
tes of RAM and a fairly recent version of the 
Linux operating system. Machine time is evenly 
spread between application time and system t h e ,  
and i t  grows linearly with the number of input 
lines. 

4 Conclusions 
~dmittedli, the example at hand is a fairly sim- 

ple one. Also, it certainly takes the resources of a 
typeless language like awk to its upper limik the 
absence of data structures can be faked in awk but 
it makes the progmmmer's fife fairly complicated 
beyond simple problems. W~th the example at 
hand, however, we wanted to show that 
a when data structures are simple and the compo- 

sition is made out of shee; multiplication-of 
elements (which is sometimes the case in com- 
puter-controlled compositions), small typeless 
languages like awk fare perfectly well and 
allow quick and precise definition of composi- 
tional algorithms (whose logic complexity is 
oolv a matter of taste): 

b. &emore, other small typeless languages 
Clike uer l )  suort a wide ualette of svstem calls 
to pe;form'o<er a netwoik or deal kith other- 
wise inaccessible system resources when nee- 
ded; 

c. and finally, still other small (almost) typeless 
languages like t c l  allow the defi~tion of gra- 
phic interfaces, for those of us who cannot do 
without (there's even an addition to tcl which 
performs MIDI, for those of us who can't do 
without..) 

d. if more complex data slructures are required (as 
in some kind of expert svstems). some bieeer 
interpreter languages liki proi'og or lTLp 
can be used: care should be taken, however, to 
use the language that exactely fits the problem 
at hand, because using the wrong tool and 



language can resul(, in the best of cases, in a 
big waste of time - sometimes, writing a 
small lex-yacc C language filter program 
can be quicker and better ( h m  the develo- 
pment point of view) than hacking up some 
twisted code in some interpreter language 

e. a complex task should be subdivided in small 
self-contained filter progams which pipeline 
an evolving ASCII text down to a final code 
which should he used by the specialized appli- 
cation; 

f. if the quantity of ASCII text poses a problem 
(as in the case of sounds or spectrum analysis), 
inline compression/decompression (which does 
a great job on ASCII chamcters) can be inter- 
spersed into the pipeline 

5 Software References 
AU of the languages presented in this paper 

have at least one version available in the public 
domain (the main being f t p  : //prep. a i  . 
mit .edu/pub/gnu) .  t c l  and its suite of 
accessories can be found at h t t p :  / /www. tc l -  
c o n s o r t i u m .  org .  Public domain l i s p s  
come in many flavours3 Many public-domain ver- 
sions of p r o l o g  are available too4. 
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Abstract choir (two separate paths), the two guitars (two 
Iltispresentation describes the realization of a separate paths). In some sections of the piece, a 

fransposition for CD of a work (Orfeo cantando ... flute solo and the double-bass too get projected in 
toke by Adriano Guarnieri) which calls in its sco- a three-dimensional space which surrounds the 
re for sound spatinlizmon and motion, giving a public. 
detailed account of the encounteredpmblems and In conce* the sound motion was performed 
tlreirpractical solutions. using MiniTrails, an 8x8 spatializer matrix built at 

The simuhtion model is based on the design of the Centro TEMPO REALE and capable of 
a virtual listening en~imnment whiclr depends on moving continously 8 sound sources through 8 
heudstic considerations of typical domestic liste- loudspeaker groups distributed in the hall (for 
ning moms (size, wall absorpfion, speaker place- details on the Trails and MiniTrails projects, 
ment). As in general spatial modeling appma- cf.[2] ). 
ches, tlre design of the virtual positioning of in- MiniTrails allows to run a stream of well-defi- 
struments and flreirpatlu through space pmduce ned sound motion scores so that the live imple- 
all the necessary data for early reflection delays, mentation of the spatialization cues in the score 
dry/wet reverberation balances and amplitude/fil- was pretty straightfo~atd 
tering levels. Furthermore, after the first performance of the 

piece it was obvious that the motions the score 

1 Introduction 
iequired were not additional options: they were 
essential to the intelligibility of the subtle and 

Spatialization and motion simulation of sounds thick contrapuntal textures by ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ r i .  
ate currently considered "hot" topics in ongoing 
music research, and a large literature has been 
produced on the many aspects that these techni- 
ques imply (only a brief excerpt of it can be refe- 
renced here:& 3,4,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 131 ). 

However, scientific and fully controlled practi- 
cal applications of these techniques in published 
CDs have hardly been documented to date, 
perhaps in consideration of the fact that such 
applications would have to overcome a number of 
practical difficulties which can be categorized as 
follows: 
1. financial/contingent difficulties 
2. performance difficulties 
3. simulation difficulties 
When these difficulties sum up, many compromi- 
ses have to be put up with and the results can 
hardly have any scientific value to be worth docu- 
menting. Thus, rather than a presentation of 
brand new techniques the main focus of Lhis paper 
is centered around the solutions we adopted to the 
above mentioned difficulties (as we shall see, a 
privileged environment did not make difficulties 
disappear: it simply gave us the possibility of fin- 
ding interesting solutions). 

2 O q e o  cantando ... tolse 
Orfeo canfando ... tolse, composed by Adriano 

Guamieri in 1994, is a 30 minutes long work for 
two sopranos, a small female choir (6 voices) two 
electric guitars and small instrumental ensemble. 

The score calls for sound motion in space for 
the two sopranos (two separate paths), the female 

3 The recording project 
When Ricordi came up with a recording project 

for OrfeD cantando ... tolse in 1996, it was clear to 
Guamieri and us that we would have to find a way 
to convey the sense o i  the spatialization cues writ- 
ten in that score. Furthennore, the problems that 
wc were facing were: 
1. motions would be recorded on a stereo CD: we 

needed to transform the multiple-output Mini- 
Trails scores to a stereo output while mantai- 
ning the 3-D motion 

2. we could not count on precise speaker locations 
for reproduction, since the CD would be played 
in many Werent situations (as many as there 
are domestic listening enwonmenls) 

On the other hand, given the nature of recorded 
material we could very well work off-line (in non- 
real-time) with any specialized software we desi- 
red. 

Of course, the usual two-microphones DAT 
recording configuration that is so often used in 
contemporary music recording projects would not 
allow us to perform any movement separation 
here, so we required the recording to be done on a 
multi-track digital machme (actually three stacked 
DA-88 tape recorders were used). The recordings 
were to be done with the maximum possible feed- 
through separation between tracks (this was 
actually one of the biggest problems: on one 
hand, bad instrument separation would smear 
movement precision and on the other, orchestra 



players and singers are not very happy playing 
very difficult music without hearing each other 
directely; as for the other problems, we had to 
select an in-between compromise which huned 
out to be less-than-satisfactory, at least for us). 

This was already a big financial effort for our 
producers, and in order to convince them to pur- 
sue this goal we proposed to pursue a fully expe- 
rimental path in collaboration with the Centro 
TEMPO REALE -basically, we were allowed to 
experiment COI quite a long time (about a year) 
and they would get the resulls for free. The pro- 
duction was complicated by many other faclors so 
time was not an issue ... and we got the deal. 

4 Basic Motion Patterns 
O f e o  cantando ... folse calls for the following 

spatialization patterns: 

Furthermore: 
1. the rest of the orchestra has no spatialization 

features: it is to he aurally placed in its conven- 
tional frontal position; 

2.the motion parameters of all movements 
change from section to section; 

3. the above mentioned instruments and voices 
have some static sections in which they do not 
move 

4. no motion implies sound elevation (the vertical 
plane - what would be some sort of z dimen- 
sion - is not taken into consideration) 

5 Spatialization algori thm 
The basic idea was, as usual, to rebuild the 

delay patterns of the virtual walls of an hypotheti- 
cal concert hall for each instrument/voice modi- 
fying each delay time, amplitude and reverbera- 
tion mix as it moved through space. Stepping 
from the basic idea down to practice, however, we 
had to face several practical considerations: 
a. we had to nick UD a standard listening setuD as - 

a inodel; I ~ S  setup would he our 'typical d i ~ n c -  
stic environment' ;md all delav and am~litudc 
computations would necessdly sublra'ct the 
contributions of this setup; 

b. experimenting wilh the standard setup and 
changing listening positions, rooms, etc. we 
found out that very detailed simulations did not 
fare very well with different listening environ- 
ments; as a matter of fact, a middle point was 
to be found between motion perception and 
listening versatility 

c. the implementation would need to he able to 
deal with changing patterns with a scoring 
similar to the one used for MiniTrails; for every 

monophonic source we would rebuild a stereo- 
phonic output which would retain all the virtual 
space information 

After some experimenting, we defined the follo- 
wing solutions: 
a the standard listening setup would be configu- 

red as follows: 

1, - y 1 
7, 

> 

" 2  
Reflecting Wall 

F'igure 1. Standard Listening Sclup 
No other distances (such as loudspeaker-to- 
front wall, listener-to-back wall, etc.) were 
taken into consideration; 

b. the only computed variables would be: 
first order delay times for the four walls, 
along with their amplitudes (no floor, no cei- 
ling) 
amplitude of the source . amplitude of the send auxiliary to the rever- 
berator 

the amplitude were calculated with the usual 
(d = distance) for the direct signals and $ for 
the revcberation send auxiliary[6] 

c. only very heuristic spectral modifications were 
performed, placing a first-order low pass filter 
controlled by they position with the following 
algorithm: 

Ymom 
and an emuhasis second order bandnass filter 
with the foliowing transfer function: ' 

5s A 
uD.,__.- 

Figure 2. Side emphasis transfer function 
applied to the signal virtually placed 



perpendicularly to one of the two ears (i.e. at 
Y =O) 

d we had to take extreme care that the signal 
would never "pass through the head" of the 
listener (virtually speaking, of course): because 
of the amplitude algorithms we had chosen, the 
center of the head of the listener is an asyntoti- 
cal locus of infinite amplitude - even though 
this can never happen in reality, it is easy to 
'blow-up' signal processing units while testing 
motion patterns (especially traversals and ran- 
dom patterns; cf. below); 4 

Given these limitations, and figwing out a way of 3 

carrying out these coherent variable transfonna- 2 

tions gave us some reasonable results during I 

experimenlations, so we decided to build our o 

model for final processing of the master tracks. -1 

We decided to use csound[5, 141 to cany over 2 
-0 

the processing of the 15Ot Mbyte mono files of r I '  

every single track that needed spatialization, and ~~,.-aue.-= 

every full run took approximately 8 to 12 hours 
on a Pentium 120 machine running the Linux 
operating system 

6 Csound implementation 
The csound orchestra implementation was 

broken down into multiple instruments feeding 
each other in a more-or-less topdown fashion: 

Figure 5. Polar random engine output 

- + r o n M l , i ~ ~ I  

Audio Room Sirnuintion 

Figure 3. Csound orchestra structure 

The 'motion engine' part was by itself composed 
of four different instruments: 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I Movement Engines \ 

motion 

Figure 4. Motion engines 

Each moti~jn engine incorporated an inlerpolation 
envclope to bc ablc to switch Gom one motion to 
the o&er without jumps, and Ule random engine 
had to he carefully redesigned to avoid ge!3ing 
'loo close' to the listener (or even to 'go through 
his head'). This was achieved calculating random 
patterns in terms of modulus and phase and allo- 
wing only a restricted range on the randomness of 
the modulus. The following plots are an actual 
output of the csoundinstrument: 

Another source of problems was the heavy dop- 
pler shift effect caused by fast tangential moving 
sounds. In order to avoid disturbing ont-of-tune 
and glissando effects, we remapped tangential 
movement speed through the following function: 

s = xp,tg(aou + PO) 
where 

a. = 
Ymiu 

and 

This functions generates mappings like: 
.., - .* - - 

..,a - _ 

Figure 6. Tangential speed maps 

In the above figure, three mapping curves arepre- 
sented for a front-hack passage with three diffe- 
rent values of x (respectiveIy 1, 5 and 10 meters 



to the right of the listener). As it can he seen, a 
lo-meter distant sound source does hardly have 
any variation while a 1-meter distant one slows 
down considerably in proximity of the listener. 

7 Considerations on results 
During the preparation of the tracks and after 

mixing, we have made several listening sessions 
in many different environments, both conlorming 
and non-conforming to the model we had adopted 
for calculations. While the conforming listening 
environments responded as expected the nice sur- 
prise was given by the response of non-confor- 
ming environments and listening positions: even 
if sound motions do not behave exactely as writ- 
ten, a thrce-dimensional characteristic is always 
clearly present even in thick textural passages. 
Thus, the musical function of sound spatialization 
is preserved. 
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Abstract 
The implemen.tation of a cvrnplete physical 

mdel  of the piano is demonstrated. I t  i,n- 
cludes 88 lossy and dispersive strings (wit11 fill 
pol?lphony), llammers and dampers, and a solmd- 
board loatl/mdiation. 

1 Introduction 
In the last four years we have been developing 

physical models of the piano, gradually including 
inore details and optimizing the algorithms for de- 
sign and simulation [I]. In the meanwhile, the 
speed of nffordable co~nputers has increased to the 
point that me can now demonstrate an 88-notes 
polyphonic piano model running in real time on a 
Penliium-based worlcstation. So far, commercial 
digital pianos have been influenced by physical mod- 
eling only marginally. For example, the resonance 
effect given by the damper pedal was simulated by 
means of a networlc of simplified string models and 
included in a PCM digital piano as a post-processing 
effect [a].  Since the dynamic behavior of physical 
models is considered more realistic than sampling 
techniques, we expect that digital piano mdcers will 
replace more and more components of their sound 
generators with physical models. 

connect the strings at  a loaded junction [a], where 
the load is implemented as an irregularly-rippled 
digital filter. The resulting scheme is depicted in 
fig. 1, where S = (xi Zi f ZL)-', being Zi the wave 
impedance for the i-th string, ZL the i~npedance of 
the load, ui+ and ui- the velocity waves respectively 
incoming and outgoing from the bridge. 

The hammer-string interaction mechanism has 
been described elsewhere [3, 41. It is worth not- 
ing that rve use a method for eliminating the non- 
computable loops which result from discretization oE 
the non-linear equations of the hammer [5]. This im- 
plementation avoids artificial instabilities ,and repro- 
duces a reliable force signal, thus producing a more 
natural sound. 

Piano strings exhibit f r e q u e n c y - d e n c t  losses 
and dispersion, which have t,o he simulated in or- 
der to attain realistic sounds. Bccording to a well- 
established tradition brought by the literatu~e of dig- 
ital waveyides 191, losses and dispersion are lumped 
for the whole string, and simulated, respectively, by 
lowpass and allpass filters. In our experience, the 
problem of simulating string dispersion is the most 
demanding in terms of computilt.ions. We developed 
a method for designing dispersive (allpass) filters 
where it is possible to set a frequency-dependent 
weight, in such a way that the partials in low fie- - 

2 Model  Architecture quency are more accurately put on their exact (in- 
harmonic) positions [GI. A psycho-acoustic investi- 

Our piano model is based on the decomposition of gation on perception of inharmonicity has also 
the actual instrument into functional bloclcs. Each been Derfomed in order to.come uo nrith better cri. 
blocli is either simulated by a pl~ysical model or re- teria for guiding the design [,I 
ulaced bv an "equivalent" signal processinc: mod- - - - 
ule. For eacl~ note, an explicit physical model of 
the hammer-string interaction is implemented. The 
string is simulated by a feedback delay loop [l] hav- 
ing loop filters accounting for dispersion and losses. 
Starting from measured distributions of partials and 
det:ay rates, the coeElcienLs of these filters are iden- 
tified by means of Nter design techniques. As far as 
the losses are concerned, only a smooth lowpass com- 
ponent is ascribed to the string, the remaining rip- 
ples being due to the non-resistive load of the sound- 
board and to string coupling [lo, 111. Therefore, we 

3 System Considerations 
The implementation that we are currently demon- 

strating runs on a workstation based on two proces- 
sors Intel Pentium 11 worlcing at  a cloclc rate of 300 
MHz. The simulation has been written in C lan- 
guage and compiled by means of the Portland Group 
parallelizing C compiler. The operating system sup- 
porting multiprocessing in our application is Limux 
Red Hat 5.0 (kernel 2.0.32). The full-fledged version 
of our simulation program achieves speedup 1.73 due 



Figure 1: Connecting n strings a t  the soundboard 

to multiprocessing. 
Audio and MIDI deviccs are controlled by means 

of the OSS drivcrs (4Front Technologies). By intro- 
ducing a small amount of buffering, we can limit the 
overhead due to  audio/MIDI inputfoutput to only 
1% of total running time without introducing large 
latency times. 

The running time largely depends on the options 
that we activate in the program call. In other words, 
by increasing the number of details being modeled 
we also increase the running time. At the moment 
of writing this paper, we achieve a performance less 
than 1.5 times slower than real time when all the op- 
tions are active. A real-time performance is achieved 
either by slightly relaxing the accuracy of the model 
or by reducing its (88-notes) polyphony. In any case, 
accurate pliysical modeling of the piano in real time 
is just around the corner. 
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Abstract 
We have developed a new electronic system [or real-time sound synthesis. It is called Betel Orionis and it is based on 
the dedicatcd DSP Orion. This system is intended for live performances in concert halls and it is interfaced with 
personal computer and MIDI controls that allow the composer or performer to interact with i t  Interesting features are 
its complete programmability From the lowest level @SP) up to the highest level (control algorithms and interactive 
interrace for the user) and its processing power that allows complex real-time synthesis. 

Introduction 
A system has been designed which allows synthesis, 
processing and spatialization of sound in real-time (it is 
intended lo be used live in a concert hall): this system 
is SALPH. 
SATPH is designcd as a modular system: it is made of 
modules which are dedicatcd to perform specific 
musical signal processing. The Betel Orionis system, 
presented in this paper, is the module of the SAIPH 
systcm allotted for sound synthesis. It has been utilised 
for a live performaice at the MACBA (Museum of 
Contemporary AIL of Barcelona) on 31 January 1998. 
In that performance, Betel Orionis synthesized eight 
indcpcndent sound structures in parallel using a kind of 
granular synthesis with both sine-waves and PCM 
grain events. The 16 independenl Betel Orionis outputs 
have been connected to two 8x8 digital 
mixerslspatializers Mixtral [3] driving 16 speakers 
positioned in the MACBA museum. Becore describing 
the Betel Orionis system, a brief description of the 
Orion DSP architecture will be given. 
The DSP Orion has been designed in 1990 by one of 
the authors [I]. It is a DSP dedicated to the musical 
signal synthesis and it is the core of this system. 

The Orion microcircuit 
Orion is a Digital Signal Processor specifically 
designed to synthesize sound events according to all the 
principal synthesis algorithms utilised in computer 
music. Orion architecture is based on a set of top-level 
units interconnecled by an unidirectional multi-bus 
structure. In particular, the interconnection architecture 
has been properly designed to support the 
implementation of the synthesis primitives. So, the 
basic primitivcs arc implemented by special hardware 
units designed for maximum execution speed. Each 

main unit is able to execute elementary sequence of 
operations under the supervision or the main chip 
microcontroller. 
Orion is constituted of four specialized Arithmetic 
Logic Units, three dataRAMs and three 110 units. 
Executing music oriented digital signal processing 
algorithms, the computing work is distributed among 
the four ALUs to maximize parallelism while the data 
transfcr work takes advantage of the three data rams 
structure. 
Additive, phase and Frequency modulation synthesis 
algorithms can be implemented using the internal sine- 
wave generator. The Orion DSP can address up to 16 
Msamples of dynamic memory in witch you can store 
wavefoms to make more complex sounds with PCM 
looping algorithms. 
The set of microinstructions enable a complete support 
to m y  out hardware envelopes for high quality sound 
generation and reduction of the control microprocessor 
computing charge. 

The Betel Ononis system 
Betel Orionis is a multiprocessor system for real-time 
sound synthesis based on the dedicated DSP Orion and 
it is a hardware module of the SAIPH system, described 
previously. 
The project is based on a multiprocessor architecture 
and implements all the most important algorithms for 
real-time sound synthesis with a capacity of eight stereo 
output audio channels. In particular, each channel is 
controlled by an Orion DSP driven in real-time by a 
host personal computer. 
Thanks to the Orion DSP architecture dedicated to the 
implementation of methods for sound synthesis, the 
system reaches a considerably high processing power. 
In order to get an idea of the efficiency of the system we 



Betel Orionis 

may refcr to two very common methods of synthesis: 
- addltive synthesis: 

in this case, the system offers a capacity of 1024 
vulual oscillators 

- PCM synthesis: 
the whole system disposes of a capacity oC 240 PCM 

channels with a memory of 128 Msamples. 
The system core is made of eight Orion DSPs 
synchronized by an external 32 MHz clock generator. 
Every Orion is intefaced with: 
a) the PC ISA bus by the host interface 
b) another Orion DSP or a stereo DAC device by the 

synchronous serial interface (the choice is made by 
the microprogram); the eight DACs, together with 
anti-aliasing filters, constilule the system audio 
interface 

C) a SIMM module up to 32 Mbytes (16 Msamples) by 
the dynamic memory interface. 

The Betel Orionis system block scheme is shown in 
Figure. 
Betel Orionis automatically generates complex sound 
textures and allows the composer or the performer to 
control them in real-time. The system is completely 
programmable from the lowest level (DSP) lo the 
higher level (control algorithms and interactive 
interface lowards the user), thus making it extremely 
versatile for the most varied user requests. 
The system software architecture is set on three levels: 
1) uscr interface level, designed in such a way to allow 

the control of a large number of events via a few 
high level parameters which are activated via 
gestual controls (mouse, PC keyboard, sliders and 
other MIDI controls) 

block scheme 

2) control level, with control algorithms based on 
deterministic and random methods that are located 
within the host computer (PC) 

3) sound generation level, with sound synthesis 
algorithms that are located within the 
microprograms for the Orion DSP. 

The user interface is the most innovative part of the 
system and it is designed to meet the expressive needs 
of the musical composition and execution. It allows the 
control of a large number of complex events via a few 
high level parameters driven by gestual controls. 
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interfaces with programming interfaces in an effort to 

Abstract capture different moments of compositional design. 

111 this paper, I give a "jlyover" description of the This paper describes some of the features of the 
aesthetic, musical, philosophical nzotivation behind the as as detailing what the views as 

o f ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  as as briefoverview ofits Some of its shortcomings while emphasizing the authors 
j'irnctional behavior. strong feeling that composers must be involved in the 

desim of computer-based task environments for musical - 
1 Tntrnrl~~rtinn production and research, not so much as a way of - . --- - - - - - --A - - 

In modeling a task domain, we are effectively gnarenteeing the preservation of historical musical 

modeling a human performance. Human performance paradigms, but as a means toward retarding the rate at 

embodies various kinds of interactions. At one extreme, which music software systems surrender to those 

those interactions provide feedback in real-time - that historical musical paradigms. 

is, one can observe the effects of one's actions as they 
are executed. At another extreme, the effects of those 
actions are observable only at a latter moment in time. 
Colloquially, these are referred to respectively as "real- 
time" interaction and "non real-time" interaction. 

Real-time interaction benefits the investigation of 
systems whose behaviors are observable in what Otto 
Laske has termed "conscious-time"[I]. In conscious- 
time, one is interested in being able to observe features 
which evolve over a duration of a few seconds and, most 
particularly, in response to gestuses and actions taken. 
The k i d s  of events which one may observe are, by 
necessity, temporally linear and non-reversable. Direct 
manipulation displays facilitate this mode of interaction. 

Non real-time interaction benefits the investigation 
of systems whose outputs are not temporally linear and 
in which events occur over what Laske has termed 
"interpretive time." As Laske notes, "the illusion of 
lasting time is created by memory through 
interpretations of events on a high level of abstraction" 
[I]. Programming displays facilitate these kinds of 
interactions since they allow a composer to hypothesize 
musical structure as outside-time. 

As a software system, Orpheus is an experiment in 
designing a possible task environment for the 
composition of acoustical and musical structures. 
Toward this en4 it attempts to join real-time interactive 
tools (for the design of sound morphologies) with non 
real-time tools (for the organization and deployment of 
sound morphologies across different levels of time). 
Moreover, it attempts to join direct manipulation 

2. Overview of the System 
Orpheus is a software system for investigating and 

designing acoustical and musical shuctures. It is built 
on top of a sound synthesis librilly and real-time audio 
scheduler [2]. Currently it employs a single synthesis 
algorithm (described elsewhere in the this Proceedings 
volume). 

While the system is designed primarily to 
investigate control interfaces to synthesis algorithms it 
can, for precisely this reason, be a usefil tool in the 
development of synthesis algorithms, at the source code 
level. 

Orpheus is built on a ModeVView architecture. It 
provides displays for direct manipulation and real-time 
interaction with synthesis algorithms. It also provides 
text-based editors and a command line utility for 
interactively sketching and instantiating acoustical and 
musical data structures. 

3. Direct Manipulation Displays 
Orpheus currently provides two direct 

manipulation displays for any given synthesis algorithm. 
The first display presents a bank of sliders, one slider 
per synthesis parameter. With this display, the 
composer can investigate the synthesis algorithm 
though independent control of various parameters. 
When studying the behavior of a system, this is often a 
good place to start. 

The second display presents an "integrated control 
display" (figwe 1). The integrated control display 
allows simultaneous manipulation of multiple 
parameters. This notion of interaction is predicated on 



the idea that when investigating the behavior of a system 
one is often interested in the effect that various 
groipings of parameters will have on the hehavior of the 
system. 

Figure I :  Integrated Control Display 

Using the integrated control display tool, one is 
empowered to create different interactive "views" into 
the underlying system. A "view" constitutes a selection 
and grouping of parameters. Figure 1 depicts such a 
view. Here parameters N1, N2, PI ,  P2, B, R, S, and L 
are selected into the view. Groupings of parameters are 
formed through the linldng of one parameter to another. 

Parameters "Nl", "N2", "S", and "B" constitute 
one such grouping. To engage this particular grouping, 
one might click on the node labelled "NI" and drag it 
around, observing acoustical feedback to one's 
movements. Movement of node N1 engenders 
movement of all nodes to which that node is connected 
(depicted by lines in the diagram): N2, S, and B. Each 
connection is defined by a "weight" according to which 
the movement of one node will effect the movement of 
its attached node. So, for instance, movement of the 
node labeled "N1" would cause movement of nodes 
ON?", "S", and "B" by weight factors of -2.0, .5, and 1.0 
respectively. 

Within the integrated control display, one can add 
connections, remove them, or change their weight. Any 
such display can be made to be persistent: they are saved 
as "sound configurations" into files with the file 
extension .cfg. 

Temporally-hound sonic structures unfold as a 
consequence of dragging different nodes around. Any 
one such structure traces a "path" followed by the 
movement of a node. The integrated control display 
allows the composer to save paths for future retrieval. 
In addition, if when investigating the hehavior of a 
particular grouping, one finds a particularly interesting 
region within the parameter space being tracked, one 
can use a zoom tool in order to enlarge the view and 
zoom in on that area. 

Through the combined use of the sliders display 
and the integrated control display, the composer 
investigates aspects of the hehavior of the underlying 
synthesis algorithm through direct manipulation. 
Moreover, s h e  can create different views and save 
different paths within any such view for future use and 
reference. 

4. Acoustical and Music Data Structures 
Currently Ovpherrs defines three' primary data 

structures. These are (1) the SaaridObject; (2) the 
EventSpmvner; and ( 3 )  the StreaniBailder. 

4.1 Sound Objects 
Saved paths can form the basis for the defmition of 

a particular acoustical 'prototype' or 'template', fiom 
which events are generated and projected in time. 
Within the current version of Orpheus, such a template 
is called a "SnundObject." The term is purposefully 
reminiscent of Schaeffer's term: it refers not to a specific 
acoustical artifact per se, hut to a model according to 
which many artifacts might be generated . A 
SoundObject forms the basis upon which actuated 
variants are produced. 

A SoundObject includes another data structure 
called a SpnumFilter. A SpawnFilter determines the 
constraints according to which acuated acoustical events 
are spawned 6om a SoundOhject. 

A SoundOhject also defines aspects of the auditory 
environment in which spawned events are to be 
produced. This is accomplished through an 
Envirorirnent data memher object. Depending on the 
particular circumstance at any given moment, the 
Environment memher of a SoundOhject can constrain 
the unfolding of other simultaneously nccuring 
SoundOhject events. In this regard, the SoundOhject 
views acoustical events not as isolated nccassions, but 
rather as parts withim a larger whole, in which the larger 
whole can influence the structure of otherwise 
homegenous parts. 

The SoundOhject data structure is depicted in 
figure 2. 

Figure 2: SndObject data structure 

4.2 Event Spawners 
Within Orpheiis, a composer can generate more- 

or-less traditional "playlists" of SoundObjects. A more 
compelling tool however is the EvenlSpmv17er. By 
defining an Eventspawner, a composer articulates the 



conditions for the unfolding of events in time by 
specifying the unfolding of data An EventSpawner 
links three data structures: the SoundObject, a 
SequenceProducer, and a ProcessObject (figure 3). 

(events) t 3 
Figure 3: Spawning an event aggregate 

A SequenceProducer generates tokens on the basis 
of which events are generated. Sequenceproducers can 
be of many different types: they can effect the output of 
particular grammars; of stochastic systems; or of 
iterative systems, such as non-linear chaotic systems. 

A SequenceProducer generates structures that are 
of local scope: they apply to currently computing 
aggregate of events. Processobjects propagate higher 
level structures in that the output of a Sequence 
Producer is combined with iterations generated within a 
ProcessObject. For example, a ProcessObject might 
engender the gradual decay of particular acoustical 
features. This could result in event aggregates in which 
each successive aggregate is quieter, more sparse, or 
more disparate than the previous one. 

EventSpawners spawn events whose morphology 
derives from a SoundObject. First, it determines the 
number of events for a particular event aggregate. Then, 
it tells the SequenceProducer to generate that number of 
tokens. These tokens are combined with output from the 
ProcessObject to produce an input to the SoundObjects 
spawn fdter. The result is the generation of a sound 
event which is placed on the system scheduler for 
production at some specific point in time. 

When that time arises, that event is computed a1 
that tine (it is not computed in advance). This allows 
for greater flexibility than would be the case if all events 
were computed ahead of time. Its cost however, is 
greater taxation of computing power and possible audio 
dropouts. 

4.3 StrearnBuilders 
StreornBuilders are data structures for aggregating 

streams of events. A StreamBuilder contains from one 
to three EventSpawners. It schedules the execution of 
event aggregates in much the same manner that 
EventSpawners schedule the appearance of individual 
events. Moreover, SheamBuilders allow for interaction 
between constituent EventSpawners and, as such, of 
unfolding streams of events. 

Within a particular StreamBuilder, simultaneous 
streams are mutually determinative. One way in which 
this mutual determinateness is manifested is through 
activation of a SoundObject's E~mironment object 
When an EventSpawner is launched, it is given a value 
which determines which of the EventSpawners is 
"primary". Which ever EventSpawner is primary is 
given a pointer to the other EventSpawner's 
SoundObject. The Environment of the primary 
SoundObject is used, in this instance, to constrain the 
synthesis parameters of any other simultaneous 
unfolding SoundObjects. 

This situation is depicted in figure 4. Here a single 
StreamBuilder has launched two EventSpawners, ES1 
and ES2. Since ES2 has been given primacy, the 
Environment of its member SndObject (SndObject-2) 
acts as a secondary filter to the SpawnFilter belonging to 
SndObject-I. As a consequence, the events of which 
SndObject-1 is a prototype are constrained according 
to the Environment specified for SndObject-2. 

I -  

I I 
Figure 4: Constraining the output a SndObject 

5. Musical Form and Data Structure 
One of the principles I have sought to demonstrate 

in developing Orpheus, is the principle of the 
permeability of musical form [2]. By this 1 mean that 
generative structure is not top-down. Rather, while 
aspects of the global framework may influence the 
evolution of events in time, the reverse is also true: that 
the particularity of the unfolding of events determines, 
in part, the eventual unfolding of a higher level 
framework. 

This is currently accomplished through the 
ProcessObject. Each time it is used, the ProcessObject 
is left with some, oftentimes minimal, trace of the data 
object that used it, be it an EventSpawner, or a 
SoundObject. The ProcessObject can be initialized with 
a minimal kernel structure. Then, as it is used, that 
structure is gradually fleshed out during the process of 
its use. 

6. Using Orpherrs 
In addition to the direct manipulation displays 

described above, Orpheus presents a text editor for 



editing various data structures, and a command line would like to build a strong language interpreter into it, 
interpreter for initializing and launching data structures such as ELK. 
and orocesses. 

Figure 5 shows an example of the command line 
interpreter with several commands. The first cnmmand 
instantiates a SndObject called "so" 6om a sound 
configuration displayed within an integrated control 
window. It will be remembered that within an integrated 
control display, particular "views" can be defined and 
saved to disk. Moreover, any such view can have any 
number of "paths." Here "so" is instantiated 6om path 
#4 of the sound configuration called "sawl ." 

SndObject so = sndconfig sawl path 4 
so play 
so play ampz1.3 
so play durz2.0 
so play durz2.0 prim=1.2 
so spawn so2 amp=.5 dur=2.0 prim=1.2 1 Figure 5: Orpherrs Commmd line Interpreter 

The second command plays the SndObject. Even 
though a SndObject has been described as a sound 
"prototype", we can still "play" it in its original form. 
The second command--"so play ampl.3"--plays the 
sound object so, with its amplitude multipled by 1.3. 
The next command plays the sound object, but this time 
with the duration doubled. Doubling the duration 
effectively time-stretches the unfolding of the object. 

The next command causes the Sound Object to 
play itself at twice the duration. In addition, it 
multiplies the value of its pimary node by 1.2. 
Remember that the primary node is the node which you 
dragged with your mouse, and whose movement 
occasioned the movement of any parameter nodes 
attached to it. 

6. Conclusions and Future Developments 
This document serves as very sparse introduction 

to a fairly complicated software project: many details 
have been left out for the sake of brevity. Part of the 
reason is also that the project is in a state of constant 
flux. 

The software is better tailered to the composer who 
is interested in investigating non-standard approaches to 
music composition and sound design. It is, as such, not 
particularly useful1 as a "production" tool. 

In the future, I would like to add support for VSS, 
an authoring tool developed by the Audio Development 
Group at NCSA[ ] or for Peny Cooks STK synthesis 
library. Currently, it is built around a single synthesis 
algorithm which, though rich in its behaviors, some may 
find lacking in variety. I would also like to add support 
for handling network messages so that it might perform 
in a live performances environment. 1 would like to 
continue enriching the data structure layer in order to 
incorporate a variety of procedural scenarios. Finally, I 

7. Availability 
Source code, executables, and examples are 

available on-line at htp://dziroce~shotrr.net/-nlhontn~an. 
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The contemporary social universe has developed in Musicians canimport PICT files into categories. 
relation with a basic event: the generalized proliferation Images forming the =five are shown in scrollable 
of the images and the aflinnation of their constitutive -dews ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ i n d ~ ~ ~ n ;  each document 
model in every field of the human experience. contains six pictures. 

assemble in the metropolitan view, Categories are identified by boxes with a caption inside; 
individually proposed in newspapers or in promotional categories are shown in windows called 
posters, offered in rapid, disorderly, overwhelmimg ~~~~~~~~~~d~~~~~ 
assemblaees in cinematom~hic seauences, imwes a~ 
able to Gopose their system of rehi@ p~odncfion as 
universal model: system in which the "social actors" 
use images to orientate themselves in the world; they 
live, desire, act through them. 
Multimedia performance is a show in which a 
multiplicity of media ye involved. 

In this show, music and images are unitedly the object 
ofthe per fonne~~;  this is the way to make concrete the 
expectations oftelematic public. 
MPS is the result of my degree thesis work realized 
during 1997. [I] 

MPS is born following the steps of projects realized in 
L.I.M. (Laboratorio di Informaticamusicale) in the field 

Temper [2] and MMP (Multimedia performer) [3]. 
of Multimedia Performance such as the applications Figure I: Picwindow 

MPS is an application written in Think C in Apple 
Macintosh programming environment. 

It supplies musicians an integrated environment for the 
registration and synthesis of sequences of images in 
QuickDraw picture format 
MPS provides tools for the visualization in Real Time 
of images according to the events generated playing 
musical contcnllers with MIDI interface such as musical 
keyboards, percussion pads, MIDI guitars. 
MPS consists of three main phases: the Registration 
phase, the Synthesis phase, the Visualization phase. 

Registration phase 
A 
Figure2: Categotywindow 

In the Registration phase, MPS provides mechanisms 
allowing the musician to define and organize his Clioking the mouse inside a box representing a 
personal archive of visual information. category, the PICTwindow containing the category's 
With MPS, the musicians can define and organize ~ictureswill beshown. 
categories of images in QuickDraw picture format 



A lot ot PICTwindows can be managed at the same 
time. 
Infact a special memory management based on spool 
from disk reduce the memory request 

Synthesis phase 

In the Synthesis phase the musician creates animation 
frame by h e  taking picture fiom movies or kom the 
images archive. 
Musicians can build movies juxtaposing pictures taken 
fiom MPS' archive. 
It is possible to import h e s  from Quicktime movies, 
to choose inside them the more interesting h e s ,  to 
build a new movie frame by frame taking and 
hansforming frames from other movies. 
Musicians, using the mouse, can select images 
contained in PICTwindows and specify their order 
inside the movie. 
Frames choiced are shown in windows called 
"Sequencewindows". 
All sequences can be saved in files and loaded with a 
special menu call. 
With MPS it is possible to build and organize sets of 
animations taken h e  by h e .  
These animations are the object ofthe Activation phase. 

Activation phase 

In the Activation phase the visualization of sequences' 
h e s  is performed. 
The video process timeline can coincide with the one of 
the musical execution. 
In the resulting multimedia score, each musical object, 
distinct on temporal plain, is composed by both a 
sound and an image. 
Ifthe video is composed by correlated h e s ,  the result 
is the animation that follows the musical execution's 
mehics. 
MPS implementation has required the use of techniques 
based on buffers offscaeen [4] to inmeax the 
visualization images' speed in the Activation phase. 

With MPS, it is possible to d e h e  the video process 
temporal scansion as a subset ofthe musical execution's 
one, according to the following parameters: 

- MIDI velocity. 

Only musical events, with MIDI velocity's value 
higher than the value of this parameter, activate 
images. 
It is possible a dynamic control of the musical 
execution. 
The musicians can emphasize, using images, parts of 
the musical execution according to the dynamics of 
the music played. 

-Position of the notes within the piano keyboard. 

With this parameter it is possible to define the part of 
the musical keyboard to which associate the 
visualization of the images. 
For example the musicians could want images to be 
activated only by the bassline, to emphasize the 
skeleton of the musical execution. 
In this case it is possible to set a low range on the 
keyboard. 
A graphic interface showing a piano keyboard makes 
easy this operation. 

' L ru. rune,,.o. o... ". I",. ,A,,. a .a ' 

Figure 4: KeyRange dialog window 

- Temporal interval between two consecutive music 
events. 

Musicians can specify the temporal interval behueen 
two consecutive musical events below whom stop the 
visualization. 
This temporal interval is set indicating the speed of 
the musical execution and a rhythmic figure of 
rehence in the following dialog window. 

Figure 3: example of multinredia score 
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Using the mouse it is possible to select tools fiom the 
paletfe (such as a rectangle or a row) and build the 
images-tree. 

The musicians can organize the sequences, assembled in 
the Synthesis phase, in order to their function inside the 
performance. 
They can choose the sequences'nrder and the events that 
cause their activation. 

Figure 5: Timewindow The musicians can make choices in Real time. 
They are able to preset visual paths related to musical 
paths. 

This parameter is useful to avoid that uncocrelated 
hes could be activated by a speedy sequence of The musician with MPS are both actor and director of 

musical events, resulting in this case not enjoyable. the multimedia performance 

-Position inside computer's screen of images in the References 
Activation phase. 

For example to control the position of images [I] Rapetti, A. Tesi di Laurea in Scienze 

according to note's hight. dell'hformazione "Metodi, strumenti e architenure 
per la sintesi di processi video ~uidata da - 
performance musicale. Realiuazione di un 

- Color of the screen's background during the prototipo sperimentale'; sessione 1997-1998. 
performance. 

[2] Morini, P., Tanzi, D., 1992. Guida operativa &l 
modulo Temper. 

With MPS the musician can organize the Multimedia [3] Conca, L. Tesi di Laurea in Scienze 
performance direction defining tree-structures in which dell'Informazione 'Un Sistema per la Performance 
nodes contain sequences of images, and arcs contain Multin~ediale basato su protocollo MIDI", sessione 
musical events such as NOTE ON, Program change, 1992-1993. 
chords. 

141 Knaster, S., Rollin, K., Macintosh Programming 
When these events occur MPS cause the automatic 
crossing ofthe images-kees. Secrets, Addison-Wesley, 1992. 

The following picture shows the dialog that MPS 
predisposes to build images-tree. 

Figure 6: Structurewindow 
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Abstract 
Visualization of musical information provides 

help and support frr many musical analysis actiui- 
ties. This paper presents a system where standard 
music notation is augmented by multiple cu,e infor.. 
mation display, using 30 visualization of spatially 
positioned auditory stimuli. 

Virtual reality systems are visualization media 
for interpreting interactive dynamic simu,la,tions of 
physical s:qstem,s. W e  propose o mapping that pro- 
vides a visualization system whose goal is to improve 
the visual and auditory information auailable for mu- 
sic analysis. 

The variou.~ parts of our system spo.n different re- 
search domains: music cognition, visual perception 
and data visualization; in  this paper, we focus mainly 
on visualization issues. 

1 Introduction 
This paper presents a Virtual R.eality (VR) en- 

vironment where st,andard music notation is aug- 
mented by multiple, 3D-positioned visual and au- 
ditory information. 

The proposed VR system is based on the idea that 
standard music notation can be enhanced on the ba- 
sis of perception-related results in the areas of music 
cognition, visual perception and data visualization. 

Potential uses of this system include music analy- 
sis, computer music composition, and music educa- 
tion. 

The final target platform for the system is the 
CAVE, a VR environment developed by the Elec- 
tronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) a t  the Uni- 
versity of Illinois in Chicago [I]. 

Standard musical notation is the only indis- 
putable standard way to visually represent the vast 
majority of music material. 

I t  can be enhanced in two ways: augmenting the 
number of ways information is displayed (multiple 
cues) and augmenting the amount of displayed infor- 
mation (adding extra visualization paradigms). Our 
system approaches both problems. 
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Adding multiple visual cues 
In a traditional computer-based musical nota- 

tion system, music is played and simultaneously dis- 
played using a scrolling notation; The user reads 
chords and melodic lines directly from the staves as 
they are played. TO this standard feature, we add 
more visual cues: 

Chord quality, Bey and function are presented on 
a separate table; playcd notes are highlighted on the 
staves. blelodic lines are color-coded, scale informa- 
tion is displayed on a diierent table. 

Augmenting the amount of displayed in- 
formation 

These cues can be all presented on a single ?D im- 
age representation. While a 2D visualization could 
be overwhelmed by this amount of data, using the 
3rd dimension allows some extra relevant informa- 
tion to  be represented. Examples of 3D display pos- 
sibilities include the following: 

RiIelodic lines and chords can bc extruded fro111 the 
main staff and displayed on a parallel staff plane in 
3D notation space; color coding establishes identity 
with the original source staves. 

Staves can be grouped and moved in 3D space 
from plane to  plane or within a staff plane, either 
manually or using predefined groupings (by instru- 
ment, pitch range, spatial positioning in the input 
data etc.). 

Moving staves in different regions of available 3D 
space causes stereo left-right repositioning in the si- 
multaneously played sound output. 

Automatic 3D camera positioning can be set to 
follow the execution of the musical piece, or bloclced 
to  &xed points in the score while staff planes keep 
scrolling. 

2 Potential uses of the system 

2.1 Computer-aided music analysis 
In the realm of music analysis, there is a multitude 

of theories that can be reinterpreted as algorithms 
or other rule-based systems, and thus at least par- 
tially implemented in software. One advantage of a 



software realization is the possibility of visualizing 
the outcome of any performed analysis. 

In tonal music Form Analysis, it is beneficial to 
add and visualize ex-tra structures that are only im- 
plied by standard musical notation. 

As an example of cognition-oriented studies, Ler- 
dahl and Jadcendoff's Generative Theory of Tonal 
Music provides several Werent reductions to "rep- 
resent hierarchical relationships among pitches in a 
piece" 131. These reductions are notated by means 
of trees. This might be one of the most obvious 
cases where t11e outcome of an analysis, obtained by 
applying a music theory model, is naturally a graph- 
ical object - a graph tree structure superimposed on 
a music stave. 

The reductions presented in Lerdahl and Jackend- 
off's model, have the goal of researching principles 
of music cognition. In this effort, a flexible and pow- 
erful visualization tool is very likely to provide new 
insight. 

Both analysis examples need methods for dis- 
playing their outcomes as additional information to 
the standard musical notation. Drawing a parallel 
with scientific visualization tools used in fields such 
as quantum physics and algorithm paralleliation, 
when a massive amount of information is analyzed, 
sophisticated visualization techniques are beneficial. 

2.2 A tool for computer music composi- 
tion 

Anothcr field, where there is promising use for 
a VR system capable of real-time musical notation 
visualization and manipulation, is the realm of com- 
puter music composition. Since the first distrihu- 
tion of the Nlusic-V language for direct synthesis, a 
concept pioneered by Max Mathews at  BeU Labs in 
the 1950s (leading to the Music-V in the 60s), pow- 
erful algorithmic paradigms have been available to 
computer music composers. Only recently have the 
descendents of sucli systems been equipped with ad- 
equate visual interfaces, in the attempt to remove 
inevitable human-computer interface barriers, and 
to allow a real-time control. One such example is 
the SuuerCollider software environment. which nro- 
vides ; graphical interface to the underlying sound 
synthesis language [4]. 

2.3 A tool for music education 
A third field that can gain benefit from an interac- 

tive Vn. musical notation system is music education, 
starting from the introductory level, in theory and 
analysis classes. 

Musical Education exploiting Musical Intelli- 
gence 

Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences [Z] pro- 
vides a theoretical foundation for recognizing abili- 
ties in such different areas as music, spatial relations 

and bodily control. It is mainly a psychological the- 
ory - not a direct educational strategy - but under- 
standing its principles should aUow a wider range of 
students to successfully profit kom classroom learn- 
ing. 

An implication of this theory is that different 
approaches are needed to e5ciently teach students 
whose intelligences are (in Gardner's classillcation) 
not musical, but rather visual, logical, verbal or 
Idnesthetic. 

An enriched musical notation stimulates men- 
tal models about harmony, exploiting visual abili- 
ties instead of ldnesthetic ones, thus stimulating the 
visnal/spatial intelligence, according to Gardner's 
model. Methods for displaying multiple visual cues 
are needed again. 

3 Rendering Musical Notation 
Mapping musical data to a geometric represen- 

tation can assume different speci6c meanings in 
the presented system. For example, the structure 
of a Bach's Canon can be mapped in space using 
the structure obtained from a form analysis. This 
method does not use standard music notation, but 
it's been extensively used in interactive explanations 
of form analysis bases [5]. 

Another approach starts by adding color to stal- 
dard musical notation. Coloring musical phrases can 
help in recognizing similar horizontal structures in 
the standard musical notation. 

When fine-grain analysis tools are used, such as 
the GTTM method 131, spatial representation can be 
shiFted from the traditional fiat 2D view to the 3D 
space. 

The outcome of an analysis such as the GTTM 
method, being a tree, consists of several levels of 
detailed information about the same music material. 
These levcls can be layered in 3D to denote the fact 
that they represent the same input data. 

Additional experiments are needed to define the 
best possible visualization of naturally linear and di- 
rected data, when each layer of information hides 
the previous ones and simple transparency can not 
be used easily - legibility has to be preserved. 

3.1 Mulli-Modal Perception and Color- 
Sound Associations 

A system using VR and 3D visualization tech- 
niques for ibIusic Analysis should aim a t  the most 
intuitive representation of musical data. That in- 
cludes not only an appropriate use of symbology and 
geometry, but the use of colors and color mapping 
as well. Directions about mapping decisions can be 
searched in multi-modal perception studies, which 
explore the interactions between auditory and other 
sensory processing in the human brain. 



3.2 System Prototypes 
To display standard musical notation, the build- 

ing blocks consist of canonically defined symbols for 
notes, staves, embellishment, expressivity notations 
etc. Few musical notation software packages exist 
in publicly available source code form; examples are 
the Vivace and Rosengarden systems - neither one is 
easily transportable to  a 3D library such as OpenGL. 
Therefore, the f i s t  prototypes for the presented sys- 
tem are built using CosmoWorld - an authoring tool 
for VRML scenes. VRML allows to  combine anima- 
tion, and audio/video information for fast prototyp- 
ing. 

Labels are in the form of 3D-positioned table ob- 
jects, small rectangles containing a visual presenta- 
tion of classes in a categorization of music data. 

Colors can be used used in pitch-class representa- 
tions. The choice of a color scale is not unequivocal. 
For example, when analyzing functional harmony in 
tonal music, different chord functions denote their 
distance from the tonal center of a piece. A domi- 
nant chord is in this c a e  often considered the closest 
to the root, being the one which most strongly tends 
to resolve to  the tonal center. I t  could be therefore 
visualized with a warm color, to denote its proxim- 
ity to  the center. However, it can also be considered 
the most distant chord, because of its tensions. 

Similar considerations can be made when choos- 
ing colors for chord quality classifications. Major 
and minor chords are often simplistically described 
as happy and sad-sounding chords, and in some cul- 
tures these two emotions could he depicted using red 
and purple colors - such a choice is very delicate. 

When the two classifications are combined - qual- 
ity and function of chords displayed simultaneously - 
two color scales have to be used and even more care 
is needed to avoid potential perceptual clashes. 

4 Conclusion 
Previously presented similar systems for 3D music 

visualization represent musical information using an 
ad-hoc, nonstandard notation, using 3D objects such 
as spheres and ellipsoids to represent notes, their re- 
sizing to identify played notes in real time, and a 
&xed space positioning to  represent category group- 
ing. 

Our system relies on standard music notation as 
the main visualization of music material. We add 
multiple visualization cues to enhance this notation 
instead of sacrificing the user's familiarity. Played 
notes are displayed in real time using color-coding 
a n d  highlighting; separate 3D objects are used a s  
information sources to  emphasize temporally related 
material - an undistorted view of music notation is 
always available. Finally, the spatial positioning sys- 
tem is interactively controlled by the user. 
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After acknowledging CCARH's copyright on the mate- 
rials, files can be downloaded to the user's computer. 

2.2 Technical Background 

The database is held in two separate parts: The reference 
information and the musical data itself. User requests 
are processed by a search engine (written in C for high- 
est speed) that examines the reference information and 
produces a list of unique keys and links to the musical 
data. 

2.3 Future Developments 

Although MtueDaia is highly expressive and valuable 
for researchers, there are hardly any MlrseData applica- 
tion programs outside CCARH that would facilitate 
analytical work. Therefore a project is under way to 
translate all musical data into David Huron's Hrfrndrtr~lt 
Kern and into Leland Smith's SCORE format. 

3 Classical Themefinder 

While the MzweDaia database contains complete works, 
the Classical Themefinder database holds over 2000 
melodic representations of themes that cover the full 
range of works from the classical period, from Adolphe 
Adam Efrem Zimbalist and from chamber music to 
orchestral works. Search results are displayed graphi- 
cally and with full reference information. 

3.1 List of Features 

In order to illustrate the numerous ways in which users 
can specify musical themes or parts thereof at 
lzt@://nzzisedata.sta~ifard.edt~/databases/tlzemefi~zder, 
all examples ~ e r t a i n  to this theme: . . 

- 0  - ~, 
7 , -  - - - , , ,  - - -  , , > - 2 : "  - , ~. I 

L C -  4 

Fig. 2 7lrrfirrr rlrcrrze fro~ir Bcerliolfe~l's Sy~r~plra~r) A'o. 6 

Searches can be done in the following ways: 
By pitch ("A ab D c ab A G c F G A ab A 

G", if exact pitch sequence, key and enharmonic spelling 
are known), by pitch-class ("9A20A970579A97" - if 
exact pitch sequence and key are known but not i& en- 
harmonic spelling), by interval ("+m2+M3-MZ-M2- 
m2-M2-P5+P4+M2+M2+m2 -m2-M2"- if exact inter- 
val and key are known) and semitone interval ("+l+4- 
2-2-1-2-7+5+2+2+1-1-2" - if exact interval is 
known but not the key), by scale degree 
( " 3 4 6 5 4 3 2 5 1 2 3 4 3 2 "  - if diatonic pitch sequence and 
key are known but no chromatic information), by gross 
contour ("/ / \ \ \ \ \ / / / / \ \"- if neither exact nor 
diatonic pitch sequence nor key are known but a rough 
sequence of upward and downward steps) or by refined 
contour (""/vvw\/"^^w" - as "gross contour" but 
upward and downward steps can be subdivided into 
small (""v ") and big (" / \") steps). 

Optionally, the search string can be anchored to the 
beginning of the theme. It is also possible to treat sev- 
eral consecutive unisons as one item (e.g. the first theme 
from Beethoven's Syntplrollj~ No. 3 ("5553" in scale- 
degree-format) will also show up when searching for 
"53"). 
The reperloire can be restricted by composer (Adam to 
Zibal is t ) ,  genre (orchestral, concerto, piano concerto, 
violin concerto, chamber, string quartet, and solo piano), 
key (key note and mode can be specified separately or 
set to " a l l "  respectively) and meter (numerical or lit- 
eral: simple, compound, etc.). All of the above elements 
can be arbitrarily combined. 
On the results page, the number of matching themes and 
the firs1 10 matches are displayed with complete refer- 
ence information (composer, work's name, opus number 
(if available) and genre, movement number, and theme 
identification) and graphical rendition. 

3.3 Technical background 

The database contains themes that were compiled from 
various sources which are all free from copyright. All 
themes were originally encoded in H l f ~ n d r ~ i n ~  Kern for- 
mat but were pre-compiled into a list of representations 
that is identical to the syntax of the 7 different ways of 
specifying themes in Classical Tllentefinder (pitch, 
pitch-class, etc.). Thus, all queries from the Web inter- 
face can swiftly be matched against those representa- 
tions without time-consuming invocation of several 
Humdrum commands. 

3.4 Future Developments 

Due to its simple architecture, the repertoire of Classical 
Tlterrtefinder can easily be extended to include an almost 
unlimited number of themes, provided that they are free 
from copyright. In addition to increasing the quantity of 
themes, it is also conceivable to include searches for 
rhythmic patterns, to provide links to the MlrseData 
database to download the whole piece (if available) and 
to offer MIDI renditions of the themes for acoustic veri- 
fication. 

4 Conclusion 

CCARH's two databases on the Web are high-quality 
resources for the musicological and musically interested 
community alike. Whether you want to perform an op- 
era, wake up at night with a classical theme springing to 
your mind or want to analyze the properties of a sub- 
stantial corpus of baroque music: All you need is at 
http://~~rrisedata.sta~~ord.edn. 
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The CyberWhistle - An Instrument For Live Performance 

Dylan hlenzies, David Howard 
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Abstract. The CyberWhistle is an integrated approach This is not only of interest in emulating real instru- 
to a new electronic instrument, with emphasis given to ments, but of general use in creating instruments 
aesthetic and practical considerations. It consists of a with rich response characteristics. 
penny whistle' fitted with sensors and electronics con- 
nected by cable to a desktop computer, a Silicon Graphics 
Indy. In contrast to many windcontrollers, the colltinu- 
ous position of the fingers is sensed. Audio is produced on 
multiple channels using various software synthesis meth- 
ods, including waveguide modeling. The design of soft- 
ware and hardware have proceeded in parallel, which has 
helped in the musical unification of the instrument. The 
word cyber is chosen to reflect the welding of a 'natu- 
ral' form, the whistle, with modem technology, and also, 
hopefully, the fusing of the player with the instrument. 

1 Introduction 

Aesthet ic  Background The development of the 
CyberWhistle was strongly infiuenced by the tradi- 
tional whistle music of Ireland. The effect, on the 
whistle, of gradually withdrawing the lowest cover- 
ing finger is to raise the pitch smoothly to the note 
above. Irish music exploits this technique to the full 
by c o m b i i g  such shifting shadings in rapid succes- 
sion. The resulting intricate patterns of sound help 
to compensate for the simplicity of tuning and tone. 
In the contemporary electroacoustic style, tuning, or 
at least the ability to create complex hierarchies with 
pitch, is frequently not very important. More impor- 
tant is the ability to shape the sound in detail. The 
whistle thus suggests itself as a possible means of per- 
formance in electroacoustic music: The movements of 
the fingers simultaneously provide a rich method for 
continuous control of musical parameters. Comple- 
mentary to this is the technique of tonyuing, in which 
the player rapidly blocks and unblocks the mouth- 
piece opening with the tongue tip, affording a way 
to generate discontinuities. 

N o t e  Transitions Even for standard, pitch based, 
windcontrollers there are good reasons for tracking 
the position of the fingers, rather than just using 
switches. The depression of a switch can only effect 
the sound when it becomes closed, and is unaffected 
by the speed of closure. In real instruments the inter- 
note transitions depend on the closure time profile. 

' Also known as a tin whistle. The metal bore is cylin- 
drical and contains six finger holes on the up side. 

T h e  Justified Whis t le  bla~iy interfaces are possi- 
ble for measuring contumous finger movements, for 
instance there exist several dntagloue types. It is there- 
fore important to identify reasons why the whistle 
should be retained and not developed into some other 
form unaffected by the restrictions of acoustic design. 
The whistle has several excellent ergonomic quali- 
ties. The finger holes are wide and can be accurately 
sensed a t  the rims, giving feedback on the position 
of the Engers '. Instrument controllers which track 
movements of free body parts l i t  force-feedback 
to that which occurs inside the players body. Con- 
versely, force feedback which requires sustained ap- 
plication of pressue by the player is tirmg. The 6n- 
gers are in view, which helps visual feedback. The 
mouthpiece is easily used. The blowing feel, or force 
feedback, of a real whistle is substantially unaltered 
in the CyherWhistle: i\Iany windcontrollers attempt 
to emulate reed instruments for which it is not pos- 
sible to retain the more complex mouth and throat 
interactions. The visual appearance is uncluttered 
and pleasing. 11 more abstract aesthetic comes from 
the whistle, one of the earliest instruments, being 
combined with modern technology. The form of the 
penny whistle is familiar to a great many penny whis- 
tle players, many of whom began playing the whistle 
before moving to more elaborate wind instruments. 
In the author's experience such players are attracted 
by the CyberWhistle. 

Prac t ica l  Considerations The whistle provides a 
very convenient outer shell. The electronics can he 
mounted on cylindrical former which slides into the 
whistle hore.(In fact the whistle can be used as nor- 
mal by withdrawing the the former.) Penny whis- 
tles are inexpensive. Six channels of continuous fin- 
ger movement turns out to be technically reasonable. 
Certainly a more elaborate finger scheme would need 
a more elaborate approach tkan described in the fol- 
lowing section. 

' Other wind instruments with open holes such as the 
clarinet, have much smaller holes. 
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2.1 Finger  Sens ing  <xi t,l~e t i~~gc r  I IUIL~  is I,, t,l1,.111 

The penny whistle player bends a not,e by rtlcliing 
thc finger to the side of the 110le. Onre t,l~e fi~lger 
rises more than a few nlrrl it ceases to havr any ef- 
fect. For the CyberIVhistle we sliolild lilie to have 
good resolution in this lower region, possibly with 
some resolution a t  wider separations. to extend t,he 
technique. Electric field sensing has a long history 
of use in electronic instruments dating hack to the 
Theremin [3]. Of the various operation modes de- 
scribed clearly in [5] the shunt mode proves to be 
workable. The finger is earthed to the player. and ef- 
fectively reduces the conduction across the capacitor- 
sensor. The'metal bore helps to isolate the finger sen- 
sors. Circuitry for accurately measuring the change 
in conduction is described in [j]. For six channels the 
total circuitry becomes a little awkward. 

Light  Sens ing  w i t h  L E D s  One possibility is to 
measure the strength of infra-red light refiected from 
the finger back into the fingerhole. The main draw- 
back is dependence on skin reflectance. Another ap- 
proach is t o  measure the occluded ambient light in- 
tensity relative to the ambient level detected by a 
free sensor, F igu re  1. 

The intensity ratio is corlst,ant to ambient light level 
change, as for the LEDs. So t,he resistance ratio will 
also be constant,, and so can be used to measure fin- 
ger position. Producing a volt,age related to the re- 
sistance ratio is simple using a voltage divider. How- 
ever, we should lilie to corr~pensate six finger hole 
LDRs using one free LDR.. The circuit used for achiev- 
ing this is shown in F igu re  2. 

Fig. 2. LDR compensatio~~ circuit. 

Preset 1 is used to adjust the working distance range. 
Preset 2 controls the voltage output range. Some 
variation is encountered in the behaviour of a batch 
of LDRs. Usually the variations are small, and it is 
more convenient t o  correct these in software than in 

Fig. 1. Compensated ambient light sensor. hardware, using a simple calibration test. 

The ratio of these cluantities is constant to ambi- 
ent level change: and hence a measure of finger po- 
sition. Combining a photo diode or transistor with 
a transconductance amp gives a voltage nearly pro- 
portional to light intensity. So, dividing the occluded 
voltage by the free voltage gives finger position. Un- 
fortunately dividing voltages is not easy. The best 
option would be t o  divide with a suitable ADC by 
supplying the ambient level voltage as the reference 
voltage, but even this would add significantly to the 
total circuit complexity. 

Light  Sens ing  w i t h  L D R s  LDRs are can be used 
;ts switching devices, for a musical example see [3], 
but can also be used for measuring light intensity. 
Miniature LDRs are available from several manufac- 
turers which suit the dinlensions of finger holes very 
well. They are approximated by a pure resistance 
which under steady lighting conditions satisfies 

Test ing A n  L D R  Fingerhole A simple test rig for 
the LDR fingerhole reveals more strengths and weak- 
nesses. The old term for covering a finger hole, shad- 
ing, is particularly apt because the player can see the 
shadows cast by the fingers directly. For small source 
lights t,he shadows are harder, but the finger control 
is still continuous because the shadows move across 
the receptive area of the LDRs. Photo semiconduc- 
tors have much smaller receptive areas. Most light- 
ing conditions give a suitable variation profile. The 
greatest voltage variat,ion is near the finger down po- 
sition, ensuring better resolution in this region when 
sampled. The circuit can be made to work over a 
wide ambient light range, hut in the lower region 
the response rapidly deteriorates due to a cooliny 
effect in the LDRs. The response t,o a rapid finger 
depression is a slowing up near saturation. To work 
around this, the soft ware can generate a finger down 
state before (,he voltage sat,orates. The finger release 
doesn't suffer the same delay because the light level 
is immediately increased. 



2.2 Brea th  Sensing 

B r e a t h  Noise Detect ion Two schr~n~rs II;LV~! been 
in~pleme~~ted for breath cont,rol. The Erst nlcnsur+!s 
t,he noise generat,ed by the breat,ll passing ovur a 
rough plastic surface, using a11 inespcnsi~esub-mi~~iat~rre 
electret microphone of the l5nd found on coniputcr 
desktops (See Figure  3). 

Fig. 3. Using an electret mic in the mouthpiece. 

The audio signal is fed directly to the computer audio 
input and processed digitally as outlined in F igure  
4. 

v 
noirc gate 2.palc r ~ $ a d e  

Fig. 4. blic processing ovcrview. 

Tonguing can be followed quiclily by detecting the 
changes to and from low level signals, when the noise 
generated by air turbulence ceases. In-note signals 
are filtered to reject noise, whiie still offering enough 
response so that vibrato technique can be used. The 
computational load is moderate hut not inappropri- 
ate in relation to the high load demanded by the 
synthesis software. The systenl suits a low pressure, 
rekxed blowing style. Generally, windcontrollers np- 
erate at higher pressures. The plastic insert helps 
keep moisture from the mic, and also shields the mic 
from audio feedback. Breath nloisture is carried di- 
rectly into the air and doesn't build up in the bore. 
The mouthpiece is easily cleaned by removing. 

oHi!rs ~vick!r prc!sslln, r;lngvs ~ L ~ I C I  ilir~!~:t, prL:ssure 11lt'a- 
SII~I*III<,IL~. Till! ~c!nsr~r is r~ i~~vr~~~i t~nkI ,y  I ~ ~ I L I I L ~ C C I  in a 
b1111g like t,l1e! ~nic. Thr' 11i1rk pressIIrc can bc (:hanged 
Ily ;uI,j~~stin]: a hlo~~li tit,t.c,ll to tlu! ~noutllpiere ex- 
haust. By blocking t,l~r? tlir rshnust con~pletely tile 
playtyer can play without e s ~ r n d i ~ l g  breath. The breath 
pressure is san~plr.rl and co~~veyed by serial link to 
[:omput,er. Wl~ile i t  is ~:on~enient to combine finger 
and breath together on one serkd Line, it is found 
that lower lat,ency ?an be achiever1 for breath con- 
t,rol by using audio geuerated according to the noise 
cletection scheme. A DC block and a %pole low pass 
filter with a cut,oK of -400 Hz applied to the pressure 
sensor signal axe effective in isolating a reasonably 
clean audio signal which can be used, for example, 
to implement growling st& eEects by modulating 
the synthesis process with the player's own voice. 

2.3 Sensor Sampling 

The sensor voltages are sampled and converted to 
midi controller messages using a low cost microcon- 
troller microcontroller. Additional analog inputs are 
read via a multiplexer. kIIDI provides ample band- 
width for the six finger holes. -4 more serious prob- 
lem lies in the desktop software. The processor dis- 
ruption when receiving the serial information is very 
high, despite the low bandwidth, and reduces the po- 
tential for software synthesis. Various compromises 
can be made. The microcontroller has dip switches 
for setting the coutrol message blanking time and 
the resolution of the sample: The average bandwidth 
can be reduced, maintaining fast response to sud- 
den changes at the e.xpense of lower resolution. This 
reduces the ability for subtle expression, for exam- 
ple vibrato. Reducing the message rate to 1 per 4 
ms ni th a resolution of 64 (G bits) made a useful 
compromise for most of the software used. The in- 
terface electronics and microcontroller have been in- 
tegrated into a single circuit board which fits inside a 
Bb penny whistle. An earlier prototype of the Cyber- 
Vilistle has an external control bax, which requires 
many more connecting wires, and introduces para- 
sitic feedbacli problems in the high impedance Lines. 

3 Software Synthesis 

3.1 T h e  Programming Environment 

Init,ially, real time Cso~md, [?I, mas used t,o protot-ype 
ideas rapidly. Horvevr:r the need for greater Bexibid- 
ity a r~d efficiency pro~npt,ed a move to C++."he 

Fur esiu~lple, the a~ulio hlock sizp. in Csound, ksmp~ ,  
B r e a t h  Pressure  Detect ion The second scheme uu~st heset to t.he order of 100 samples to achieve good 
uses a miuiature breathsensor of the micro-silicon efficiency, hut this linlits the minimum glubal feedback 
bridae kind that have recentlv become available. This tirue aurl miuim~cm ni~dio latencv. Cnrrectina the fced- - - 
is much more expensive than the condenser mic, but back time is awkward. 



~111ji>ct, p r i ~ g r ; ~ , r ~ u ~ l i ~ ~ g  st,yli! is pi~rt,ii:~~l:~rly ap[~rcll>ri- 
atria Cur physical lrlodels ivlli~:lt reHl'ct the Ilii'rilr~:llii:al 
lrtture of re;d objects. It is ;xlso 11s1:hll f i x  t,llr! ~ n o m  
general abstract s t ruc tun!~  frequent,ly fol~r~rl in 11111- 
sic, possibly hecause the IIUIIINI 111inc1 is biased to- 
wards natural st,ructures. The inlining ol sillall audio 
functions proves effective in improving speed, espe- 
cially when fully optimized. The core irndio code is 
necessarily compact, so inlining does not prorluce an 
excessively large executable; around 100 Iibyte. 

~Iit,iun;rl Iiw sy~~t,hvsis S ~ S ~ I ~ I I I S ' ~ L I L < ~  ~~11ysii:~~I il~oclel- 
iug. 111 t l ~ ,  i ~ l ~ l i ~  systisll~s t,llv ~n~l t , ruls  t,ypir;rlly map 
~liroct,ly il~t,u t,hv i~udio r;lt.l! syr~t,llvsis cng i~~c .  For ex- 
;tn~ple, ;L kcy tziggrrs ; t r ~  c~~~vi?lnpe, or hreath pressure 
rnaps ont,o clepth ( I F  ~ ~ C C I I I ~ ' I I ~ : ) .  ~ ~ ~ o d u l a t i o ~ l .  The re- 
sult is t,llat t,he ol~tpllt irt a given time depends only 
on the very recent inpnt,, aild possibly some isolated 
previous cveilt,s S I I I : ~  i& a pedill sustain. In a physi- 
cal modeling instrument the ronibination of long de- 
lays, feedback and non-linearity ensure that the in- 
stantaneous output is dependent on a much broader 
histor!/. The idea of control filtering is to enrich the 

I/O, La t ency  The best response time for incoming 
dynamics of the response to the corltrols without cre- 

midi data is achieved by making a shared process 
ating an audio rate physical model. The control sig- 

sleep with a Univ select. command until ivoke~~ by a 
l ids are filtered, possibly nonlinearly and noninde- 

midi event. As noted earlier, it is important to limit 
pendently, then upsampled t,o rlrive the audio rate 

the midi rate so as  not to disrupt the main audio 
synthesis section. For example. take a simple linear 

process too much. Using the interrupt method the 
filter consisting of DC pass with some resonance at  

best latency from sensor voltage to audio output is 15 Hz. Apply a finger control through this filter to 
10 ms. The audio buffers can be set to a n~inimum of 

the index of a n  FA1 oscillator. The output ripples 
256 samples". In  normal free running operation with 
the output buffer full, the audio latency fro111 input 

when the input is displaced. 

to output is then 6 ms. 

3.2 Software Synthes i s  

Phys ica l  RiIodels -4 range of simple physical mod- 
els were constructed consisting of woodwind and string 
elements, [6 ] ,  [I], [4], combined with some greatly 
simplified models for the linger holes (Figure 5). 
Even with such a minimal arrangement very inter- 
esting results can be produced by careful control of 
the finger holes. 

Mnulliplrrr 

I' 8.1, . . . . . . . . 
Finpcr htllc I W~rrguldr Finger h l l c ?  

Fig. 5. Simplified bore models 

R.elaxing the bore filter and efiending the instru- 
ments to very low registers is effective in generating 
a rich spectrum. Different bore tunings lead tp con- 
trasting multiphonic effects. 

Con t ro l  F i l t e r  M o d e l s  Control Filterir~g is a broad 
t,echnique for trying to bridge the gap between tra- 

Only in 4 channel mode on the Silicon Graphics Indy 

4 Summary 

The CyberWhistle demonstrates that additional ef- 
fort e.xpended in controller design may be well re- 
warded, even when using simple synthesis processes 
and inexpensive hardware. Likewise, care talcen in 
combining the synthesis process with the continu- 
ous control parameters is worthwhile. Frequently too 
much emphasis is given to the complexity of the 
synthesis and not t,he overall instrument. The serial 
communication method seriously compromises per- 
formance, and this is a general feature of pre-emptive 
operatingsystems. Using the audio bus as an indirect 
co~nmunication channel is more efficient and offers 
lower latency. 
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Listening Session 

Lawrence Pritts 

Thought-Forms is an acousmatic computer composition created in Lhe University of Iowa Electronic Music 
Studios. The work is inspired by the early twentieth-century spiritualist movement whose proponents believed that 
images and matter were physical forms of thougl~t. The musical gestures of Thought-Fonns were created T T O ~  a wide 
variety of sounds that originated in the pl~ysical world. Treated musically, hou,ever, these sounds lose their u~aterial 
identity as their physical continuity is transronned into musical tl~ought-ronns. 

Gianantonio Patella 

For this colnposition I developed a plan of worlc that is based on construction of tluee sound-layers. The material 
or final layer is therefore product of elaboration of the two previous layers. In practice after having syntl~etized the first 
layer. tllat is a piece of about 76 second I prepared an other layer ofthe same length using as basic material the first 
layer. and so I did for final layer which exqxnds the duration of the piece until about durteen minutes, besides in this 
layer I also used the sane  file that I was synthetizing as basic material. Synthesis of the first layer has been obtained 
~ v i h  a very simple instrutnent Ulat utilizes algoritl~nl for synthesis of plucked slring (Karplus-Strong). 

I built the second layer of piece handling, brealiing up, distorting the first layer, I wanted in fact to supply so~nc 
111aterial enough various to modulate Ll~e IIelT layer. I synthetized t l~e  last layer wit11 1 only instrument that was fed by 
a score that I generated by a chaotic algoritlun 1 used the sane tnetl~odology also Tor score of the first layer. Timbre or 
this instrument can be modified during Ule time by a sequence of instructions. These can modify parameters from the 
outside of Ule instrument. A single note of this instrument can produce 2 sounds that weave on t l~e  2 channels by 
Iiunclions which control tlle movement of sounds for the wbole duration of piece. Algoritlun U~at T used for the 
generation of score is built by a chaotic function tllat can generate many values per time, these values are connected 
between them. I think existence of a strong degree of link between values is truly important, when we utilize them as 
generators of score. On the contrary we would find us in front of a lcind of generator of random numbers. Utilizing tlds 
type of function let me obtain 2 advantages. ale first one is just interdependence of values, the second one is a lcind of 
s t n s h r d  memory, as a matter of ract this algoritllm maintains a lcind 01 memory of values generated before. For a few 
or these starting values we obtain a memory tllat we can consider structural, we can actually observe some recurrent 
microstructures. Besides a few structures present tllemselves more times interlaced together with other stmclures. 
Generator creates the rollowing parameters: starting instan4 duration, amplitude of signal and frequency. These 
parameters are enough to synlhetize the first layer because algorithm of synthesis is very simple and stztic. These sanle 
parameters lose importance constructing the final layer, even i1 they remain basic substance for synlhesis. 

Characteristic imprinl of the piece is fonned by a series orinstructions modifying: timbre, region of frequency and 
sonorous intensity. Aud they are supplied by ouler conwols, but they can even ~nodiCy many parameters ofinstrumnent. 
One of Lhcse instructions can therefore modify parameters intervening during the starting phase on notes until a new 
instruction modifies the same parameter. Almost always Lhese instructions modify a parameter changing 2 valucs 
because each note produces 2 distinguisl~ed sounds, but it is possible intervening in a few cases to modify a single 
parameter lilce for example selection of modulating file that can be either the second layer or the tlurd. These 
instructions can intervene on other parameters, for example: depth of modulation, amplitude of signal, filtering of 



modulating signal, multiplier of carrier frequency, temporal region in which is possible to select modulating signal, 
presence or absence of distortion. 

A very important factor for synthesis is the choice of a modulating signal. This is put in relationship to teuiporal 
region ofmodulating file (always introduced by outside instructions) and is besides put in relationship to the frequency 
o i  note Ulat we are generating in that instant. For Uus reason choice of modulating signal is proportional to carrier 
frequency of note. In this way temporal references of modulating sound-layers are shictly put in relation with 
frequency parameter and one of the principal parameters tbat characterize timbre. 

Pete Stollery 

My previous tape piece Alterated Iflmges was concerned will1 the dual interpretation of the word "image" on botll 
aesthetic and sonic levels, Onset/Offsel is concerned, even more tban before, nith exploiting the interplay between the 
original "meaning" of sound objects and U~eu spectro-morphological cliaracteristics. Thus, there arc many 
recognisable sounds in thus piece which can, and sl~ould. be perceived on both levels - the sound of a key in a lock is 
on one level refers to tlie action of unlocking a door. but on another, is also interesting as a pure sound in itself. 

Mareo Biscarini 

Percorsi is a composition in which the electronic processing of the sound, used in a different ways in Ule six 
sections inaking up the piece, creates a strong musical idea. Tliis musical idea is made cboerenl by a harmonic area 
that resounds in the whole piece. 

Some cliords that reminds the clime from Secon Wien School are inserted in an absolutely original timbral texture. 
Two paths, one harmonic and tlie other Limbral, develop side by side towards a unique sound object. 
The piece vras realized at the Studio di Musica Elettronica of Ule Consenlatorio G.B. Martini, Bologna and in tlle 

composer's private studio. 

Eric Chasalow 

Lefl To His Owt7 Dellices 

I was a graduate student at Columbia from 1977 to 1985. I spent much of this time working on tape and instrument 
pieces at tile Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music Center and would occasional take a break from the splicing block 
to sit in the reception area and catch up with tlie other the people working at t l~e  center, usually composer Pril Snuley, 
technician Virgil Decarvalo, Vladimir Ussachevslq and, Milton Babbitt. The RCA synthesizer housed at tlie center 
\\,as Miltons' instrument. On one occasion, Milton told me that he intended to write only one more piece for tape and 
instrument - a violin and tape piece tbat he had promised long ago. It was to have been titled Left To His Own 
Devices - a fabulous title I thoughl. Sadly, not long after U~at discussion, the studio was broken into and tlie RCA 
vandalized, rendering it inoperable. With the RCA gone, Milton's piece could no1 be written. 

I have been thinking for a long time about using the computer to precisely control tlie inanipulation of preesisting 
material -especially material that has very strong associations. It is a challenge to do more than simply quote well- 
known sources and take a "free ride" on their fan~e. A colnposer needs to digest the material and come up with a piece 



that reveals its sources, yet through their manipulation and recontextualization has something to say of its own. In Left 
To His Own Devices, I have combined archival interviews wid1 Milton Babbitt that go back as far as the 1960's with a 
virtual RCA synthesizer of my o ~ m  creation. This has allowed me to write music that drows on quotations from 
Babbitt's insbwnental music but to have it "performed by the RCA. Tlie text is my own composile of pluases that 
solue of us have heard Milton speak many times over the years. In t l ~e  best tradition of text-sethg, 1 have. tried to 
intensify these phrases by building a dramatic, musical structure bothj?onz them and aroun them. 

Silvia Lanzalone 

Intersezioni, for magnetic tape and performer (1997), is based on the novel of Edoardo Sanguineti "Capriccio 
italiano" (1963) and takes the expressive contents, the structure, part of the text The different narrative planes of the 
novel are made musically like sonorous layers that superimpose or separate, intersect or penetrate. 

The test of the novel was subdivided in order to reconstruct the different courses of narration; each of suc11 courses 
was subsequently subjected to decomposition and to a selection of its more significant elements. I didn't want to tell 
with music that is already detinite and autonomous in the literary tex-; out of the narrative plot remain the words that 
are for me more meaningN. the phonemes more pregnant of rhylhm and timbre. 

The sound matter was build in two stages: 
- I  played and interpreted the text emphasising its acoustic and expressive peculinrily: 
- I subjected the text and its parts to various levels of transformation using digital filters and processes of 

granulation (System Fly30). 

Biagio Putignrno 

Tlie OSCILLUM is an earthen vase, usually put outside the doorside by the ancient Messapians for protection 
against negative influences. 

Its form is round and flat  and it is empty inside: at the frontside the vase is decorated wit11 anthropomorphous 
drawings. Oscilla of different dimensions, lumped together on trees or other suitable places, probably gained a magic 
meaning when waved by the wind. Their sound could contain divine messages of manifold meanings and could bode 
well to anyone who came across. Some of these arcane objects are being conserved at the Provincial Museum 
S.Castromediano of Lecce, Italy. 

Finally, the peculiar assonance bemeen oscillwn and oscillator, the symbolic instrument of electronic music. goes 
right to the heart of the matter. The composition drew its inspiration from this object. The diffusion of the piece is 
thought to be in picture galleries or avant-garde art galleries. eqositions of contemporary art, etc., as background 
music, welcoming and accompanying visitors. 

The piece starts from a basic concept: the gradual filtering of a while noise in order to obtain pitches (creating 
euphonic agglomerates). For this reason the whole composition uses only a subtractive synthesis realised with Csound. 
The piece originates from silence, discreetly, with an exploration of the sonorous field by means of easy flows; the 
white noise immediately gets colonred and polarises on hinge-frequencies, whose glissando's design simple 
trajectories. The element of the initial figure is characterised by a group of percussive sounds always obtained by 
filtering. Around the frequency of 466 Hz other frequencies start to be polarised, forming tluee haI'III0niCS of the ninth 
of dominant. Tlie continuous narrowing of the pass-band filter. determining the mahimum possible filtering , is 
rcducing Uie noise to a sinusoid. Simultaneously, also the profiles of the envelopes start to diminish until the whole 
energy of the amplitude of tbe slating point is stored. This determines the appearance of other percussive sounds on 
adjacent pitches. These percussive sounds differ from tile initial figure by the more pronounced decay in such a way 
tliat the same sounds seem to resound in a different architectonic surrounding. The acoustic illusion determines a 
dichotomy between the two figures. Although the initial figure remains inalterated, the other undergoes a process of 



adjustment of the internal components to every single tone. Nevertheless, the Werent  choice of the decay profiles 
keeps Ule two groups separated by reason of the described acoustic illusion. The bands that ridge the final acoustic 
space simulate the trajectories of the initial glissando's. though reduced remarkably in amplitude. The piece finishes 
tvith t l~e hinge-frequency of 466 Hz, that fades into wvlute noise. Tbis dissipates all the energetic accumulation caused 
by the 11monies in the final part of the composition. 

Luca Pavan 

The Impossible Plm~et 

Tlie idea of this work comes from the homonymous, short stoq The Impossible Planet (1953) by philip K. Dick 
(1928-1982). The story is a representation of the Earth in a future time alter a catastrophic event. The piece wants to 
recall, in a metapllorical sense, the description of lhe sounds in 111c landscape. The wliole work is realized tviU1 the 
soun sy~~thesis prograni Csound. I used only an original Csound inslrument and a recorded sound of a female singing 
voice. This sound has been transformed, filtered and put in different locations in the stereophonic environment. I used 
Ule voice after some experiments with different kinds of sound: Uie voice sounds: because oftheir characteristics, gavc 
the effect I was searching Tor producing a wind simulation. To produce the wind effect the voice is stretched 111any 
times and the pitch is controlled by a random process. The spatialization has been obtained with the creation of a 

_circular movement of sounds: if the higher f~equencies of a sound are progressively eliminated one perceives rhe sound 
behind him. I used this technique to obtain a simulation of a wind coming Gom different directions. In my Csound 
instrument I have included the control of the number of sound rotations in Uie stereophonic environment: when I have 
changed the number of sound rotations it lias been possible ti realize a dynamic sound movement. The slructure of Uie 
piece is divided in two parts: Uie first which is only one minute of lenght, is composed with no filtered sounds. The 
second part is realized with iiitered sounds and a large number of sound rotations. The Iiltered sounds come from a 
bank of resonant killers in series. The second part is iecognizable especially by the presence of a lugher pitch of 
sounds. that is Uie result of using ihe bank of filters. Two dirrerent reverberation units have been used, one to 
transform sounds, the other for reverberation of the wholc piece. Tlie first used reverberation unit has a control 
parameter of high frequencies decay in tlie reverberated sounds. This parameter is controlled by a diiferent function 
per dhannel. The second reverberation unit lias been used for simple reverberation. The goal of the piece were to 
obtain dark sounds, evoking a dead landscape: tlus was obtained especinlly witll time stretching of the voice sounrl, 
~ v i t l ~  a particular Csound unit (Soundwarp, R Karpern, 1992-97): it can stretches a sound and changes its pitch at tile 
same time, Like a phase i~ocorler. So the piece is realized with only a Csound orchestra: Uus is possible with the 
Csound potvcrful features. The piece was realized in the electronic music classroon~ of the Music Conservatorio "0. 
RespiglC (Latina, Italy). 

NIichelangeIo Lupone 

Con~~ojiato (Counterbrenth) 
perfonrrm~ce on a one do~~cer ' s  breath 

Breath is common to t l~e  conceptions oimany cultures about Ule appearance of life. 
The first and last breath usually represent the beginning and the end of contact wit11 physical and sensory realty, 

but also tha beginning and the end of the spiritual quest, the creative act, of conscious participation in the cosmic 
ordcr. Rhythmical articulation and tlie various types of inspiration and expiration, emerge h m  the dense nehvork of 
emotions and meditation teclmiques furnishing a constant reminder of the way nature regulates and inscribes the 
human body. 

Controfiato uses these considerations as a starting point for narrating the transformations of a breath through the 
gestures and movement of a body as it dances. 

Starting from a static and inen condition of the body. in wlucli breath represents nothing more than tlie interior 
echo life, the exploration of movement and space lead the dancer to self possession and expression; Ule different 
positions (lying down on all fours, upright) modulate the sounds of diEferent breaths and the claslung r11fl1ms 



distinguish the spaces occupied. The sound of every breath is added on and interacts with the preceding ones. tracing a 
musical form which contracts and expands (like a breath which accumulates and cancels itself). 

The work was created at the CRM Music Research Center of Rome. A Fly30 system was used for the sound 
elaboration. 

James Dashow 

Ahdin Szrn~i~~nl Kit 
a lyric satire in ihree parts for radio 
t e a  by B N ~ O  Ballardini 

Our lives are more and more being determined by interactions with some sort of screen: first there was Ule cinema. 
then the tv. now tlle computer. The latter captures us more than its predecessors by inviting us to take part in an 
experience much less passive than that based on merely the one way presentation of video images. But tlus 
paticipation is only an illusion: the information and modes of interaction (the -'instructions for use") are easily 
manipulated by others, producing a cultural conlonnis~n far more insidious than before ... we become digital lotus 
eaters. 

1. NICO' Our hero; a certain Nicd, is recounling a Tew early memories, he is already captured, hypnotized 
by his computer screen. The voices are those of the world of inlormatics which become Inore and more 
hallucinatory as Nicb falls deeper and deeper into the digital world. Reality continues to call him, to pull hum out 
or his vortex, but in vain; the M ~ e r  he gets inside. Ule more reality seems mere light-play. 

2. CREMA. (CREAM) As persislent as a virus, lhe publicity spot appears wherever there's a screen. 
3. TUTTI COLLEGATI. (EVERYBODY CONNECTED) The ultimate triumph of the screen: its universe is 

the NeL Lhe electron flux is all: But as for us, are we really there7 

Media Survival Kit was produced for Audiobos. a program oTNational Italian Radio (RAI), Radio 3: 

The voices, in order of their materialization: Alfred0 Lombardozzi, Bruno Ballardini. Claudio Bianclu. Lucia 
Bova, Pinotlo Fava. 

The musicians: Lncia Bova. harp; Corrado Canonici, contrabass: Paul Goldfield. percussion; Barbara Lazotti, 
soprano; Paola Buccian, cello; with t l ~e  special participation of whisller Nicholas Anagnostis. 

Elaboration of recorded sounds and electronic sounds synthesis was done using the MUSIC30 system of digital 
sound synthesis, on Ll~e Spirit30 accelerator board Tor personal computers by Sonitech International. 

Digital editing by Giancarlo Grevi, Paolo Anlonini, Antonio Giordano. 

Witb thanks to Roberto Carapellucci and especially to Pinotto Fava producer of Audio Bos 

P.S. The composer and the author of the words worlced together almost exclusively via Internet; nevertl~eless. 
towards the end of the projecl each verified Uiat the other really existed. 

Luigi Ceccarelli 

Tzpnc Ai?zarzr (La deconqtrista, i/ Pachac~rti) 
n~usical opera based on a Gianni Toti's test 

This piece was born from a poetic tes* by Gianni Toti about the epos of Inca prince Tupac Amam 



The action starts at the rising of indios against the spanis11 conquistadores, nine years before tlie French 
Revolution. The conclusion of the poem takes place. tllougl~ in o w  time, and talks about the cruel ending oC tlie 
kidnapping at the Japanese Embassy, caused by the present President of Peru. In these epic vicissitudes pas1 and 
present inelt mingle and get united within the legend 01 Latin American People's liberation from Uie conquistadores 
orall times. 

The aim of tlie composer was tliat of hansforming this fascinating and complex test into a charming and amazing 
postmodern adventure. 

Ln Tupac Amm Luigi Ceccarelli hies to convey the cspressive force of present music into moulding tlie ~vords and 
giving tliem a strong emotional power, expanding the original meaning of the tex?. This work was realized at Edison 
Studio - Rome in september 1997. The sound processing is mainly based on analysis and resynthesis but also on 
conventional studio techniques used in a radical way. All the vocal parts of the work were realized with Giovm~a  
Mori's voice. 

Tupac Amaru was premiered at 'Europa Festival" in Ferenlino in september 1997: the actress was performing 
live, with a real-time use of a video camera, and slides projection. Tlus version instead is for solo tape. It is available 
in LIVO versions: for two or eight tracks tape. 







Listening Session 

Fabio Cifariello Ciardi 

Sounds might be linked with the net of our autobiographical and sl~ared memories in dinerent ways. Many of 
"Gioclu di fondo" sounds and events apply for shared long-term memory traces: roclc timbres, roclc and reggae 
rhylhms and "licks", concrete sounds that are commonly considered as a part of a recognizable sonic knowledge. 
Looking at sound events in terms of mental images might be useful to grasp a part of the listener knowledge that 
111ig11t stand out clearly during the listening process, even without being directly related with musical parameters (e.g. 
a knowledge related with abstract concepts or with emotions). In "Gioclu di fondo" I used sounds to ex-lore the 
abstract concept of game. Within the infinite correlates of this concept I decided to stress the links between the idea of 
"games" and concepts as "interaction", "confrontation", "conflict". 

"Gioclu di fondo" is based on "contacts". "fugues". "conquests" and "defeats" among sonic organisms that dwell 
different virtual spaces. Listener is intended as the main player of a metaphorical and surrealistic "audio game". 
"Giochi di fondo" derives from the electroacouslic materials of "Games" for double bass, live electronics and 
quadraphonic tape that has been realized during the summer-autumn of 1995 at EMS (Stockholm). At that time 
spatialization was realized on the workstation MARS-IRIS controlled with the software written by Davide Rocchesso, 
Luca Mozzoni e Oscar Ballan of Centro di Sonologia Computazionale (University of Padua). The definitive 
elaboration of"Gioc1u di Condo" sonic materials has been realized at Edison Studio (Roma) in winter 1997. 

Giovanni Cospito 

Le stelle i~ztortzo ... 

The principal idea of this composition, is to use archaic musical material with new infomatic tecnolgies. The first 
material is the speech: 1 used a poeuy of Satfo in ancient greek language. The poetry is seen as a complex sound 
world: phonems, words. rbythms of metric, melodic lines oCprosody, pre-verbarl expression, micro-transition between 
phonems and so on. The second one is an ambient of several synthetic sounds which are related lo some aspects of tlle 
first material, 

The conlposition is also structurated about archaic compositional elements: the rhyllvnic and formal elements are 
talcen from the metric structure of the poetry and the pitch organizzation use a p d c o l a r  ldnd of contrapunctum based 
on d ~ c  ancient greek harmonies, genders and "nomoi". It is not a simple reconstraction but a particolar start-point of 
musical elements to construct complex structure possible to immagine today, with that kind of material and with 
modern tecnological procedures. 



Francesco Scagliola 

My work ... e Organizzar arises from a need: to find an original mark wluch generates the whole immanently. The 
organization of the Urline, the eh~loration and deformation of the given mark is surely my most enchanting advenlure 
of these years. To makc Uus I formalized a mathematical model by computer. Therefore. I composed this piece, aided 
by a software I wrote in MSBasic. The input data to software are: parametric controls as pitch. density, duration and 
rractal functions tables I use, above all, as probability distributions for composing those several parameters. 

I composed ... e Organizzar using the Uuee following models of sound synthesis : 
- one instrument FM with double modulating, 
- one instrument AM with a very low modulating frequency, approximately from .I to 3 Hz, 
- one granular synthesis instrument. 

Francesco Giomi 

Realized at the Sheffield U~uversity Sound Studio (UIC), Agnaby is an electroacoustic drama freely inspired by the 
novel "L'Etranger" by Albert Camus. It is also an attempt to get in touch, from a muical point of view, wiUi Arab 
culture and language. 

The inaterial is derived from 1) environmental sounds of the Arab urban life and culture: 2) fragments from Arab 
traditional music and tests; 3) excerpts from the French tehl of the book read by Daniel Arfib. The objects, having pre- 
existing functions and carrying intrinsic associations and meanings, have becn processed with ditferent algoritluns in 
order to create different degrees of transformation and recognizability. 

The formal structure of the piece is divided into two parts; tbe first follows the idea of a story taking place in an 
open and free space, with its noises and its sonic life; the second moves along the idea of a close and narrow 
environment, the courthouse of the novel, with its people, its atmospheres and its more introverted and predestined 
chmcter. 

Agostino Di Scipio 

Studio 97-98 was conceived as a preliminary study in the process of composing a larger scale work, INSTALL 
QRTT. The latter is a piece for string quartet, tape and computer processing. Ultimately. Studio 97-98 can be tought of 
as one of three components in the overall INSTALL QRTT project - the other two being 5 peui  brevi UI crini. legni e 
Iili d'acciaio ( 5  short pieces in hairs. woods and steel wires) for string quartet, and Interazioni cicliche, alle ditferenze 
sensibili (Ditference-sensitive circular interactions), for sbing quartett and interactive computer processing. 

Studio 97-98 itself features hvo musical components: the "out of context" one, i.e. a tape with string quartet sounds 
and voices, and the "in Context" one, i.e, the live granular computer processing of the tape sounds. The latter is s ~ ~ c h  
that it continually changes upon recognition of slight differences between the taped sounds and the sounds come out 
from the loudspeakers and heard in the performance room or hall. Therefore, the resulting textural sonic fabric is 
shaped by macline/ambiance interaction, i.e. upon contact with the particular physical place (including the audience) 
where the performance takes place. The inusical pace and density of granular material is then specific to the particular 



ambiance, including its own room acoustics, not to mention number and displacement of listeners, quality and 
displacement of space. as is on the concretization and sensible experience of a real space. 

Voices are heard from the tape which whisper short fragments from works by several authors: Goethe's 
Alerarnorphosis of plants, Edgar Morin's La ~?rethode, Paul Feyerabend's .4gab7st the inetltod, and Italo Calvino's 
Palo~ilar. 

In the making of this piece, I benefited &om the help and skill of the members of the Pro~neteo String Q~rortet. 
Thanks are also due to Istituto Gramma, Toni Balthasar, Maria Di Giulio, Lucia Di Giulio and Silvia Scluavoni, for 
their cooperation. First performance took place at Museo Laboratorio d ' h e  Contemporanea of La Sapienza 
University, Rome, March 1998. 
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Listening Session 

Elsa Justel 

Clouds of whispers fade away into the blue space, as iugitive wings hastening to a distant horizon. 
The verb becomes the material of an unknown language that tries to communicate the sense of sometlung lived, 

perfumed, something unreal and sensible. 
The words, the phonemes, the vocal gestures are transformed into a musical flw enriched by the own colours of 

each language. The speech is disguised into atmosphere, it expresses its essence fusing with music. 
Thousands samples of voices speaking in five different languages were regrouped to model the musical "paste". In 

its expressive run the language curve transporls the articulation of musical objects. As in the oral expression, the 
music is inhabited by sounds more or less harmonics interwoven with another of non-harmonic character. The speech 
is underlined and and broken by the respiration and by multiple noises of articulation. We have expoited that natural 
noiscs to create our musical material. By means of the spectral analysis of the material we have established the 
intimate substance of the voice sound. Then we have realized transfom~ations and re-synthesis such as cross-synthesis, 
convolution, interpolation, etc. In Ulis way we have developed the different phonetic cells into a variety of surfaces and 
textures. 

Antonio Augusto Caminhoto Neto 

Paisagens Londrinenses 1 tries to represent oniric soundscapes where real and imaginary co-exist, using sounds 
whose source (natural or syntetic) remains nebulous. 

Tlus piece was composed using recorded sounscapes from Londrina city (Brazil): cathedral bells, children playing, 
cicadas and other insects, birds, storms. The recorded sounds were processed with Csound, wich served also to 
synlhcsize other sounds. Processing techniques used were mainly granulation of sampled sounds, linear predictive 
coding, phase vocoder, subtractive synthesis. 

Msssimi~isno Messieri 

Aqz~ilne 
for tape 

Aquilae is a con~position for magnetic tape produced using concrete material only (percussion and friction onto a 
nletal book stand) and synthetic material (saw tooth wave). After changing the enveloping of those two materials they 
have been divided into two groups according to the sound source. The first group having tonic sounds with continous 
and iteractive facture with different kinds of envelopes. the second group being made up of nodal sounds with 
impulsive or continous facture. The diversity of those sound gestures further elaborated with signal amplification in a 
frequency band, filtering (passa alto, passa basso), enlargenings, conlpressions, overlapping, trasposition, etc. (made 



wilb IBM conipatible programmes, Sound Toolkit, Cool, Goldwave and phase Vocoder), has created between them a 
causeleffect relationship wluch 11% suggested the composition. 

Guido Facchini 

Itii~elthin di Aince 

This paper proposes Lhe way in wluch the author co~iiposed this "lnvettiva" and his attempt to keep a close 
rclationsliip between the greek mith 01 Aids and UIC author's way of writing music. 

1.Tlie title and the mith 
I U t  that such a title needs more explications. Aiace (Aias from L o c i  not to be confused with Aiax 

Thelamonious ) was one or the greek heroes that burned down Troia. He was going back home wit11 Ius own neel, but 
he sank down with his boat during a storm. He hardly saved lumsel~s\yirm~ung to safety.He climbed upon a rock, and 
kom there he shouted abuse at Juppiter and he said that he didn't need any lielp f ~ o m  the gods to save l&nselr. Of 
course, Juppiter immediately fulminated Aiax and he failed down into Uie sea. ' 

2.The material: outer and inner structure 
This ancient greek mith has always made me wonder how could it be the last cry of a man sliouting abuse to the 

gods.So the most important material that I employed to build atis music is a shout; it was this shout that I worked 
upon witli the computer. until it has grown into an articulated "invective". 

Such a vocal material is of course a sounding object wilhout a constant pitch, and the glissando is the most 
imporlant allure.1 Lried to articulate this material witli different kinds of strelcl!ing. I made use of SOUND TOOLKIT, 
COOL EDIT and PHASE VOCODER and I combined the results to obtain a kind of continuos rallentato. 

3.Acltnowledgments 
I must thank Lelio Camillen, my teacher in Bologna, who gave me the wai to keep my musical ideas in touch with 

the technology I could made use of. and Trevor Wisbart, whose music is and will remain a font of inspiration for me. 

Riccardo Dapelo 

Sill Cuore Della Temn 
(On earth k heartlr) 

Ogiruiro sta solo srrl crrar dello terra 
t~afitfo cla trrl roggio di sole ... 
(Ei~eryo17e stays aloiie on flre hearfit of tlre earlh 
pierced b j ~  a rav of strriligl7t) 

These verses by Italian poet Salvalore Quasimodo can describe conlpletely the sensations fcll in the incredible and 
wild countries of Barbagia, Baronia and Supranionte (Sardinia-Italy). Often the most interesting phenomena of linnian 
ehperiences occur in borderlands, lands o~ily superficially scratched by process of History. The isle of Sardinia is one 
of this lands, an exeenreme land: in which flows something ancient and nusterious, primitive and solar. Is sacient lo 
go away a little r ~ o m  the coasts full of tourists, to find onesell. unehpectedly: in a "natural liannoiiy", "On eartli's 
hearth". 

And in the same natural harmony, rough and wild: are born also the voices of "Tenore de Orosei" an elli~uc poly- 
vocal group, whose voices are the starting poinl of this piece. Every sound of the entire work is derived from the 
manipulation (re-synthesis, cross-synthesis, convolutions, granular time-sMting and so on) of the above mentioned 
voices plus several samples ofwater and Launeddas (a typical bagpipe of Sardinia). 

The aim of the piece is the reconstruction and the interpretation of a sensorial experience ofthe Sardinia, rejecting 
however any musical description but rather searching for an ancient feeling archetype (Ognuiio sta solo ... Ei~eyo~ie  
stqvs alone ...) 



Laura Bianchini 

Aum, for electroi2ic souiih (1996) (stereo plnybnck version) 

The plece is based on a test written by Sandro Cappelletto, inspired to the myth of AURA. 
Tlie piece. interely created with processed vocal sounds, evolves around a Uleaeatrical action of metamorphosis. The 

sound interlacing derives from the dialectics among the sound elements of the language which mantain their sense. 
and the same elements transformed in a way to becomne sonds with their "own" sense. 

Breath. whispering, stammering. gradually transformed, are considered complex sounds materials as well as 
dramaturgical comnponenls. 

The sounds are moved trough Ule acoustic space defined by the loudspeakers generating a perception of movement 
or localization. 

For vocal sound processing computation algoritluns designed by the author for the Fly30 system have been utilized. 
The piece was produced and realized at CRM - Ceutro Ricerclie Musicali of Rome. 
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Listening Session 

Diego Garro 

Voci dnll Zldiqlrri 

The tide 'Voci dalllAldiqua' is a play on words that means approximately 'Voices from the Material World'. 
'Aldiqua', as a matter of fact. usually means 'on-this-side' but in the context of the title the it is meant to contrast the 
word 'Aldila', which is one among the thousands of different ways italians refer to heaven or, broadly speaking, to Me- 
after-death. Since the title of the composition may be misleading it is probably worth an initial remark. 

Many composers and performers in tlle past, distant or recent, have already explored the possibilities of various 
utterances achievable by the Ihuman vocal apparatus. This body of research has been put into music-composition in 
various artistic context Moreover, during the last twenty years the vast world of computer processing applied onto 
vocal sounds has also been widely investigated and experimented on. In 'Voci dall'Aldiqua' my intention was to use 
some particular transformations onto a limited set of vocal sounds as a triggering tool to develop a musical discourse. 
Thus my first concern was the creation of a coherent flow of nlusical information in which sometimes the vocal 
component is incidentally predominant and sometimes it is merely marginal. The word 'voices' mentioned in Ule title, 
therefore, has to be read in a broad context. Along the piece, son~etimes the 'voice' is l1uman voice, clearly 
recognizable, either speaking or singing. Sometimes it is human voice deeply transformed, almost unrecognizable. 
Some other times the 'voice' is, med~apborically spealcing, the echa of the material wvorld responding to the human 
call. The finale features the triumph of human voice singing an angelic chant which, nevefieless, dissolves in a sort 
of self-decomposition: does transience deprive human attributes from beauty and spirituality? 

Roberto Doati 

II' Felix Regrrln 

Felix Regula is a work commissioned by and realized at the Centre de Recherches et Formation Musicales de 
Wallonie in Liege. When I received the invitation to realize a new piece with instrul~~euts and electronics it has been 
natural for me, living in Padova, to think to Johannes Ciconia (1340-1411). Not only because the great composer and 
d~eorician from liege lived his last years in Padova, but also for the deep interaction between science and music there 
is in lus lie and work. As a composer working with computer since long time, I developed a musical thought shaped 
on this new technology. As technology I do not simply mean here the machine. I aam referring to the teclmology as an 
ensemble of new scientific procedures to investigate and transform the nature (tekhni=Arts and Crafls). 

The "nature" to be transformed is a virelai by CicoNa (Sus une fontayne) wluch represents for me an archetype of 
the interest many composers had and still have on mirror games. So in the five diiferent versions of the piece I 
realized, I broke and rebuilt the form of the CicoNa virelai with musical instruments (violin, flute-flute in G: clarinet- 
bass clarinet-double bass clarinet) mirroring not only each other,, as in t l ~e  music of the past, but also in my preferred 
~nirror: the computer teclmology. 

The computer transforn~ation of t l~e  instrumental sounds are therefore conceived as a sort of double of each 
instrurnenf but differently disposed in time according the esprit de gio~netrie peculiar of Ciconia's work. The 
instruments are also acoustically treated, as the original pitches of the CicoNa's song are changed as concern the 
modalities of their emission using i n s m e n t a l  contemporaw tecltniques (slap, tongue ra% multiphonics, etc.). 



Michele Brugnaro 

Epigenetic Landscape nl finds its originating stimulus in the desire to join together different and seemingly 
independent operative conceptual fields in a coherent whale provided with l~on~ogeneous structural properties. The 
~norphogenesis of the piece seems to be characterized by a series of contrasting forces which interact dialectically and 
eventually coalesce to define an unitary, comprehensive overall picture. The composition project has taken place from 
two primary needs which form a first basic opposition: 

i) "Abstract" predetermination of the generative algorithm of the formal-syntactical units (intermediate-superior 
levels): 

ii) "Concrete" raw material used as a generative nucleus in the microlevel. 
The work has followed two directed paths that are to be considered at the same time parallel and complementary. 

The activity inherent in the preliminary drafting of the project has concerned mahly the definition of the treatment of 
the concrete material according to the new conceptual dyad: 

i) "Denaturation" and consequent unidentification of the original source, together with the possibility both of 
altering interactively the timbral and tex<ural behaviour of the sounds and of creating grouping variations in 
colnpound sonic objects (density, prevailing colorations, etc.); 

ii) Preservation of some pertinent features of the original sound objects, such asl for example, their microrl~ylhic 
organization. The samples that have been cllosen as the original raw material are essentially recordings of African and 
Asian percussive solos. Their particular (and interesting) internal structuration can be considered as a sorl of matrix 
fro111 which complex durational patterns are derived, which show both periodic and aperiodic aspects. 

a) PEIUODICm 
i) Struchual internal atlriiutes of the sound objects that are based on periodicity, such as rhythmical patterns 

already present in the samples or arising from the automated moditications of the single sounds 
(accelerandolrallenlando effects caused by transposition); 

i i j h  the interactive treatment of more con~plex sonic textures some other periodic features are discernible through 
the particular use of delay lines rPsendo-Imitation" generated from delay lines with long time values or sound 
--coloration" (choral thickening, "comb" effects) obtained by very short delay times]. 

b) APERIODICITY: 
i )  Aleatoric fragmentation ofthe pattern with random combinations behveen contiguous fragments. But conversely 

some coherent, cohesive images may be extracted from few basic nuclei; 
ii) Casual variations in Lhe temporal distance between fragments. only tendentially determinate, together with Ule 

control of the "density" of events and oTtlie offset time within the sample. 
The definition of a casual-reading algorithm oC the sonic samples with all the potential timbral transformations 

olfered by the different types of treatment [ring modulation, delay tines with different time values, from very short 
(filleringl "comb" effect) to very long (imitative, rhytlunical effects)] has been coupled with the decision of creating a 
control panel with real-time modifications of the parameters. Another conceptual pair js needed to fix the strategies 
involved when defining complex formal objects: 

i) Ever-changing automated creation of the sonic organisms of the microlevel; 
ii) Option of intervening: with relative and immediate feedback, by modifying in real-time the parameters which 

regulate the global behaviour of the algoritlun, interacting stochastically with the computerized procedure. 
The problem is to achieve a good compromise between the "predetermination" of the algorithm and the capacity to 

"sculpt" the sound direcuy in real time, imposing over the generative autonlatism the composer's subjective will, in 
some way regaining the expressive freedom already present in the original percussive sounds. 

The piece. in its final fonn, is the result of a mixing of four textures generated from a perfonnative improvisation 
guided by the feedback traces of the internal development of the materials. In substance this textural growth oscillates 
behvecn 

i )  a maximlun density state (condensation): 
ii) a minimum density state (rarefaction); 
iii) dynamic variations: 
i\z) relative expansion within the didsternatic space; 
v) different locations in the stereophonic field; 
vi) changes in the perceived distance. 



Zack Settel 

Punjar is a work for solo soprano saxophone and live electronics. The electronics are used to: (1) expand the 
timbral range of the instrument, (2) allow for the possibility of self accompaniment, providing additional "ensemble 
voices" in the musical sttuchue, based on material played by the soloist. Almost all of the electronically produced 
sounds are initiated andlor modified according to the material played by performer. Finally, an important underlying 
idea for this piece, "an ensemble controlled by one player", is inspired by Jolohn Cage's worlc in his Sonatas and 
Interludes for Prepared Piano (1946-48). 
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Listening Session I1 

Giochi clifondo 
Fabio Cifariello Ciardi 

Le stelle intomo ... 
Giovanni Cospito 

... e organizznr 
Francesco Scagliola 

Agnnby 
Francesco Giomi 

Stzidio 97-98 
Agastino Di Scipio 

Listening Session 111 

AIL loin ... bleu 
Elsa Justel 

Poisogens Londrinenses I 
Antonio Augusta Caminhoto Neto 

Aquiloe 
Massimiliano Messieri 



Invettivn di Aiace 
Guido Facchini 

St11 Cuore Della Terra 
Riccardo Dapelo 

Atcrn 
Laura Bianchini 

Listening Session IV 

Voci ciall'Aldiqu~ 
Diego Garro 

N Felix Regula 
Roberlo Doati 

Epigenetic Lnndscnpe n.1 
Michele Blugnaro 

Pzmnjar 
Zack Settel 




